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Publishers’ Preface

Brown Judaic Studies has been publishing scholarly books in all ar-
eas of Judaic studies for forty years. Our books, many of which contain 
groundbreaking scholarship, were typically printed in small runs and are 
not easily accessible outside of major research libraries. We are delighted 
that with the support of a grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities/Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Humanities Open Book Pro-
gram, we are now able to make available, in digital, open-access, format, 
fifty titles from our backlist. 

Jeremy Corley’s study, Ben Sira’s Teaching on Friendship (2002) is the 
first to examine in depth the nature of friendship in the biblical book Ben 
Sira (Sirach). Corley’s book has generated scholarship both on the book of 
Ben Sira as well as on friendship as discussed by several ancient authors.

This edition incorporates a new extensive preface that puts this study 
into conversation with recent scholarship. The original text is unchanged. 

Michael L. Satlow
Managing Editor

January, 2020





Preface to the Digital Edition

This preface surveys developments in Ben Sira research, pertinent to 
the topic, since the publication of the first edition in 2002. Because the 
second edition is not a rewriting of the first edition, this preface seeks to 
take account of the last two decades of Ben Sira scholarship. The original 
edition of the study was the revised and updated form of my 1996 doctor-
al dissertation at the Catholic University of America, Washington DC. The 
work was written under the guidance of the late Alexander Di Lella (1929-
2019), known especially for his Anchor Bible commentary, which he wrote 
jointly with Patrick Skehan.1 My 2002 volume also acknowledges its debt 
to the 1996 essay collection, based on papers given at the 1995 Salzburg 
symposium on friendship in Ben Sira.2

Recent Studies of Friendship in Ben Sira

While several article-length studies in English have appeared since 
2002, the most substantial and systematic analysis of the topic is the chap-
ter on Ben Sira within Saul Olyan’s volume on friendship in the Hebrew 
Bible.3 This concise volume claims to be the first comprehensive exami-
nation of the generally neglected topic. Besides Ben Sira, Olyan’s analysis 
covers prophetic materials, psalms, and pre-Hellenistic wisdom collec-
tions. Whereas the first footnote of my 2002 study (p. 1) borrows David 
Konstan’s definition of friendship as “a mutually intimate, loyal, and lov-
ing bond between two or a few persons” who are unrelated by blood, 
Olyan proposes this definition: “Friendship is a voluntary association be-
tween people who enjoy one another’s company and care, at least to some 
degree, about one another’s welfare.”4 Besides looking at the biblical He-
brew vocabulary for the semantic field of “friend,” Olyan’s introduction 
also recognizes that ancient notions of friendship may differ from modern 
ideas, and that the Hebrew Bible less often describes friendship among 
women than among men. 

Exploring the link between friends and family members, Olyan’s first 
chapter considers the shared classification of close relatives and intimate 
friends, the common obligations of kindred and friends, and the differ-
ing expectations of them. The second chapter explores failed friendship,  

1Patrick W. Skehan and Alexander A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira (AB 39; 
New York: Doubleday, 1987).

2Friedrich V. Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft bei Ben Sira: Beiträge des Symposions zu 
Ben Sira Salzburg 1995 (BZAW 244; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1996).

3Saul M. Olyan, Friendship in the Hebrew Bible (AYBRL; New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2017) 87-103.

4David Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1997) 1; Olyan, Friendship in the Hebrew Bible, 1.
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including the topic of the disloyal friend in diverse biblical books: “Dis-
loyal friends appear in psalms of individual complaint such as Psalms 28, 
35, 38, and 88; in prophetic anthologies such as Jeremiah and Micah; and 
in Proverbs and Job, among other texts.”5 Olyan observes that the fail-
ure of friendships to fulfill expectations may contribute to unstable social 
relations: “For Mic 7:5 and Jer 9:3, untrustworthy friends are representa-
tive of a society’s decline, as is the disintegration of marriage and family 
ties.”6 Olyan’s third chapter deals with friendships in narrative, not only 
between Ruth and Naomi, and Jonathan and David (with its covenant 
motifs), but also between Job and his comforters, Jephthah’s daughter and 
her companions, and Amnon and Jonadab.

Most significant for the present study is Olyan’s fourth chapter, 
which focuses on friendship in Ben Sira.7 He begins by exploring the 
Hebrew vocabulary and idioms relating to friendship, where the sage 
often innovates in his lexical choice by comparison with earlier biblical 
tradition.8 Ben Sira shares some basic notions with older Hebrew writ-
ings: the importance of loyalty and trust (Jer 9:3; Mic 7:5; Ps 41:10; Sir 6:7; 
22:23; 27:17), behavioral parity (Ps 35:12-14; Sir 6:8-13; 13:21-23; 22:23; 
37:1-6), comparability of friends to family members (Deut 13:7; Prov 
17:17; 18:24; Sir 7:18), equality (Ps 55:14; Sir 6:11, 17; 13:15-16), and com-
mensality (Ps 41:10; Sir 6:10; 9:16; 37:4). However, Ben Sira also adds new 
ideas: friends as guides (Sir 40:23); the possibility of reconciliation for a 
damaged friendship (Sir 22:21-22; 27:21); material generosity to friendly 
peers (Sir 14:13); the need to value friends (Sir 7:18); and the occasional 
need to fight for one’s friend (Sir 37:5-6).9 Olyan identifies four topics 
found in both Hebrew biblical texts and Greek non-biblical sources: the 
idea that wealth multiplies friends but poverty reduces them (Prov 19:4; 
Sir 13:21-22; Theognis 929-30); friendship as involving reciprocity (Ps 
35:12; Sir 37:5-6; Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 8.4.1); the disloyalty of some friends 
(Pss 35:15; 38:12; 41:10; Job 19:14; Sir 6:8-13; Theognis 643-44, 697-98); 
the friend as someone like yourself (Deut 13:7; Ps 55:14; Sir 6:11, 16-17; 
37:2; Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 9.4.5; 9.9.1; 9.9.10).10 Olyan also observes four 
Greek ideas that are hardly present in the preceding Hebrew materials: 
the need to test friends (Sir 6:7; Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 8.4.3; Theognis 125-
26; Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.1); the distinction between flatterers and true 

5Olyan, Friendship in the Hebrew Bible, 38.
6Ibid.
7Ibid., 87-103.
8Ibid., 87-90.
9Ibid., 90-94.
10Ibid., 95-97.
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friends (Sir 13:22-23; Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 4.6.9; 8.8.1); one friend fighting 
for another (Sir 37:5-6; Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.27); and the necessity to limit 
the number of one’s friends (Sir 6:6; Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 9.10.2-6; Theognis 
73-75; Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.27).11

Within an article summarizing the sage’s teaching on the topic, Pan-
cratius Beentjes considers several aspects of friendship, including the 
Hebrew notion of friend, trust as the basis of friendship, the antithesis 
between friend and foe, the honor-shame dichotomy, the friend as an eco-
nomic object, metaphors for friend, and the theological framework for 
friendship.12 Moreover, an article by James Harding explores Ben Sira’s 
notion of loving someone as oneself (כנפש).13 This notion, applied to Jona-
than’s friendship with David (1 Sam 18:1), is echoed in Ben Sira passages 
(e.g., Sir 37:2; cf. 6:17; 7:21; 13:15) as well as other ancient Jewish texts 
(4Q498.1.1.1; m. ’Abot 2:10). Harding also finds conceptual parallels in Ar-
istotle (Eth. Nic. 8.1.6; 9.4.1-6). 

On friendship in the wider wisdom literature, there is a useful article 
by Graham Davies, who observes: “Many of the themes of the teaching of 
Proverbs on friendship reappear in Ben Sira in a fuller and clearer exposi-
tion.”14 I have also published a survey article on friendship in the Hebrew 
wisdom literature, covering Job, Proverbs, Qoheleth, and 4QInstruction as 
well as Ben Sira.15 While my 2002 study occasionally sees parallels to Ben 
Sira in Aristotle, Patricia Vesely consistently applies Aristotelian teaching 
on virtue ethics to investigate friendship as a moral category in the Book 
of Job.16 Moreover, within an examination of the use of Lev 19:17 in later 

11Ibid., 97-100.
12Pancratius C. Beentjes, “Friendship in the Book of Ben Sira,” in his essay 

collection, “With All Your Soul Fear the Lord” (Sir. 7:27): Collected Essays on the Book 
of Ben Sira II (CBET 87; Leuven: Peeters, 2017) 207-18.

13James E. Harding, “Ben Sira on Friendship: Notes on Intertextuality and 
Method,” in Perspectives on Israelite Wisdom: Proceedings of the Oxford Old Testament 
Seminar (ed. John Jarick; LHBOTS 618; London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2016) 
439-62, esp. 446-48 (on Sir 6:5-17); 448-53 (on Sir 37:1-6).

14Graham Davies, “The Ethics of Friendship in Wisdom Literature,” in Ethical 
and Unethical in the Old Testament: God and Humans in Dialogue (ed. Katharine J. 
Dell; LHBOTS 528; New York: T&T Clark, 2010) 135-50, here 144. Brief remarks 
on friendship in Proverbs appear in Andreas Scherer, “Is the Selfish Man Wise? 
Considerations of Context in Proverbs 10.1-22.16 with Special Regard to Surety, 
Bribery and Friendship,” JSOT 22 (1997) 59-70, esp. 67-69.

15Jeremy Corley, “Friendship in the Hebrew Wisdom Literature,” PIBA 38 
(2015) 27-51.

16Patricia Vesely, Friendship and Virtue Ethics in the Book of Job (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2019). On Ben Sira see pp. 66-72.
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Jewish and Christian literature, Matthew Goldstone has considered the 
role of rebuke within friendship according to Sir 19:13-17, and he astutely 
observes: “In navigating the relationship between gossip and rebuke, the 
author of Ben Sira appears torn between the crucial role of rebuke and 
the necessity of caution when dealing with gossip.”17 Finally, an overview 
of Greco-Roman, Hebrew Bible, and New Testament notions of friend-
ship appears in a monograph by Johns Varghese, including a mention of 
Sir 6:5-17.18

Recent Hebrew Manuscript Discoveries

Ongoing research has sought to identify unrecognized pages of Ben 
Sira among the Genizah Hebrew MSS. Two important manuscript discov-
eries involve Hebrew leaves from MSS C and D. Less significantly for this 
study, in 2011 Shulamit Elizur, in conjunction with Michael Rand, pub-
lished a leaf from MS D (Sir 7:18–8:18), providing a close parallel to the 
Hebrew text of MS A.19 Because of its fragmentary preservation, the leaf 
of MS D does not yield any new readings for 7:18 and 7:35. However, 
much more significantly for this study, in 2010 Shulamit Elizur published 
two leaves from the anthological MS C.20 Among the diverse passages pre-
served, these leaves provided previously unknown Hebrew text for Sir 
22:21-22 (partly differing from my retroversion): “Against a friend, do not 
draw a sword; do not be afraid (תגור), for there is reparation (כופר). Against 
a friend, do not open (your) mouth; do not worry (תדאג), for there is a way 
back (תשובה).”21 

17Matthew S. Goldstone, The Dangerous Duty of Rebuke: Leviticus 19:17 in Early 
Jewish and Christian Interpretation (JSJSup 185; Leiden: Brill, 2018) 70-81. Quotation 
from p. 80.

18Johns Varghese, The Imagery of Love in the Gospel of John (AnBib 177; Rome: 
Gregorian & Biblical Press, 2009) 207-34; Sir 6:5-17 is mentioned on p. 217. In 
addition, a brief recognition that Ben Sira echoes some Greco-Roman ideas of 
friendship occurs in Martin M. Culy, Echoes of Friendship in the Gospel of John (New 
Testament Monographs 30; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2010) 76.

19Shulamit Elizur and Michael Rand, “A New Fragment of the Book of Ben 
Sira,” DSD 18 (2011) 200-205.

20Shulamit Elizur, “Two New Leaves of the Hebrew Version of Ben Sira,” DSD 
17 (2010) 13-29; English version of an article (סירא בן ספר של העברי מהנוסח חדש קטע) 
published in Tarbiz 76 (2006-2007) 17-28.

21For these two Hebrew bicola, MS C has an evident error, writing the word 
“not” (אל) instead of “if” (אם). Comparisons with the Greek and Syriac suggest 
that the negations “do not draw” (22:21a) and “do not open” (22:22a) may be an 
error for “if you draw” and “if you open.”
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This manuscript discovery has provided a striking illustration of 
the danger of attempting to reconstruct Ben Sira’s original Hebrew text, 
as Pancratius Beentjes has indicated.22 My retroversion for Sir 22:21-22 
(p. 193) followed the Greek by placing a “way back” (תשובה) at the end of 
v. 21, and the post-biblical term “reconciliation” (רצוי) at the end of v. 22b. 
By comparison with the Greek, however, MS C actually has comparable 
nouns in the reverse sequence, with “reparation” or “atonement” (כופר) 
at the end of v. 21 and a “way back” or “repentance” (תשובה) at the end 
of v. 22b. Whereas in 46:19 the word כופר means “bribe” (as in 1 Sam 12:3; 
Amos 5:12), here it means “reparation” (as in Prov 6:35; Num 35:31-32). 
While the noun תשובה denotes a geographical “way back” in 1 Sam 7:17, 
the word here refers to a moral return, involving “repentance” or “conver-
sion” (as in CD 19.16; m. ’Abot 4.13). In addition, my retroversion followed 
the Greek by using the verb “despair” (תתיאש) in v. 21b, and the verb “be 
terrified” (תפחד) in v. 22b, but MS C actually employs different verbs: “be 
afraid” (תגור) in v. 21b, and “worry” (תדאג) in v. 22b.

While the other newly discovered leaf of the anthological MS C pre-
serves parts of Sir 6:5-17, the text largely agrees with MS A, but a few dif-
ferences deserve notice. In 6:5, MS C has the participial form for well-wish-
ers, “those who ask (שואלי) peace” (as conjectured on p. 37). In 6:7, where 
MS A has a strange spelling for “testing” (ניסין), MS C has a clearer spelling 
 interestingly MS ,(יחשוף) ”In 6:9, instead of MS A’s “he will expose .(נסיון)
C reads the opposite sense, “he will withhold” (יחשוך)—unless possibly 
it means that he will hold on to the dispute. Whereas in 6:8, MS A reads 
“according to (כפי) a time” or “for a season,” MS C places 6:8 after 6:10 and 
instead has the phrase “in the face of (בפני) a time.” Immediately follow-
ing 6:8 in MS C, 6:12 declares: “If it [= distress] befalls him, he has turned 
[reading נהפך for MS C נרפך] against you.” In 6:14, avoiding the tautology 
in MS A (“a faithful friend is a strong friend”), the new leaf describes the 
faithful friend as a strong “shield” (מגן).23 The use in MS C of מגן recalls 
God’s promise to protect Abraham (Gen 15:1), who is elsewhere called 
God’s friend (Isa 41:8; 2 Chr 20:7). But it is slightly possible that מגן in MS 
C is a misreading of מכון (“foundation”), a word employed by MS A in 6:29. 
Moreover, between 6:6 and 6:7, the anthological MS C inserts a slightly 

22Pancratius C. Beentjes, “Reconstructions and Retroversions: Chances and 
Challenges to the Hebrew Ben Sira Text,” in his essay collection, “With All Your 
Soul Fear the Lord” (Sir. 7:27): Collected Essays on the Book of Ben Sira II (CBET 87; 
Leuven: Peeters, 2017) 219-30, here 227-28.

23For parts of Sir 6:5-17, the anthological MS C preserves the text in a different 
sequence: Sir 6:5-6; 37:1-2; 6:7, 9, 10, 8, 12-15. Cf. Jeremy Corley, “An Alternative 
Hebrew Form of Ben Sira: The Anthological Manuscript C,” in The Texts and Ver-
sions of the Book of Ben Sira: Transmission and Interpretation (ed. Jean-Sébastien Rey 
and Jan Joosten; JSJ Sup 150; Leiden: Brill, 2011) 3-22, here 10-12.
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confused form of Sir 37:1-2: “Every friend will say his love (אהבתו). Will 
he [= a friend]/ it [= sorrow] at a time not reach him?24 (It is) a sorrow of 
death—a companion like oneself (who) will be turned into a foe.”25 

In addition, ongoing scholarship has given renewed attention to man-
uscript readings. Where the final verb of Sir 9:10b is damaged in Hebrew 
MS A, my 2002 study attempted to solve the textual problem by having 
recourse to retroversion (p. 86). Disagreeing with an earlier suggestion 
that the Greek phrase represents “be like him” (ידמה-לו), I proposed a con-
jectural alternative reading, “equal him” (יׁשונו), echoing an idiom in Prov 
3:15. However, most likely the verb in the damaged manuscript of 9:10 is 
“overtake him” (ידוביקנ), using an idiom found in Gen 31:23.26

The friendship passage in Sir 22:19-26 has attracted further recent at-
tention, because of the Hebrew prosodic version paralleling Sir 22:22–23:9 
found in the medieval Adler MS (ENA 3053.3). After quoting my trans-
lation of these lines (p. 192), the discussion of the subsequent prayer (Sir 
22:27–23:6) by Pancratius Beentjes touches on the previous friendship 
poem, although he considers only four cola as direct Ben Sira quotations 
(line 1 = Sir 22:22c; lines 3-4 = Sir 22:24a-b; line 10 = Sir 22:26d).27 Although 
the situation is somewhat different in the Adler MS, Beentjes observes the 
interplay of three diverse “actors” within the Greek text of Sir 22:19-26: 
the third-person teacher, the second-person addressee, and the first-per-
son speaker.28 In fact, within the medieval paraphrase, lines 15-16 (unmen-
tioned in my 2002 study) also concern friendship: “You will ruin your life 
by revealing your secret, as well as your companion who puts trust in 
you and came to you.”29 Beentjes also notes literary features of the para-
phrase, including rhyme, wordplay, and repetition of key terms.30 In ad-

24The last word of 37:1a in MS C reads “his love” (אהבתו) instead of “I am a friend” 
 .found in MSS B and D, perhaps because of confusion between waw and yod (אהבתי)

25Because of its omission of 37:1b, MS C has instead divided 37:2a into two parts, 
separated by the raised dot (= soph pasuq) and a space in the MS. The subject of the 
verb is unclear: perhaps “it” refers to the sorrow mentioned immediately after-
ward, unless we should understand as subject “he” (= the friend who approaches 
the speaker). The expression “at a time” (בעת) has probably come from 37:4b. 

26Eric D. Reymond, “New Readings and New Senses in the Hebrew to Ben 
Sira,” ANES 54 (2017) 1–16, here 2-3.

27Pancratius Beentjes, “The Prayer in Ben Sira 22:27–23:6 and the Prosodic 
Version in MS ENA 3053.3,” in On Wings of Prayer: Sources of Jewish Worship. 
Festschrift for Stefan Reif (ed. Nuria Calduch-Benages et al.; DCLS 44; Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 2019) 21-36, here 22-23.

28Ibid., 28-29.
29Ibid., 24. This statement partly resembles the Syriac of 22:26.
30Ibid., 29-32.
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dition, Franz Böhmisch considers the paraphrase of Sir 22:22-26 within 
his discussion of the Adler MS (ENA 3053.3).31 He shows that this rhymed 
paraphrase—the first of eleven different portions surviving in various me-
dieval manuscripts—may be attributed to the Hebrew poet Said ben Bab-
shad ha-Kohen (early 11th century – Iraq or Persia), and has close parallels 
to the Syriac version of the passage.32

Additional Research on Ben Sira’s Text

New tools assisting research into Ben Sira’s text have also appeared in 
the last two decades. Extremely useful is the Ben Sira website (established 
by Gary Rendsburg), providing photographs, transcriptions and transla-
tions of the surviving Hebrew manuscripts of Ben Sira—three from the 
Dead Sea area and six from the Cairo Genizah.33 In addition, Víctor Morla 
Asensio has published a helpful annotated edition (with Spanish transla-
tion) of all the Hebrew manuscripts available till 2005, while for difficult 
Hebrew passages, it is useful to consult the detailed linguistic monograph 
by Wido van Peursen.34 Another valuable tool is the Dictionary of Classical 
Hebrew, edited by David Clines, with full listing of Hebrew words in Ben 
Sira as well as the Hebrew Bible and Qumran literature.35 Also of benefit is 
the edition of the Syriac Ambrosian MS (7a1—here called SA) with English 
and Spanish translations.36 It is also useful to have the NETS translation 
of the Septuagint, including Benjamin Wright’s English version of Greek 
Sirach.37 In addition, of great value is Johannes Marböck’s commentary on 

31Franz Böhmisch, “Die Vorlage der syrischen Sirachübersetzung und die 
gereimte hebräische Paraphrase zu Ben Sira aus der Ben-Ezra-Geniza,” in Texts 
and Contexts of the Book of Sirach / Texte und Kontexte des Sirachbuches (ed. Gerhard 
Karner et al.; SBLSCS 66; Atlanta: SBL, 2017) 199-237, here 214-31.

32Böhmisch includes a table listing the different portions of Ben Sira surviving 
in the eleven manuscripts (ibid., 218-19).

33Current address: www. bensira.org
34Víctor Morla Asensio, Los manuscritos hebreos de Ben Sira: traducción y notas 

(Asociación Bíblica Española 59; Estella, Navarra: Verbo Divino, 2012); Wido T. 
van Peursen, The Verbal System in the Hebrew Text of Ben Sira (Studies in Semitic 
Languages and Linguistics 41; Leiden: Brill, 2004).

35D. J. A. Clines, Dictionary of Classical Hebrew (8 vols.; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoe-
nix, 1993-2011).

36Nuria Calduch-Benages, Joan Ferrer, and Jan Liesen, Wisdom of the Scribe: Dip-
lomatic Edition of the Peshitta of the Book of Ben Sira according to Codex Ambrosianus 
(2nd ed.; Estella, Navarra: Verbo Divino, 2015).

37Benjamin G. Wright, “Sirach,” in: A New English Translation of the Septuagint 
(ed. Albert Pietersma and Benjamin G. Wright; New York: Oxford University 

http://www.bensira.org
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chapters 1–23 of Ben Sira, though it often favors the Greek version over the 
Genizah Hebrew text.38

Further research has continued into Ben Sira’s poetic techniques. 
Commenting on the use of animal imagery in 13:17-19, Nuria Calduch-Be-
nages declares that “human beings create divisions between those who 
belong to the same species. These divisions, unlike those in the animal 
world, are not natural but have a social and religious character.”39 She 
adds: “In this instruction, Ben Sira used the comparison with the animal 
world to denounce and condemn the hostility between the rich and the 
poor.” Building on findings in my 2002 work regarding Ben Sira’s use of 
Hebrew rhyme and other sound patterns (e.g., pp. 39-42 on 6:5-17), I have 
explored the topic further in two subsequent articles.40

Question of Reconstructing the Original Hebrew

The 2002 edition makes use of retroversion for three pericopes (19:13-
17; 22:19-26; 27:16-21), but this approach was questioned in the reviews 
by Antonino Minissale and Pancratius Beentjes.41 To be sure, within schol-
arship from earlier generations, Moshe Segal provided a Hebrew retro-
version for the chapters of the book where no Hebrew text survives, and 
Patrick Skehan made a retroversion for chapter 24.42 In my introduction 
(pp. 30-34), I explained and defended this practice as a heuristic tool for 
engaging with the text, but I no longer consider it the best practice. In-
stead, I would now seek to consider each textual witness (Hebrew, Greek, 

Press, 2007) 715-62.
38Johannes Marböck, Jesus Sirach 1—23 (HThKAT; Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 2010).
39Nuria Calduch-Benages, “Animal Imagery in the Hebrew Text of Ben Sir-

ach,” in The Texts and Versions of the Book of Ben Sira: Transmission and Interpretation 
(ed. Jean-Sébastien Rey and Jan Joosten; JSJSup 150; Leiden: Brill, 2011) 55-71, 
esp. 63 and 65. On the sage’s use of agricultural imagery see Jessie Rogers, “As 
Ploughing and Reaping Draw Near to Her: A Reading of Sirach 6:18-37,” OTE 13 
(2000) 364-79.

40Jeremy Corley, “Rhyme in the Hebrew Prophets and Wisdom Poetry,” BN 132 
(2007) 55-69; idem, “Similes and Sound Patterns as Rhetorical Tools in Two He-
brew Wisdom Books,” in Verborgen lezers: Over tekst en communicatie in het Oude 
Testament (ed. Archibald L. H. M. van Wieringen; Bergambacht, Netherlands: 
2VM, 2011) 93-128.

41Antonino Minissale, review of 1st ed., Ben Sira’s Teaching on Friendship by Jere-
my Corley, Bib 85 (2004) 432-35; Pancratius C. Beentjes, review of 1st ed., Ben Sira’s 
Teaching on Friendship by Jeremy Corley, JSJ 85 (2003) 316-17, here 317.

42Moshe Z. Segal, סירא בן ספר השלם (3d ed.; Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 1972); 
Patrick W. Skehan, “Structures in Poems on Wisdom: Proverbs 8 and Sirach 24,” 
CBQ 41 (1979) 365-79, esp. 374-79.
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and Syriac) in its own right. By way of contrast with my earlier approach, 
Johannes Marböck’s article on Sir 22:19-26 explicitly rejects the practice of 
retroversion, but instead presents the Greek text followed by comments, 
and then the Syriac and Latin forms of the passage.43 The prudence of 
Marböck’s approach was soon demonstrated when the hitherto unknown 
portion of Hebrew MS C including Sir 22:21-22 was discovered.44

While the 2002 study makes use of the early versions in an attempt 
to reconstruct the presumed original Hebrew text of Ben Sira, it offers 
virtually no discussion of the literary qualities, translation techniques, or 
theological tendencies of the early versions such as the Greek and Syri-
ac, despite mentioning the work of Antonino Minissale and Benjamin G. 
Wright.45 The Greek translator’s intention, evident from the prologue, has 
been considered in articles by Benjamin Wright and Siegfried Kreuzer.46 
James Aitken’s essay on the Greek translator’s literary achievement notes 
his love of compound words (e.g., the LXX hapax legomenon “fellow din-
er,” σύνδειπνος, 9:16), lexical variation (e.g., two different words for “new,” 
νέος and πρόσφατος, 9:10), and poetic words (e.g., the LXX hapax legom-
enon εὐπροσήγορος (“courteous,” 6:5).47 In addition, Wido van Peursen’s 

43Johannes Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung: Kontexte zur Freund-
schaftsperikope Sir 22,19-26,” in: Freundschaft bei Ben Sira: Beiträge des Sympo-
sions zu Ben Sira, Salzburg 1995 (ed. Friedrich V. Reiterer; BZAW 244; Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 1996) 87-106, here 88. For a comparable approach, examining Hebrew, 
Greek and Latin forms of the text separately, see Georg Sauer, “Der Ratgeber 
(Sir 37,7-15): Textgeschichte als Auslegungsgeschichte und Bedeutungswandel,” 
in Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira (ed. Renate Egger-Wenzel and 
Ingrid Krammer; BZAW 270; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1998) 73-85.

44Beentjes, “Reconstructions and Retroversions,” 227-28.
45Antonino Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide: Confronto con il testo ebraico 

alla luce dell’attività midrascica e del metodo targumico (AnBib 133; Rome: Pontifical 
Biblical Institute, 1995); Benjamin G. Wright, No Small Difference: Sirach’s Relation-
ship to its Hebrew Parent Text (SBLSCS 26; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989).

46Benjamin Wright, “Why a Prologue? Ben Sira’s Grandson and His Transla-
tion,” in Emanuel: Studies in Hebrew Bible, Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor 
of Emanuel Tov (ed. Shalom M. Paul et al.; VTSup 94; Leiden: Brill, 2003) 633-44; 
ibid., “Translation Greek in Sirach in Light of the Grandson’s Prologue,” in The 
Texts and Versions of the Book of Ben Sira (ed. Jean-Sébastien Rey and Jan Joosten; 
JSJSup 150; Leiden: Brill, 2011) 75-94; Siegfried Kreuzer, “‘Object of Great Care’: 
The Prologue to the Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach, in the Context of Its Genre,” 
in his essay collection The Bible in Greek: Translation, Transmission, and Theology of 
the Septuagint (SBLSCS 63; Atlanta: SBL, 2015) 94-109.

47James K. Aitken, “The Literary Attainment of the Translator of Greek Sirach,” 
in The Texts and Versions of the Book of Ben Sira: Transmission and Interpretation (ed. 
Jean-Sébastien Rey and Jan Joosten; JSJSup 150; Leiden: Brill, 2011) 95-126, esp. 
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detailed monograph on the Syriac version has pointed out important fea-
tures of that version.48 While he observes that at 6:12 the Syriac expansive-
ly renders the Hebrew verb “he will hide himself” with a phrase “he will 
go and conceal himself,” he also notes the Syriac tendency sometimes to 
add expressions borrowed from other texts (e.g., echo of 19:9 in 22:26 S; 
echo of 33:20 in 37:6 S).49 

Sociological Context of Ben Sira’s Teaching

While the introduction to the 2002 volume included some brief re-
marks on sociological aspects to the sage’s historical background (pp. 
14-16), it had no detailed treatment of the sociology of Jerusalem in his 
lifetime. Such a discussion is now available in the essay “Ben Sira and the 
Sociology of the Second Temple,” published as the substantial first chap-
ter in an essay collection by Richard A. Horsley and Patrick A. Tiller.50 As 
a scribe, Ben Sira held the position of a retainer within the socially strat-
ified society of early 2nd century BCE Jerusalem.51 Being thus positioned 
toward the middle social level of the population, Ben Sira himself stood 
socially “above the plowmen and artisans on whose labor a city depends 
but below and in service to those who rule (38:24–39:11).”52 While Horsley 
and Tiller note the social divisions in Second Temple Judea, other scholars 
have also investigated the conflict between the wealthy and the impover-
ished, evident in 13:17-19.53

109, 118, 121. See also Jeremy Corley, “Greek Sirach,” in The Textual History of the 
Bible, vol. 2B: Deuterocanonical Scriptures (ed. Frank Feder and Matthias Henze; 
Leiden: Brill, 2019) 214-31.

48Wido van Peursen, Language and Interpretation in the Syriac Text of Ben Sira: A 
Comparative Linguistic and Literary Study (Monographs of the Peshitta Institute 
Leiden 16; Leiden: Brill, 2007)

49Ibid., 60, 70-71. He states that the Syriac renders the Hebrew phrase “gracious 
lips” (6:5) with a free rendering, “lips of the upright” (p. 42)—but this is probably 
a moralizing translation.

50Richard A. Horsley and Patrick A. Tiller, After Apocalyptic and Wisdom: Re-
thinking Texts in Contexts (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2012) 19-55. See also Benjamin G. 
Wright, “Putting the Puzzle Together: Some Suggestions Concerning the Social 
Location of the Wisdom of Ben Sira,” in Conflicted Boundaries in Wisdom and Apoc-
alypticism (ed. Benjamin G. Wright and Lawrence M. Wills; SBLSymS 35; Atlanta: 
SBL, 2005) 89-112.

51Horsley and Tiller, After Apocalyptic and Wisdom, 47.
52Ibid., 26.
53Ibid., 121-22; Benjamin G. Wright and Claudia V. Camp, “‘Who has been 

Tested by Gold and Found Perfect?’ Ben Sira’s Discourse of Riches and Poverty,” 
Henoch 23 (2001) 153-73; Víctor Morla Asensio, “Poverty and Wealth: Ben Sira’s 
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Commenting on 13:18, Claudia Camp recognizes the inherent class 
conflict between rich and poor in Ben Sira’s book, adding: “His recom-
mended response of almsgiving is, however, predicated on an ideology 
of individual piety; there is no systemic critique of the responsibility of 
the wealthy for a system of class disparity.”54 Within her discussion of Ben 
Sira’s gendered ethics, Camp connects his teaching on friendship with his 
advocacy of caution, asserting: “Despite ideals that might point him else-
where, Ben Sira is committed to the cultural game of honor and shame.”55 
Camp further acknowledges his ambivalence about friendship within a 
social context where honor can easily be lost: “On the one hand, friends 
are more valuable than wealth…. Yet friends must be tested and, tragical-
ly, many will fail in time of trouble.”56

Another sociological aspect recently emphasized has been the impor-
tance of reciprocity in Ben Sira’s teaching on social dealings (12:1-6; 22:23-
26; 29:1-20; 37:4-6).57 Whereas Greek society often operated on a reciprocal 
system of social dependency based on honor and shame, the Pentateuchal 
law-codes largely ignore this rationale. Showing that Jewish social rela-
tions in the Greco-Roman era faced a tension between biblical solidarity 
and the utilitarian social values of patronage and formal friendship, Seth 
Schwartz proposes that in Ben Sira’s book, friendship is “presented in 
nonaffective terms, primarily as a system of exchange.”58 Similarly, Brad-
ley C. Gregory has observed how Ben Sira advocates Torah-based gen-
erosity within a social context that emphasized Greek norms of honor.59 
Discussing the sage’s appeal to show kindness to a friend (14:13), Gregory 
suggests that chapter 14 “contrasts the socially isolationist behavior of the 
miser (cf. 14:5, 9-10) with the wise person’s enjoyment of life…. Because his 
range of friendship transcends strict socio-economic categories, the enjoy-
ment of life and concomitant sharing with friends is not limited to friends 

View of Possessions,” in: Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira (ed. 
Renate Egger-Wenzel and Ingrid Krammer; BZAW 270; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1998) 
151-78.

54Claudia V. Camp, Ben Sira and the Men who Handle Books: Gender and the Rise of 
Canon-Consciousness (Hebrew Bible Monographs 50; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix 
Press, 2013) 184.

55Ibid., 51.
56Ibid., 50.
57Seth Schwartz, Were the Jews a Mediterranean Society? Reciprocity and Solidarity 

in Ancient Judaism Society (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009) 45-79.
58Ibid., 55 n. 19.
59Bradley C. Gregory, Like an Everlasting Signet Ring: Generosity in the Book of 

Sirach (DCLS 2; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2010) 86-88.
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of Ben Sira’s social standing.”60 Gregory also states that the sage’s teaching 
in 13:15-23 “demonstrates sympathy with the peasantry, even though he is 
dependent on the elite, many of whom are oppressing them. Although he 
does not confront unjust social structures in the way the classical prophets 
did, he nevertheless comes relatively close in this passage.”61 

Stephen Arden Long’s recent dissertation explores the role of reci-
procity and gift exchange in Ben Sira, contextualizing these themes under 
the notion of charity.62 Commenting on 22:23, Long observes: “the moti-
vation for helping a friend or neighbor during his financial hardship—a 
hope of sharing in his prosperity when his fortunes eventually improve—
is rather ‘pragmatic.’”63 Drawing an insightful comparison between 22:23-
26 and 6:5-17, Long points out that whereas Ben Sira earlier warns against 
associating with an unreliable friend, he later cautions against becoming 
an unfaithful friend oneself: “Just as the instructions found in Sir 6 offered 
some pragmatic motivations for following the sage’s instructions (one 
fails to get help or support in difficult times from unreliable friends), so 
hopes for ‘reciprocity’ prompt appropriate fidelity in friendship according 
to Sir 22:23.”64

My 2002 study recognized that in his teaching on friendship, Ben Sira 
warns against the danger of shame (p. 20).65 Early in the sage’s book, the 
motivation of avoiding disgrace occurs in the admonition to behave as 
a friend and not as an enemy (6:1).66 Later in the book, considering the 
context of his admonition about the danger to friendship posed by rash 
promises (20:23), Camp suggests: “Shame derives from the poor man’s 
inability to compete in the granting and receiving of gifts, that is, in the so-
cial interchange that defines a man” within a patriarchal Hellenistic socie-
ty.67 Moreover, reflecting on the sage’s observation that the fool complains 
of having no friends (20:16) in the context of 20:14-15 on gifts and loans, 
Roger Bullard and Howard Hatton comment: “This pathetic fellow, who 
has given little and criticized loudly, who has lent things and then wanted 

60Ibid., 111.
61Ibid., 71. On Sir 13:15-23 see 66-72 (comment), 315-20 (textual notes).
62Stephen Arden Long, “‘A God who Repays’: Dynamics of Charity and Reci-

procity in the Book of Sirach” (Ph.D. diss., University of Notre Dame, 2018).
63Ibid., 36.
64Ibid., 37.
65Ingrid Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft,” in Freund-

schaft bei Ben Sira: Beiträge des Symposions zu Ben Sira Salzburg 1995 (ed. Friedrich 
V. Reiterer; BZAW 244; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1996) 171-201.

66Marböck, Jesus Sirach 1—23, 106.
67Camp, Ben Sira and the Men who Handle Books, 52.
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them back, all the while thinking he was being so nice, cannot understand 
why he has no friends.”68

Anthony R. Ceresko also acknowledges the sociological background 
to Ben Sira’s teaching on generosity towards friends: “A key element in Is-
rael’s covenant with God was the social and especially economic arrange-
ments within their community. Their commitment to God included the 
commitment to help and support one another, especially in times of eco-
nomic distress.”69 Ceresko adds that this background helps us understand 
the sage’s emphasis on human relationships, such as friendship: “The au-
thor has a keen interest in fostering and strengthening relationships. It 
represents part of his strategy to counter the damage done to relationships 
and family support networks caused by the exploitative economic meas-
ures imposed by the Hellenistic kings.”70

Male and Female Friendship

Alice Sinnott’s review of my 2002 volume observed that it focused on 
male friendship and said little about the sage’s view of friendship with 
women.71 In fact, Olyan also states: “Ben Sira has nothing to say about 
female friendship. In this the book is close to earlier wisdom materials, 
which tend to present friendship as a bond between men [sic].”72 Similarly, 
Teresa Ann Ellis declares: “Only a partial world is visible to the reader of 
the Book of Ben Sira, because there are no interactions among females, 
neither between Wisdom and human females, nor among the female hu-
mans—the mothers, daughters, sisters, and others.”73 Recognizing the 
presence of matched female and male poetic units, she sees 9:10-16 as dis-
cussing male friendship whereas 9:1-9 warns about male dealings with 
women, while juxtaposed units deal with choice of a wife (36:26-31) and a 
male friend (37:1-6), as well as male disloyalty in replacing a wife or friend 
(7:18-26).

68Roger A. Bullard and Howard A. Hatton, A Handbook on Sirach (New York: 
United Bible Societies, 2008) 409.

69Anthony R. Ceresko, St. Francis de Sales and the Bible (Bangalore, India: St 
Francis de Sales Publications, 2005) 101.

70Ibid., 103.
71Alice Sinnott, review of 1st ed., Ben Sira’s Teaching on Friendship by Jeremy 

Corley, RBL 12/2003 [online]. 
72Olyan, Friendship in the Hebrew Bible, 94.
73Teresa Ann Ellis, Gender in the Book of Ben Sira: Divine Wisdom, Erotic Poetry, 

and the Garden of Eden (BZAW 453; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2013) 105. On 9:10-16 see 
the table (123). On juxtaposed units see 166, 188.
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Recent research has emphasized the significance for Ben Sira of the 
gendered system of honor and shame within his society.74 Nevertheless, 
Ellis shows that Ben Sira esteems the category of pious wisdom above the 
gender category, observing that the saying in “40:23 values the intelligent 
wife more than a man’s male associates.”75 Ellis explains the sage’s view 
of appropriate male and female partners: “The basic principle of appro-
priateness is that likes should associate. For his friends, the sage should 
choose other sage-like men and avoid fools and, for his spouse, the sage 
should choose a woman who shares his qualities (piety, intelligence, and 
care in the use of speech).”76 Ellis also points out the sage’s identical vo-
cabulary for females and males, since a man is said to gain (קנה) both a 
wife and a friend (36:24; 6:7). Moreover, a God-fearing man is given a wife 
and attains a friend (26:3, 14; 6:16), and there is no weighing of the value 
of a modest wife and a faithful friend (26:15; 6:15).77

Scope for Further Discussion of the Topic

Discussing the scope of the 2002 study, Antonino Minissale noted that 
it provides detailed treatment of the seven chosen passages, containing 30 
instances of φίλος (“friend”) in the Greek, but it gives only very brief con-
sideration (pp. 219-27 in the appendix) for the other 18 instances where 
φίλος appears.78 For example, the noun φίλος occurs twice in 12:8-9, dis-
cussed by Lutz Schrader in his article on 12:8-12.79 Moreover, although 
25:1-11 does not employ the noun φίλος, it begins with the noun φιλία 
(“friendship,” 25:1) and hence deserves attention.80 On 19:8 (mentioned 
briefly on p. 222), Johannes Marböck notes that Ben Sira warns against 

74Camp, Ben Sira and the Men who Handle Books, 38-99.
75Ellis, Gender in the Book of Ben Sira Gender, 117.
76Ibid., 48.
77Ibid., 192. See also Nuria Calduch-Benages, “Good and Bad Wives in the 

Book of Ben Sira: A Harmless Classification?” in The Writings and Later Wisdom 
Books (ed. Christl M. Maier and Nuria Calduch-Benages; The Bible and Women 
1/3; Atlanta: SBL, 2014) 109-25, here 125.

78Minissale, review of 1st ed., Ben Sira’s Teaching on Friendship, 434.
79Lutz Schrader, “Unzuverlässige Freundschaft und verläßliche Feindschaft: 

Überlegungen zu Sir 12,8–12,” in Freundschaft bei Ben Sira: Beiträge des Symposions 
zu Ben Sira Salzburg 1995 (ed. Friedrich V. Reiterer; BZAW 244; Berlin: de Gruyter, 
1996) 19-59.

80Friedrich Reiterer, “Gelungene Freundschaft als tragende Säule einer Ge-
sellschaft: Exegetische Untersuchung von Sir 25,1–11,” in Freundschaft bei Ben Sira: 
Beiträge des Symposions zu Ben Sira Salzburg 1995 (ed. Friedrich V. Reiterer; BZAW 
244; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1996) 133-69.
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repeating gossip against enemy or “friend” (φίλος), unless withholding 
information is a sin because one is duty-bound to report an offense (Lev 
5:1).81

Minissale’s review observed that the 2002 study lacked a proper the-
ological or philosophical synthesis of the topic.82 To be sure, the brief con-
clusion (pp. 213-18) identified four theological themes within the sage’s 
teaching on friendship: the goodness of friendship within the creation; 
the need for caution; the requirement of faithfulness; and the fear of God 
as the context for a proper friendship.83 Moreover, the footnotes make a 
few scattered comparisons with Konstan’s helpful book on the philoso-
phy of friendship in the classical world.84 Building on the 2002 study, it 
would be possible to situate the sage’s teaching within a broader cultur-
al context, ancient and modern, as in Liz Carmichael’s investigation.85 A 
good starting point would be a comparison with Books 8-9 of Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics, as Patricia Vesely has recently done for the book of 
Job.86 While the 2002 study referred to about twenty parallel passages in 
the Nicomachean Ethics (e.g., pp. 9-10), there was no sustained attempt to 
compare the teaching of Aristotle and Ben Sira on friendship. This topic 
deserves further exploration, because of the existence of many parallels. 
While Ben Sira contrasts faithful friends with those who are friendly solely 
for the sake of pleasure or utility, Aristotle classifies three types of friend-
ship—for the sake of pleasure, or utility, or virtue (Eth. Nic. 8.3.1-8.4.6).87 

Indeed, the Hebrew sage’s advice to select God-fearing friends could be 
compared with the Greek philosopher’s understanding of friendship for 
the sake of virtue (Eth. Nic. 9.9.5).

Reception History of Ben Sira

81Marböck, Jesus Sirach 1—23, 234.
82Minissale, review of 1st ed., Ben Sira’s Teaching on Friendship, 435.
83Jeremy Corley, “Friendship According to Ben Sira,” in Der Einzelne und seine 

Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira (ed. Renate Egger-Wenzel and Ingrid Krammer; BZAW 
270; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1998) 65-71.

84Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 72-76.
85Liz Carmichael, Friendship: Interpreting Christian Love (London: T&T Clark, 

2004).
86Vesely, Friendship and Virtue Ethics in the Book of Job, 107-220.
87Frederic M. Schroeder, “Friendship in Aristotle and Some Peripatetic Philos-

ophers,” in Greco-Roman Perspectives on Friendship (ed. John T. Fitzgerald; SBLRBS 
34; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997) 35-57, esp. 42-43; Carmichael, Friendship: Inter-
preting Christian Love, 15-22; Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 72-76.
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Absent from the 2002 study is a treatment of the reception history of 
the passages considered. One element of reception history, virtually ig-
nored in my 2002 study, concerns the expansive additions to the Greek 
text. For the major friendship passages, the expansions occur in 19:18-19 
(following 19:13-17) and 22:23ef (within 22:19-26). These additions receive 
discussion in the useful examination by Severino Bussino.88 My earlier 
disregard of reception history contrasts with Johannes Marböck’s 1996 ar-
ticle on 22:19-26, which ends with an extract from the 1633 commentary by 
Cornelius a Lapide.89 Moreover, the talmudic tractate Sanhedrin’s use of 
Ben Sira verses, including 6:6 (b. Sanh. 100b), has been the focus of scholar-
ly discussion.90 Maurice Gilbert’s listing of Jerome’s quotations from Ben 
Sira includes Sir 6:6 from the commentary on Isaiah and Sir 6:7 and 9:10 
from the commentary on Micah.91 Furthermore, a convenient compilation 
of patristic comments on Ben Sira appears in Sever J. Voicu’s volume on 
the Apocrypha, offering extracts from Origen, John Chrysostom, and Ful-
gentius of Ruspe on 9:10-16, while passages from the earliest Latin com-
mentary by Rabanus Maurus appear in sections on 6:5-17 and 27:16-21.92 
My recent article has surveyed the reception history of 6:5-17, referring to 
church fathers and saints such as Gregory of Nazianzus, Ambrose, John 
Chrysostom, Aelred of Rievaulx, and Francis de Sales.93 Moreover, Antho-
ny R. Ceresko offered an interesting comparison of the teaching on friend-
ship by Ben Sira and Francis de Sales, concluding: “An important dimen-

88Severino Bussino, The Greek Additions in the Book of Ben Sira (AnBib 203; 
Rome: Gregorian & Biblical Press, 2013), esp. 285-96 (on Sir 19:18-19); 350-56 (on 
Sir 22:23ef).

89Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 102-4.
90David S. Levene, “Theology and Non-Theology in the Rabbinic Ben Sira,” 

in Ben Sira’s God (ed. Renate Egger-Wenzel; BZAW 321; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2002) 
305-20; Benjamin G. Wright, “B. Sanhedrin. 100b and Rabbinic Knowledge of Ben 
Sira,” in his collected essays Praise Israel for Wisdom and Instruction: Essays on Ben 
Sira and Wisdom, the Letter of Aristeas and the Septuagint (JSJSup 131; Leiden: Brill, 
2008) 183-93.

91Maurice Gilbert, “Jérôme et l’oeuvre de Ben Sira,” in his essay collection Ben 
Sira: Recueil d’Études – Collected Essays (BETL 264; Leuven: Peeters, 2014) 85-95, 
here 87.

92Sever J. Voicu, Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, Old Testament, vol. 
15, Apocrypha (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2010) 176-415, esp. 207-8 
(Sir 6:5-17); 222-23 (Sir 9:10-16); 310 (Sir 27:16-21).

93Jeremy Corley, “Bible and Culture as a Two-way Street in the Friendship 
Poem of Sirach Chapter 6,” in The Cultural Reception of the Bible: Explorations in 
Theology, Literature and the Arts (ed. Salvador Ryan and Liam M. Tracey; Dublin: 
Four Courts, 2018) 207-17.
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sion of our personal friendships should include a common commitment, 
along with our friends, to solidarity with our neighbor in need.”94

Conclusion

In conclusion, this survey of Ben Sira scholarship from the last two 
decades has shown that the sage’s view of friendship remains a topic 
of exploration for a new generation of scholars—all the more important 
in our digital age when electronic media present new opportunities for 
friendship, as well as concomitant dangers. Research interest in Ben Sira’s 
teaching often operates on multiple levels, including textual, linguistic, 
sociological, historical, philosophical, and theological.95

As a final note, I wish to thank Professor Michael Satlow for inviting 
a second edition of my study. I wish to thank my bishop, Rt. Rev. Philip 
Egan, and the President of St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, Prof. Michael 
Mullaney, for granting me the opportunity to pursue my scriptural re-
search, with a focus on Ben Sira. I also wish to thank my colleagues at 
St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, especially my biblical colleagues Profes-
sor Séamus O’Connell, Dr Jessie Rogers (also a Ben Sira specialist), and 
Dr Luke Macnamara OSB. In addition, I wish to express my gratitude to 
members of the International Society for the Study of Deuterocanonical 
and Cognate Literature (ISDCL), especially Renate Egger-Wenzel, Nuria 
Calduch-Benages, and Michael Duggan. I hope this second edition will 
help readers to gain insight into the great blessing of friendship.

94Ceresko, St. Francis de Sales and the Bible, 108.
95Unseen at the time of writing is the forthcoming volume: Theology and 

Anthropology in the Book of Sirach / Theologie und Anthropologie im Sirachbuch (ed. 
Bonifatia Gesche et al.; SBLSCS; Atlanta: SBL, 2020).
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Introduction

The purpose of this study is to elucidate Ben Sira’s teaching on
friendship1 within the religious and cultural context of his time, in view
of the Hellenistic emphasis on filiva (“friendship”).

While friendship is of contemporary interest in the realms of theology,
philosophy, psychology, and general culture,2 until recently there has been
little research into the understanding of friendship in Second Temple
Judaism. This study aims to fill the lacuna by focusing on the apocryphal/
deuterocanonical Wisdom of Ben Sira. In fact, no book of the Hebrew Bible
says as much about friendship as does the Wisdom of Ben Sira.3

1 Here I borrow D. Konstan’s working definition of friendship as “a mutually
intimate, loyal, and loving bond between two or a few persons” who are unre-
lated by blood; see his Friendship in the Classical World (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997), 1.

2 On the theology of friendship, see, e.g., G. Meilaender, Friendship, a Study in
Theological Ethics (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1981); B. P.
McGuire, Friendship and Community: The Monastic Experience 350–1250 (Cistercian
Studies 95; Kalamazoo, Mich.: Cistercian Publications, 1988); P. J. Wadell,
Friendship and the Moral Life (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press,
1989); C. White, Christian Friendship in the Fourth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992); E. Moltmann-Wendel, Rediscovering Friendship (London:
SCM, 2000). On the philosophy of friendship, see, e.g., N. K. Badhwar, Friendship:
A Philosophical Reader (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1993); L. A. Blum,
Friendship, Altruism, and Morality (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980); M.
Pakaluk, ed., Other Selves: Philosophers on Friendship (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1991);
O. Leaman, ed., Friendship East and West: Philosophical Perspectives (Richmond,
Surrey: Curzon, 1996). On the psychology of friendship, see M. Argyle, The
Psychology of Interpersonal Behavior (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1967); S. Duck,
Friends, For Life: The Psychology of Close Relationships (New York: St. Martin’s,
1983); L. B. Rubin, Just Friends: The Role of Friendship in Our Lives (New York:
Harper & Row, 1985). On friendship in general culture, see A. Bloom, Love and
Friendship (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993); D. J. Enright and D. Rawlinson,
The Oxford Book of Friendship (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991).

3 Cf. P. W. Skehan and A. A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira (AB 39; New York:
Doubleday, 1987), 187. Note that the Greek manuscript Vaticanus (henceforth GB) 



The present chapter deals with previous research on friendship in
Ben Sira, friendship in the ancient world, the historical setting of Ben Sira,
authorship and social setting, the sage’s theology, his social ethics, liter-
ary aspects of his work, textual questions, and my method in this study.
Chapters 2–6 consider the seven major pericopes in which Ben Sira treats
friendship: 6:5–17; 9:10–16; 13:15–23; 19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21; 37:1–6.
Chapter 7 offers a concluding summary, while the appendix offers a brief
survey of the book’s incidental references to friendship outside the seven
major pericopes.4

1. Previous Studies of Friendship in Ben Sira

English-language treatments of the topic of friendship in Ben Sira
have hitherto been concise thematic studies.5 D. J. Harrington’s 1994 sur-
vey of the topic briefly treats the theme under three headings: making
friends, being friends, and losing friends.6 In addition, W. H. Irwin’s 1995
article examines Ben Sira’s analogy between God’s relationship with
those who fear him and a person’s relationship with one’s friends.7

Moreover, in his study of parallels between Ben Sira and other ancient

uses the word fivlo" (“friend”) forty-eight times in Ben Sira; hence, 30 percent of
the Septuagint’s 160 instances of the term occur in Ben Sira.

4 In the seven major pericopes GB uses the word fivlo" thirty times, while the
incidental references employ fivlo" eighteen times (see table 1 in the appendix).

5 There are no treatments of friendship among the twenty-nine books on Ben
Sira (all published 1965–1992) listed in D. J. Harrington’s survey, “Sirach
Research since 1965: Progress and Questions,” in Pursuing the Text: Studies in
Honor of Ben Zion Wacholder on the Occasion of His Seventieth Birthday (ed. J. C.
Reeves and J. Kampen; JSOTSup 184; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), 164–76. Note
that Ben Sira’s book is sometimes known by the Greek name Sirach or the Latin
title Ecclesiasticus.

6 D. J. Harrington, “Sage Advice about Friendship,” TBT 32 (1994): 79–83.
Harrington comments on Ben Sira’s approach: “He was not much concerned
with the definition of friendship, or why people need friends, or what consti-
tutes friendship. Rather, he offers practical wisdom about making friends,
being a faithful friend, and threats to friendship” (80). See also J. Corley,
“Friendship according to Ben Sira,” in Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei
Ben Sira (ed. R. Egger-Wenzel and I. Krammer; BZAW 270; Berlin: de Gruyter,
1998), 65–72.

7 W. H. Irwin, “Fear of God, the Analogy of Friendship and Ben Sira’s
Theodicy,” Bib 76 (1995): 551–59. Irwin states: “Ben Sira sees a similarity between
friendship and the fear of God and the theme of testing in each” (552).
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literature, J. T. Sanders notes the sage’s affinities with Theognis’s view of
friendship, as well as with the teaching found in a demotic Egyptian sapi-
ential work preserved in Papyrus Insinger.8 In French, H. Duesberg’s
brief summary on friendship in Ben Sira observes a number of parallels
between the sage’s words and the insights of Theognis or the teachings of
ancient Near Eastern wisdom literature.9

The only German publication before 1996 devoted to the theme of
friendship in Ben Sira is a detailed tradition-critical study of Sir
6:5–17 by G. Krinetzki.10 Krinetzki explains the poem’s use of expres-
sions, motifs, and idioms drawn from the Hebrew Bible and then
discusses the sage’s creative handling of these traditional materials.11

In her study of Ben Sira’s cultural environment, O. Wischmeyer also
briefly considers friendship within her discussion of the family.12

Furthermore, M. Paeslack treats Ben Sira’s vocabulary of friendship
(in the grandson’s Greek translation) within the context of the LXX

and the New Testament.13
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8 J. T. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom (SBLMS 28; Chico, Calif.: Scholars
Press, 1983), 30–32, 64–65, 70–71. Ben Sira’s connection with Theognis was
already noted by T. Middendorp (Die Stellung Jesu ben Siras zwischen Judentum und
Hellenismus [Leiden: Brill, 1973], 15), while its similarity with Papyrus Insinger is
mentioned by P. Humbert (Recherches sur les sources égyptiennes de la littérature
sapientiale d’Israël [Mémoires de l’Université de Neuchatel 7; Neuchatel: Secré-
tariat de l’Université, 1929], 134).

9 H. Duesberg, Les scribes inspirés: Introduction aux livres sapientiaux de la Bible (2
vols.; Paris: Maredsous; Tournai: Desclée, 1966), 2:625–28. Duesberg observes that
the friendship concept in Ben Sira covers not only private friendship but also
business relationships, as well as general social courtesy (2:625).

10 G. Krinetzki, “Die Freundschaftsperikope Sir 6,5–17 in traditions-
geschichtlicher Sicht,” BZ 23 (1979): 212–33.

11 Krinetzki (ibid., 231) concludes by emphasizing the sage’s creativity: “Es ist
sicher nicht zu viel behauptet, wenn wir abschließend feststellen, daß Sirach bei
aller Anlehnung an vorgeprägtes Traditionsgut zumeist sehr originelle
Formulierungen und Gedanken ausgebildet hat.”

12 O. Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buches Jesus Sirach (BZNW 77; Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1995), 33–34. She asserts that Ben Sira has in view individual rather than
group friendships: “Sirach betrachtet also ‘den Freund’ von vornherein als
individuellen, privaten Partner des familiären Lebenskreises, nicht aber als Teil
eines öffentlichen Freundeskreises” (33).

13 M. Paeslack, “Zur Bedeutungsgeschichte der Wörter filei'n ‘lieben,’ filiva
‘Liebe,’ ‘Freundschaft,’ fivlo" ‘Freund’ in der LXX und im NT,” ThViat 5 (1953–
1955): 51–142, esp. 78–79; see also G. Stählin, “ fivlo", fivlh, filiva,” TDNT 9:146–71,
esp. 156–57.



In 1996 F. V. Reiterer published the papers presented in German at a
symposium on friendship in Ben Sira, held in 1995 at the University of
Salzburg.14 The papers treated seven of Ben Sira’s friendship pericopes (Sir
6:5–17; 12:8–12; 19:6–19; 22:19–26; 25:1–11; 27:16–21; 37:1–6).15 As the only
book published on the theme of friendship in Ben Sira, its textual, poetic,
and thematic studies are fundamental for any future discussion of the
topic. The diversity of viewpoints adopted by individual scholars offers a
variety of insights but leads perhaps to a certain disunity in approach.16

Also helpful to my study were the major commentaries on Ben Sira.
The most important recent commentary is the work of P. W. Skehan and
A. A. Di Lella.17 Of great significance, too, are the older commentaries of
R. Smend, N. Peters, and M. Z. Segal.18
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14 F. V. Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft bei Ben Sira: Beiträge des Symposions zu Ben Sira,
Salzburg 1995 (BZAW 244; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1996).

15 The Salzburg volume includes the seven symposium papers and two the-
matic studies: P. C. Beentjes, “‘Ein Mensch ohne Freund ist wie eine linke Hand
ohne die Rechte’: Prolegomena zur Kommentierung der Freundschaftsperikope
Sir 6,5–17” (pp. 1–18); L. Schrader, “Unzuverlässige Freundschaft und verläßliche
Feindschaft: Überlegungen zu Sir 12,8–12” (pp. 19–59); H. V. Kieweler, “Freund-
schaft und böse Nachrede: Exegetische Anmerkungen zu Sir 19,6–19” (pp. 61–85);
J. Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung: Kontexte zur Freundschaftsperikope
Sir 22,19–26” (pp. 87–106); O. Kaiser, “Was ein Freund nicht tun darf: Eine
Auslegung von Sir 27,16–21” (pp. 107–22); G. Sauer, “Freundschaft nach Ben Sira
37,1–6” (pp. 123–31); F. V. Reiterer, “Gelungene Freundschaft als tragende Säule
einer Gesellschaft: Exegetische Untersuchung von Sir 25,1–11” (pp. 133–69); 
I. Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft” (pp. 171–201); 
R. Egger-Wenzel, “Der Gebrauch von µmt bei Ijob und Ben Sira: Ein Vergleich
zweier Weisheitsbücher” (pp. 203–38); followed by a useful bibliography (pp.
241–51). Unlike the Salzburg volume, my study does not discuss 12:8–12 or
25:1–11, except for a brief treatment of 12:8–9 and 25:1, 9 in the appendix.
However, I do consider 9:10–16 and 13:15–23, two passages that are not discussed
in the Salzburg volume.

16 For instance, Greek parallels to Ben Sira’s teaching receive some attention on
pp. 36–38 and 67–68 but are regarded critically on pp. 15–16. Also, a retroverted
Hebrew text contributes to the discussion on pp. 65–81 and 112, whereas retrover-
sion is regarded as questionable on p. 88. In addition, illustrations of Ben Sira’s
teaching from the Hebrew Bible (e.g., from the narratives about David) receive
consideration on p. 130 but are largely dismissed on pp. 13–15.

17 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira. Particularly useful is the extensive
bibliography (93–127); see also the supplementary listing in A. A. Di Lella, “The
Wisdom of Ben Sira: Resources and Recent Research,” CurBS 4 (1996): 161–81.
Bibliographic help is also provided in F. V. Reiterer, ed., Bibliographie zu Ben Sira
(BZAW 266; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1998); and F. García Martínez, “Ben Sira: A



2. Friendship in the Ancient World

a. Introduction
Ben Sira writes his poems on friendship within a cultural tradition

linked most closely with Israel’s heritage but also having some contacts
with the cultures of ancient Greece, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. Here I sur-
vey writings on friendship from ancient Israel, Greece, Egypt, and
Mesopotamia; the main focus is on texts that serve as possible anteced-
ents or parallels for Ben Sira’s teaching.

b. Israel
Rather than providing an elaborate theology of friendship, the

Hebrew Bible conveys its insights through both narratives and proverbial
sayings, while certain biblical texts also attest to a political sense of
friendship (= “alliance”).19

Many of the friendship narratives in the Hebrew Bible center around
the figure of David. The classic example is David’s friendship with
Jonathan, sealed with a covenant (1 Sam 18:1–3; 20:3, 8, 17; cf. the phrase-
ology of Sir 6:17a; 37:2b); another case is the king’s friendship with
Barzillai (1 Sam 17:27–29; 19:32–40). In addition, 1 Sam 25:18–35 tells of
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Bibliography of Studies, 1965–1997,” Masada VI: The Yigael Yadin Excavations
1963–1965: Final Report (ed. S. Talmon; Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society,
1999), 233–52.

18 R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, erklärt (Berlin: Reimer, 1906) [hence-
forth: Sirach, erklärt]; N. Peters, Das Buch Jesus Sirach oder Ecclesiasticus (EHAT 25;
Münster i.W.: Aschendorff, 1913); M. Z. Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps (3d ed.; Jerusa-
lem: Bialik Institute, 1972). For a recent summary of scholarship on Ben Sira, see
M. Gilbert, “Siracide,” DBSup 12:1389–1437.

19 For a general survey of the Hebrew root bha (“love,” “be a friend”), see 
A. T. H. Luc, “The Meaning of >HB in the Hebrew Bible” (Ph. D. diss., University
of Wisconsin, Madison, 1982); cf. J. Bergman, A. O. Haldar, and G. Wallis, “bha,”
TDOT 1:99–118. Here I leave out of consideration the idea of friendship with God,
on which subject see E. Peterson, “Der Gottesfreund: Beiträge zur Geschichte
eines religiösen Terminus,” ZKG 42 (1923): 161–202; and Konstan, Friendship in the
Classical World, 167–70. Although Israel’s tradition calls Abraham the “friend of
God” (Isa 41:8; 2 Chr 20:7; CD 3.2; Jub. 17:18; Jas 2:23), Ben Sira does not develop
the concept of “friendship toward God” (Wis 7:14) as something distinct from the
love of God (Sir 1:10 G; cf. Deut 6:5). I also leave aside the love of neighbor (Lev
19:18), on which see H. P. Mathys, Liebe deinen Nächsten wie dich selbst:
Untersuchungen zum alttestamentlichen Gebot der Nächstenliebe (Lev 19,18) (OBO 71;
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986); cf. T. Söding, “Nächstenliebe bei
Jesus Sirach: Eine Notiz zur weisheitlichen Ethik,” BZ 42 (1998): 239–47.



Abigail’s friendly attitude toward David, which led to their marriage
after Nabal’s death (1 Sam 25:39–42).20

Other friendship stories in the Hebrew Bible concern Ruth and Job.
The successful international friendship between Ruth and Naomi (Ruth
1:6–18; 2:19–3:5; 4:13–17) occurs within the relationship of mother-in-law
and daughter-in-law.21 By contrast, although Job’s friends remain with
him at his time of suffering (Job 2:11–13), they fail as comforters (Job
13:4–5; 16:2–5; 19:2–3).

Within the prophetic and sapiential texts of the Hebrew Bible, there
are several laments over the faithlessness of false friends. After warning
of the slander of neighbors (Jer 9:4–5), Jeremiah says that his former
friends now watch for his downfall (Jer 20:10). Similarly, Ps 41:10 laments
a betrayal by a close friend (a motif occurring in Sir 37:2), just as Job
mourns that his quondam friends have turned against him (Job 19:14, 19;
cf. 6:14–17; 12:4; 16:20).

The book of Proverbs also warns that, whereas prosperity causes one
to acquire friends, poverty generally leads one to lose them (Prov 14:20;
19:4, 6–7; cf. Sir 6:11–12; 12:8–9; 13:21–23). Even though a faithful person
is rare (Prov 20:6), Proverbs does refer to a friend who sticks closer than
a brother (Prov 18:24). Nevertheless, although Israel’s protocanonical
wisdom books (Proverbs, Job, Qoheleth) speak of friendship in various
places, Ben Sira’s book is the earliest extant Jewish wisdom text to deal
extensively with the subject.

In addition, friendship in the Hebrew Bible can have a political
sense. Especially in the preexilic era, “friendship” can refer to an inter-
national treaty; for instance, 1 Kgs 5:15 describes King Hiram of Tyre
as a “friend” (bheao, i.e., “ally”) of David.22 Some of the historical books
of the Bible also refer to “friends of the king,” that is, royal advisors.
Thus, 1 Kgs 4:5 designates Solomon’s advisor Zabud as “the compan-
ion of the king” (Ël,M,h' h[,rE), while 2 Sam 15:37 and 16:16 call Hushai
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20 For my proposal that 1 Sam 25 underlies Sir 6:5–17, see my exegesis of 6:5b,
9b, 16a, 17b in ch. 2 below.

21 See G. S. Jackson, “Naomi, Ruth, and Orpah,” TBT 32 (1994): 68–73. On Job’s
experience, see briefly Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 97–98. On Qoh
4:9–12, see T. M. Hart, “Qoheleth Looks at Friendship,” TBT 32 (1994): 74–78.

22 In referring to the MT, I have followed Hebrew verse numberings throughout;
thus, 1 Kgs 5:15 MT = 1 Kgs 5:1 in English translations. On the political sense of
friendship language, see W. L. Moran, “The Ancient Near Eastern Background of
the Love of God in Deuteronomy,” CBQ 25 (1963): 77–87, esp. 78–82; J. A.
Thompson, “The Significance of the Verb Love in the David-Jonathan Narratives
in 1 Samuel,” VT 24 (1974): 34–38.



“the companion of David” (dwId… h[,rE).23 In the Hellenistic era, the
phrase “friends of the king” appears frequently in 1 Maccabees (e.g., 
1 Macc 2:18; 3:38; 10:20; 11:57), while the term “first friends” also
occurs in 1 Macc 10:65; 11:27; 2 Macc 8:9.24

In his allusions to the Hebrew Bible Ben Sira refers to both narrative
and sapiential material on friendship. Although he is aware of the
Hellenistic imperial government, his cautious instinct warns against
political friendship with those in authority (cf. Sir 9:11–13; 13:9–13).

Although friendship is not a major theme in most of the Qumran
texts, it receives some treatment in sapiential writings such as
4QInstruction and 4Q424 (though their fragmentary nature makes exact
interpretation uncertain).25 For instance, 4Q417 2 i 7 (part of 4QInstruc-
tion) apparently matches Sir 9:11–13 in its advice to be wary of evil and
hostile persons, while 4Q424 1.6 seems to share with Sir 27:16–21 a con-
cern that a friend keep one’s secrets.

c. Greece
Homer, the father of Greek poetry, speaks of friendship, such as that

between Achilles and Patroclus.26 Although Sir 13:17a resembles
Homer’s saying on the hostility between wolves and lambs (Il.
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23 Cf. T. N. D. Mettinger, Solomonic State Officials: A Study of the Civil Government
Officials of the Israelite Monarchy (ConBOT 5; Lund: Gleerup, 1971), 63–69. In my
study all biblical translations are mine, unless noted otherwise.

24 On these categories in the Seleucid administrative system, see E. Bikerman,
Institutions des Séleucides (Service des Antiquités: Bibliothèque archéologique et
historique 26; Paris: Geuthner, 1938), 40–50; on the Greco-Roman context, see 
C. Spicq, “fivlo" tou' Kaivsaro",” TLNT 3:458–61; Konstan, Friendship in the Classical
World, 95–98, 105–8.

25 For a brief introduction to these works, see D. J. Harrington, Wisdom Texts
from Qumran (New York: Routledge, 1996), 40–63.

26 On friendship in the Greco-Roman world, see the survey provided by
Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, which includes one reference to Ben Sira
(p. 150, quoting St. Ambrose); idem, “Greek Friendship,” AJP 117 (1996): 71–94.
See also L. Dugas, L’amitié antique d’après les moeurs populaires et les théories des
philosophes (2 vols.; Paris: Alcan, 1894; rev. ed., 1914); K. Treu, “Freundschaft,”
RAC 8:418–34; J. C. Fraisse, Philia: la notion d’amitié dans la philosophie antique: essai
sur un problème perdu et retrouvé (Paris: Vrin, 1974); P. Marshall, Enmity in Corinth
(WUNT 2/23; Tübingen: Mohr, 1987), 1–34; L. F. Pizzolato, L’idea di amicizia nel
mondo antico classico e cristiano (Filosofia 238; Turin: Einaudi, 1993); J. T.
Fitzgerald, ed., Friendship, Flattery, and Frankness of Speech: Studies on Friendship in
the New Testament World (NovTSup 82; Leiden: Brill, 1996); idem, ed., Greco-Roman
Perspectives on Friendship (SBLRBS 34; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997).



22.262–265), it is unlikely that Ben Sira took the motif directly from
him.27

Much of the poetry of the sixth-century B.C.E. Greek elegiac writer
Theognis consists of sayings concerning friendship, especially warnings
about the fickleness of supposed friends (e.g., Theognis 115–116; 643–644;
697–698).28 The number of parallels between Theognis and Ben Sira on
this and other topics leads Sanders to claim: “It would appear that Ben
Sira did, indeed, read and use the elegiac poems of Theognis, at least
Book 1.”29

The tragedian Euripides (480–406 B.C.E.) portrays the friendship of
Orestes and Pylades in his play Orestes. He employs financial imagery to
speak of the value of friendship (Orest. 1155–1156; cf. Sir 6:14–15) and
speaks of the importance of fidelity in friendship (Orest. 725–727; cf. Sir
6:14–16). Moreover, the tragedian differentiates true friends from those
who have merely the “name” of friends (Orest. 454–455; cf. Sir 37:1) and
speaks of the duty of assisting one’s friends in their time of need (Orest.
665; cf. Sir 37:4–5).30
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27 On the parallel, see my exegesis of Sir 13:17a in ch. 4 below. Note also that Sir
14:18 uses a motif similar to Il. 6.148–149; cf. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic
Wisdom, 39. On friendship in Homer, see Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World,
24–42; and J. T. Fitzgerald, “Friendship in the Greek World Prior to Aristotle,” in
Fitzgerald, ed., Greco-Roman Perspectives on Friendship, 13–34, esp. 15–26.

28 On Theognis’s view of friendship, see W. Donlan, “Pistos Philos Hetairos,” in
Theognis of Megara: Poetry and the Polis (ed. T. J. Figueira and G. Nagy; Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985), 223–44; Konstan, Friendship in the Classical
World, 49–52; Fitzgerald, “Friendship in the Greek World Prior to Aristotle,” 29–33.
Whereas some of the poems in Theognis’s book 2 (1231–1388) express homosexual
themes, these are lacking in Ben Sira. By contrast with the Hellenistic environment
where homosexual practice was common, the sage teaches that “he who acquires
a wife gains the best acquisition, a helper like himself and a pillar of support”
(36:29 G), and asserts the superiority of a wife over all other friends (40:23).

29 Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 29. Sanders asserts that Ben Sira “uses
Theognis material to expand themes which he inherits from the Judaic proverbial
tradition; this is true especially of his use of Theognis’ observations about friend-
ship” (55). For a more critical examination of the proposed parallels between Ben
Sira and Theognis, see H.-V. Kieweler, Ben Sira zwischen Judentum und
Hellenismus: Eine Auseinandersetzung mit Th. Middendorp (BEATAJ 30; Frankfurt 
a.M.: Lang, 1992), esp. 129–95.

30 On Euripides’ view of friendship, see J. Tyler, “Philia and Echthra in
Euripides” (Ph. D. diss., Cornell University, 1969); U. Schmidt-Berger, “Philia:
Typologie der Freundschaft und Verwandtschaft bei Euripides” (Ph. D. diss.,
University of Tübingen, 1973); and briefly Konstan, Friendship in the Classical
World, 58–63.



The figure of Socrates (469–399 B.C.E.) is prominent in the works of
both Plato and Xenophon. Plato (427–348 B.C.E.) recounts Socrates’ discus-
sion of friendship in the Lysis,31 where he applies the maxim of “like to
like” to friendship between good persons.32 Plato’s contemporary
Xenophon (430–356 B.C.E.) treats friendship particularly in his defense of
Socrates, entitled Memorabilia. Socrates’ teaching on friendship, as
recorded by Xenophon, emphasizes the need both to test potential
friends and to value faithful friends, who should be few in number.33

The Greek orator Isocrates (436–338 B.C.E.) also speaks of friendship in
his oration To Demonicus.34 He admonishes, “Be pleasant to all, but culti-
vate the best” (Demon. 20; cf. Sir 6:6), and teaches, “Prove your friends by
means of the misfortunes of life. . . . We come to know our friends when
we are in misfortune” (Demon. 25; cf. Sir 6:7–10; 12:8–9). In addition, he
insists on the duty of guarding secrets (Demon. 22; cf. Sir 27:16–21).

The classic Greek treatment of friendship occurs in books 8 and 9 of
the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle (384–322 B.C.E.).35 In discussing the
nature of friendship, the philosopher says: “Some define it as a matter of
similarity; they say that we love those who are like ourselves: whence the
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31 On Plato’s view of friendship, see D. Bolotin, Plato’s Dialogue on Friendship:
An Interpretation of the Lysis, with a New Translation (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1979); A. W. Price, Love and Friendship in Plato and Aristotle
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1989); O. Kaiser, “Lysis oder von der Freundschaft,” in Der
Mensch unter dem Schicksal: Studien zur Geschichte, Theologie und Gegenwartsbedeu-
tung der Weisheit (BZAW 161; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1985), 206–31.

32 Lysis 214d asserts: “There is a hidden meaning, dear friend, intended by those
who say that like is friend to like, namely that the good alone is friend to the good
alone”; cf. W. R. M. Lamb, trans., Plato: Lysis, Symposium, Gorgias (LCL; New
York: Putnam, 1925), 43. See Sir 13:15–17 for a similar sentiment.

33 Cf. Mem. 2.6.1 (testing; cf. Sir 6:7); 2.4.1 (fidelity; cf. Sir 6:14–16); 2.6.27 (few-
ness; cf. Sir 6:6). On Xenophon’s view of friendship, see Konstan, Friendship in the
Classical World, 79–86.

34 G. Norlin and L. van Hook, trans., Isocrates (LCL; 3 vols.; New York: Putnam,
1928–1945), 1:5–35; the two quotations of Isocrates are from 1:15, 19. On Isocrates’
view of friendship, see Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 93–97.

35 See S. Stern-Gillet, Aristotle’s Philosophy of Friendship (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1995); P. Schollmeier, Other Selves: Aristotle on
Personal and Political Friendship (Albany: State University of New York Press,
1994); J. Steinberger, Begriff und Wesen der Freundschaft bei Aristoteles und Cicero
(Erlangen: privately published, 1955); Price, Love and Friendship in Plato and
Aristotle. More briefly, see Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 67–78; F. M.
Schroeder, “Friendship in Aristotle and Some Peripatetic Philosophers,” in
Fitzgerald, ed., Greco-Roman Perspectives on Friendship, 35–57, esp. 35–45.



proverbs ‘Like finds his like,’ ’Birds of a feather flock together,’ and so
on” (Eth. nic. 8.1.6 §1155a).36 He also asserts that “the happy man requires
friends” (Eth. nic. 9.9.3 §1169b).37 In addition, he divides friendships into
three categories: those for utility, those for pleasure, and those for virtue
(Eth. nic. 8.3.1–8.4.6 §1156a–1157b).38 Although it is unlikely that Ben Sira
knew Aristotle’s works, the Greek philosopher expresses some ideas that
also appear in the Hebrew sage’s writing.

d. Egypt
Egypt’s early wisdom literature makes some reference to friendship;

for example, the third-millennium B.C.E. Instruction of Ptahhotep (sec-
tions 33–35) urges the testing of a potential friend, as well as a generous
attitude toward friends.39

From the mid-second millennium B.C.E. the Instruction of Any 5.7–8
offers teaching similar to Ben Sira’s (cf. Sir 9:13, 16; 6:17):

Keep away from a hostile man,
Do not let him be your comrade;
Befriend one who is straight and true,
One whose actions you have seen.
If your rightness matches his,
The friendship will be balanced.

The closest similarities to Ben Sira’s friendship instructions occur,
however, in two demotic works from the late Ptolemaic era, the
Instruction of Ankhsheshonq and Papyrus Insinger.40 Ankhsheshonq
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36 H. Rackham, trans., Aristotle: The Nicomachean Ethics (LCL; New York:
Putnam, 1926), 453. This widespread idea appears in Sir 6:11, 17; 13:15–16.

37 Ibid., 559. Likewise, Ben Sira includes “friend and comrade” among his list
of good things (40:23) and declares: “Happy is the one who finds a true friend”
(25:9a L); see my brief discussion in the appendix.

38 Ben Sira, by contrast, divides friendship into two basic categories: fickle, self-
centered friendships of mere utility (6:8–12; 37:4), and lasting, unselfish
friendships of the wise and God-fearing (6:14–17; 9:10, 14–16; 37:5–6). Note that
whereas Aristotle engages in systematic philosophical discourse, Ben Sira speaks
in the concise poetic style of proverbial wisdom.

39 For a translation, see AEL 1:72–73. On testing, compare Sir 6:7; on generosity,
compare Sir 14:13. For the following quotation from the Instruction of Any, see
AEL 2:138.

40 Though the manuscript of Ankhsheshonq is late Ptolemaic (probably second
or first century B.C.E.), its composition may be earlier (cf. AEL 3:159). Equally,
whereas the handwriting of P. Insinger is from the first century C.E., the 



14.8, for instance, urges caution toward potential friends (cf. Sir 6:7): “If
you become the companion of a wise man whose heart you do not know,
do not open your heart to him.”41 Moreover, Ankhsheshonq 13.6 notes
the effect of the company one keeps (cf. Sir 9:14): “The friend of a fool is
a fool; the friend of a wise man is a wise man.”

Papyrus Insinger also has many affinities with the Wisdom of Ben
Sira, particularly in the area of friendship.42 A section concerning social
relationships (P. Insinger 11.23–12.18) exhibits some resemblances to Ben
Sira. Like Ben Sira, P. Insinger 12.15 insists on testing potential friends (cf.
P. Insinger 11.23; Sir 6:7): “One does not discover the heart of a wise man
if one has not tested him in a matter.”43 In addition, P. Insinger 12.18
teaches that adversity provides the real test of friendship (cf. Sir 6:8; 12:8):
“One does not discover the heart of a friend if one has not consulted him
in anxiety.”

e. Mesopotamia
The Wisdom of Ahiqar, found in a late fifth-century B.C.E. Aramaic

papyrus, counsels vigilance in social relationships. Besides advising the
complete keeping of confidences, Ahiqar employs animal imagery to
urge caution in one’s friendships.44

f. Conclusion
This survey of friendship in the ancient world has drawn out various

ideas current in ancient Israel, Greece, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. While it
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composition is probably late Ptolemaic (AEL 3:184). Even if the latter work origi-
nated after Ben Sira’s death, the Hebrew sage may have known an earlier model
on which it is based.

41 For this quotation of Ankhsheshonq and the following one, see AEL 3:169–70.
Other sayings of Ankhsheshonq concerning friends and companions include 13.2,
7–8, 24; 14.3; 16.4; 21.6, 10; 26.13, 22; 28.4. For further similarities between
Ankhsheshonq and Ben Sira, see Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 103–5.

42 The resemblances have been noted by Humbert, Recherches sur les sources,
134; W. Fuß, “Tradition und Komposition im Buche Jesus Sirach” (Th.D. diss.,
University of Tübingen, 1962), 64; Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom,
64–65, 70–71.

43 This quotation from P. Insinger and the next one are both from AEL 3:195.
Other sayings of P. Insinger on friends and companions include 6.21; 13.13, 18; 16.8.

44 Keeping confidences: Ahiqar Saying 15; cf. Sir 27:16–21. Animal imagery:
Ahiqar Sayings 9–10; 28; 36; cf. Sir 13:17–19. See the editions of J. M.
Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1983); I. Kottsieper, Die Sprache der Ahiqarsprüche (BZAW 194;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 1990).



is certain that Ben Sira knew Israelite wisdom texts such as the book of
Proverbs, it is unlikely that he was acquainted with Aristotle’s
Nicomachean Ethics. However, the many parallels suggest the possibility
that he had some direct or indirect knowledge of the poetry of Theognis
and knew some form of the demotic sapiential tradition contained in
Papyrus Insinger.45

3. Historical Setting

a. Dating of Ben Sira’s Book
Scholars agree that Ben Sira’s book dates from 195–175 B.C.E.46 The

panegyric on Simeon II (Sir 50:1–24) indicates its earliest possible date to
be approximately 196 B.C.E., when this high priest died.47 The absence of
any reference to the religious turmoil that followed the accession of the
Seleucid king Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175–164) suggests 175 B.C.E. as the
latest possible date.48 A date between 195–175 B.C.E. is also indicated by
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45 So Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 49: “The dependence of Ben Sira
on several non-Jewish writings seems beyond question. . . . He probably even
read, in whole or in part, the works of Theognis and Phibis [= P. Insinger]”; cf.
Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 54–55, 96–100. However, Middendorp’s
suggestions of parallels between Ben Sira and Greek literature on the theme of
friendship (Die Stellung Jesu ben Siras, 9, 14–16, 18, 21, 23) receive a cautious
assessment from Kieweler, Ben Sira zwischen Judentum und Hellenismus, 84, 94–95,
100–101, 120–25, 127–28, 145–48, 150–52, 175–76, 204, 206.

46 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 10 (ca. 180 B.C.E.); M. Hengel,
Judaism and Hellenism (2 vols.; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974), 1:131 (190–175 B.C.E.);
M. Gilbert, “Wisdom Literature,” in Jewish Writings of the Second Temple Period (ed.
M. E. Stone; CRINT 2/2; Assen: Van Gorcum, 1984), 291 (190 B.C.E.); Segal, 
µlvh arysAˆb rps, 6 (ca. 180 B.C.E.); H. Jagersma, A History of Israel from Alexander
the Great to Bar Kochba (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 42 (ca. 190 B.C.E.); D. S. W.
Williams, “The Date of Ecclesiasticus,” VT 44 (1994): 563–66 (ca. 175 B.C.E.).

47 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 9. The phrases “in his generation”
(/r/dB]) and “in his days” (wym;y…B]) in 50:1–3 suggest that the high priest was no
longer alive when Ben Sira wrote (ibid., 550). The date of Simeon II’s death is not
entirely certain; see O. Mulder, Simon de hogepriester in Sirach 50 (Almelo: pri-
vately published, 2000), esp. 410. Most scholars identify Simeon II with “Simeon
the Just” (cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 550). However, J. C.
VanderKam considers the title as belonging to Simeon I; see “Simon the Just:
Simon I or Simon II?” in his From Revelation to Canon (JSJSup 62; Leiden: Brill,
2000), 224–40.

48 Shortly after his accession, Antiochus Epiphanes began his program of
enforced hellenization by appointing Jason as high priest (2 Macc 4:7–15). The
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the grandson’s prologue to his Greek translation of Ben Sira’s book, since
he speaks of himself as “having arrived in Egypt in the thirty-eighth year
of the reign of [ejpiv] the king Euergetes [= 132 B.C.E.] and having been
there at the same time [sugcronivsa"]” (Prologue 27–28).49 Thus, if Ben Sira
published his work between 195–175 B.C.E., he may have been born
around 245 B.C.E. and died around 175 B.C.E.

b. Historical Evidence
The generation living after Ben Sira’s death underwent the crisis of

Antiochus Epiphanes’ persecution of the Jews and the Maccabean reac-
tion; as sources for this history we have the two books of Maccabees and
the book of Daniel, as well as Josephus’s Antiquities. For Ben Sira’s own
lifetime, however, there is a dearth of historical sources. Archaeology has
yielded the Zeno papyri, which provide evidence for the Ptolemaic
administration of Transjordan in the mid-third century B.C.E., and also the
Hephzibah inscription of about 195 B.C.E., commanding the Seleucid sol-
diers to protect the local villagers.50 In addition, Josephus’s Antiquities
preserves the “Tobiad romance” (Ant. 12.4.1–11 §§154–236) as well as 
Antiochus III’s decree (Ant. 12.3.3–4 §§138–146) remitting certain taxes in
Jerusalem and acknowledging the sacredness of the temple for the Jews
(ca. 198 B.C.E.).51

king’s hellenizing program culminated in his plunder of the Jerusalem temple in
169 B.C.E. (1 Macc 1:20–24; cf. Dan 11:28) and his profanation of the sanctuary in
167 B.C.E. (1 Macc 1:44–63; 2 Macc 6:1–11; cf. Dan 11:31–36).

49 Although the thirty-eighth year of King Ptolemy VII Physkon Euergetes II
(170–164 and 146–117 B.C.E.) was 132 B.C.E., the aorist participle sugcronivsa"
implies that the grandson was writing after the king’s death in 117 B.C.E.; cf.
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 9. Thus, if the grandson published his
translation ca. 115 B.C.E., his grandfather could have written two generations ear-
lier, not long before 175 B.C.E.

50 On the Zeno papyri, see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:21–22, 39–43, 47–48;
on the Hephzibah (Scythopolis) inscription, see J. E. Taylor, “Seleucid Rule in
Palestine” (Ph. D. diss., Duke University, 1979), 108–68. On the historical back-
ground to Ben Sira’s life, see L. L. Grabbe, “Jewish Historiography and Scripture
in the Hellenistic Period,” in Did Moses Speak Attic? Jewish Historiography and
Scripture in the Hellenistic Period (ed. L. L. Grabbe; JSOTSup 317; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), 129–55.

51 On the “Tobiad romance,” see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:268–70; he
notes that it contains “gross errors” as well as “exact information” (1:269). For a
detailed analysis of Antiochus III’s decree, see Taylor, “Seleucid Rule in
Palestine,” 51–107.



c. The Ptolemaic and Seleucid Empires
In the third and early second centuries B.C.E. Palestine was under the

control of Hellenistic rulers, first the Ptolemies of Egypt (301–200 B.C.E.)
and thereafter the Seleucids of Syria. Whereas during the Fourth Syrian
War Antiochus III failed to conquer Palestine for the Seleucid Empire,
being defeated at Raphia in 217 B.C.E., he was victorious at the Battle of
Panium around 200 B.C.E.52 The people of Jerusalem initially welcomed
the Seleucids (Josephus, Ant. 12.3.3 §136; cf. Dan 11:14) and were doubt-
less pleased when Antiochus III issued a decree reducing the city’s
taxation (Josephus, Ant. 12.3.3 §§138–144). However, needing money for
reparations to the Romans after the Peace of Apamea (188 B.C.E.), the
Seleucids levied further taxes (Dan 11:20), while the finance minister
Heliodorus sought to plunder the treasury of the Jerusalem temple
(according to 2 Macc 3:4–40). In view of the violence and greed of Israel’s
Ptolemaic and Seleucid rulers, Ben Sira offers sober warnings to his stu-
dents not to befriend those with civil authority (Sir 9:13).

d. Hellenization in Palestine
The process of the hellenization of Palestine began with Alexander

the Great’s conquest of Palestine from the Persian Empire in 332 B.C.E.53

Thereafter, Hellenistic culture gained importance in Palestine. It is likely
that under the influence of Greek cultural patterns, esteem for friendship
(filiva) increased. Although after Ben Sira’s death the Maccabees were
successful in defeating Antiochus Epiphanes, they could not escape the
dominance of the Greek language. Whereas Ben Sira, a resolute but mod-
erate opponent of Hellenism,54 writes entirely in a Hebrew free of Greek
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52 For a sketch of the history of the period, see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism,
1:1–12; Jagersma, History of Israel, 22–43; Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben
Sira, 13–16; L. L. Grabbe, Judaism from Cyrus to Hadrian (2 vols.; Minneapolis:
Augsburg Fortress, 1992), 1:212–20; J. K. Aitken, “Biblical Interpretation As
Political Manifesto: Ben Sira in His Seleucid Setting,” JJS 51 (2000): 191–208,
esp. 202–5.

53 See Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:58–106; and the critical response of L. H.
Feldman, Jew and Gentile in the Ancient World (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1993), esp. 6–18. O. Kaiser sees the importance of friendship in
Ben Sira’s day as a response to the increasing isolation of the individual in a time
of change; see “Gottesgewißheit und Weltbewußtsein in der frühhellenistischen
jüdischen Weisheit,” in Der Mensch unter dem Schicksal, 122–34, esp. 128–30.

54 While the sage resolutely opposes the radical hellenizers who desert the law
of the Most High (41:8), his writings exhibit traces of Hellenistic culture (his
esteem for friendship, his mention of symposia, his echoes of the sentiments of
Theognis, his similarities with Stoic thought). “Ben Sira borrowed Gentile



loanwords, the story of the Maccabean resistance to enforced helleniza-
tion is (ironically) preserved in Greek in the two books of Maccabees.

e. The Tobiads and the Oniads
In the mid-third century B.C.E. the high priest Onias III lost the civil

leadership (prostasiva) of his people, as a result of his refusal to continue
paying taxes to the Ptolemies. In his place Joseph son of Tobias was
appointed to the office. By promising the Ptolemies higher tax revenues,
he gained not only the official leadership of the Jewish people but also the
position of tax farmer (dioikhthv") for the whole of “Syria and Phoenicia.”55

During the twenty-two years that this Tobiad held power (Josephus,
Ant. 12.4.6 §186),56 Jerusalem became a prosperous city. According to
Josephus’s source, Joseph son of Tobias “brought the Jewish people from
poverty and a state of weakness to more splendid opportunities of life”
(Ant. 12.4.10 §224).57 However, this Tobiad was notorious for his cruelty
toward those who refused to pay taxes to him (Ant. 12.4.5 §§180–185),
and his respect for the Torah was scant. Although the high priest seems
to have regained the prostasiva with the decree of Antiochus III around
198 B.C.E., the Tobiad family remained powerful. Hence, when Ben Sira
criticizes the blind pursuit of riches (Sir 31:5–7) and the disregard of the
poor (13:17–23) on the part of Israel’s wealthy class, it is quite possible
that he is referring to the Tobiads and their circle.58

f. Demographic Trends
During the third century B.C.E. immigration from Greece and

improved farming methods led to an increase in the population of
Palestine,59 resulting in the foundation of new cities. The influx of for-
eigners and the process of urbanization, combined with the economic
hardship due to the high level of taxation, doubtless contributed to a
weakening of family bonds among the Judean population. In this context,
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thoughts and expressions as long as these could be reconciled with the Judaism
of his day” (Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 16).

55 Josephus, Ant. 12.4.1–4 §§158–179; cf. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:27.
56 Josephus’s dating of those twenty-two years after the Seleucid conquest of

Palestine seems anachronistic. Joseph son of Tobias may have held power
between 239–217 B.C.E.; cf. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:269.

57 H. St. J. Thackeray et al., trans., Josephus (LCL; 10 vols.; New York: Putnam;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1926–1965), 7:113.

58 Cf. V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1959), 148–51.

59 Cf. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:39–47.



it is likely that friendship became more important in Jewish culture, as
Ben Sira’s ample treatment of the topic suggests.

4. Authorship and Social Setting

a. Place of composition
All indications point to Jerusalem as the place where Ben Sira com-

posed his work,60 since the city plays a central role in the book. The
author’s praise of the high priest Simeon II (50:1–24) not only describes
his repairs to the temple and fortification of the city (50:1–4) but also
gives what seems to be an eyewitness account of the temple liturgy
(50:5–21). In addition, the sage beseeches God’s mercy on the holy city of
Jerusalem (36:18–19) in a prayer that begins: “Save us” (36:1).61 Further-
more, the wisdom that he praises in 24:1–29 comes to dwell in Jerusalem
(24:10–11). All these observations imply that the sage composed his book
in Jerusalem.

b. Identity of the Author
The sage’s full name was probably Yeshua ben Eleazar ben Sira, but

I will use the name by which he is commonly known, Ben Sira.62 The fifty-
one chapters of his didactic poetry indicate that he was a teacher. He
directs his words to young men (cf. Sir 9:1–9; 36:26–31; 42:9–14), whom,
following an ancient sapiential tradition (e.g., Prov 1:10; 2:1; 3:1), he often
addresses individually as ynIB] (“my son”; e.g., Sir 3:12, 17; 4:1). He proba-
bly ran an educational establishment, since in 51:23 G he urges the
unlearned to lodge in the “house of instruction.”63 Moreover, his praise of

60 Although 50:27c G calls the author oJ ÔIerosolumivth" (“the Jerusalemite”),
this designation is lacking in HB and S and may be secondary.

61 Emphasis added. In favor of Ben Sira’s authorship of 36:1–22, see 
J. Marböck, “Das Gebet um die Rettung Zions in Sir 36,1–22 (G: 33,1–13a;
36:16b–22) im Zusammenhang der Geschichtsschau Ben Siras,” in Gottes Weisheit
unter Uns (Herders Biblische Studien 6; Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1995), 149–66, esp.
157–58. Unless otherwise indicated, all Ben Sira references are to H, where
extant, or else to G.

62 While Sir 50:27c G calls him ∆Ihsou'" uiJo;" Sirac Eleazar (“Jesus son of Sira [son
of] Eleazar”), 50:27b and 51:30gh HB name him ar:ysi ˆB, rz:[;l]a, ˆB, ['WvyE ˆB, ˆ/[m]vi
(“Simeon son of Yeshua son of Eleazar son of Sira”); cf. Skehan and Di Lella,
Wisdom of Ben Sira, 3.

63 Scholars dispute when schools began in ancient Israel; cf. Hengel, Judaism and
Hellenism, 1:78–83; A. Lemaire, “The Sage in School and Temple,” in The Sage in
Israel and the Ancient Near East (ed. J. G. Gammie and L. G. Perdue; Winona
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the scribal profession (39:1–11) in comparison with manual occupations
(38:24–34) echoes a long educational tradition deriving from Egypt,
where a similar “Satire on the Trades” (ca. 1900 B.C.E.) occurs in several
papyri.64 Indeed, Ben Sira may have been one of the “scribes of the
Temple” mentioned by Josephus (Ant. 12.3.3 §142).65

A somewhat aristocratic tone pervades the sage’s writing. His wide-
spread traveling (Sir 34:9–13) may indicate that he was a diplomat or
counselor (38:33; 39:4). His students were probably from the upper class,66

although he cautions them against the unbridled pursuit of wealth
(31:5–7) and urges them to care for the poor (4:1–10). His poetry mentions
certain Hellenistic customs, such as the symposium (31:12–32:13).67

5. Theological Themes in Ben Sira’s Teaching

a. The Fear of God, Wisdom, and the Law
Three interconnected themes in Ben Sira’s theology are the fear of

God, wisdom, and the law, which together provide guidance for right
living and a happy life (cf. Sir 9:14–16; 19:20; 21:11).
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Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 165–81; J. L. Crenshaw, “Education in Ancient
Israel,” JBL 104 (1985): 601–15; J. P. J. Olivier, “Schools and Wisdom Literature,”
JNSL 4 (1975): 49–60; Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buches Jesus Sirach, 175–77; J. J.
Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age (OTL; Louisville: Westminster/John
Knox, 1997), 36–38.

64 For a translation, see AEL 1:184–92; cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben
Sira, 449. See also C. A. Rollston, “Ben Sira 38:24–39:11 and the Egyptian Satire of
the Trades: A Reconsideration,” JBL 120 (2001): 131–39, where Rollston sets the
“Satire” within a broader literary tradition in Egypt.

65 Compare the tentative suggestion of Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:133. On
the importance of the temple cult and the priestly class in Ben Sira’s thought, see
S. M. Olyan, “Ben Sira’s Relationship to the Priesthood,” HTR 80 (1987): 261–86.

66 Cf. R. Gordis, “The Social Background of Wisdom Literature,” HUCA 18
(1943–1944): 77–118; compare the sage’s advice on the treatment of slaves (Sir
7:20–21; 33:25–30). According to Collins (Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age, 30),
“Ben Sira made his living by instructing the well-to-do.” B. G. Wright suggests
that “Ben Sira would have belonged to a retainer class that acted as mediators
between the rulers, primarily priests in ancient Judea, and ordinary Jews”; see his
“‘Fear the Lord and Honor the Priest’: Ben Sira As Defender of the Jerusalem
Priesthood,” in The Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research (ed. P. C. Beentjes; BZAW
255; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1997), 189–222; quotation from p. 195.

67 See Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buches Jesus Sirach, 106–9, as well as my exe-
gesis of Sir 9:10 in ch. 3 below.



One of the most prominent themes in Ben Sira’s work is the fear of
God, which appears more than fifty-five times in his book.68 The sage
uses this theme, derived from the earlier biblical books, to bring vari-
ous aspects of social ethics, seemingly secular, into the sphere of
Yahwist religion.69

From the opening poem of the book (Sir 1:1–10) to its final acrostic
(51:13–30), wisdom is also a major theme in Ben Sira.70 Accordingly, in
9:14b the sage advises making friends with wise persons.

Furthermore, keeping the law is an important element in Ben Sira’s
teaching.71 He recommends that God’s law should guide one’s friend-
ships (9:15b G), including the manner of reproving a friend (19:17b G).

b. Creation and Retribution
Creation is still another significant theme in the sage’s theol-

ogy.72 It underlies the sage’s formulation of the axiom “like to like”
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68 For a thorough survey, see J. Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach: Ihre
religiöse Struktur und ihre literarische und doktrinäre Bedeutung (AnBib 30; Rome:
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1967); cf. his list of occurrences of the phrase (48–50).
On the connection between fear of the Lord, wisdom, and the law, see Skehan and
Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 75–80, as well as A. A. Di Lella, “Fear of the Lord As
Wisdom: Ben Sira 1,11–30,” in Beentjes, ed., Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research,
113–33.

69 Thus, Ben Sira introduces the theme of the fear of God at the end of peric-
opes in 6:16b; 9:16b; 25:10–11; 40:26–27. On the same theme in earlier biblical
tradition, see L. Derousseaux, La Crainte de Dieu dans l’Ancien Testament (LD 63;
Paris: Cerf, 1970).

70 See esp. J. Marböck, Weisheit im Wandel: Untersuchungen zur
Weisheitstheologie bei Ben Sira (BBB 37; Bonn: Hanstein, 1971; repr., BZAW 272;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999); O. Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira (OBO
1; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973). For a brief survey, see A. A. 
Di Lella, “The Meaning of Wisdom in Ben Sira,” in In Search of Wisdom: Essays in
Memory of John G. Gammie (ed. L. G. Perdue et al.; Louisville: Westminster/John
Knox, 1993), 133–48.

71 On this topic, see M. Jolley, “The Function of Torah in Sirach (Wisdom
Literature)” (Ph. D. diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1993); E. J.
Schnabel, Law and Wisdom from Ben Sira to Paul: A Tradition-Historical Enquiry into
the Relation of Law, Wisdom, and Ethics (WUNT 2/16; Tübingen: Mohr, 1985), 8–92;
S. Burkes, “Wisdom and Law: Choosing Life in Ben Sira and Baruch,” JSJ 30
(1999): 253–76.

72 See K. W. Burton, “Sirach and the Judaic Doctrine of Creation” (Ph. D. diss.,
University of Glasgow, 1987); R. A. Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach: A Comparative
Literary and Conceptual Analysis of the Themes of Revelation, Creation and Judgment
(SBLEJL 8; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 135–64; S. Goan, “Creation in Ben Sira,”



(13:15–16), his appreciation for the goodness of friendship (25:9; 40:23),
and his use of the root rxy (“form”) in 37:3.

The concept of divine retribution, a further important element in the
theology of Ben Sira,73 may underlie his thought in 22:23. However, wider
questions of theodicy and free will have little place in the sage’s instruc-
tion on friendship.74

c. Life and Death
Life and death are significant concepts in Ben Sira’s theology (see

11:14; 15:17; 37:18; cf. Deut 30:15).75 The approach of death can easily come
about, whether as a result of befriending someone powerful (Sir 9:13) or
through betrayal by a friend (37:2). Although the later versions insert
mention of life after death, in Ben Sira’s original text there is no afterlife in
which humans may receive rewards or punishments (cf. 7:17; 14:16;
17:27–28).76 Instead, death is the “decree for all flesh” (41:4 G).77
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MilS 36 (1995): 75–85; F. V. Reiterer, “Die immateriellen Ebenen der Schöpfung
bei Ben Sira,” in Treasures of Wisdom: Studies in Ben Sira and the Book of Wisdom:
Festschrift M. Gilbert (ed. N. Calduch-Benages and J. Vermeylen; BETL 143;
Leuven: Peeters, 1999), 91–127.

73 See A. A. Di Lella, “Conservative and Progressive Theology: Sirach and
Wisdom,” CBQ 28 (1966): 139–54, esp. 143–46; W. Dommershausen, “Zum
Vergeltungsdenken des Ben Sira,” in Wort und Geschichte (ed. H. Gese and H.-P.
Rüger; AOAT 18; Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker, 1973), 37–43; Argall, 1 Enoch and
Sirach, 211–47; Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 83–87.

74 On the sage’s theodicy, see G. L. Prato, Il problema della teodicea in Ben Sira
(AnBib 65; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1975); U. Wicke-Reuter, Göttliche
Providenz und menschliche Verantwortung bei Ben Sira und in der Frühen Stoa
(BZAW 298; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2000); L. Schrader, Leiden und Gerechtigkeit:
Studien zu Theologie und Textgeschichte des Sirachbuches (BBET 27; Frankfurt
a.M.: Lang, 1994), esp. 205–32. On free will, see J. Hadot, Penchant mauvais et
volonté libre dans la sagesse de Ben Sira (L’Ecclésiastique) (Brussels: Presses
Universitaires, 1970).

75 Cf. M. Milani, “La correlazione tra morte e vita in Ben Sira: Dimensione
antropologica, cosmica e teologica dell’antitesi” (S.S.D. diss., Pontifical Biblical
Institute, Rome, 1995).

76 Cf. V. Hamp, “Zukunft und Jenseits im Buche Sirach,” in Alttestamentliche
Studien: Friedrich Nötscher zum Sechzigsten Geburtstag, 19, Juli 1950, Gewidmet von
Kollegen, Freunden und Schülern (ed. H. Junker and J. Botterweck; BBB 1; Bonn:
Hanstein, 1950), 86–97; Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age, 92–96.

77 On Sir 41:1–4, see F. V. Reiterer, “Deutung und Wertung des Todes durch
Ben Sira,” in Die alttestamentliche Botschaft als Wegweisung: Festschrift für Heinz
Reinelt (ed. J. Zmijewski; Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1990), 203–36;



6. Social Ethics

a. Caution, Honor, and Shame
Extreme caution characterizes Ben Sira’s teaching on behavior in

society.78 Hence, caution is a hallmark of the sage’s teaching on friend-
ship. One must test a potential friend (6:7), be wary of friends (6:13),
and realize that not every self-proclaimed friend actually is one (37:1).
Moreover, the sage encourages his students not to neglect a needy
friend, in case they themselves suffer as a result of the caution of oth-
ers (22:25–26).

Closely allied to Ben Sira’s cautious outlook is the importance for him
of gaining honor and avoiding shame (cf. Sir 41:14a; 41:16–42:8).79

Whereas false shame may lead a person to make unnecessary promises,
thereby causing the end of friendship (20:23), true shame is the appropri-
ate response to one’s use of insulting words (41:22c). The sage also sees
revealing a confidence as something shameful (22:22c).

b. Women
In recent years Ben Sira’s outlook toward women has been a focus of

scholarly attention.80 The fact that the sage’s teaching on friendship
(9:10–16; 37:1–6) twice follows an instruction on relations with women
(9:1–9; 36:26–31) suggests that the friendship passages refer principally to
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Schrader, Leiden und Gerechtigkeit, 233–52 (pp. 252–301 consider the sage’s other
passages on death).

78 See J. T. Sanders, “Ben Sira’s Ethics of Caution,” HUCA 50 (1979): 73–106; he
notes the similarity with the cautious outlook of Papyrus Insinger (103–6).

79 Ibid., 83–86; cf. Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft”; 
D. A. deSilva, “The Wisdom of Ben Sira: Honor, Shame, and the Maintenance of
the Values of a Minority Culture,” CBQ 58 (1996): 433–55; C. V. Camp, “Under-
standing a Patriarchy: Women in Second Century Judaism through the Eyes of
Ben Sira,” in “Women Like This”: New Perspectives on Jewish Women in the Greco-
Roman World (ed. A. J. Levine; SBLEJL 1; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991), 1–39;
idem, “Honor and Shame in Ben Sira: Anthropological and Theological
Reflections,” in Beentjes, ed., Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research, 171–87; P. J.
Botha, “The Ideology of Shame in the Wisdom of Ben Sira: Ecclesiasticus
41:14–42:8,” OTE 9 (1996): 353–71.

80 Cf. W. C. Trenchard, Ben Sira’s View of Women: A Literary Analysis (BJS 38;
Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1982); M. Gilbert, “Ben Sira et la femme,” RTL 7
(1976): 426–42; Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 90–92; Camp,
“Understanding a Patriarchy”; S. Schroer, Die Weisheit hat ihr Haus gebaut:
Studien zur Gestalt der Sophia in den biblischen Schriften (Mainz: Grünewald,
1996), 96–109.



relations with male friends.81 This accords with the fact that the sage’s
students were young males. Nevertheless, the allusions underlying Sir
6:5–17 present a female character (Abigail) as a model of friendship,
while the male figure (Nabal) is a counterexample of boorishness.82

c. Social Justice
In line with biblical teaching, found in the law codes, the prophets,

and the wisdom literature, Ben Sira insists on the need for social justice
(cf. 4:1–10; 34:21–35:22).83 This aspect is prominent in Sir 13:15–23, which
graphically delineates the mistreatment of the poor by the rich. The
sage’s use of animal imagery in 13:17–19 derives particularly from
prophetic critiques of Israel’s leaders.

d. Speech
Like other sages, Ben Sira considers control of speech an important

part of wise social behavior.84 Sirach 27:16–21 teaches that the betrayal
of confidences spells the end of friendship. Similarly, Sir 22:22 contrasts
the forgivable offense of a rash word against a friend with the unpar-
donable fault of betraying a secret behind his back. As a counterpart, Sir
19:13–17 discusses a beneficial use of the tongue, namely, to reprove a
misbehaving friend.
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81 Cf. the titles “Les femmes” for 9:1–9 and “Rapports avec les hommes” for
9:10–18 in H. Duesberg and P. Auvray, Le livre de l’Ecclésiastique (SBJ; Paris: Cerf,
1953), 53–54. See also P. J. Botha, “Through the Figure of a Woman Many Have
Perished: Ben Sira’s View of Women,” OTE 9 (1996): 20–34, esp. 30–32.

82 See further my exegesis of Sir 6:5–17 in ch. 2.
83 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 88–90; Marböck, “Macht und

Mächtige im Buche Jesus Sirach,” in Gottes Weisheit unter Uns, 185–94; J. Corley,
“Social Responsibility in Proverbs and Ben Sira,” ScrB 30 (2000): 2–14; B. Baldauf,
“Arme und Armut im Buch Ben Sira: Eine philologisch-exegetische Unter-
suchung” (M.Th. diss., University of Salzburg, 1983); V. Morla Asensio, “Poverty
and Wealth: Ben Sira’s View of Possessions,” in R. Egger-Wenzel and I. Krammer,
eds., Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira, 151–78.

84 Cf. J. I. Okoye, Speech in Ben Sira with Special Reference to 5,9–6,1 (European
University Studies 23/535; Frankfurt a.M.: Lang, 1995); G. Krinetzki, “Die
Sprüche über das Reden und Schweigen in Sir 20 in traditionskritischer Sicht,” in
“Diener in eurer Mitte”: Festschrift für Dr. Antonius Hofmann, Bischof von Passau zum
75. Geburtstag (ed. R. Beer et al.; Passau: Passavia Universitätsverlag, 1984), 64–81;
A. A. Di Lella, “Use and Abuse of the Tongue: Ben Sira 5,9–6,1,” in “Jedes Ding hat
seine Zeit. . . ”: Studien zur israelitischen und altorientalischen Weisheit: Diethelm
Michel zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. A. A. Diesel et al.; BZAW 241; Berlin: de Gruyter,
1996), 33–48.



7. Ben Sira’s Poetry85

a. Literary Forms86

Although Ben Sira sometimes uses hymns, prayers, and a long
encomium, most of his book consists of didactic poems.87 All seven peri-
copes discussed in my study belong to the category of the didactic
poem.88 While incorporating traditional proverbs and biblical phrases,
the sage molds his poems into neat literary constructions.

b. Structure of Ben Sira’s Book
Ben Sira’s book may be divided into eight parts (each starting

with a sapiential poem) plus the appendices (which end with a wis-
dom poem).89
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85 On Ben Sira’s poetry, see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 63–74; on
poetic techniques in biblical Hebrew, see esp. W. G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew
Poetry (JSOTSup 26; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984); as well as L. Alonso Schökel, A
Manual of Hebrew Poetics (SubBi 11; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1988).

86 On the literary genres employed by Ben Sira, see W. Baumgartner, “Die lit-
erarischen Gattungen in der Weisheit des Jesus Sirach,” ZAW 34 (1914): 161–98;
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 21–30; cf. also P. J. Nel, The Structure and
Ethos of the Wisdom Admonitions in Proverbs (BZAW 158; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1982),
9–17. Hymns include Sir 18:1–7; 39:16–35; 42:15–43:33; 51:1–12; prayers include
22:27–23:6; 36:1–22. The “Praise of the Ancestors” in 44:1–50:24 uses the form of
an encomium, according to T. R. Lee, Studies in the Form of Sirach 44–50 (SBLDS
75; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), esp. 206–39.

87 Baumgartner applies the term Lehrgedicht (“didactic poem”) to Sir 6:5–17
(“Die literarischen Gattungen,” 164); so also Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund,”
8. Rather than just assembling maxims, the sage generally creates thematic
poems. Haspecker (Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 121) asserts that Ben Sira’s book
includes genuine redactional units intended by the author. Similarly, in Egyptian
wisdom literature the sebayit consists of integrated units of instruction on sapien-
tial themes, rather than mere lists of individual proverbs.

88 The primary setting of the friendship pericopes is thus the schoolroom (cf.
Sir 51:23), where perhaps they served as writing exercises. It is also possible
that, like the elegiac poetry of Theognis, some of Ben Sira’s friendship poems
(e.g., 6:5–17; 9:10–16) were recited at banquets and symposia (cf. 32:3–8). For an
examination of the Hebrew sage’s use of earlier material, see Fuß, “Tradition
und Komposition.”

89 I have adapted the following structure from Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of
Ben Sira, xiii–xvi. See also J. D. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order in Ben Sira’s
Book,” ZAW 105 (1993): 52–62, whence I have taken the titles of parts 1–4, 6–7
(61); Harvey calls 32:14–33:18 a wisdom poem (53). See further the discussion in
J. Marböck, “Structure and Redaction History of the Book of Ben Sira: Review and



Part 1, 1:1–4:10: “Understanding Wisdom”
begun by wisdom poem (1:1–10)

Part 2, 4:11–6:17: “Applying Wisdom Personally”
begun by wisdom poem (4:11–19)

Part 3, 6:18–14:19: “Applying Wisdom Socially”
begun by wisdom poem (6:18–37)

Part 4, 14:20–23:27: “Applying Wisdom to Speech and Thought”
begun by wisdom poem (14:20–15:10)

Part 5, 24:1–32:13: “Applying Wisdom to Domestic Life”
begun by wisdom poem (24:1–34)

Part 6, 32:14–38:23: “Using Wisdom to Make Good Decisions”
begun by wisdom poem (32:14–33:18)

Part 7, 38:24–42:14: “Demonstrating the Results of Wisdom”
begun by wisdom poem (38:24–39:11)

Part 8, 42:15–50:24: “Wisdom in Creation and History”
begun by wisdom poem (42:15–43:33)

Appendices, 50:25–51:30
ended by wisdom poem (51:13–30)

Attention to this overall structure reveals that the friendship peri-
copes do not occur randomly in Ben Sira’s book but rather fit in with their
wider context. Thus, part 2 (“Applying Wisdom Personally”) contains
the first friendship poem (6:5–17), concerning wise personal conduct in
relation to potential friends. Because part 3 deals with “Applying
Wisdom Socially,” it naturally has much to say on friendship (7:12, 18;
9:10–16; 12:8–9; 13:15–23; 14:13). In its treatment of “Applying Wisdom
to Speech and Thought,” part 4 discusses both one form of speech that
benefits friendship, namely, reproof (19:13–17), and the damage to
friendship caused by other kinds of speech, namely, insults and
breaches of confidentiality (22:19–26). Since part 5 deals with
“Applying Wisdom to Domestic Life,” Sir 27:16–21 considers the harm
done to friendship by the disclosure of secrets, which typically occurs
behind the closed doors of one’s home. Finally, because part 6 concerns
“Using Wisdom to Make Good Decisions,” Sir 37:1–6 treats distin-
guishing between good and bad friends.
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Prospects,” in Beentjes, ed., Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research, 61–79; H.-W.
Jüngling, “Der Bauplan des Buches Jesus Sirach,” in “Den Armen eine frohe
Botschaft”: Festschrift für Bischof Franz Kamphaus zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. J. Hainz et
al.; Frankfurt a.M.: Knecht, 1997), 89–105; G. Sauer, “Gedanken über den thematis-
chen Aufbau des Buches Ben Sira,” in Calduch-Benages and Vermeylen, eds.,
Treasures of Wisdom, 51–61; O. Mulder, Simon de hogepriester in Sirach 50, 41–60.



c. Delimitation
Delimiting pericopes in Ben Sira can be a complex task because of

textual problems and the aphoristic nature of the book. One may use
both internal criteria (genre,90 subject matter, and style) and external fac-
tors (the context). I have found seven stylistic criteria helpful in
delimitating Ben Sira’s pericopes: repetition of key words, inclusio,
nonalphabetic acrostics, opening and closing rhyme, chiasm, a closing
refrain, and favorite concluding themes.91 A brief treatment of these
seven points follows.

First, repetition of a key word often indicates the subject matter of
a pericope; thus, Sir 6:5–17 G employs fivlo" (“friend”) nine times, while
22:19–26 G uses it five times. Second, inclusio marks the opening and
closing cola of 27:16–21, which both employ the phrase d/S hL,g"m] (“one
who reveals a confidence”).92 Third, a nonalphabetic acrostic of twenty-
two or twenty-three bicola frequently indicates a unified poem or
cluster of poems; for instance, 36:26–37:11 is a twenty-three-line poem
on the choice of associates (wife, friends, and advisors), within which
37:1–6 forms a subunit on friendship.93 Fourth, opening and closing
rhyme often marks the start of a new pericope or its conclusion.94 Fifth,
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90 Thus, the prayer in 36:1–22 is distinct from the teaching that begins in 36:23.
However, since much of Ben Sira comprises didactic poems, frequently no differ-
ence of genre may exist between adjacent units.

91 On these stylistic features, see Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 287–95 (key
words); 282–87 (inclusio); 199 (nonalphabetic acrostics); 229–34 (rhyme); 201–8
(chiasm); 295–99 (refrains); 65 (thematic closure).

92 See my reconstructed text in ch. 5 below. For a twofold inclusio delimiting
13:15–23, see the delimitation section of ch. 4; for a list of Ben Sira’s inclusiones, see
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 73–74.

93 Recognition of a nonalphabetic acrostic in the surrounding material may also
help demarcate a pericope; thus, a twenty-two-line poem (5:1–6:4) precedes the
sage’s first friendship passage (6:5–17), while a twenty-two-line sapiential poem
(6:18–37) follows. Skehan and Di Lella provide a list of Ben Sira’s nonalphabetic
acrostics (ibid., 74). On the analogy of the alphabetic acrostic (e.g. Sir 51:13–30; Pss
111; 112; Prov 31:10–31), I define a “nonalphabetic acrostic” as a Hebrew poem in
which the number of lines (22 or 23) imitates the number of letters in the Hebrew
alphabet. Skehan and Di Lella offer an explanation of the twenty-third line in
such poems (ibid., 576). In his brief discussion of biblical twenty-two-line poems
(Classical Hebrew Poetry, 199), Watson asserts that such compositions “were obvi-
ously modelled on alphabetic acrostics, the restrictive feature of alphabetic
sequence being lifted.”

94 Examples of opening rhyme include 6:5a (internal rhyme); 9:10bd; 13:15ab,
16a. Instances of concluding rhyme include 6:17a (internal rhyme); 9:16ab;



a chiastic pattern (combined with an inclusio) unifies one pericope
(27:16–21).95 Sixth, Ben Sira sometimes employs a closing refrain to mark
the end of a passage.96 Seventh, the sage sometimes uses a favorite theme,
such as the fear of God or the law or death, to conclude a pericope.97

d. Stanzaic Patterns
In my study I divide Ben Sira’s poems into stanzas.98 On a smaller

scale, key words often serve to delimit stanzas; thus, the threefold repeti-
tion of one phrase in 6:8–10 and of another in 6:14–16 shows the stanzaic
pattern in 6:5–17. An inclusio may also delimit a stanza; thus, the resem-
blance of 6:8b and 6:10b suggests that 6:8–10 is a stanza. Sometimes, too,
opening and closing rhyme occurs; thus, in 13:15–23 the first stanza uses
internal rhyme in its last bicolon (13:20a), while the second has rhyme in
its opening bicolon (13:21ab).

e. Sound Patterns: Rhyme, Alliteration, and Assonance
Sirach 44:1–8 provides the clearest example of end-rhyme in the

sage’s book.99 Besides the examples of opening and closing rhyme listed
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13:23abcd. For further discussion of opening and closing rhyme, see the poetic
analyses of Sir 6:5–17 (ch. 2); 9:10–16 (ch. 3); and 13:15–23 (ch. 4) below. Of inter-
est is Watson’s observation: “In Akkadian poetry, rhyme . . . serves to mark
strophic structure” (ibid., 231).

95 On the chiasm in Sir 27:16–21, see my poetic analysis in ch. 5 below. For a list
of shorter chiastic patterns in Ben Sira’s book (including 6:5–6a, 14; 9:10), see
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 67–73.

96 One closing refrain occurs in 6:4a HA = 19:3b HC; another in 20:30–31 G =
41:14–15 G; another in 31:11b HB = 44:15b HBM. Compare the refrain in Isa 9:11, 16,
20 and 10:4; or Cant 2:7; 3:5; 5:8.

97 For the fear of God, see 6:16b (concluding 6:5–17); 9:16b (ending 9:10–16);
25:10–11 (concluding 25:7–11); 40:26–27 (ending 40:18–27); cf. Haspecker,
Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 136 n. 30. For the law, see 9:15 G (concluding 9:10–16);
19:17 G (ending 19:13–17). Poems ending with mention of death (or the grave or
worms) include 7:1–17, 18–36; 9:1–9; 11:7–28; 13:24–14:19; 18:30–19:3; 27:22–28:7;
39:1–11; 44:1–15.

98 Stanzaic divisions are also noted in Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira,
passim. On stanzaic patterns in biblical poetry, see Watson, Classical Hebrew
Poetry, 163–65.

99 On Sir 44:1–8, see P. W. Skehan, “Staves, Nails and Scribal Slips (Ben Sira
44:2–5),” BASOR 200 (1970): 66–71; for the reading µT;k]miB] (“in song,” 44:5b), see
pp. 69–70. On rhyme in Sir 5:6; 10:27; 11:3; 13:1, 24; 36:18–19, see Skehan and Di
Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 64–67. On biblical Hebrew rhyme, see Watson, Classical
Hebrew Poetry, 229–34.



above, many bicola exhibit rhyme (e.g., 6:11; 7:18). In addition, Ben Sira
often uses alliteration (e.g., 6:5ab, 14b, 15ab, 17ab) and assonance (e.g.,
6:5ab, 8a, 11–12a, 12b–13).100

8. Texts, Editions, and Textual Criticism

a. Texts and Text Editions101

The earliest Hebrew Ben Sira MSS come from between 100 B.C.E. and
73 C.E.102 However, the six Cairo Genizah MSS from the tenth to twelfth
centuries C.E., comprising about two-thirds of the sage’s book, constitute
the majority of the extant Hebrew texts.103
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100 See the listing in Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 64–67. On Hebrew
alliteration and assonance, see Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 222–29. On allit-
eration and assonance in Sir 6:5–17, see the poetic analysis of the pericope in ch.
2 below.

101 For a listing of the Hebrew MSS, see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira,
52–53 (texts), 93–94 (publications); G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach (Ben Sira) (JSHRZ 3/5;
Gütersloh: Mohn, 1981), 485–86; A. Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide:
Confronto con il testo ebraico alla luce dell’attività midrascica e del metodo targumico
(AnBib 133; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1995), 29–30. For the new critical
edition, see P. C. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew: A Text Edition of All
Extant Hebrew MSS and a Synopsis of All Parallel Hebrew Ben Sira Texts (VTSup 68;
Leiden: Brill, 1997); note that Beentjes sometimes departs from the standard verse
numeration (e.g., on pp. 27–28 he prints 6:5–17 as 6:4–16). For the Hebrew MSS dis-
covered before 1968 (i.e., excluding HF), two hand editions are readily available:
the publication (with parallel Greek, Syriac, and Latin texts) of F. Vattioni,
Ecclesiastico: Testo ebraico con apparato critico e versioni greca, latina e siriaca (Pub-
blicazioni del Seminario di Semitistica, Testi 1; Naples: Istituto Orientale di
Napoli, 1968); and the Hebrew edition (with an English introduction) of Z. Ben-
Hayyim, The Book of Ben Sira: Text, Concordance and an Analysis of the Vocabulary
(Jerusalem: Academy of the Hebrew Language/Shrine of the Book, 1973).

102 The Masada scroll, containing portions of Sir 39:27b–44:17b (henceforth HM),
dates from the early first century B.C.E. The two fragments (2Q18) from Qumran Cave
2, consisting of a few words of Sir 6:14–31 (henceforth H2Q), come from the latter half
of the first century B.C.E., while the Cave 11 Psalms Scroll (11QPsa), containing Sir
51:13a–20c, 30b (henceforth H11Q), dates from the early first century C.E. Cf. Skehan
and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 53. Part of Sir 18:33 occurs in the Qumran Beatitudes
text 4Q525 25.4, according to E. Puech, Textes Hebreux (4Q521–4Q528, 4Q576–4Q579):
Qumran Cave 4.18 (DJD 25; Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 164–65.

103 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 52–53. The six MSS are HA, HB,
HC, HD, HE, and HF. For details of the first publications of these MSS, see (besides
the following footnotes) the bibliography at the end of this study.



Out of the seven pericopes discussed in detail in chapters 2–6 below,
three (Sir 6:5–17; 9:10–16; 13:15–23) are attested in HA, an eleventh-
century MS from the Cairo Genizah. Both 6:5–17 and 13:15–23 occur in MS

leaves (T-S 12.864) housed at Cambridge University Library,104 while the
Genizah MS of 9:10–16 (ENA 2536) is kept at the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America in New York.105 Sirach 37:1–6 is extant in two Cairo
Genizah MSS, namely, among portions of HB housed at the British Library
in London,106 and among the leaves of HD kept at the Bibliothèque de
l’Alliance Israélite Universelle in Paris.107 For the remaining three peric-
opes (Sir 19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21) no Hebrew MSS are extant.108

The three major ancient versions (in descending order of impor-
tance) are the Greek (G), the Syriac (S), and the Latin (L). For the
Greek text I have used J. Ziegler’s critical edition in the Göttingen
Septuagint series.109 All extant Greek MSS interchange 30:25–33:13a
with 33:13b–36:16a; however, for these portions Ziegler has restored
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104 For Sir 3:6b–7:29a; 11:34b; 12:2a–16:26b, see S. Schechter and C. Taylor, The
Wisdom of Ben Sira: Portions of the Book Ecclesiasticus from Hebrew Manuscripts in the
Cairo Genizah Collection Presented to the University of Cambridge by the Editors
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1899), 3–10. For photographs, see
Facsimiles of the Fragments Hitherto Recovered of the Book of Ecclesiasticus in Hebrew
(Oxford: Oxford University Press; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1901).

105 For 7:29a–11:33d; 12:1; 11:34a, see E. N. Adler, “Some Missing Chapters of
Ben Sira,” JQR 12 (1899–1900): 466–80, esp. 468–71 (with photographs).

106 For 31:12–31; 36:24–37:26, see G. Margoliouth, “The Original Hebrew of
Ecclesiasticus XXXI.12–31, and XXXVI.22–XXXVII.26,” JQR 12 (1899–1900): 1–33,
esp. 4–12.

107 For 36:29a–38:1a, see I. Lévi, “Fragments de deux nouveaux manuscrits
hébreux de l’Ecclésiastique,” REJ 40 (1900): 1–30, esp. 3–4; note that Lévi desig-
nates this MS HC.

108 I suggest, however, that the previously unexplained word hsn (“test”) that
follows Sir 36:31 in the anthological HC belongs to 27:17a (cf. S); see further ch.
5 below. A gloss after 31:2ab HB exhibits loose similarities with 27:16; see the
footnote on 41:18c in the appendix. For discussion of a Cairo Genizah prosodic
poem based on Sir 22:22cd–23:9, see ch. 6 below. In the following section on
method, I explain my reasons for reconstructing a Hebrew text for 19:13–17;
22:19–26; 27:16–21.

109 J. Ziegler, Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach (2d ed.; Septuaginta 12/2; Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1980); I have followed his verse numbering through-
out. I have also consulted H. B. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek (3d ed.; 3 vols.;
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1907), 2:644–754, as well as (for G248) 
J. H. A. Hart, Ecclesiasticus: The Greek Text of Codex 248 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1909).



the correct verse numeration (in parentheses) in his publication of the
Greek text. In the absence of a critical edition of the Syriac text, I have
referred to A. M. Ceriani’s facsimile edition of the Ambrosian Codex
(SA) and to P. A. de Lagarde’s publication of the British Library Codex
12142 (SL).110 For the Old Latin text found in the Vulgate MSS I have
employed the Rome critical edition of San Girolamo.111

b. Textual Criticism
Whereas the whole question of the textual criticism of Ben Sira is vast

and complex, the present discussion is necessarily brief.112 Following Di
Lella’s 1966 study, most scholars now accept the general authenticity of
the Cairo Genizah Hebrew MSS, while acknowledging that they contain
corruptions acquired in the course of transmission.113 The corruptions are
of various kinds: scribal errors, retroversions, theological editings, and
expansions or omissions.

i. Scribal Errors. Orthographic errors and corruptions abound in the
Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira, although scribes have corrected some mistakes
by means of marginal notes. Comparison with another Hebrew MS or
with the versions often brings to light such errors. For instance, in 37:4
comparison with HB reveals two mistakes in HD: the reading ˆj;l]vu
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110 A. M. Ceriani, Translatio Syra Pescitto Veteris Testamenti ex codice Ambrosiano
sec. fere VI photolithographice edita, 2/4 (Milan: Pogliani, 1878); P. A. de Lagarde,
Libri veteris testamenti apocryphi syriace (Leipzig: Brockhaus; London: Williams &
Norgate, 1861). I have also used the Polyglot of B. Walton (SW), Biblia sacra poly-
glotta, 4 (London: Roycroft, 1657), and the Mosul edition (SM), Biblia sacra juxta
versionem simplicem quae dicitur Pschitta, 2 (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1951).

111 Biblia Sacra iuxta latinam vulgatam versionem, 12: Sapientia Salomonis, Liber
Hiesu filii Sirach (Rome: Typis Polyglottis Vaticanis, 1964); see also the (as yet
incomplete) Beuron edition of W. Thiele, Vetus Latina: Die Reste der altlateinischen
Bibel 11/2: Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) (Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1987–), of which by 1998
seven fascicles were published, covering Sir 1:1–19:28.

112 On the textual criticism of Ben Sira, see briefly Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom
of Ben Sira, 55–60; and Gilbert, “Siracide,” 12:1390–1402. Fuller treatments appear
in A. A. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach: A Text-Critical and Historical Study
(Studies in Classical Literature 1; The Hague: Mouton, 1966); H.-P. Rüger, Text
und Textform im hebräischen Sirach: Untersuchungen zur Textgeschichte und Textkritik
der hebräischen Sirachfragmente aus der Kairoer Geniza (BZAW 112; Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1970); Schrader, Leiden und Gerechtigkeit, 13–57; Minissale, La versione
greca del Siracide.

113 See Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach, esp. 47–77. For a table listing corruptions
in the Hebrew MSS, see Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide, 153–71.



(“table,” HB) is supported by S against the reading tj'v' (“the pit,” HD),
while the reading b/Nmi (“from fruit”/”from Nob,” HD) is evidently an
error for dg<N<mi (“aloof,” HB; cf. G, S).114

ii. Retroversions. Di Lella suggests that the Cairo Genizah MSS contain
some retroversions from S, while Ziegler proposes that they preserve
some retroversions from G.115

iii. Theological Adaptations. Translators or scribes have made theological
adaptations to the text during the course of its transmission. S tends to
omit references to the law; thus, whereas Sir 19:17b G says, “And give
place to the law of the Most High,” 19:17b S merely repeats the thought
of 19:15b S.116 In addition, S deletes what it perceives as unfavorable men-
tions of the poor; for instance, it omits the whole of 13:20, which is
present in HA and G. The versions also alter Ben Sira’s sayings to incor-
porate references to the afterlife. Thus, whereas 7:17b HA asserts, “A
mortal’s hope is worms,” 7:17b G declares, “An impious person’s pun-
ishment is fire and worms.”117

iv. Other Expansions or Doublets, and Omissions. Occasionally the textual
witnesses omit single verses or longer passages; for example, S passes
over most of Ben Sira’s discussion of true and false shame (41:14–42:8),
retaining only parts of 41:19–20.118 More often, the texts contain expan-
sions. After 13:17b, for instance, HA adds a gloss lacking in G, S, and L:
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114 Minissale (La versione greca del Siracide, 165–68) provides a classified list of
scribal errors in H. 

115 On retroversions from S, see Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach, 106–47. On retro-
versions from G, see J. Ziegler, “Zwei Beiträge zu Sirach,” BZ 8 (1964): 277–84;
idem, “Ursprüngliche Lesarten im griechischen Sirach,” in Mélanges Eugène
Tisserant (7 vols.; Studi e testi 231; Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
1964), 1:461–87.

116 Cf. M. M. Winter, “The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac,” VT 27 (1977): 237–53,
494–507, esp. 498 (a list of eight passages where S removes or alters a reference to
the law found in G). On the tendency in S to favor the poor, see 245–49.

117 See further C. Kearns, “The Expanded Text of Ecclesiasticus: Its Teaching on
the Future Life As a Clue to Its Origin” (S.S.D. diss., Pontifical Biblical Institute,
Rome, 1951); cf. Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide, 225–26. For the tendency
of S to eliminate passages contrary to belief in the afterlife, see M. D. Nelson, The
Syriac Version of the Wisdom of Ben Sira Compared to the Greek and Hebrew Materials
(SBLDS 107; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 113–14.

118 Cf. Nelson, Syriac Version, 69–80. On Sir 13:17, see further the text-critical
note in ch. 4 below.



“And so is a rich person toward a withdrawn [= poor] man.” In his edi-
tion of G, Ziegler prints the many expansions of the later Greek recension
(GII) in small print, whereas the earlier text (GI, found mostly in GBSA)
appears in print of a normal size.119

In view of the complexities of the textual situation for Ben Sira, no
simple rules can solve all the problems; as Skehan and Di Lella assert,
“the careful critic must take into account all these bewildering features
and then make a judgment that seems the most reasonable for the partic-
ular text under consideration.” In the next section I will explain my
textual method, including the rationale for my Hebrew retroversions of
Sir 19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21.

9. Method of Study

a. General Procedure
I shall offer a detailed discussion of Ben Sira’s seven major pericopes

on friendship (6:5–17; 9:10–16; 13:15–23; 19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21;
37:1–6).120 Since (according to GB) these seven passages account for thirty of
the sage’s forty-eight uses of fivlo" (“friend”), this discussion will treat the
majority of the sage’s thoughts on friendship. My concluding chapter sum-
marizes the findings from the exegesis of the seven pericopes. An appendix
then provides a brief survey of the eighteen other uses of fivlo" scattered
throughout Ben Sira’s book; a table of these eighteen occurrences lists the
vocabulary of H (where extant) and S alongside each instance in G.

For each of the seven major pericopes, after an introduction, I
begin by delimiting the pericope, using internal criteria (subject mat-
ter and style) and external factors (the context). Next I provide a
Hebrew text, based on the Genizah MSS where extant (6:5–17; 9:10–16;
13:15–23; 37:1–6).121 For those pericopes lacking a Hebrew text (19:13–
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119 Examples of expansion in GII include 13:14 (not in HA, GBSA, or S); 19:18–19
(not in GBSA or S); 22:23ef (not in GBSA or S). The text of GII appears mainly in G248,
GV, and in the other Origenic and Lucianic witnesses. Sometimes, however, GII
preserves an original bicolon omitted in GI, such as Sir 1:21; cf. Skehan and Di
Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 142. For the following quotation, see ibid., 60.

120 Chapter 2 treats Sir 6:5–17 and 37:1–6 together because the two pericopes
have many verbal and thematic resemblances. Similarly, ch. 5 considers 19:13–17
and 27:16–21 together because both these passages concern the effect of speech on
friendship.

121 Though the Qumran and Cairo Genizah MSS do not generally include vocal-
ization, I have provided vowels to make my readings clear, following Segal,
µlvh arysAˆb rps, in most cases.



17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21), I reconstruct one by means of retroversion.
There follow text-critical notes and my English translation, which is
rather literal to avoid obscuring the Hebrew idioms. Then I offer a
poetic analysis, explaining the stanzaic structure of the pericope and
examining its stylistic features (e.g., alliteration and assonance). Next I
situate the pericope in its context within Ben Sira’s book. The major part
of the discussion of each pericope is the verse-by-verse exegesis, which
comments on the words used and places the sage’s thought against the
background of other treatments of friendship in ancient literature (espe-
cially Greek and Egyptian). I finish the discussion of each pericope with
a brief conclusion.

b. Text-Critical Method
The examination of the textual questions earlier in this chapter indi-

cated the complexity of the textual criticism of Ben Sira’s book. Here I
outline my own method.122

Where extant, the text of H has initial priority. However, if the
ancient versions or the context suggest that H is corrupt, I make correc-
tions, usually on the basis of G or S. Frequently corruptions in H involve
scribal error or orthographic confusion.123 Another kind of corruption is
an expansionary gloss, such as 13:17c HA.

In the absence of H, I weigh both G and S. Where G agrees with S,
I make a retroversion into Hebrew, often following Segal’s retroverted
text. Where G and S disagree, I seek the reason for the disagreement;
for example, the translator of S has omitted the reference to the “law
of the Most High” (19:17b G) because of his hostility to the law. An ex-
panded text may indicate a corruption; thus, 22:22c G is overlong and
probably inauthentic in its present form. Where no obvious cause
exists for the difference between the readings in G and S, a text-
critical decision is finally a matter of judgment; the reading of G is
generally preferable, but sometimes that of S better fits a Semitic
milieu.
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122 The following studies provided great assistance for my text-critical work: 
R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch (Berlin: Reimer, 1906)
[henceforth: Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch]; idem, Sirach, erklärt; N. Peters, Der
jüngst wiederaufgefundene hebräische Text des Buches Ecclesiasticus (Freiburg i.B.:
Herder, 1902); idem, Das Buch Jesus Sirach; G. H. Box and W. O. E. Oesterley,
“Sirach,” APOT 1:268–517; Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps; Skehan and Di Lella,
Wisdom of Ben Sira; Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach; Rüger, Text und Textform;
Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide.

123 See the text-critical notes on Sir 6:5–17 for examples of scribal error (6:14e–e

and 6:16g) and orthographic confusion (6:5a and 6:7b).



c. Explanation for My Retroversions Where No Hebrew Text Is Extant
Discoveries from the Cairo Genizah and the Dead Sea area have

failed to yield the Hebrew text of three of Ben Sira’s friendship pericopes
(19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21). Absence of a Hebrew original in these
instances creates a problem of method: Which text should be chosen as
the basis for study? Where the Hebrew is unavailable, most scholars
select the Greek text as the primary basis for their translation and
commentary. However, it seems to me that such a policy would be inad-
equate for the present study, because Ben Sira wrote in Hebrew (a
Semitic language) rather than Greek (an Indo-European language). His
thought-world and literary style are both fundamentally Semitic, and his
work is full of subtle allusions to earlier books of the Hebrew Bible.
Naturally, the grandson’s Greek translation could generally not repro-
duce poetic devices such as assonance, alliteration, and rhyme, often
found in Ben Sira’s Hebrew. Moreover, in certain places the grandson
misunderstood the Hebrew text. In other cases GI omitted parts of
verses, while GII often added verses. The following discussion of three
sample texts (24:1–34; 25:1–11; 25:13–26:27) will show some of the
corruptions in GI and at the same time illustrate the benefits of an
attempt at retroversion into Hebrew.124

i. 24:1–34.125  In discussing his retroversion, Skehan notes the abundance
of rhyming assonances, particularly with -î and -â suffixes.

24:13: Striking rhyme of ˆnOb;l] (“Lebanon”) and ˆ/mr“j, (“Hermon”); cf.
ˆ/mr“[' (“plane tree”) in verse 14d.

24:26–27: Another remarkable rhyme of ryxiq; (“harvest,” v. 26b) and
ryxiB; (“vintage,” v. 27b).
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124 Where H is not extant, Segal has produced a retroversion based on G and (to
a lesser extent) on S (µlvh arysAˆb rps, passim). In the case of Bar 3:9–5:9, 
D. G. Burke has made a similar attempt at retroversion from Greek (and some-
times Syriac); see The Poetry of Baruch: A Reconstruction and Analysis of the Original
Hebrew Text of Baruch 3:9–5:9 (SBLSCS 10; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1982).
After providing his retroverted Hebrew text and textual notes, Burke presents a
chapter entitled “An Analysis of the Baruch Poetry” (299–321), where he dis-
cusses such features as parallel word-pairs and Hebrew rhyme.

125 In the case of ch. 24 (of which no Hebrew text is extant), P. W. Skehan has pro-
posed a retroversion (“Structures in Poems on Wisdom: Proverbs 8 and Sirach 24,”
CBQ 41 [1979]: 374); he observes the frequency of rhyming assonances (377–79). See
also his list of six earlier scholars who have made similar attempts at retroverting the
passage (366 n. 3). In addition, note the comment of P. Faure (“Comme un fleuve qui
irrigue: Ben Sira 24,30–34, I. Critique textuelle,” RB 102 [1995]: 5–27): “La critique
textuelle de Sir 24,30–34 nous porte à préférer le texte syriaque au texte grec” (27).



24:27: G has wJ" fw'" (= r/aK], “like light”) for r/ay“K' (“like the Nile,” cf. S).

ii. 25:1–11. 25:1ab: GBSA reads: “In three things I was beautified, and I
arose in beauty before the Lord and human beings.” This reading, out of
context here, seems to be a Christian expansion referring to Jesus’ three
days in the tomb and his rising again. By contrast, S preserves the correct
text; hence Ziegler emends G according to S.126

25:8b: Probably because of distaste for the Semitic animal imagery
(“ox” and “ass”), G has omitted this colon, thereby losing one item from
the decalogue of macarisms. By contrast, the colon appears in HC and S.

25:9a: The reading of G, fronhvsin (“sense”), is probably a sapiential
interpretation, since L has “a true friend” and S may be revocalized to
give “a friend.”

iii. 25:13–26:27. 25:15: Missing the allusion to Deut 32:33, the grandson
rendered varo (“poison”) with its homonym, kefalhv (“head”), and hm;je
(“venom”) with its homonym, qumov" (“wrath”).127

25:21b: G reads hV;ai (= gunai'ka, “woman”) instead of Hl; vyE l['
(“what is hers”) in HC (cf. S).

26:22: G renders tw<m; td"Wxm] (“deadly snare”) by its homonym puvrgo"
qanavtou (“tower of death”).

The above survey of several mistranslations and inadequacies of G in
Sir 24:1–26:27 confirms the conclusion of Skehan and Di Lella: “Though
GI remains the most reliable form of the book as a whole, it nevertheless
contains many scribal errors and other corruptions as well as mistrans-
lations due to the grandson’s failure to understand the underlying
Hebrew.”128 In this connection, our discussion of the above-mentioned
sample passages has also illustrated the potential benefits of retroversion
into Hebrew, especially in the recovery of Hebrew poetic features.
Although the resultant text is obviously hypothetical, retroversion offers
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126 Cf. Ziegler, Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach, 76–78. On Sir 25:1–11, see Reiterer,
“Gelungene Freundschaft als tragende Säule einer Gesellschaft,” as well as my
discussion of 25:1, 9 in the appendix.

127 On 25:15, see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 346. On 26:22, see 
P. W. Skehan, “Tower of Death or Deadly Snare? (Sir 26:22),” in Studies in Israelite
Poetry and Wisdom (CBQMS 1; Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical Association of
America, 1971), 127.

128 Wisdom of Ben Sira, 59. For an extensive tabular listing of differences between
the Hebrew and Greek texts of Ben Sira, see Minissale, La versione greca del
Siracide, 174–258.



the possibility of working in the Hebrew language and of deciding
between G and S.129 I do not wish to present my retroversions as the last
word in reconstructing Ben Sira’s Hebrew text, but rather as an attempt
to get closer to the sage’s original thought-world and to understand bet-
ter the Semitic pattern of his poetry.

In my endeavor to reconstruct the Hebrew of Ben Sira, I aim to take
into account the translation techniques of the ancient versions.130

Although G tends toward lexical inconsistency, Wright concludes:
“Many specific elements of the parent text may be reconstructed in spite
of the grandson’s general lack of consistency in some of these areas.” In-
deed, in exegetical discussions scholars often have recourse to Segal’s
retroverted text even if they do not usually favor such retroversions.131

Hence, in this study I take the risk of producing retroversions for
19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21, in the hope that the benefits of this approach
will outweigh the disadvantages.
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129 The alternative would be to present a composite text in several languages.
Note that for his reconstructed Urtext of Sir 3:1–16 (15 bicola), R. Bohlen combines
Hebrew, Greek, and Syriac texts (Die Ehrung der Eltern bei Ben Sira [TThSt 51;
Trier: Paulinus, 1991], 39).

130 See esp. B. G. Wright, No Small Difference: Sirach’s Relationship to Its Hebrew
Parent Text (SBLSCS 26; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989); Nelson, Syriac Version;
Winter, “The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac.” For instance, Wright (No Small Differ-
ence, 115) notes G’s flexibility in lexical representation; but see the following
quotation from p. 235.

131 Thus, Kieweler’s exegesis of Sir 19:6–19 (“Freundschaft und böse Nach-
rede,” 64–81), takes note of Segal’s retroversion; see his comment (64): “Die
Rückübersetzung vermag das mögliche Umfeld des fehlenden Textes aufzu-
zeigen, nicht aber den Text in seiner Originalität wiederherzustellen.”
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Sirach 6:5–17 and 37:1–6

1. Introduction

Sirach 6:5–17 is the first, and possibly the best-known, of Ben Sira’s
pericopes on friendship; hence I will treat it first here. In 1979 
G. Krinetzki published a detailed study of the passage, focusing on Ben
Sira’s use of Hebrew Bible traditional material (especially from 1 Sam
25).1 More recently, in 1996 P. C. Beentjes published a concise textual and
literary examination of the poem.2 Because the pericope as preserved by
HA mostly agrees with G and S, there are few textual problems.

In this chapter I will also discuss Sir 37:1–6. This shorter pericope evi-
dences a number of serious textual problems, since the Hebrew
manuscripts (HB and HD) and the versions all diverge considerably.

The chapter treats Sir 6:5–17 and 37:1–6 together because of their ver-
bal and conceptual similarities. As well as textual and literary study, each
pericope will receive verse-by-verse exegesis, with consideration of pos-
sible nonbiblical parallels. The chapter will conclude with a brief
summary drawing together the exegesis of the two pericopes.

2. Sirach 6:5–17

a. Delimitation
The delimitation of 6:5–17 as a separate unit is evident from the sub-

ject matter.3 The topic of friendship stands out in the context; whereas

1 Krinetzki, “Die Freundschaftsperikope.” Moreover, Irwin (“Fear of God”)
examines Ben Sira’s analogy between human friendship (6:5–17) and God’s rela-
tionship with those who serve him (2:1–18).

2 Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund.” See also J. Corley, “Caution, Fidelity,
and the Fear of God: Ben Sira’s Teaching on Friendship in Sir 6:5–17,” EstBib 54
(1996): 313–26. My study of the pericope has benefited from J. von Herrmann’s
unpublished paper, “A Stylistic and Poetic Study of Sirach 6:5–17.”

3 On the delimitation of 6:5–17, see Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 3–4.



fivlo" (“friend”) occurs only once in 1:1–6:4 (at 6:1), the word occurs nine
times in 6:5–17 and thereafter not until 7:12.4

The limits of the poem are indicated, not only by its distinctiveness of
content, but also by the structure. The first colon of 6:5 and the first colon
of 6:17 both contain internal rhyme; this device forms a stylistic inclusio
for the pericope. Moreover, both the preceding poem (5:1–6:4) and the
following wisdom poem (6:18–37) are twenty-two-line nonalphabetic
acrostics5 and hence distinct from 6:5–17.

b. Text6

I

.µ/lv; aylea}/v ˆje ytep]ciw “ bhe/a hB,r“y æ brE[; Ëyje 5

.πl,a,me dj;a, Úd“/s l['b'W µyBir" Wyh]yI Úm]/lv] yven“a' 6
.wyl;[; j'fob]li rhem'T] la'w“ WhnEq] bˆyOS;ynIB] bhe/a t;ynIq; 7

II

.hr:x; µ/yB] d/m[}y" la'w“ t[e ypiK] bhe/a vyE yKi 8
.π/cj]y" Út]P;r“j, byrI ta,w“ anEcOl] ËP;h]n< bhe/a vyE 9

.h[;r: µ/yb] axeM;yI aløw“ ˆj;l]vu rbej} bhe/a vyE 10

III

.cÚM]mi hD<n"t]yI Út][;r:b]Wc Ú/mk; ahu Út]b;/fB] 11
.rteS;yI Úyn<P;miW ÚB] ËPoh]y" dÚl]p'v]Bi 12

.rm,V;hi Úyb,h}aomeW ldEB;hi Úya,n“COmi 13

IV

.ˆ/h ax;m; /ax]/mW eπ/qT] lh,/ae hn:Wma‘ bhe/a 14
./tb;/fl] lq;v]mi ˆyaew “ ryjim] ˆyae hn:Wma‘ bhe/al] 15

.gWNg<yCiy" lae arEy“ hn:Wma‘ bhe/a fµyYIj' r/rx]f 16
.iwyc;[}m' ˆKe /mv]kiw “i hWh[erE ˆKe Wh/mk; yKih 17

4 HA has two verbal uses of bhe/a in 3:6–6:4. In 3:26 bhe/a means “one who loves”
(cf. G), while in 4:12 h;yb,h}ao signifies “those who love her” (cf. singular participle
in G); cf. table 3 in the appendix.

5 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 74.
6 For the editio princeps of 6:5–17 HA, see Schechter and Taylor, Wisdom of Ben

Sira, 5.
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c. Text-Critical Notes
The above text follows HA throughout, except as noted below; S and

GS* omit 6:9–10 by homoioteleuton.7

5a. For Wla}Wv (HA) I read ylea}/v.8 The Cairo Genizah MSS often inter-
change waw and yod; for example, in Sir 5:4a HA correctly has yli, whereas
HC reads /l.9

7b. Instead of ˆwsyn (HA), I read ˆysyn vocalized as ˆyOS;ynI (another case of
waw/yod confusion).

11c–c. So HA (cf. S). G reads kai; ejpi; tou;" oijkevta" sou parrhsiavsetai
(“and toward your household servants he will speak freely”), which
Smend retroverts as bDEn"t]yI Út]d:Wb[}b'W.10

12d. Cf. G, eja;n tapeinwqh'/" (“if you are humbled”); S: ,en tepel (“if you
fall”).11 HA has the phrase: h[;r: Úg“yCiT' µai (“if adversity shall overtake
you”).12

14e–e. Where HA (cf. S) reads π/qT] bhe/a (“a strong friend”), G has
skevph krataiav (“a strong shelter”), which may be retroverted to give
π/qT] lh,/a (lit., “a strong tent”).13
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7 Two Qumran fragments from the first century B.C.E (2Q18) have been identified
as broken portions of Sir 6:14–15, 20–31. From 6:14–15 the only complete word is ˆyae
(“there is no . . . ”) in v. 15a. See M. Baillet, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, Les “petites
grottes” de Qumrân (DJD 3; Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 76; Beentjes, Book of Ben Sira in
Hebrew, 123. However, C. Martone identifies the smaller fragment not with Sir
6:14–15 but with 1:19–20; see his “Ben Sira Manuscripts from Qumran and Masada,”
in Beentjes, ed., Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research, 81–94, esp. 82; as well as the
rejoinder by E. Puech, “Le livre de Ben Sira et les manuscrits de la Mer Morte,” in
Calduch-Benages and Vermeylen, eds., Treasures of Wisdom, 411–26, esp. 413–14.

8 Smend, Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 54; cf. Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne
Freund,” 6.

9 This interchange derives from the Vorlage, in which the two letters were often
written almost identically, as in a number of Qumran texts; cf. F. M. Cross, “The
Development of the Jewish Scripts,” in The Bible and the Ancient Near East: Essays
in Honor of William Foxwell Albright (ed. G. E. Wright; Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1961), 133–202, esp. 168–70. Di Lella (Hebrew Text of Sirach, 97–101)
offers other examples of this orthographic interchange from the Cairo Genizah MSS.

10 Smend, Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 55.
11 Cf. von Herrmann, “Stylistic and Poetic Study,” 9.
12 The phrase of HA (perhaps a corruption based on Sir 22:26) unduly lengthens

the bicolon and disrupts the rhyme pattern of 6:11–12a.
13 So Smend, Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 55; it is also possible that the phrase’s

second word is the adjective πyQiT' (“strong”), with orthographic confusion of waw
and yod. The reading of HA, preferred by Beentjes (“Ein Mensch ohne Freund,”
6–7), is somewhat tautological.



16f–f. So HA (cf. 1 Sam 25:29: “bundle of the living” or “bundle of life”).
G has favrmakon zwh'" (“a life-giving medicine”) from µyYIj' yrIx] (“a life-
giving balsam”; cf. S, L).

16g. Reading WNg<yCiy" (cf. G, L) for µgEyCiy" (“will find them”) in HA.14

17h–h. So HA. G reads oJ fobouvmeno" kuvrion eujqunei' filivan aujtou' (“the
one who fears the Lord will rightly direct his friendship”; cf. S, L). Here
G appears to have a doublet of 6:16b: /tb;h}a' rVey"y“ lae arEy“ (“the one who
fears God will make straight his friendship”).15

17i–i. So HA, SA (cf. Sir 2:18cd; 1 Sam 25:25). G (cf. SLMW, L) replaces this
colon with 6:17a.

d. Translation
I

5 Pleasant speech makes many a friend,
and gracious lips multiply well-wishers.

6 Let those at peace with you be many,
but the possessor of your confidence one in a thousand.

7 You have acquired a friend—with testing acquire him,
and do not hasten to rely on him.

II

8 For there is a friend for a season,
but he will not remain on a day of distress.

9 There is a friend, turned into an enemy,
and he will expose a dispute to your disgrace.

10 There is a friend, a table associate,
but he will not be found on a day of adversity.

III

11 In your prosperity he is like you,
but in your adversity he will banish himself from you.

12 When you are humbled he will turn against you,
and from your presence he will hide himself.
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14 Smend, Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 56.
15 Cf. Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 36. The reading of 6:17a G, preferred by

Beentjes (“Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 8), may be an expansionary gloss by
Ben Sira’s grandson; the text of HA makes good sense in its literary and his-
torical context.



13 Separate yourself from your enemies,
and be wary of your friends.

IV

14 A faithful friend is a strong shelter,
and the one who finds him has found wealth.

15 For a faithful friend there is no price,
and there is no weighing of the benefit of him.

16 A faithful friend is a “bundle of the living”;
the one who fears God will find him.

17 For as he is, so is his companion,
and as is his name, so are his deeds.

e. Poetic Analysis16

i. Stanzaic Structure. Sirach 6:5–17 consists of four stanzas: 3 + 3 + 3 + 4
bicola.17 The distinctive literary feature of the pericope is the use of three-
fold repetition.18 The second stanza is distinguished by the phrase “there
is a friend” (bhe/a vyE, vv. 8a, 9a, 10a), while the fourth stanza is character-
ized by the phrase “a faithful friend” (hn:Wma‘ bhe/a, vv. 14a, 15a, 16a). The
threefold stress on the danger of an unfaithful friend (vv. 8–10) corre-
sponds to the threefold emphasis on the value of a faithful friend (vv.
14–16). Thus, the poem comprises three stanzas of three bicola on the per-
ils of false friendship, and a final stanza of four bicola on the benefit of
true friendship.

ii. Stanza 1. Caution in Making Friends (6:5–7). The first stanza contains
three equal bicola of 4 + 4 words. The two opening verses are linked by
an a:b::b:a chiasm: µyBir" : Úm]/lv] yven“a' :: µ/lv; ylea}/v : hB,r“yæ (“makes many:
well-wishers [= those asking peace] :: those at peace with you : many”).
Verse 7a also has its own a:b::b':a chiasm: WhnEq] : ˆyOS;ynIB] :: bhe/a : t;ynIq; (“you
have acquired : a friend :: with testing : acquire him”); note the verb-
noun-noun-verb pattern.

Verses 5–6a exhibit alliteration with r and b (µyBir" . . . hB,r“yæ brE[;) and
with s and l (Úm]/lv] yven“a' . . . µ/lv; ylea}/v). Moreover, every word in verse
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16 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 64 (assonance), 68 (chiasm);
Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 11–12.

17 Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 35–38; von Herrmann, “Stylistic and Poetic
Study,” 4.

18 Cf. Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 9.



5 except the final µ/lv; ends with an e/e vowel, and there is rhyme
between brE[; and bhe/a in verse 5a. In addition, assonance appears in
verse 6 between Úm]/lv] (v. 6a) and Úd“/s (v. 6b). Ben Sira also utilizes
antithesis in verse 6 in his contrast between µyBir" (“many”) and dj;a,
(“one”).

This first stanza is parallel to the third stanza: it begins with two
bicola (vv. 5–6; cf. vv. 11–12) containing third-person statements
about friends and ends with a bicolon (v. 7; cf. v. 13) giving a second-
person warning.

iii. Stanza 2. The Threefold Danger of an Unfaithful Friend (6:8–10). Like the
first stanza, the second consists of three equal bicola of 4 + 4 words,
except that verse 8a has an extra word (yKi, “for”). In each bicolon there
is a contrast between the opening words, “There is a friend,” and the
disappointing reality revealed in the course of time. This negative reali-
ty is expressed in different ways: verse 8 has the negation la' (“not,”
here employed unusually with a third-person indicative verb);19 verse 9
uses the word “enemy” (anEc, an intentional contrast with the previous
bhe/a, “friend”); verse 10 employs the normal negation alø (“not”) in the
second colon.

The stanza exhibits other instances of assonance and repetition. Verse
8a displays alliteration and assonance: t[e ypiK] . . . vyE yKi. There is also
assonance in verse 9 between ËP;h]n< (“turned”) and Út]P;r“j, (“your dis-
grace”). In addition, verse 8b (“but he will not remain on a day of
distress”) is parallel to verse 10b (“but he will not be found on a day of
adversity”), thus forming an inclusio for the second stanza.

This stanza is parallel to the fourth in its use of threefold repetition;
that is, “there is a friend” (bhe/a vyE , vv. 8–10) matches “a faithful friend”
(hn:Wma‘ bhe/a, vv. 14–16). Ben Sira frequently employs this pattern of
threefold repetition,20 which recurs in 2:1–18 (vv. 7–9, 10, 12–14, 15–17).

iv. Stanza 3. The Reality of an Unfaithful Friend (6:11–13). In this stanza of
three bicola, the first three cola (vv. 11–12a) each contain three words,
while the remaining three cola (vv. 12b–13) each have two. As in the first
stanza, the two initial bicola consist of third-person statements (vv.
11–12), whereas the final bicolon contains two second-person commands
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19 This is a rare emphatic usage “to express the conviction that something can-
not happen” (GKC §107p); cf. Pss 50:3; 121:3; Jer 46:6; 2 Chr 14:10; Sir 7:1 HA;
16:13 HA.

20 A similar threefold pattern appears in Ps 136:1–3, as well as three times in Ps
118 (vv. 2–4, 10–12, 15–16).



(v 13). The third stanza also features an inclusio, formed by the use of con-
trast in both verse 11 (“in your prosperity”/“in your adversity”) and
verse 13 (“your enemies”/“your friends”).

Verses 11–12a are bound together by the use of second-person singu-
lar suffixes: ÚB] . . . Úl]p'v]Bi .ÚM]mi . . . Út][;r:b]W .Ú/mK; . . . Út]b;/fB]. These six
suffixes appear two per colon.

Besides the rhymed ending -ka, verses 11–12a exhibit alliteration of b,
m, and t. Verse 11 also presents a contrast between “good” (hb;/f) and
“evil” (h[;r:): “in your prosperity” (Út]b;/fB], v. 11a), “in your adversity”
(Út][;r:B], v. 11b). In addition, the Hebrew word Út][;r:B] (“in your adver-
sity,” v. 11b) forms a mot crochet with h[;r: µ/yb] (“on a day of adversity,”
v. 10b) from the previous stanza.

The second three cola are linked by the fact that each phrase begins
with the preposition ˆmi (“from”): “from your presence” (v. 12b), “from
your enemies” (v. 13a), and “of [= from] your friends” (v. 13b); in each
case a nip<al verb follows the prepositional phrase. Indeed, verses 12b–13
have a forceful alliteration of m and k, as well as vowel rhyme and asso-
nance: rm,V;hi Úyb,h}aome .ldEB;hi Úya,n“COmi .rteS;yI Úyn<P;mi.

v. Stanza 4. The Threefold Benefit of a Faithful Friend (6:14–17). The final
stanza consists of four equal bicola of 4 + 3 words. It is significant that in
the stanza describing the faithful (= “perfect”) friend each bicolon has
seven words, since seven is the number denoting perfection or complete-
ness in biblical usage.21 In each of the first three bicola the same phrase
occurs: hn:Wma‘ bhe/a (“a faithful friend,” vv. 14–16); this phrase balances
the second stanza’s threefold use of the words bhe/a vyE (“there is a
friend,” vv. 8–10).

Chiastic patterns are found in the first two bicola. Verse 14 has an
a:b::b:a' chiasm: ˆ/h : ax;m; :: /ax]/m : . . . hn:Wma‘ bhe/a (“a faithful friend . . . :
the one who finds him :: has found : wealth”). In addition, verse 15
exhibits an a:b::b:a' chiasm: /tb;/fl] : lq;v]mi ˆyae :: ryjim] ˆyae : hn:Wma‘ bhe/al]
(“for a faithful friend : there is no price :: there is no weighing : of the ben-
efit of him”). Further alliteration and assonance appear in verses 14–15,
especially assonance of ô (9x) and e/ê (4x), and alliteration of h (4x), m
(6x), n (5x), and l (4x).

The three favorable statements about a faithful friend (vv. 14–16)
form a contrast with the three unfavorable statements about an unreliable
friend (vv. 8–10). Indeed, one may discern a closer resemblance between
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21 Cf. the seven days of creation (Gen 1:1–2:3); seven priests with seven ram’s
horns march seven times around Jericho on the seventh day (Josh 6:4); Elisha tells
Naaman to wash seven times in the Jordan River (2 Kgs 5:10).



the second and fourth stanzas by contrasting their respective gram-
matical and syntactic patterns. Verses 8–10 display one pattern: negative
(la', “not,” v. 8b); positive (but expressing a negative change from friend
to enemy, v. 9); negative (alø, “not,” v. 10b). By contrast, verses 14–16 evi-
dence the opposite pattern: positive (v. 14); negative (ˆyae, “there is no,”
but expressing the positive value of a faithful friend; bis, v. 15); positive
(v. 16). In this way the grammatical and syntactic contrasts between the
second and fourth stanzas emphasize the semantic opposition between
the unfaithful and the faithful friends.

The fourth stanza concludes with a coda or tailpiece (v. 17) compris-
ing one bicolon (continuing the pattern of 4 + 3 words of the previous
three bicola). This bicolon is unified by the alliteration of k (5x)22 and m
(3x), as well as by the rhyme of Wh/mK; with Wh[erE (v. 17a). Moreover, both
cola contain similar forms of comparison, in which K] (“as”) is followed
by ˆKe (“so”). The word Wh/mK; in verse 17a forms an inclusio with Ú/mK; in
verse 11a, binding the third and fourth stanzas together. Moreover, a
rhyming pattern between verses 17 and 7 creates a stylistic inclusio for the
poem, since the last bicolon in stanza 4 (wyc;[}m' . . . Wh[erE) rhymes with the
final bicolon in stanza 1 (wyl;[; . . .  WhnEq]). In 7:36 (as in 6:17) Ben Sira ends
a pericope (7:18–36) with one summarizing bicolon, while chapter 2 con-
cludes with a couplet (2:18) containing a comparison similar to 6:17.23

f. Context

i. Place of Sir 6:5–17 within 4:11–6:17. The poem of 6:5–17 occurs within the
second major unit (4:11–6:17) of Ben Sira’s book. This major unit, which
deals with “Applying Wisdom Personally,”24 consists of four pericopes.
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22 On the frequent use of kap to indicate the end of a Hebrew poem or section,
see M. L. Barré, “‘Terminative’ Terms in Hebrew Acrostics,” in Wisdom, You Are
My Sister: Studies in Honor of Roland E. Murphy, O. Carm., on the Occasion of His
Eightieth Birthday (ed. M. L. Barré; CBQMS 29; Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical
Association of America, 1997), 207–15.

23 Although Smend (Sirach, erklärt, 56) regards 6:17b HA (cf. SA) as displaced
from 2:18d S, it seems more likely that Ben Sira intentionally concludes both
2:1–18 and 6:5–17 with a similar phrase (2:18d S = 6:17b HA, SA), in order to com-
pare human friendship with God’s relation to his servants. On the connection
between the two pericopes, see Irwin, “Fear of God,” 556–58.

24 Cf. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 55. See also J. Marböck,
“Structure and Redaction History of the Book of Ben Sira: Review and
Prospects,” in Beentjes, ed., Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research, 61–79, esp.
72–74. The ensuing division into four pericopes follows Skehan and Di Lella,
Wisdom of Ben Sira, xiv.



4:11–19: Personal Challenge and Benefit of Wisdom25

4:20–31: Against Cowardice
5:1–6:4: Against Presumptuousness, Deceptive Speech, and Passionate

Behavior (a twenty-two-line nonalphabetic acrostic)
6:5–17: Personal Challenge and Benefit of Friendship

Sirach 4:11–19 and 5:9–6:4 exhibit particular thematic links with the poem
on friendship, as outlined below.

ii. Relation of 6:5–17 with 4:11–19. There are a number of connections
between the wisdom poem in 4:11–19 and the friendship pericope in
6:5–17. According to 4:11–19 wisdom gives her rewards (4:12–16) only
after imposing “tests” (t/n/ys]nI, 4:17) on “those who love her” (or “her
friends”: h;yb,h}ao, 4:12). A similar pattern emerges in 6:5–17: friendship
yields its rewards (6:14–16), but only after the “friend” (bhe/a, 6:7) has
undergone “testing” (ˆyOS;ynI, 6:7) by experience. Moreover, just as the
seeker for wisdom will find “life” (µyYIj', 4:12), so too the person acquir-
ing a faithful friend has gained “a bundle of the living” (or “a bundle of
life”: µyYIj' r/rx], 6:16). Just as those who rely on wisdom “will find”
(Wax]m]yI, 4:13) glory, so the one who gains a faithful friend “has found”
(ax;m;, 6:14) wealth. There is also a common emphasis on fidelity; in 4:16
(lacking in HA) wisdom is promised “if one remains faithful” (eja;n ejmpis-
teuvsh/), while 6:14–16 speaks of the great value of a “faithful friend”
(fivlo" pisto;"). By means of these verbal connections the author suggests
that, just as wisdom tests people before granting her friendship, so too
the wise person should test any would-be friends.26

A chiastic pattern exists between 4:11–19 and 6:5–17.

A: µyYIj' Wbj}a; h;yb,h}ao (“those who love her love life,” 4:12)
B: Wax]m]yI (“they will find,” 4:13)

C: eja;n ejmpisteuvsh/ (“if one remains faithful,” 4:16)
D: t/n/ys]nIB] (“with tests,” 4:17)
D: ˆyOS;ynIB] (“with testing,” 6:7)

C: pisto;" (“faithful,” 6:14, 15, 16)
B: ax;m; /ax]/m (“the one who finds him has found,” 6:14)

A: bhe/a µyYIj' r/rx] (“a friend is a ‘bundle of the living,’” 6:16)
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25 On this poem, see N. Calduch-Benages, “La sabiduría y la prueba en Sir
4,11–19,” EstBib 49 (1991): 25–48; F. Saracino, “La sapienza e la vita: Sir 4,11–19,”
RivB 29 (1981): 257–72; L. Schrader, Leiden und Gerechtigkeit, 147–63.

26 Cf. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 55; Irwin, “Fear of God,” 558.



These connections between 4:11–19 and 6:5–17 serve a structural pur-
pose: they form an envelope around part 2 of Ben Sira’s book (4:11–6:17).
Thus, such links not only relate the sage’s teaching on friendship (6:5–17)
to the search for wisdom (4:11–19) but also unify part 2 of his book.

iii. Relation of 6:5–17 with 5:9–6:4. Several connections exist between
6:5–17 and the preceding poem in 5:9–6:4 concerning control of one’s
speech (5:9–6:1) and of one’s passions (6:2–4).27 Whereas in 5:14 Ben Sira
declares that “disgrace” (hP;rj,) comes to the “two-faced person,” 6:9
warns that such a person can cause “your disgrace” (Út]P;r“j,) by reveal-
ing a dispute. Furthermore, in 6:1 Ben Sira counsels his student: “Instead
of a friend [bhe/a], do not be an enemy [anE/c]” (through harmful speech),
just as in 6:5–6a he advises the student to have many at peace with him.
Moreover, using the same antithesis as in 6:1, he warns in 6:9 against “a
friend [bhe/a] turned into an enemy [anEc],” and in 6:13 he urges:
“Separate yourself from your enemies [Úya,n“c], and be wary of your
friends [Úyb,h}ao].” Whereas a person with an evil character gains “a bad
name” ([r" µve, 6:1) for his harmful speech, a person of good character
can be a faithful friend whose actions are “as is his name” (/mv]Ki, 6:17).
Finally, 6:4 contains the saying: “Strong desire will destroy its possessors
[h;yl,[;B]], and the joy of an enemy [anE/c] will overtake them”; the occur-
rence of l['B' here creates a connection with 6:6, while the use of anE/c
makes a link with 6:9 and 13.28

iv. Relation of 6:5–17 with 6:18–37. After considering the links between
6:5–17 and the preceding unit, I now discuss the connections between
6:5–17 and 6:18–37, a wisdom poem in the form of a nonalphabetic acros-
tic. Ben Sira’s optimism that wisdom is attainable (6:18–19, 27–33, 37)
matches his belief that a faithful friend is attainable (6:16), provided one
seeks sincerely and devoutly. Indeed, in the poem’s opening verse Ben
Sira tells his student that by receiving instruction, “you will attain [gyCiT']
wisdom” (6:18 HC), just as the God-fearing person seeking a faithful
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27 Elsewhere the sage juxtaposes control of the tongue and of the passions:
tongue (19:4–12; 22:27–23:1; 23:7–15); passions (18:30–19:3; 23:2–6, 16–27). On
5:9–6:1, see Okoye, Speech in Ben Sira; and Di Lella, “Use and Abuse of the
Tongue”; on 5:14–6:1, see Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freund-
schaft,” 184–87.

28 The sage occasionally makes use of a refrain to end pericopes. Here 6:4a HA

marks the close of 5:9–6:4, while the same colon in 19:3b HC indicates the end of
18:15–19:3. In similar fashion, 20:30–31 G closes 19:20–20:31, while the same
refrain in 41:14–15 G brings 41:5–15 to a close.



friend “will find him” (WNg<yCiy", 6:16).29 Similarly, speaking of wisdom, 6:28
HC promises: “Afterward you will find [ax;m]Ti] her refreshments,” just as
the one finding a friend “has found [ax;m;] wealth” (6:14).

According to 6:22, “Discipline—as is its name [Hm;v]Ki], so it [= wis-
dom] is [ayhi ˆKe],30 and not to many [µyBir"] is it straightforward”; the
assertion of verse 22a resembles the earlier statement on the nature of a
faithful friend in 6:17b: “as is his name [/mv]Ki], so [ˆKe] are his deeds.”
Moreover, the mention of “many” (µyBir", 6:22b) recalls the use of the
same word in 6:6: “Let those at peace with you be many” (µyBir"). In addi-
tion, 6:28 HC says that despite initially causing suffering, wisdom later
“will be changed [Ëpeh;Te] for you into a delight.” Here wisdom’s encour-
aging “change” (˚ph, nip<al) contrasts with the discouraging “change” in
a seeming friend “turned [ËP;h]n<, 6:9] into an enemy.” Furthermore, 6:29
HA declares that wisdom’s restrictive net will become “a strong founda-
tion” (z[o ˆ/km]); the phrase in G, skevph ijscuvo" (lit., “a shelter of strength”),
recalls 6:14 G, which describes a faithful friend as a “strong shelter”
(skevph krataiav). Finally, both pericopes conclude by mentioning God (as
do also 9:16; 19:17; 23:27; 25:11; 37:15). Ultimately wisdom is to be
attained through meditation on “the commands of the Lord” (6:37a G;
HA reads “the fear of the Most High”), just as “the one who fears God”
(lae arEy“) attains a faithful friend (6:16).31

g. Exegesis

i. Stanza 1. Caution in Making Friends (6:5–7). The first stanza of the poem
urges a combination of politeness (6:5–6a) and reserve (6:6b–7). Such
teaching, as we shall see, has parallels in Jewish tradition, in ancient Near
Eastern wisdom texts, and in the Greek cultural world.

Sirach 6:5 urges pleasant speaking; the student is to avoid objection-
able language (cf. Sir 20:13). Indeed, in 6:5–6a Ben Sira practices what he
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29 See the textual note above (16g). On Sir 6:18–37, see Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach,
60–63; Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide, 46–55; J. L. Crenshaw, “The Primacy
of Listening in Ben Sira’s Pedagogy,” in Barré, ed., Wisdom, You Are My Sister,
172–87, esp. 185–87.

30 Reading the feminine form ayhi (agreeing with hm;k]j; in 6:18b; cf. hj;/kn“ in
6:22b HA). Sirach 6:22a HA reads aWh, through confusion of waw and yod (as in 6:5b
and 6:7a). Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 191.

31 Sirach 6:5–17 also has links with 2:1–18 in its mention of “testing” (peirasmov",
6:7; cf. 2:1), affliction (6:8, 10; cf. 2:11), faithfulness (pistov", 6:14–16; cf. pisteuvw,
2:6, 8, 13), money (wealth in 6:14; cf. gold in 2:5), shelter (noun in 6:16; cf. verb in
2:13), and fear of Yahweh (6:16; cf. 2:7–9, 15–17); see further Irwin, “Fear of God,”
556–58.



preaches by using euphonic alliteration of r (3x), b (4x), s (4x), l (3x), and
m (3x). For “pleasant speech” HA says literally “a sweet palate” (brE[; Ëyje);
in the Song of Songs the bride praises her beloved by saying, “His speech
[/Kji] is very sweet” (Cant 5:16). The phrase “gracious lips” (ˆje ytep]ci)32

echoes the description of the bridegroom in the royal wedding song:
“Graciousness has been poured out upon your lips” (Úyt,/tp]ciB] ˆje qx'Wh,
Ps 45:3). Moreover, similar phraseology occurs in the compact aphorism
of Prov 22:11, Ël,m, Wh[erE wyt;p;c] ˆje bleArh;f] bhe/a, which the NRSV renders:
“Those who love a pure heart and are gracious in speech will have the
king as their friend.”

Politeness and restraint of speech are common themes in wisdom lit-
erature. Proverbs 15:1 is well-known: “A gentle answer turns back
wrath.” Ben Sira himself devotes considerable space to the good or harm
that the tongue can do (e.g., 5:9–6:1; 22:27–23:1; 23:7–15; 28:12–26).

The term µ/lv; ylea}/v (6:5b), rendered “well-wishers,” refers to “those
who give a greeting of peace.” The idiom “to greet” (lit., “to ask peace,”
µ/lv; la'v; or µ/lv;l] la'v;) occurs elsewhere in the MT (e.g., 1 Sam 10:4;
17:22; 25:5; 30:21), as well as in Sir 41:20 HBmgM. In fact, the idiom is one of
several expressions common to 1 Sam 25 (the Nabal episode) and Sir
6:5–17.33 In 1 Sam 25:5 David commands his servants to go to Nabal, say-
ing: “and you shall greet him in my name” (µ/lv;l] ymiv]bi /lAµT,l]a,v]W).34

The fourth-century Greek orator Isocrates offers Demonicus teaching
similar to Sir 6:5: “Be courteous in your manner, and cordial in your
address. It is the part of courtesy to greet those whom you meet” (Demon.
20).35 In a more cynical vein, Theognis advises Cyrnus: “Let thy tongue
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32 For the parallelism of “palate [= speech]” and “lips,” see Prov 5:3; 8:7; cf.
Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 12.

33 Krinetzki (“Die Freundschaftsperikope,” 216–18) notes connections between
Sir 6:9b and 1 Sam 25:39; Sir 6:16a and 1 Sam 25:29; and Sir 6:17b and 1 Sam 25:25.
Adding the connection between Sir 6:5b and 1 Sam 25:5, Beentjes tabulates the
parallels (“Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 15). My discussion of these four instances
will suggest that 1 Sam 25 served as an exemplary narrative underlying Sir
6:5–17. Elsewhere Beentjes comments: “In Sir 6:5–17 we have the first occurrence
of structural use of Scripture in the Book of Ben Sira”; see his “Canon and
Scripture in the Book of Ben Sira (Jesus Sirach/Ecclesiasticus),” in Hebrew Bible,
Old Testament: The History of Its Interpretation 1/2 (ed. M. Saebø et al.; Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000), 591–605; quotation from p. 600.

34 Note that the word µ/lv; is found three times in 1 Sam 25:6. Abigail’s polite
plea to David (1 Sam 25:24–31), later in the same episode, is an example of “pleas-
ant speech.”

35 Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates, 1:15. For the following quotation, see J. M.
Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus (2 vols.; LCL; New York: Putnam, 1931), 1:237.
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give all men to think thou art their friend [fivlo"], while in act thou mingle
with no man any sober business whatsoever” (Theognis 63–65). However,
whereas Theognis’s advice may contain an element of deception, Ben Sira
agrees with Isocrates in sincerely counseling his students to be polite.

Sirach 6:6 contrasts being at peace with “many” (µyBir"; perhaps
meaning “all”) and trusting few, indeed only “one in a thousand.”36 The
same phrase, “those at peace with you” (Úm]/lv] yven“a', 6:6), occurs in Jer
38:22 in the context of betrayal. Psalm 41:10 employs an equivalent singu-
lar form, “one at peace with me” (ymi/lv] vyai), in a similar context of the
betrayal of friendship. In 6:6 Ben Sira echoes such expressions, with the
result that while on the surface he is urging his students to be polite to all,
at another level he is warning them not to trust everyone.

The contrast between “the many” and “the one” is a feature of the
Greek philosophical search for a unifying principle of experience.
However, in 6:6 Ben Sira simply uses a standard antithetical word-pair
from biblical writing (“many”/“one”: Ezek 33:24; cf. Luke 10:41–42; 1 Cor
10:17; 12:12), so as to add emphasis.

The phrase in 6:6b, “one in a thousand” (πl,a,me dj;a,),37 also occurs in
Qoh 7:28 in reference to the rarity of a wise man. Elsewhere Ben Sira
insists that his students should associate only with the wise (e.g., 6:34;
9:14). The sage’s advice to restrict severely the number of one’s confi-
dants recurs in 8:17 HA: “Do not share confidences with a simple person,
for he will not be able to conceal your confidence” (Úd“/s; cf. 37:10).

Like Sir 6:6, Theognis 73–75 teaches a cautious attitude toward
making friends: “Share not thy device wholly with all thy friends; few
among many, for sure, have a mind that may be trusted [pau'roiv toi
pollw'n pisto;n e[cousi noovn]. Make but few privy to it when thou takest
in hand great matters.”38 Together with his worldly wise caution,
Theognis displays a social preference for the upper classes (oi} ajgaqoiv)
and an aristocratic disdain for the lower classes (oi} kakoiv).39 Xenophon

36 While Aristotle recognizes that it is possible to befriend many people for
political purposes, he asserts (Eth. nic. 9.10.6 §1171a) that “it is not possible to
have many friends whom we love for their virtue and for themselves” (Rackham,
trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 569). Elsewhere (Eth. nic. 9.5.3 §1167a) he states that
“well-wishers are not necessarily friends” (ibid., 541).

37 Ben Sira also contrasts “one” (dj;a,) and “a thousand” (πl,a,) in 16:3.
Moreover, in 39:11 G he asserts that the God-fearing scribe “will leave behind a
name greater than a thousand.”

38 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:237.
39 Cf. Theognis 43–47; 101–114; 183–192; 305–308. Donlan (“Pistos Philos Hetairos,”

234) explains Theognis’s aristocratic view of friendship: “By shunning contact



expresses a similarly elitist outlook: “It is a far sounder plan to show
kindness to the best [tou;" beltivstou"], who are fewer in number, than
to the worst [tou;" ceivrona"], who are the greater company” (Mem. 2.6.-
27).40 However, although Ben Sira may well have belonged to the upper
class in the Jerusalem of his day (cf. Sir 31:12; 32:9; 38:24; 39:4), he does
not disdain the poor (11:2–4) and warns of the danger in making friends
with the rich (13:4–7).

Elsewhere in his book Ben Sira urges caution toward would-be
friends.  In 19:4 G, for instance, he declares: “One who quickly trusts is
light-headed,” and in 37:8 HBD he urges: “Guard yourself from an advi-
sor.” Likewise, in 8:19 HA he advises: “Do not reveal your heart to
anyone.”41 Instead of trusting someone hastily, one should get to know
the person by talking with him: “Before a conversation do not praise a
man, for this is the test of human beings” (27:7 G).

In emphasizing the need to test a potential friend before relying on
him, Sir 6:7 voices a common concern of many ancient writers. For
example, the demotic wisdom text found in Papyrus Insinger (copied
by the Egyptian scribe Phebhor or Phibis) urges a cautious attitude
toward making friends. Sirach 6:7a resembles P. Insinger 12.15: “One
does not discover the heart of a wise man if one has not tested him in a
matter,” while Sir 6:7b is similar to P. Insinger 11.23: “Do not trust one
whom you do not know in your heart, lest he cheat you with cun-
ning.”42 In fact, there are Egyptian parallels to Sir 6:7 from a wide time
span, from the third millennium B.C.E. (Ptahhotep) to the late Ptolemaic
era (Ankhsheshonq, P. Insinger).43
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with the kakoi/deiloi (social and moral inferiors) who are, by nature, incapable of
the refined ethical behavior of agathoi, the aristocrat is at least able to escape the
most obvious source of bad effects from perverted friendships.”

40 E. C. Marchant, trans., Xenophon: Memorabilia and Oeconomicus (LCL; New
York: Putnam, 1923), 139–41. Isocrates (Demon. 20) gives comparable advice: “Be
pleasant to all, but cultivate the best” (Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates, 1:15).

41 Cf. Sanders, “Ben Sira’s Ethics of Caution,” 76–77. Ben Sira’s emphasis on
caution toward friends contrasts with the expectation of self-disclosure and
frankness within Greek friendship; see further Konstan, Friendship in the Classical
World, 93 (Isocrates), 112–13 (Philodemus).

42 AEL 3:194–95. In the Hebrew Bible, Mic 7:5 issues a warning not to trust
friends.

43 Ptahhotep 33 advises: “If you probe the character of a friend, don’t inquire,
but approach him, deal with him alone, so as not to suffer from his manner.
Dispute with him after a time, test his heart in conversation” (AEL 1:72).
Ankhsheshonq 14.8 also counsels: “If you become the companion of a wise man
whose heart you do not know, do not open your heart to him” (ibid., 3:170).



Greek parallels also exist from authors such as Theognis (sixth cen-
tury B.C.E.), Xenophon and Isocrates (both fourth century B.C.E.), and
Menander (third century B.C.E.).44 For instance, Theognis declares:
“Mind of man nor yet of woman shalt thou know till thou hast made
trial [peirhqeivh"] of it like a beast of burden” (Theognis 125–126).45 Cau-
tion toward potential friends is also implied in Aristotle’s dictum, “The
wish to be friends is a quick growth, but friendship is not” (Eth. nic.
8.3.9 §1156b).

The need for testing friends arises from the ambiguity of the experi-
ence of friendship. Gerhard von Rad has pointed out that “the way in
which Sirach often sharply confronts things in all their ambivalence
reveals something of a consciously applied, didactic method” (cf. Sir
20:9–14).46 Von Rad further explains:

Where the judgment of a thing is unequivocal, such as the case of chil-
dren or friends, Sirach can actually even confine himself to dwelling
more on those aspects which are often thought about less. Many a friend
turns into an enemy.

The element of testing occurs also in God’s friendship with human-
ity.47 In particular, divine testing appears prominently in the traditions
about the ancient patriarchs. In Jdt 8:25–26 (NRSV) Judith says:
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44 In Mem. 2.6.1, Xenophon states that Socrates “gave instruction for testing the
qualities that make a man’s friendship worth winning” (Marchant, trans., Xeno-
phon, 127). Similarly, in his oration Ad. Nic. 27 Isocrates advises: “Subject your
associates to the most searching tests” (Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates,
1:55). So too, one of Menander’s Fragments (691K) states: “Gold knows how to be
tested by fire, and loyalty among friends is tested when a crisis comes” (see F. G.
Allinson, trans., Menander: The Principal Fragments [LCL; New York: Putnam,
1930], 523).

45 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:243; cf. also Theognis 571–572 (=
1104A–B). The following quotation comes from Rackham, trans., Nicomachean
Ethics, 465.

46 G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (London: SCM, 1972), 247; the next quotation is
from p. 248.

47 Thus, Ben Sira’s second chapter warns the student of divine testing: “My
child, if you draw near to serve the Lord, prepare yourself for testing” (2:1). On
2:1–18, see Schrader, Leiden und Gerechtigkeit, 180–204; A. A. Di Lella, “Fear of the
Lord and Belief and Hope in the Lord amid Trials: Sirach 2:1–18,” in Barré, ed.,
Wisdom, You Are My Sister, 188–204; N. Calduch-Benages, “Trial Motif in the Book
of Ben Sira with Special Reference to Sir 2,1–6,” in Beentjes, ed., Book of Ben Sira in
Modern Research, 135–51.



In spite of everything let us give thanks to the Lord our God, who is put-
ting us to the test as he did our ancestors. Remember what he did with
Abraham, and how he tested Isaac, and what happened to Jacob.

Abraham, whom Israel’s tradition calls the “friend of God” (Isa 41:8; 
2 Chr 20:7; cf. Jas 2:23), was tested by God’s command to sacrifice his son
Isaac (Gen 22:1). Sirach 44:20 HB affirms regarding Abraham: “In testing
[yWSynI] he was found faithful [ˆm;a‘n<]” (cf. 1 Macc 2:52).48

The use of the verb hnq (“acquire, purchase, get”) for gaining a friend
(Sir 6:7) reflects an idiom found elsewhere in Hebrew; for instance, m.
,Abot 1:6 advises: rbej; Úl] hnEq] (“Acquire for yourself an associate”).49

However, in 6:7 Ben Sira seems intentionally to utilize the same verb
(hnq) that he employs elsewhere for “acquiring” wisdom (cf. Sir 51:25;
Prov 4:7; 18:15; 19:8), since he views the quest for suitable friends in the
context of the search for wisdom (cf. 9:14–15).50

ii. Stanza 2. The Threefold Danger of an Unfaithful Friend (6:8–10). The sec-
ond stanza explains why the wise person must test any prospective
friend (6:7): someone who first appears to be a friend can later turn into
an enemy (6:9). The stanza is unified by the threefold phrase: “There is a
friend” (bhe/a vyE , 6:8, 9, 10). Although some translations (e.g. NAB and NJB)
understand the threefold repetition to refer to three sorts of friends, it is
more likely that Ben Sira is speaking of three aspects of the same unfaith-
ful friend, just as the threefold repetition of “a faithful friend” in 6:14–16
refers to a single person.

Ben Sira’s observations in this context appear to be based on Prov
18:24 (ja;me qbeD: bheao vyEw“ ['[erot]hil] µy[irE vyai), which says literally: “A man
of companions [is] to be broken in pieces, but there is a friend sticking
[closer] than a brother.”51 Sirach 6:5–17 may be the sage’s expansion of the
thought of Prov 18:24.52 Ben Sira explains the dangers of friendship in

48 In 4:17 Ben Sira also describes how the person seeking the divine wisdom
will experience her “tests” (t/n/ys]nI).

49 For the Hebrew text, see B. T. Viviano, Study As Worship: Aboth and the New
Testament (SJLA 26; Leiden: Brill, 1978), 12; the translation is mine. Sirach 20:23 HC

employs the same Hebrew verb to denote acquiring an enemy. Greek also uses
the equivalent verb ktavomai (“acquire, get”) for gaining a friend; cf. Xenophon,
Mem. 2.6.1; Sophocles, Aj. 1360; Euripides, Orest. 804.

50 Cf. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 55.
51 The sense of the verb ['[erot]hil] is not clear; perhaps we should emend it to

t/[r:t]hil] and translate 18:24a: “A man of companions will be companionable.”
For a Greek parallel to Prov 18:24b, see Euripides, Orest. 804–806.

52 Cf. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 7, 15.
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6:8–13 (cf. Prov 18:24a) and its benefits in 6:14–17 (cf. Prov 18:24b). Just as
Ben Sira uses a key phrase for 6:14–16 (hn:Wma‘ bhe/a = “a faithful friend”),
so too in 6:8–10 he borrows an expression (bhe/a vyE = “there is a friend”)
from Prov 18:24b to introduce the actions of the unfaithful friend.

Sirach 6:8 speaks of the fair-weather friend; the first colon means lit-
erally: “For there is a friend according to a time.” The usual human
expectation is expressed in Prov 17:17: “At all times a companion loves,
and a brother is born for adversity.” However, with a fair-weather friend
the “season” or “time” (t[e) of his friendship ends as soon as a “day of
distress” (hr:x; µ/y, 6:8b) arrives. Ben Sira’s hymn of praise (51:1–12) may
reflect a similar personal experience of betrayal, since he thanks God for
delivering him on the “day of distress” (51:10, 12). The distress, brought
about by slander and deceit (51:2, 5–6), left him friendless (51:7), just as
6:8 speaks of desertion by a fair-weather friend.53

Elsewhere Ben Sira notes the change that comes over false friends at
a time of distress (12:8–9). Such a change is also mentioned in P. Insinger
12.18: “One does not discover the heart of a friend if one has not con-
sulted him in anxiety.”54 Moreover, Isocrates teaches: “Prove your friends
by means of the misfortunes of life and of their fellowship in your perils”
(Demon. 25).

Sirach 6:9 develops the thought of verse 8 by observing how a former
friend can become an enemy who goes around saying uncomplimentary
things. Similarly, Sir 37:2 HD asks: “Is it not a sorrow reaching to death: a
companion like oneself, turned into an adversary?” Indeed, the phrase
“turned into an adversary” (rx'l] ËP;h]n< , 37:2b) echoes the phrase “turned
into an enemy” (anEcl] ËP;h]n<) in 6:9a. Moreover, Sir 6:1 advises: “Instead
of a friend, do not be an enemy”; in both 6:1 and 6:9 there is the same con-
trast between bhe/a and anE/c. Although Ben Sira urges caution toward
potential friends, he is not as suspicious as Menander, who believes that
any friend confided in can later become an enemy.55

Sirach 6:9b describes the false friend betraying the secret of a seri-
ous disagreement from the past. The actual phrase used here is another
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53 On the poem, see A. A. Di Lella, “Sirach 51:1–12: Poetic Structure and
Analysis of Ben Sira’s Psalm,” CBQ 48 (1986): 395–407. The biblical phrase hr:x; µ/y
(“day of distress”) also occurs in Sir 3:15 HA.

54 AEL 3:195; Sanders (Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 64) notes this parallel.
Similarly, Theognis 79–80 warns Cyrnus: “Few comrades, son of Polypaüs, wilt thou
find worthy thy trust in difficulties” (Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:239). The
following quotation comes from Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates, 1:19.

55 In Fragments 695K he advises: “Don’t tell your secret to your friend and you’ll
not fear him when he turns into an enemy” (Allinson, trans., Menander, 523).



allusion to the story of Nabal and Abigail (1 Sam 25).56 When Ben Sira
says that the renegade friend will reveal “a dispute to your disgrace”
(Út]P;r“j, byrI ta,, lit. “the dispute of your disgrace”), he alludes to
David’s grateful response to Abigail’s timely intervention: “Blessed be
Yahweh who argued the case of my disgrace [ytiP;r“j, byrIAta,] at the
hand of Nabal and restrained his servant from evil, but Nabal’s evil
Yahweh has requited on his head” (1 Sam 25:39). In general, 1 Sam 25
contrasts the boorish Nabal, whose name means “fool” (1 Sam 25:25),
with his prudent wife Abigail, who is described as being “of good
insight” (lk,c,Atb'/f, 25:3) and whom David praises, saying: “Blessed be
your discretion” (Ëme[]f' ËWrB;, 25:33).57 The use of wisdom vocabulary in
1 Sam 25 (lb;n:, “fool”; lk,c,, “insight, prudence”; µ['f', “discretion”) sug-
gests that the story might easily have attracted the attention of a
wisdom teacher such as Ben Sira.

The fact that here and in 6:16–17 Ben Sira clearly alludes to 1 Sam 25
suggests that he understands the story of Nabal and Abigail as exempli-
fying his teaching on friendship. As a negative example, the foolish
Nabal refuses to respond peacefully to David’s greeting (1 Sam 25:6–11;
cf. Sir 6:5) but rather engages in a dispute to disgrace David (1 Sam 25:39;
cf. Sir 6:9). As a positive example, the prudent Abigail responds to David
in a friendly manner, offering gifts of food to David’s troops (1 Sam
25:18–19) and gracious words to David himself (1 Sam 25:24–31; cf. Sir
6:5), with the result that her friendliness eventually leads to marriage
with David (1 Sam 25:42).

Just as in 6:9 the sage alludes to Abigail because of her prudence in
avoiding a dispute with David, so too he states elsewhere that the wise
person is someone who does not enter into public disputes (Sir 11:9; cf.
Prov 20:3; 26:17). Although friends may need to reprove one another (Sir
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56 Cf. Krinetzki, “Die Freundschaftsperikope,” 216–17. On the literary contrast
between Abigail and Nabal in 1 Sam 25, see J. D. Levenson, “1 Samuel 25 As
Literature and As History,” CBQ 40 (1978): 11–28; on Josephus’s retelling of the
biblical narrative, see C. Begg, “The Abigail Story (1 Samuel 25) according to
Josephus,” EstBib 54 (1996): 5–34.

57 Trenchard comments on Sir 26:13: “Ben Sira uses Îkl here to describe a
good wife’s trait” (Ben Sira’s View of Women, 15). In n. 70 (pp. 193–94) he
observes that “the only OT use of Îkl in relation to a woman is 1 Sam 25:3.
There Abigail is said to be a woman of good sense (†wbt Îkl) and good looks
(ypt t,r). She demonstrates her Îkl by providing for David and his men
(25:18–22).” Trenchard adds (194) that “it is possible that this incident has
influenced Ben Sira” in 26:13. Although Ben Sira never mentions Abigail by
name, it seems that the story of her encounter with David was important to
the sage.



19:13–17) and may even have a private quarrel, there is no cause for
shame unless the disagreement is made public.58

The sage regards the revealing of a confidence as a serious matter. In
42:1 HBM (the only other instance of the verb πcj [“expose”] in the
Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira),59 the sage tells his students to be ashamed “of
exposing any matter [so HM; ‘confidence’ in HB] of advice.” Likewise, Sir
27:16 declares: “One who reveals a confidence destroys faithfulness and
will not find a friend for himself.” In these utterances Ben Sira echoes the
teaching of Prov 25:9–10: “Argue your case [Úb]yrI] with your companion,
but do not reveal another’s confidence, lest one who hears will disgrace
you, and the malicious talk about you will not cease.” In light of these
sayings, a renegade friend who betrays private disagreements appears all
the more reprehensible.60

In restating the thought of Sir 6:8, 6:10 accentuates the intimacy of the
earlier friendship by calling the former friend a “table associate.” The
story of Abraham’s welcome of the three travelers (Gen 18:1–8) exempli-
fies the importance of hospitality in Jewish tradition.61 Against this
background, a breach of table fellowship represents a serious betrayal, as
we see in Ps 41:10: “Even one at peace with me, in whom I trusted, who
ate my bread, has raised high his heel against me.”62 The thought of Sir
6:10 (echoed in 37:4) seems to mirror the observation in Theognis 643–
644: “Many become comrades dear [fivloi . . . eJtai'roi] beside the bowl,
but few in a grave matter.”

Sirach 6:10b uses the phrase “day of adversity” (h[;r: µ/y) to parallel the
phrase of 6:8b, “day of distress” (hr:x; µ/y). In Ps 41, the “day of adversity”
(v. 2) denotes the day when one is betrayed by a close friend (v. 10).

iii. Stanza 3. The Reality of an Unfaithful Friend (6:11–13). The third stanza
develops the thought of the second by spelling out the behavior of an
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58 Possibly Ben Sira implies a wordplay here between the verb πcj (“expose,”
6:9b) and the Aramaic word aP;s]ji (“shame”).

59 In Sir 42:1 HB the root is spelled πsj.
60 Among the Essenes there was a rule: “The secrets of a friend must not be

divulged in enmity” (Philo, Hypoth. 7.8); the quotation is from F. H. Colson and
G. H. Whitaker, trans., Philo (LCL; 10 vols.; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1929–1962), 9:429.

61 Moreover, according to the ancient custom of desert peoples in the Middle
East, there is an obligation to show hospitality to visitors, whom the host may not
harm after feeding them.

62 According to John 13:18, Jesus uses the same psalm verse to refer to his forth-
coming betrayal by a former friend. For the following Theognis quotation, see
Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:307 (cf. Theognis 115–116).



unfaithful friend (6:11–12) and drawing a lesson (6:13b). Ben Sira con-
structs the stanza around the twin polarities of “prosperity”/“adversity”
(6:11) and “enemies”/“friends” (6:13). Both these contrasts recur in Sir
12:8 HA: “A friend [bhe/a] will not be recognized in prosperity [hb;/fB]],
but an enemy [anE/c] will not be concealed in adversity [h[;r:B]].” Sirach
12:9 HA explains why: “In a person’s prosperity [vyai tb'/fB]], even an
enemy [anE/c] is a companion, but in his adversity [/t[;r:B]], even a com-
panion will separate himself.”63

Sirach 6:11a depicts the unfaithful friend as appearing sincere in
times of prosperity: “He is like you.” Greek culture prized having a
friend like oneself. Aristotle expresses this view of ideal friendship by cit-
ing several proverbs: “‘Friends have one soul between them,’ ‘Friends’
goods are common property,’ ‘Amity [filovth"] is equality’” (Eth. nic.
9.8.2 §1168b).64 However, whereas Sir 6:17 affirms that a true friend is like
oneself (cf. 13:15) in action as well as in name, in 6:11 the sage speaks
merely of the seeming similarity of a fair-weather friend.

Israelite sapiential tradition prior to Ben Sira notes the human ten-
dency to fickleness in friendship, especially if one’s friend becomes poor
and needy. Thus, Prov 14:20 observes: “Even by his companions an
impoverished person is hated, but the friends of a rich person are many”
(cf. Sir 13:21–23; Theognis 929–930). So too, Prov 19:4 declares: “Wealth
will add many companions, but a pauper will be separated from his com-
panions.”65 Leaving aside an ethic of caution, however, Sir 22:23 urges
fidelity toward an impoverished friend.

In 6:11b, where G seems to have read bDEn"t]yI (“he will speak freely”),
HA uses the hitpa<el form of a rare verb hdn (“banish”).66 Only the pi<el of
hdn occurs in the MT (Isa 66:5; Amos 6:3). Sirach 6:11b may be making
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63 I have emended the final word in HA (ddE/B, “isolated”) to ldEB;yI (“will sep-
arate himself”); cf. G and S. An observation similar to Sir 12:8–9 occurs in
Theognis 697–698: “When I am in good plight my friends are many; if aught ill
befall, there’s but few whose hearts are true” (Edmonds, trans., Elegy and
Iambus, 1:315).

64 Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 549–51. For a study of such termi-
nology in Luke’s picture of the early Christian church, see A. C. Mitchell, “The
Social Function of Friendship in Acts 2:44–47 and 4:32–37,” JBL 111 (1992):
255–72.

65 For Wh[erE as a plural form (“his companions”) in Prov 14:20; 19:4 (as in 1 Sam
30:26; Job 42:10), see GKC §91k. For similar sentiments, compare also Theognis
299: “Nobody’s lief to be a man’s friend when evil befalls him” (Edmonds, trans.,
Elegy and Iambus, 1:265); cf. Theognis 857–860; 645–646.

66 The hitpa<el of hdn occurs in m. <Ed. 5:6, where hD<n"t]Mih' refers to “the one
under excommunication,” someone banished from the community.



an allusion to Amos 6:3,67 where the prophet proclaims doom to “those
who banish the evil day” ([r: µ/yl] µyDIn"m]h'), since Sir 6:10 has just men-
tioned “a day of adversity” (h[;r: µ/y).

Sirach 6:12 elaborates how the false friend behaves in one’s humilia-
tion. Here Ben Sira may be alluding to the way Job’s former friends turn
against him in his adversity: “All the persons of my circle [ydI/s; cf. Sir 6:6]
have abhorred me, and those whom I loved have turned against me”
(ybiAWkP]h]n<, Job 19:19). Indeed, Sir 6:12 employs a similar phrase: “he will
turn against you” (ÚB] ËPoh]y"). In contrast to such infidelity, Ben Sira
teaches his students to be faithful to their friends: “If your friend becomes
impoverished, do not put him to shame, and do not hide yourself from
his presence” (Sir 22:25).68

Sirach 6:13 draws the lesson from 6:8–12: it is advisable not only to
keep away from one’s enemies, but also to beware of one’s friends. The
danger posed by foes is obvious (cf. 12:10),69 but Ben Sira warns that
friends can also be dangerous (cf. Theognis 575–576). According to his
outlook, friendship is an ambiguous phenomenon that demands discern-
ment (cf. 37:1).

Sirach 6:13 uses priestly language in its first verb (ldEB;hi) and
Deuteronomic vocabulary in its second (rm,V;hi). In contrast with the
sacral usage of the MT (e.g., Num 16:21; 1 Chr 23:13), Ben Sira here
employs the cultic root ldb in a sapiential context. Whereas Ezra com-
mands the Judeans: “Separate yourselves [Wld“B;hi] from the peoples of the
land and from the foreign wives” (Ezra 10:11), Ben Sira does not insist on
separation from the Gentiles.70 B. L. Mack avers that “Ben Sira did not
share in the exclusivist notion of Jewish identity and ethic reflected in
Ezra-Nehemiah.”71 Thus, even though Ben Sira is the first extant wisdom
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67 The context speaks of those enjoying sumptuous meals (Amos 6:4–6; cf.
Sir 6:10).

68 On the text of Sir 22:25, see ch. 6 below. Note also the contrasting insights of
6:12 and 12:8. Whereas 6:12 speaks of the supposed friend staying hidden at a
time of adversity, 12:8 describes the identity of the enemy as not remaining hid-
den at such a time. Adversity makes the true situation clear: paradoxically, at a
time of need the hiddenness of the supposed friend cannot hide his true identity
as an enemy (rather than a real friend).

69 In a vein similar to Sir 12:10, P. Insinger 12.8 warns: “Do not trust your
enemy, lest his heart bring forth cursing” (AEL 3:195).

70 On Ben Sira’s relative “openness to foreigners,” see J. G. Gammie, “The Sage
in Sirach” in Gammie and Perdue, eds., The Sage in Israel, 355–72, esp. 363.

71 B. L. Mack, Wisdom and the Hebrew Epic (CSHJ; Chicago: University of Chica-
go Press, 1985), 119; cf. Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 474. In fact, the sage does not even



writer to use the root ldb, he does so in the noncultic setting of 6:13.
Elsewhere, the Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira employ ldb only in connection
with his “doctrine of opposites” (33:11 HE).72

Using the nip<al of rmv (as in Sir 6:13b), various biblical traditions
mention the need to be heedful and wary. For instance, the usage is char-
acteristic of Deuteronomy, where it occurs in Moses’ warnings to the
Israelites: “Take care” (e.g., Deut 4:9; 6:12; 8:11). In Job 36:21, too, Elihu
warns: “Take heed [rm,V;hi]; do not turn to wickedness.” Like Ben Sira,
Jeremiah applies the idiom to the necessity for caution toward one’s
companions: “Be wary, each person of his companion” (WrmeV;hi Wh[erEme vyai;
Jer 9:3).73

A similar usage occurs in the story of David’s rise, which presents
Saul as an example of an unfaithful friend. Accordingly, Jonathan
warns David to “be wary” (rm,V;hi, 1 Sam 19:2) of Saul, even though 
1 Sam 16:21 notes that when David came to Saul “he loved him very
much” (daom] Whbeh;a‘Y<w"). Although David was invited to share the king’s
“table” (ˆj;l]vu, 1 Sam 20:29; cf. Sir 6:10), Saul in fact “turned into an
enemy” (cf. Sir 6:9, anEcl] ËP;h]n<), as 1 Sam 18:29 records: “And Saul was
the enemy [byEao] of David continually.”

Elsewhere Ben Sira also advises caution toward the words of friends:
“Guard yourself from an advisor” (Sir 37:8 HBD ; cf. 13:13). Such an atti-
tude of caution is likewise characteristic of Theognis; see, for instance,
Theognis 575–576: “My friends [oi{ me fivloi] it is that betray me; for mine
enemy [tovn g∆ ejcqrovn] can I shun as the steersman the rock upstanding
from the sea.”74

iv. Stanza 4. The Threefold Benefit of a Faithful Friend (6:14–17). After the
rather negative tone of Sir 6:5–13, the final stanza speaks positively of the
benefit of having a “faithful friend” (HA hn:Wma‘ bhe/a, G fivlo" pistov").75 In 
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mention Ezra, while he refers to Nehemiah only for his building activities (49:13);
cf. C. Begg, “Ben Sirach’s Non-mention of Ezra,” BN 42 (1988): 14–18.

72 However, by emendation I read the verb also in 12:9b; see my brief discus-
sion in the appendix. On 33:11 see Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 36–38.

73 The following colon of Jer 9:3, “and do not rely [Wjf;b]TiAla'] on any relative,”
parallels Sir 6:7b, “and do not hasten to rely [jfb] on him.” Jeremiah 9:2 also
mentions “faithfulness” (hn:Wma‘), an important virtue in Sir 6:14–16.

74 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:297. Likewise, Theognis 1219–1220
observes: “‘Tis hard in sooth for an enemy to deceive his foe, Cyrnus, but easy for
a friend to deceive his friend” (ibid., 1:379).

75 On the “faithful friend” in Greek literature, see briefly P. Hummel,
“Philos/pistos: étude d’un cas de complémentarité métrique,” Informations



emphasizing the need for fidelity in friendship, Ben Sira once again
echoes a major concern of Greek authors such as Xenophon and
Theognis. For example, in Cyr. 8.7.13 Xenophon states: “Faithful friends
[oiJ pistoi; fivloi] are a monarch’s truest and surest sceptre.”76 Conversely,
Theognis 209 laments the lack of fidelity in supposed friends: “Surely no
man is friend [fivlo"] and faithful comrade [pisto;" eJtai'ro"] unto one that
is in exile.”77

The noun hn:Wma‘ (“faithfulness”), which Ben Sira employs to describe
a loyal friend (6:14–16), recurs elsewhere in his work.78 Often he uses the
word to denote faithfulness to God; for instance, in 45:4 HB he applies the
term to Moses: “For his faithfulness and humility he [God] chose him
from all [humanity].”79 Likewise, in 44:20 HB Ben Sira refers to Abraham’s
fidelity toward God: “In testing he was found faithful” (ˆm;a‘n<; cf. 1 Macc
2:52; Jub. 17:18).

As one rooted in the Deuteronomic tradition, Ben Sira regards faith-
ful human beings (whether famous figures of ancient Israel or living
personal friends) as reflecting the faithfulness of God. Deuteronomy
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Grammaticales 36 (1988): 17–19. For a survey of the concept of faithfulness in Ben
Sira, see D. R. Lindsay, Josephus and Faith: PISTIS and PISTEUEIN As Faith
Terminology in the Writings of Flavius Josephus and in the New Testament (AGJU 19;
Leiden: Brill, 1993), 39–51.

76 W. Miller, trans., Xenophon: Cyropaedia (LCL; 2 vols.; New York: Macmillan,
1914), 2:429; Xenophon’s statement applies in the first instance to “the friends of
the king” (oiJ fivloi tou' basilevw"), i.e., court advisors. Compare also Euripides’
declaration (Orest. 727–728): “A loyal friend in trouble’s hour shows welcomer
than calm to mariners”; see A. S. Way, trans., Euripides (LCL; 4 vols.; New York:
Macmillan, 1912), 2:185. In addition, note Aristotle’s assertion that a true friend-
ship is permanent (Eth. nic. 8.3.7 §1156b).

77 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:253 (cf. Theognis 332A). In Theognis
415–416 (= 1164E–F) we also read: “Seek as I will, I can find no man like myself
that is a true comrade [pisto;n eJtai'ron] free of guile” (ibid., 1:279).

78 Whereas in Greek literature (e.g., Theognis and Xenophon) the word “faith-
ful” (pistov") applies to friendship on a social (“horizontal”) level, in the Hebrew
Bible the term “fidelity” (hn:Wma‘) often refers to one’s (“vertical”) attitude to God
(Jer 7:28; Hab 2:4; cf. Sir 45:4). Thus, a “faithful friend” in the Hebrew sense may
mean a “friend who is faithful [to God]” (cf. Sir 9:14–16) as much as a “friend who
is faithful [to other human beings]”; cf. Lindsay, Josephus and Faith, 44. Likewise,
in Israel’s wisdom literature (e.g., Prov 11:13; 20:6; 28:20) the idea of faithfulness
may encompass both the “horizontal” and the “vertical” aspects of fidelity.

79 Where HB has a lacuna, the final word of 45:4 is to be read as rc;B; (“flesh,
humanity”). Note that in its description of Moses, Num 12:7 G uses the adjective
pistov" (“faithful”) to render ˆm;a‘n< (“trusted, faithful”).



calls Yahweh both “the faithful God” (ˆm;a‘N<h' laeh;, Deut 7:9) and “a God
of faithfulness” (hn:Wma‘ lae, Deut 32:4).80 Since human beings are made in
the image and likeness of God (Gen 1:27), who is faithful (Deut 7:9; 32:4),
they are called to mirror God’s faithfulness in their own lives (including
their friendships); indeed, Prov 12:22 affirms God’s pleasure in human
faithfulness.

Faithfulness toward other human beings is a quality that Israel’s
sages prize. Proverbs 28:20 asserts that the “faithful person” will be
blessed, while Prov 11:13 contrasts someone “trustworthy in spirit”
(j'WrAˆm'a‘n<) with a “revealer of secrets.” Moreover, Prov 27:6 acknowl-
edges that a friend’s loyalty may cause him to offer criticism: “Faithful
[µynIm;a‘n<] are the wounds of a friend [bhe/a].” However, Prov 20:6 admits
the rarity of human fidelity: “Many a human being will declare his loy-
alty, but a faithful person who can find?” (ax;m]yI ymi µynIWma‘ vyai). In an
apparent allusion to Prov 20:6b, Ben Sira says of a faithful friend: “The
one who finds him [/ax]/m] has found [ax;m;] wealth” (6:14).81

Sirach 6:14 G portrays a faithful friend as a “strong shelter” (skevph
krataiav).82 In LXX Exod 26:7 skevphn renders the MT’s lh,ao (“tent”), refer-
ring to the tent protecting the sanctuary. In 6:14 Ben Sira speaks of a
faithful friend as fulfilling a similar protective role. Sirach 6:29 uses
related language in describing wisdom: “Her net will become for you a
strong foundation” (HA z[o ˆ/km]; G skevphn ijscuvo").83 Moreover, in speak-
ing of the strength provided by a faithful friend (6:14), the sage utters a
thought comparable to Qoh 4:9, 12: “Two are better than one. . . . Even if
one were to prevail against another, two would stand against him.”

In its use of the idea of “wealth” to express the benefit of a faith-
ful friend, Sir 6:14b echoes a motif found in such Greek authors as
Hesiod, Euripides, and Xenophon.84 Likewise, Theognis 77–78 speaks
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80 In both Deut 7:9 and 32:4, G adopts the rendering qeo;" pistov" (“a faith-
ful God”).

81 The beneficial presence of the faithful friend forms an implied contrast
with the unfaithful friend’s absence: “he will not be found on a day of adver-
sity” (6:10b).

82 In Fragments 543K.1–3 Menander makes a comparable observation: “For ill
words or ill-treatment suffered by any one of us, for us all there is a refuge,
namely, in good friends” (Allinson, trans., Menander, 523).

83 Krinetzki (“Die Freundschaftsperikope,” 218) points out this connection.
Note also that Sir 34:19 G calls God a “shelter” (skevph, cf. Ps 121:5 G).

84 In Op. 347 Hesiod asserts: “He who enjoys a good neighbor has a precious
possession”; see H. G. Evelyn-White, trans., Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns and
Homerica (LCL; New York: Macmillan, 1914), 29. In Orest. 1155–1156a Euripides



of friendship using financial imagery: “In a sore dissension, Cyrnus, a
trusty man [pisto;" ajnhvr] is to be reckoned against gold and silver.”

The word Ben Sira uses for “wealth,” ˆ/h (6:14b; cf. 8:2 [bis]; 10:27;
31:3; 38:11), occurs in the MT mainly in wisdom literature. According to
Prov 8:18, ˆ/h exists where there is wisdom. Wisdom 7:14 calls wisdom
“unfailing wealth” (ajnekliph;" . . . qhsaurov"), whose acquisition leads to
“friendship toward God” (pro;" qeo;n . . . filivan).85 In Sir 6:14, however,
wisdom is not the wealth that brings friendship with God; rather, true
friendship is wealth in itself.

In referring to “price” and “weighing,” Sir 6:15 develops the thought
of verse 14b, which spoke of the “wealth” one acquires in having a faith-
ful friend. The statement made in verse 15a, “For a faithful friend there is
no price” (ryjim]),86 suggests a practical consequence that finds expression
in 7:18a: “Do not exchange a friend for a price” (ryjim]).

To emphasize the value of a faithful friend, the sage reiterates the
thought of 6:15a in verse 15b: “There is no weighing [lq;v]mi ˆyae] of the
benefit of him.” In 26:15 HC Ben Sira employs a similar phrase about a
modest wife: “There is no weighing [lq;v]mi ˆyae] of a woman who is
restrained in speech.” Moreover, the grandson’s Greek translation of Sir
26:14–15 offers a still closer parallel to his rendering of 6:15 in its use of
both of the latter’s terms: ajntavllagma (“exchange”)87 and staqmov"
(“weight”). A comparison of Sir 26:13–18 with 6:14–16 suggests that Ben
Sira advises his students to be just as selective in choosing a wife as they
are in acquiring friends,88 although someone (a potential wife or friend)
who proves worthy after testing deserves eloquent praise.
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declares: “Ha! nought is better than a loyal friend—nor wealth, nor lordship!”
(Way, trans., Euripides, 2:227). In Mem. 2.4.1, 2, 5 Xenophon states: “Of all posses-
sions the most precious is a good and sincere friend. . . . A friend is the greatest
blessing. . . . Surely there is no other possession that can compare with a good
friend” (Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 123). The following Theognis quotation is
from Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:239.

85 Cf. von Herrmann, “A Stylistic and Poetic Study,” 11.
86 An identical phrase (“there is no price”) occurs in a different context in

4QInstruction (4Q416 2 ii 7). Like Sir 6:15–16, Ptahhotep 35 also regards friends as
more valuable than money: “Don’t be mean toward your friends; they are one’s
watered field, and greater than one’s riches, for what belongs to one belongs to
another” (AEL 1:72).

87 This noun is also used by Euripides (Orest. 1156b–1157) in speaking of a true
friend: “Sure, of none account the crowd is, weighed against one noble friend”
(ajntavllagma gennaivou fivlou; Way, trans., Euripides, 2:227).

88 In Sir 40:23, however, the sage declares that a prudent wife is better than
a friend.



In our consideration of Sir 6:7, we saw how the one sought as a friend
must undergo rigorous testing comparable to that required of the person
who seeks wisdom (cf. Sir 2:5; 4:17). Sirach 6:15 draws another sapiential
parallel when it speaks of there being no price (ryjim]) for a faithful friend
and no weighing (lq;v]mi) of the benefit of such a person, since Job 28:15
employs related vocabulary in order to describe the search for wisdom:
“Silver cannot be weighed as its price” (Hr:yjim] πs,K, lqeV;yI alø).

Sirach 6:16 contains the pericope’s clearest reference to 1 Sam 25,
since in the whole MT the phrase µyYIj' r/rx] (“bundle of the living, bundle
of life”) occurs only in 1 Sam 25:29.89 It seems, however, that Ben Sira
employs the phrase in a different sense from 1 Sam 25.90 In 1 Sam 25:29
Abigail expresses her confidence in God’s protection of David: “If anyone
should rise up to pursue you and to seek your life, the life of my lord shall
be bound in the bundle of the living [µyYIj'h' r/rx]Bi hr:Wrx]] under the care
of the LORD your God” (NRSV). However, whereas 1 Samuel speaks of
divine protection, Sir 6:16 alludes to the protective and supportive qual-
ity of human friendship. Ben Sira’s point is that a faithful friend holds one
safely among the living, just as God holds all the living in his “bundle”
or “purse.”91

The term r/rx] in 6:16 fits in with other poetic images of the peri-
cope’s final stanza. The predominant imagery of Sir 6:14–15 is financial:
“wealth” (ˆ/h), “price” (ryjim]), and “weighing” (as of precious metals:
lq;v]mi). Since the MT often uses the term r/rx] to refer to a “purse” or
“moneybag” (Gen 42:35; Prov 7:20; Hag 1:6), Ben Sira is here employing
another word with financial overtones.92 At the same time, alluding to 
1 Sam 25:29, Ben Sira modifies the term to speak of the “purse/bundle of
the living.” Thus, this phrase also suggests the idea of protectiveness,
similar to the expression “strong shelter” in 6:14a.

Sirach 6:16b contains the first explicit mention of God in the pericope
and asserts that a God-fearing person will not search in vain for a true
friend. The poem in Sir 1:11–30 presents the fear of God as the path to
blessing in life: “The fear of the Lord will delight the heart and will give
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89 The phrase also occurs in 1QH 10.20 (formerly 2.20); b. Sabb. 152b; b. Hag. 12b.
See the discussion of the phrase in Krinetzki, “Freundschaftsperikope,” 217.

90 Beentjes (“Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 15) emphasizes the difference of con-
text between 1 Sam 25 and Sir 6:5–17.

91 The exact meaning of r/rx] is uncertain. Most scholars connect the noun with
the verb rrx (“bind up”), hence “something tied up,” “bundle” (cf. BDB, 865); see
further O. Eißfeldt, Der Beutel der Lebendigen (Berlin: Akademie, 1960). In ancient
times cloth was often bundled up around coins to create a “purse.”

92 Cf. Beentjes, “Ein Mensch ohne Freund,” 7.



gladness and joy and length of days” (1:12). For Ben Sira, part of the joy
resulting from the fear of God is the joy of friendship, which consists in
having a few faithful friends (6:14–16). Moreover, 6:16b (like 6:7a) draws
a parallel between friendship and wisdom, which are both gifts from
God. Just as the God-fearing person will find a friend (reading WNg<yCiy" for
µgEyCiy" in HA),93 so too the one who chooses discipline will find wisdom
(hm;k]j; gyCiT', 6:18b HC).

Verse 17 provides the final stanza with an asymmetric conclusion,
adding a fourth bicolon but omitting the phrase “a faithful friend”
(hn:Wma‘ bhe/a, vv. 14–16). Such lack of symmetry highlights the conclu-
sion of the pericope.

Sirach 6:17a speaks of the faithful friend resembling “his companion”
(Wh[erE). Elsewhere Ben Sira states: “All flesh will love its own kind, and
every human being one resembling him” (Sir 13:15). We may compare the
French aphorism: “Qui se ressemblent s’assemblent.” For the ancient
Greeks, being like one’s friend was an important component of friendship.
For instance, after quoting a definition of a person’s friend as one who
“desires the same things as he does” (Eth. nic. 9.4.1 §1166a), Aristotle
asserts that in the case of the good person, “A friend is another self” (9.4.5
§1166a).94 Accordingly, the philosopher defines friendship: “Amity
[filovth"] consists in equality and similarity, especially the similarity of
those who are alike in virtue” (8.8.5 §1159b; cf. Sir 13:15–16). This similari-
ty can even lead a person to love his friend as himself, as Aristotle points
out: “Very intense friendship resembles self-regard” (9.4.6 §1166b).

The biblical tradition is also aware of the inclination of friends to love
one another as they love themselves. The clearest example in the MT is the
story of the friendship between David and Jonathan. The affection
between them is spoken of in 1 Sam 18:3: “Jonathan made a covenant
with David, because he loved him as his own self” (/vp]n"K] /tao /tb;h}a'B];
cf. 1 Sam 18:1; 20:17). For both parties the covenant involved an attitude
of “steadfast love” (ds,j,, 1 Sam 20:15), a disposition similar to the “faith-
fulness” (hn:Wma‘) spoken of in Sir 6:14–16. Like the friendship of David
and Abigail, the friendship of David and Jonathan seems to have been
paradigmatic for Ben Sira.95
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93 See the text-critical note 16g above.
94 Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 533, 535; the following two Aristotle

quotations are from pp. 483 and 537.
95 Cf. my exegesis of Sir 37:6a below. A connection between Sir 6:5–17 and the

story of David and Jonathan is their shared contrast between good and evil (Sir
6:11; 1 Sam 20:12–13). This contrast also appears in Abigail’s speech to David 
(1 Sam 25:24–31; cf. 25:21).



The Hebrew Bible not only celebrates friendship but also commands
a friendly attitude to all in one’s society. The classic expression of this
appears in Lev 19:17–18: “You shall not hate your brother in your heart. . . .
And you shall love your neighbor as yourself” (Ú/mK; Ú[}rEl] T;b]h'a;w “; cf. Sir
6:17: Wh/mK;, “as he is”). Developing the teaching of Leviticus, Ben Sira
urges: “Understand [the feelings] of your neighbor from yourself, and
reflect over every action” (31:15 G).96 Hence, a person should wish peace
to all, even if one does not rely on everyone (Sir 6:6).

Sirach 6:17b completes the pericope by observing that in the case of a
faithful friend, “as is his name, so are his deeds” (wyc;[}m' ˆKe /mv]Ki). This
means that unlike false friends (6:8–12), a true friend lives up to the des-
ignation of “friend.”97 By contrast, Sir 37:1 speaks of “a ‘friend’ who is a
friend in name only” (bhe/a µve bhe/a).

Sirach 6:17b also alludes to 1 Sam 25, where Abigail explains Nabal’s
unfriendly behavior: “My lord, do not pay attention to this worthless man,
Nabal, for as is his name, so is he [aWhAˆK, /mv]ki yKi]; Nabal is his name,
and folly [hl;b;n“] is with him” (1 Sam 25:25).98 Whereas 1 Samuel depicts
Nabal as being as foolish as his name suggests, Sir 6:17b speaks of a faith-
ful friend who truly lives up to his name of friend. In addition, Ben Sira
uses a similar phrase in 6:22a to assert that discipline lives up to its name:
“For discipline—as is its name, so it is” (ayhiAˆK, Hm;v]Ki rs;WMh' yKi).99

h. Summary
In Sir 6:5–17 Ben Sira expands the thought of Prov 18:24 and 20:6 into

a poem on the dangers and benefits of friendship. He shares a number of
counsels with Theognis and P. Insinger but has situated these within the
context of Israelite tradition. For Ben Sira, it is “the one who fears God”
(6:16) who finds true friendship.

Moreover, the placing of 6:5–17 as Ben Sira’s first friendship poem
is significant. It completes a section begun by the wisdom poem in
4:11–19 and is followed by another sapiential poem in 6:18–37. Both
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96 Likewise, Sir 31:15a HB reads: “Know that your companion is like yourself
[Úv]p]n"K] Ú[}rE h[,D“], and reflect on everything that you hate.” While the exact word-
ing of the original text is uncertain, the allusion to Lev 19:18 is clear in both H and G.

97 Compare the Instruction of Any 5.7–8: “Befriend one who is straight and
true, one whose actions you have seen. If your rightness matches his, the friend-
ship will be balanced” (AEL 2:138).

98 Citing the allusion to Prov 11:4 in Sir 5:8, Beentjes notes: “Many times Ben Sira
uses a biblical quotation to conclude a paragraph” (“Canon and Scripture,” 597).

99 As mentioned in the section on context, instead of ayhi 6:22 HA reads aWh
through confusion of waw and yod.



wisdom poems emphasize the joy given by wisdom (4:18; 6:28) after a
process of testing and discipline (4:17; 6:20–21). Likewise, though
attaining true friendship involves testing one’s prospective friends
(6:7), ultimately a faithful friend is of unlimited value (6:15). Thus, we
could say that the quest for wisdom includes within it the search for
faithful friends, and the same rules apply for both kinds of searching.
Indeed, the fear of the Lord is the way to friendship (6:16), just as disci-
pline is the path to wisdom (6:18).

Ben Sira’s use of language in 6:5–17 shows that he is steeped in the
biblical tradition. His treatment of friendship (especially 6:14–17) con-
tains echoes of the story of the friendship between David and Jonathan.
What is perhaps surprising, however, in view of Ben Sira’s reputation as
a misogynist,100 is the number of allusions to the narrative of David’s
friendship with Abigail (1 Sam 25). There the male character, Nabal,
appears as a fool, someone not to be imitated, whereas the female char-
acter, Abigail, is a model of prudence and friendliness. Ben Sira’s verbal
echoes of 1 Sam 25 imply that by contrast to the boorish Nabal, Abigail is
the one whose friendly behavior is to be copied.

Ben Sira’s ethic of caution makes him wary of instant friendships.
However, this fact should not obscure his great appreciation of the value
of good friends: “For a faithful friend there is no price” (6:15).

3. Sirach 37:1–6101

The second part of this chapter will discuss Sir 37:1–6. The following
chart indicates its many similarities to 6:5–17.

A. 37:1 HD/Bmg bhe/a vyE
6:8, 9, 10 HA bhe/a vyE

B. 37:2 HD vp,n<K] ['yrE
6:17 HA Wh[erE ˆKe Wh/mK;

C. 37:2 HD rx'l] ËP;h]n<
6:9 HA anEcl] ËP;h]n<

D. 37:4 HB ˆj;l]vu la, fyBim'
6:10 HA ˆh;l]vu rbej}

E. 37:4 HB dmo[}y" dg<N<mi hq;Wx t[eB]
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100 Cf. Trenchard, Ben Sira’s View of Women, 172–73.
101 This study has benefited from Sauer’s essay, “Freundschaft nach Ben Sira

37,1–6,” 123–31.



6:8 HA hr:x; µ/yB] d/m[}y" la'w“ t[e ypiK]
F. 37:5 HD b/f bhe/a

6:14, 15, 16 HA hn:Wma‘ bhe/a

a. Delimitation
The poem in 37:1–6 is part of a larger unit, 36:23–37:15.102 This larger

unit is distinguished from its context by its subject, that is, discernment
in the choice of associates (wife, friend, and advisor). Structural features
also delimit 36:23–37:15. It is preceded by a prayer for the deliverance of
Zion (36:1–22), a prayer marked off as a unit by an inclusio.103 Following
37:15 stands a poem (37:16–31) on wise living, whose key word, µyYIj'
(“life”), occurs six times. Furthermore, the unified internal structure of
36:23–37:15 (outlined below) confirms its status as a distinct unit.

The immediate context of 37:1–6 as a subunit within 36:23–37:15
deserves notice.

a. 36:23–25: Introduction: Discernment of the Right Foods
b. 36:26–31: Discernment of the Right Wife
c. 37:1–6: Discernment of the Right Friend
d. 37:7–11: Discernment of the Right Advisor
e. 37:12–15: Conclusion: Discernment, a Gift from God104

A clear pattern unites 36:23–37:15. Each subsection urging discern-
ment in the choice of food (36:23–25), wife (36:26–31), friend (37:1–6), or
advisor (37:7–11) starts with a similar verse (36:23, 26; 37:1, 7), opening
with the word lK; (“every”) and beginning the second colon with the
phrase vyE Ëa' (“yet there is”).105 Such structural features, therefore, indi-
cate that 37:1–6 is a distinct subsection within 36:23–37:15.106
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102 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, xv.
103 While 36:1a invokes the Deity as lKoh' yheløa‘ (“God of all”), 36:22cd contains

the words lK; (“all”) and lae (“God”); cf. Skehan and Di Lella, ibid., 74.
104 The three subunits making up 36:26–37:11 form a twenty-three-line poem,

which may be regarded as a nonalphabetic acrostic; note the inclusio of pavnta
(36:26a) and pavsh" (37:11j). A similar twenty-two-line nonalphabetic acrostic
(24:3–22), marked off by inclusio with ejgwv (24:3a, 17a), highlights wisdom’s speech
within the sapiential poem of ch. 24; see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 332.

105 Trenchard explains, “the general idea conveyed by this pattern is that, while
there are many kinds of food, wives, friends, and counselors, not all are equally desir-
able” (Ben Sira’s View of Women, 19). Cf. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 59.

106 The fact that the word bhe/a (“friend”) occurs five times in 37:1–6 (but
nowhere else in 36:23–37:15) confirms the delimitation.



b. Text
I

.bhe/a µve bhe/a vyE Ëa' yTib]h'a; rme/a bhe/a lK; 1
.rx'l] ËP;h]n< vp,n<K] ['yrE tw<m; d[' b['yGIm' aˆ/d: aløh} 2

.tymir“T' lbete ynEp] aLem'l] dT;r“x'/n ['WDm' c[r" rx,yEc y/h 3

II

.dmo[}y" dg<N<mi hq;Wx gt[eb]W fˆj;l]vu la, fyBim' bhe/a e[r"me 4
.hN:xi qyzIj}y" iµyrI[; dg<n<w “ hrz: µ[i µj;l]nI b/f bhe/ah 5
.kÚl]l;v]bi Whbez“['T' la'w“ jbr:q]B' rbej; jK'v]Ti la' 6

c. Text-Critical Notes
This pericope presents serious textual problems. The two Hebrew

MSS, HD and HB, often differ both from each other and from the ancient
versions. In a detailed textual study of 37:1, 2, 6, Di Lella has demon-
strated that, despite its corruptions, the Hebrew text here is essentially
authentic.107 The present reconstruction takes as its base the text of HD,
except in 37:4 where HB offers a better text.108

2a. For ˆyDI (HBD) I read ˆ/D: (“sorrow, sickness”), corresponding to G
luvph (“grief”; cf. L).109

2b. For the verb GB*, GS*, GA have e[ni (“exists”), an inner-Greek cor-
ruption from ejggiei' (“will approach”).110

3c–c. Both G (ponhro;n ejnquvmhma, “wicked thought”) and L (praesumptio
nequissima, “most wicked presumption”) presuppose [r" rx,yE.111 The
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107 Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach, 70–77.
108 So also Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 427; and Sauer,

“Freundschaft nach Ben Sira 37,1–6,” 126. In v. 3a, however, the reading of G is
useful for recovering the original text.

109 Di Lella (Hebrew Text of Sirach, 73) notes that “this same error is found in 14:1;
30:21, 23; and 38:18”; in each case G renders the word as luvph (“grief”). In regard
to the Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira, Di Lella also observes that “the misreading of yod
for waw or vice versa is not uncommon in the Geniza fragments” (ibid.).

110 P. Walters, The Text of the Septuagint (ed. D. W. Gooding; Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1973), 111–12; Ziegler, Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach, 76.
G uses ejggiei' in Sir 37:30 to render ['yGIy" (“will approach,” HB).

111 So, for example, R. E. Murphy, “Yeßer in the Qumran Literature,” Bib 39
(1958): 334–44, esp. 338; Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 327. In the Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira
the noun rx,yE occurs only twice; in 27:6 G renders it with ejnquvmhma (“thought”),
while in 15:14 G translates it as diabouvlion (“counsel”).



phrase occurs in 11QPsa 19.15–16 and in rabbinic literature (e.g., Qoh. Rab.
3.11) with the meaning “evil inclination.”112 Since such a signification
does not fit the context here,113 the phrase in Sir 37:3 is better understood
as “evil creature.”114 Scribal error corrupted this original reading ([r" rx,yE)
into rm'ayO [r" (HD) and into [r"w“ rx' (S).

3d. The reading of L, creata es, presupposes an original verb T;r“x'/n
(“you were formed”). G has the unusual expression ejnekulivsqh" (“you
were rolled”), which Segal explains as a comparison with the action of
the “potter” (rxe/y, cf. Sir 33:13 HE) who rolls clay to make a pot.115 Both
MSS of H have corrupted the original T;r“x'/n into yTir“x'/n (“I was formed”).

4e. The opening word, written [rm in HBD, is ambiguous. Whereas it
was misunderstood as ["rEme (“associate”) by G (eJtai'ro") and L (sodalis),
Segal (following S) correctly takes it as [r"me (“evildoer”);116 the latter
meaning fits the sense of verse 4b.117

4f. While HB has ˆj;l]vu (“table,” so S; cf. Sir 6:10), G misreads the word
as hj;m]ci (“joy”). The reading of HBmgD (tj'v': “the pit”) does not fit the con-
text and is a corruption.

4g. So HD (cf. G, S); HB lacks the waw (“and,” “but”).
5h–h. So HBD. G presupposes a corrupt form of text, wherein the men-

tion of the “stomach” (gasthvr) may be influenced by the word br<q,
(“midst,” “belly”) as vocalized in 37:6a HD.

5i. So HBD. Ben Sira uses the Aramaizing form µyrI[; (also found in Sir
47:7 HB) in the sense of “foes” (cf. GV, G248: polemivou; L: hostem).118
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112 Cf. Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 241. This possible meaning has misled
translators of Sir 37:3, from G onward.

113 Murphy (“Yeßer in the Qumran Literature,” 338) notes that the Greek read-
ing is “an abrupt intrusion into a context which deals with friendship.”

114 Genesis 2:7 uses the verb rxy to describe God “forming” the first man, like
a potter (rxe/y) shaping a pot out of clay (cf. Sir 33:10). The phrase rm,jo rx,yE (“crea-
ture of clay”) occurs in the Qumran Hodayot; cf. Murphy, “Yeßer in the Qumran
Literature,” 339–41.

115 Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 235. There is no MS support for Smend’s sugges-
tion (Sirach, erklärt, 327) that the Greek reading was originally ejktivsqh" (“you
were created”).

116 Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 235; cf. Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 327; Skehan and Di
Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 428. S begins the colon: “Evil is the friend.”

117 Another possible meaning is “how evil!” (reading [r"m; for [r"Ahm;); cf. Sauer,
“Freundschaft nach Ben Sira 37,1–6,” 125. For a similar elision, see Exod 4:2; Isa
3:15; Ezek 8:6 Kethib; cf. GKC §37c.

118 Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 428) prefer to read µyrIx; (“foes”)
because of sibilant alliteration; but the form r[; may be an intentional allusion to
the story of David and Saul (1 Sam 28:16).



6j. HD vocalizes the word br<q,b] (“in the midst”); hence the reading of
G and L: “in your soul.” However, the military references of verses 5–6
demand instead the pointing br:q]B' (“in battle”; vocalized thus in 2 Sam
17:11).119

6k. So HBD. Instead of Úl]l;v]bi (lit., “in your spoil”), G presupposes the
reading ÚL]v,b] (“in what is yours”);120 but the reading of H fits the mili-
tary context better.

d. Translation
I

1 Every friend says, “I am a friend,”
yet there is a “friend,” who is a friend in name only.

2 Is it not a sorrow reaching to death:
a companion like oneself, turned into an adversary?

3 Alas, evil creature! Why were you formed,
to fill the surface of the world with deceit?

II

4 An evildoer is a “friend” who gazes at the table,
but at a time of stress he will stand aloof!

5 A good friend fights with a foreigner,
and against foes he will take hold of a buckler.

6 Do not forget an associate in the battle,
and do not abandon him among your spoil.

e. Poetic Analysis

i. Stanzaic Structure. Sirach 37:1–6 consists of two stanzas (each with three
bicola) linked by the use of “evil” ([r", v. 3a) and “evildoer” ([r"me, v. 4a).

Antithesis is fundamental to both stanzas.121 In the first stanza the
antithesis is between the claim of the supposed friend (“I am a friend,” v.
1) and his real identity (“adversary,” v. 2; “evil creature,” v. 3). Likewise,
the second stanza revolves around the antithesis between the supposed
“friend” (who is an “evildoer,” v. 4) and the “good friend” (v. 5).
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119 Cf. Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 328; Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach, 75. Here we
have another allusion to the story of David.

120 Peters, Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 301. The reading of S owes much to Sir
33:20–21.

121 Cf. Sauer, “Freundschaft nach Ben Sira 37,1–6,” 129.



Besides employing antitheses, Ben Sira also provides balance
between the two stanzas. For example, both stanzas contain “friend”
(bhe/a) as their second word (v. 1a, v. 4a), and in both the second bicolon
speaks of enemies (“adversary,” v. 2b; “foes,” v. 5b). Moreover, the
imperative negation in the second stanza (v. 6) balances the interrogative
negation of the first stanza (v. 2a).

ii. Stanza 1. Warning about a Deceitful Friend (37:1–3). The first stanza
makes abundant use of assonance and alliteration. Verse 1 exhibits rhyme
and assonance (bhe/a 3x; rme/a 1x). Verse 2 has two cases of alliteration:
tw<m; d[' ['yGIm' and ËP;h]n< vp,n<K]. Verses 2b–3a also utilize alliteration of x and
r: T;r“x'/n . . . rx,yE . . . rx'l]. The last two words of verse 3 have alliteration
(tymir“T' lbete), and in addition there is assonance of e in the sequence
lbete ynEp] aLem'l]. Wordplay exists between ['yrE (v. 2b) and [r" (v. 3a), and
antithesis between bhe/a (v. 1) and rx' (v. 2b).

iii. Stanza 2. Contrast between a Bad and a Good Friend (37:4–6). The second
stanza also makes plentiful use of assonance and alliteration. Verse 4 uti-
lizes alliteration: dG<n<mi . . . fyBim' . . . [r"me. There is also antithesis between
[r"me (“evildoer,” v. 4a) and b/f (“good,” v. 5a). Indeed, the contrast
between verses 4 and 5 is an extended one; whereas verse 4 declares
dg<N<mi . . . bhe/a [r"me, verse 5 states dg<n< . . . b/f bhe/a. In addition, assonance
exists between verses 4a (ˆj;l]vu . . . fyBim' bhe/a) and 5a (µj;l]nI b/f bhe/a). A
further sound pattern is evident between dg<N<mi hq;Wx (v. 4b) and hN:xi . . . dg<n<w “
(v. 5b). Assonance is also present between rz: µ[i µj;l]nI (v. 5b) and 
rx'l] ËP;h]n< (v. 2b). Moreover, in verse 6a the word br:q] (“battle”) reverses
the last two letters of the previous word, rbej; (“associate”).122 The final
two bicola exhibit end-rhyme (hN:xi, v. 5b; Úl]l;v]bi, v. 6b), bringing the unit
to a euphonious conclusion.

f. Context

i. Context of 37:1–6 within 36:23–37:15. The introductory section (36:23–25)
uses food imagery in a metaphorical reference to discernment between
types of persons.123 Trenchard explains: “The statement—the stomach
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122 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 432. For other examples of such
alliterative rootplay in Hebrew, see Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 240.

123 On the difficult Hebrew text of 36:23–25, see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of
Ben Sira, 426–27. On 36:26–31, concerning choice of a wife (from a male view-
point), see Trenchard, Ben Sira’s View of Women, 19–26 (where he calls these verses
36:21–26). The following quotation of Trenchard is from p. 20.



receives all food alike, but the mouth distinguishes between tastes— . . .
is a symbolic introduction to the necessity of careful decisions in human
relations.” Thereafter, Ben Sira considers (in descending order of impor-
tance) three significant choices of associates (wife, friends, advisors).124

The conclusion presents discernment as a gift from God, obtained
through association with a devout person (37:12), through listening to
one’s conscience (37:13–14), and through prayer (37:15).

The complete poem, Sir 36:23–37:15, contains thirty-one bicola (3; 3 +
4; 3 + 3; 4 + 3 + 3; 5). We have already noted that 36:26–37:11 may be
regarded as a nonalphabetic acrostic of twenty-three bicola. The opening
line of each subunit (except the last)125 is set out here to illustrate their
similarity in structure.

.µy[in: lk,/ame lk,/a vyE Ëa' tr,G<r“G" lke/a lk;a}m' lK; 23
.hp;y: hV;aime hV;ai vyE Ëa' hV;ai lBeq'T] rk;z: lK; 26
.bhe/a µve bhe/a vyE Ëa' yTib]h'a; rme/a bhe/a lK; 1
.wyl;[; Ër<D< ≈[e/y vyE Ëa' hzEj} rme/a ≈[e/y lK; 7

36:23 HB: Every food the throat eats,
yet there is a food more pleasant than [another] food.126

36:26 HB/Bmg: Any male a woman will accept,
yet there is a woman more beautiful than [another] woman.127

37:1 HD/Bmg: Every friend says, “I am a friend,”
yet there is a “friend,” [who is] a friend in name [only].

37:7 HD: Every advisor says, “Look!”
yet there is an “advisor” [whose] way is for himself.
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124 Sirach 40:23 states that a wife is more important than a friend, while the advi-
sor does not receive the high praise given to the faithful friend in 6:14–16. On the
advisor, see G. Sauer, “Der Ratgeber (Sir 37,7–15): Textgeschichte als
Auslegungsgeschichte und Bedeutungswandel,” in Egger-Wenzel and Krammer,
eds., Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira, 73–85.

125 The final subunit (37:12–15) is marked by a reversal of the key words. Thus, v.
12 begins with Ëa' (“yet”), while the first colon of v. 15 includes the word lK; (“all”).

126 The Hebrew text of 36:23 is uncertain; where the second colon has a lacuna
in HB, I have followed the reconstruction of Segal (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 229). In the
first colon HB has a feminine subject “throat” preceded by a masculine verb
“eats”; such a lack of grammatical agreement sometimes occurs in poetry (cf.
GKC §145o). However, Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 426) emend to
the masculine synonym ˆ/rG:.

127 Where HB has lacunae, I have followed Segal’s reconstruction of the text
(µlvh arysAˆb rps, 229).



It is noteworthy that 36:23 and 36:26 have a similar structure, just as
do 37:1 and 37:7. In 36:23 and 36:26 the first two words (“every
food”/“any male”) denote the object of the verb, whereas in 37:1 and
37:7 the first two words (“every friend”/“every advisor”) designate the
subject. In both 36:23 and 36:26, the second colon implies the need for
the student to make a discerning choice, since one kind of food or
woman is better than another. In both 37:1 and 37:7, the first colon ends
with a person’s misleading words (“I am a friend”/”Look!”), while the
second colon implies the need for discernment because the reality is not
what it seems.

In particular, 37:1–6 shows a strong literary connection with 37:7–11.
Just as both poems begin with a similar opening line (v. 1 and v. 7), so too
both poems end with a prohibition (v. 6 and v. 11j G). There are also verbal
links between verse 9b HD: Úv]arE fyBih'l] dg<N<mi µq;w“ (“but he will stand
aloof to see your poverty”), and verse 4 HB: dmo[}y" dg<N<mi . . . fyBim' (“who
gazes . . . he will stand aloof”).

ii. Context of 36:23–37:15 within 32:14–38:23. The whole unit (36:23–37:15)
occurs within the sixth portion (32:14–38:23)128 of Ben Sira’s book. This
sixth portion consists of seven pericopes.

32:14–33:18: Wisdom Poem on God’s Providence
33:19–33: Property and Servants
34:1–20: God As Trustworthy Rather than Dreams
34:21–36:22: True Worship of God
36:23–37:15: Discernment in the Choice of Associates
37:16–31: Wise Living
38:1–23: Sickness and Death

The whole section concerns the need to make wise decisions regarding
whom or what to trust in life.129 Ben Sira urges caution toward members
of one’s own household (33:20–21). One should trust in God (34:16)
rather than in dreams (34:1). It is not right to trust in sacrifices made
from the fruits of extortion (35:15); instead, one may rely on humble
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128 Where this sixth portion begins is disputed; e.g., Skehan and Di Lella
(Wisdom of Ben Sira, 402) regard 33:19 as its opening verse. However, since all the
previous portions begin with a wisdom poem, the sapiential composition in
32:14–33:18 seems better suited to introduce the sixth portion of the book; cf. Har-
vey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 53–54. The division into pericopes follows the
outline given by Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, xv.

129 Cf. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 58–59.



prayer (35:21). When seeking advice, one is to trust in a God-fearing
person (37:12) but also have confidence in one’s own conscience
(37:13–14) and seek divine help through prayer (37:15). In time of sick-
ness one may rely on a physician (38:1), but above all one is to trust in
God (38:9).

iii. Relation of 36:23–37:15 to 32:14–33:18. The sixth portion of the book
(32:14–38:23) opens with a wisdom poem in 32:14–33:18130 that introduces
the idea of making the right choices. In its initial verse Ben Sira declares
confidently: “One who seeks God will receive instruction” (32:14c HB).
The poem also insists on the importance of an advisor: “Without advice
do not do anything” (32:19a HB), just as chapter 37 gives attention to the
right choice of an advisor (37:7–11). In 33:6 Ben Sira speaks of a friend
who refuses to accept guidance: “Like a bridled horse is a hostile friend;
under every rider he will neigh.”131

The subunit of 33:7–15 focuses on the opposites in creation. Just as
God’s wise providence has made some days more distinguished than
others (33:7–9), so God has also made distinctions between people:
“Yahweh’s wisdom will distinguish them, . . . and he will differentiate
their ways. Some of them he has blessed, and he has exalted them. . . .
Some of them he has cursed, and he has humbled them” (33:11–12 HE /G).
Hence, in view of the God-given differences between human beings, it is
necessary to be discerning in one’s choice of wife, friends, and advisors
(36:23–37:15).

W. Roth draws attention to Ben Sira’s criteria for discernment,
namely, “good and evil, and life and death” (37:18 HB), and refers to his
maxim: “Good is the opposite of evil, and life the opposite of death”
(33:14 G; cf. Deut 30:15).132 Roth paraphrases the sage’s didactic principle
thus: “Does the contemplated action result in good and affirm life or does
it accomplish the opposite?” Applying this principle to friendship in
37:1–6, Ben Sira contrasts the “evildoer” (37:4) with the “good friend”
(37:5) and observes that betrayal by a false friend is a “sorrow reaching to
death” (37:2).
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130 Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 397) note that the inclusio of
paideivan (representing rs;Wm) in 32:14a and 33:18b delimits 32:14–33:18 as a unit.
On the text of 32:14–33:6, see Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide, 78–89; on
33:7–15, see Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 13–61.

131 So HF, except that I have substituted “rider” (bke/r, cf. G) for “friend” (bhe/a)
in the second colon; cf. the brief discussion in the appendix below.

132 W. Roth, “On the Gnomic-Discursive Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sirach,” Semeia
17 (1980): 59–79, esp. 69 (whence the following quotation is taken).



g. Exegesis

i. Stanza 1. Warning about a Deceitful Friend (37:1–3). In 37:1 Ben Sira intro-
duces his call for discernment in the choice of friends by observing that
not every self-proclaimed friend is a real friend. This observation is a
commonplace of ancient Greek writing. In Euripides’ tragedy Orestes
(454–455), the eponymous hero declares to Menelaus: “The name [o[noma]
of friendship have they, not the truth, the friends that in misfortune are
not friends.”133 Similarly, Theognis 979 declares: “I would have no man
my friend with lips only, but also in deed.” Indeed, many couplets of
Theognis’s poetry consist of laments over the insincerity of his friends or
warnings based on this experience (e.g., Theognis 73–76, 79–82, 101–104,
575–576, 697–698).134

Proverbs 20:6 expresses a comparable insight into the insincerity of
many self-proclaimed friends: “Many a human being will declare his loy-
alty, but a faithful person who can find?” Furthermore, the experience of
both the historical Jeremiah and the fictional Job corroborates this obser-
vation. In Jer 9:4, for instance, the prophet declares, “Every companion
goes about as a slanderer,” while in Jer 20:10 he cites the accusations
made by “everyone who was at peace with me.” Likewise, Job recounts
an experience of desertion by his friends (Job 19:19). Ben Sira’s prayer
(51:1–12) indicates that at a time of distressing accusations, he too was
betrayed by his friends: “I turned around, and there was no helper for
me” (Sir 51:7).

The wording of Sir 37:1b shows significant links with Sir 6:5–17.
Whereas in Prov 18:24, the phrase bhe/a vyE (“there is a friend”) refers
to “a true friend” (so NRSV), Ben Sira uses the same phrase to refer to
someone who is not a real friend (37:1; cf. 6:8, 9, 10). Moreover, in 37:1
the pejorative use of the phrase bhe/a µve (“a friend in name [only]”),
contrasts with the positive use of the noun µve (“name”) in the sage’s
description of the faithful friend: “As is his name, so are his deeds”
(Sir 6:17b HA).
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133 Way, trans., Euripides, 2:165; cf. Middendorp, Die Stellung Jesu ben Siras, 23.
The following Theognis quotation comes from Edmonds, trans., Elegy and
Iambus, 1:345.

134 In Theognis 87–90 (= 1082C–F) the author pleads with Cyrnus for sin-
cere friendship: “If thou lovest me and the heart within thee is loyal, be not
my friend but in word, with heart and mind turned contrary; either love
me with a whole heart, or disown me and hate me in open quarrel”
(Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:239). It is possible that Theognis
87–90 influenced Sir 37:1–2, just as Theognis 851–860 and 115–124 may
have influenced Sir 37:3–4.



The term ˆ/D:, translated “sorrow”135 in 37:2a, perhaps refers to
“depression” or “morbid grief”; hence Ben Sira cautions his students
against anything that might cause it. In Sir 30:21a HB the sage counsels:
“Do not give yourself to sorrow,” while in Sir 30:23c HB he warns: “Sor-
row has killed many.” In these sayings Ben Sira articulates the common
sapiential counsel against grief and worry, found in wisdom texts from
Israel (Qoh 11:9–10; Prov 17:22; cf. Sir 14:14–16), Greece (Theognis
765–768), and Egypt (P. Insinger 19.6–8).136 Even in the case of bereave-
ment Ben Sira advises against excessive grieving (38:20–23), because
“from sorrow [ˆ/D:] comes forth harm [ˆ/sa;]” (38:18a HB).137

Sirach 37:2 regards the turning of a friend into an enemy as a source
of sorrow and depression, so severe as to cause possible death (cf. Sir
30:23c HB; 38:18a HB). Psalm 107 (a thanksgiving hymn) offers praise to
God for delivering those whose sins caused their sickness: “Their ap-
petite loathed all food, and they reached to the gates of death” (Ps
107:18).138 According to Ben Sira, a comparable grief reaching to death
can be caused by the changed attitude of a former friend. Indeed, the
sage uses some of the same language in his declarative psalm of praise:
“And my soul reached to death” (Sir 51:6b HB). It is possible that betrayal
by a friend was the cause of the deep distress from which God delivered
him (Sir 51:1–12).

Readers of the New Testament may detect an echo of Sir 37:2 in Jesus’
doleful words in Mark 14:34 and Matt 26:38: perivlupov" ejstin hJ yuchv mou
e{w" qanavtou (“my soul is very sorrowful, to the point of death”).
Although the term perivlupo" is found with yuchv in Pss 42:6, 12; 43:5 G,
and although the petulant prophet says in Jonah 4:9 G: “I am deeply
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135 The noun ˆ/D: does not occur in the MT. Whereas in the MT the Hebrew root
hwd means “be sick/faint” (cf. hw<d“m', “sickness,” in Deut 28:60), the cognate
Aramaic root awd means “be sorrowful.” G always uses luvph (“sorrow”) to ren-
der the term ˆ/D: (spelled ˆyd in the Genizah MSS of Sir 14:1; 30:21, 23; 37:2; 38:18),
and a similar meaning is evident in the parallel root bx[ (verb “grieve” in Sir
14:1a). In 4Q385 3 i 1 the form ynI/D“ appears, meaning “my grief” (F. García Martí-
nez, The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated [Leiden: Brill, 1994], 286).

136 For example, P. Insinger 19.6 advises: “Do not let worry flourish lest you
become distraught” (AEL 3:200). See also the Greek parallels to Qoh 11:7–10 cited
by R. Braun, Kohelet und die frühhellenistische Popularphilosophie (BZAW 130; Berlin:
de Gruyter, 1973), 140–42.

137 Note the use of rhyme in HB here (cf. Prov 11:2a). For the sentiment of Sir
38:20–23, compare Theognis 1069–1070B.

138 The language of Ps 107:18b (tw<m; yrE[}v'Ad[' W[yGIY"w") may have influenced
the phraseology of Sir 37:2a (tw<m; d[' ['yGIm' ˆ/d: aløh}) as well as of Sir 51:6b HB

(yvip]n" tw<M;l' [G"Tiw").



grieved, to the point of death” (sfovdra leluvphmai ejgw; e{w" qanavtou), the
context of Mark 14:34 more closely corresponds to that of Sir 37:2. Just as
Ben Sira speaks of the sorrow (luvph) that comes when a friend turns into
an enemy, so Judas’s departure to betray Jesus causes deep sorrow in
Jesus’ heart (Mark 14:17–21; Matt 26:20–25).139

To express the former closeness of the traitorous friend, Sir 37:2
describes him as vp,n<K] ['yrE, “a companion like oneself.” Although Ben
Sira’s expression seems to mirror the Greek understanding of friendship
as being miva yuchv (“one soul”),140 he reflects several biblical phrases as
well. Most familiar, perhaps, is Lev 19:18: Ú/mK; Ú[}rEl] T;b]h'a;w “ (“And you
shall love your neighbor141 as yourself”). He may also be alluding to
Jonathan’s friendship with David: /vp]n"K] ˆt;n:/hy“ Whbeh;a‘Y<w" (“And Jonathan
loved him as his own soul,” 1 Sam 18:1 Qere). A more exact parallel
occurs in Deut 13:7, which urges each Israelite not to be swayed “if any-
one secretly entices you—even if it is . . . your most intimate friend
[Úv]p]n"K] rv,a} Ú[}rE]—saying, ‘Let us go worship other gods’” (NRSV). While
Deut 13:7 speaks literally of a “companion like yourself” who turns away
from Israel’s God, Sir 37:2 describes a “companion like oneself” who
turns into an enemy.

The phrase ending Sir 37:2, rx'l] ËP;h]n< (“turned into an adversary”),
echoes the lament of Job: ybiAWkP]h]n< yTib]h'a;Ahz<w “ (“and those whom I loved
have turned against me,” Job 19:19). Sirach 6:9 has a similar expression:
anEcl] ËP;h]n< (“turned into an enemy”). A comparable lament, expressed in
different words, occurs in Ps 55:13–14.

The language of Sir 37:3, on the other hand, echoes the Genesis
creation stories. In particular, the use of the nip <al of rxy (“form, cre-
ate”) and the cognate noun rx,yE (“creature”) seems to allude to Gen 2:7:
hm;d:a}h;Aˆmi rp;[; µd:a;h;Ata, µyhiløa‘ hw:hy“ rx,yYIw" (“And Yahweh God formed
the human being, dirt from the ground”). In 33:13a HE Ben Sira applies to
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139 In connection with Mark 14:34, R. E. Brown refers to Sir 37:2; see The Death
of the Messiah (2 vols.; New York: Doubleday, 1994), 1:155. In the Johannine
account of the Last Supper (13:18), the Evangelist presents Jesus as applying Ps
41:10 to his forthcoming betrayal by Judas. John further highlights the seriousness
of Judas’s betrayal by portraying Jesus’ Last Supper and Farewell Discourse (chs.
13–17) using elements of the Hellenistic symposium (sumpovsion) of friends (cf.
John 15:13–15).

140 Cf. Aristotle, Eth. nic. 9.8.2 §1168b; Aristotle, Eth. eud. 7.6.6 §1240b. However,
Sir 37:2b G renders vp,n<K] ['yrE (“a companion like oneself”) with the idiomatic
phrase eJtai'ro" kai; fivlo" (lit., “a companion and friend”; cf. Isocrates, Antid. 96
and De pace 112).

141 Or: “befriend your companion.” In a similar vein Sir 31:15a HB advises:
Úv]p]n"K] Ú[}rE h[,D“ (“Know that your companion is like yourself”).



God the biblical title rxe/y (“fashioner, potter, creator”).142 Already in 33:10a
HE the sage calls the human being rm,jo yliK] (“a vessel of clay”), while in
33:10b HE he clearly refers to Gen 2:7 when he declares: µd:a; rx'/n rp;[; ˆmi
(“from dirt humankind was formed”).143 According to the text of HE

reconstructed by Prato, the first three cola of Sir 33:13 read:

ˆ/xr:K] z/ja‘l, rxe/Yh' dy"B] rm,/jK'
Whce/[ dy"B] µd:a; ˆKe

Like the clay in the hand of the potter,
to grasp according to his will,

so is humanity in the hand of its Maker.144

In Sir 37:3 Ben Sira uses the noun rx,yE in the sense of “creature” (=
“something formed”).145 Similar terminology occurs in the Thanksgiving
Hymns of the Qumran community. For example, in 1QH 9.21 (= 1.21) the
person praying acknowledges: rm,joh' rx,yE ynIa} (“I am a creature of clay”),
while in 1QH 21.16 (= 18.31) the petitioner declares: rp;[;h, rx,yE ynIa} (“I am
a creature of dust”).146
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142 Examples of biblical usage of rxe/y for the Creator include Isa 45:18; 64:7; Jer
10:16; 51:19. Although Sir 51:12iv calls God lKoh' rxe/y (“the Creator of all”; cf. Jer
10:16; 51:19), the attribution of the litany to Ben Sira is uncertain, since it is absent
from G and S; cf. Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach, 101–5. 

143 See further J. R. Levison, Portraits of Adam in Early Judaism from Sirach to 
2 Baruch (JSPSup 1; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1988), 48.

144 See Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 15 (cf. 20). Because the text of 33:13 HE is
fragmentary, the exact meaning is unclear, and v. 13d is especially difficult; cf.
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 396. The image of the deity as a crafts-
man working in clay also occurs in the Egyptian Instruction of Amenemope
24.13–15: “Man is clay and straw, the god is his builder. He tears down, he builds
up daily” (AEL 2:160).

145 It is true that 11QPsa 19.15–16 employs the same phrase [r" rx,yE in the sense
of “evil inclination,” and G understands it thus in Sir 37:3. But such a meaning 
(although possible in light of Sir 15:14; 27:6) does not fit the context in 37:3, in
spite of the lengthy argumentation of Hadot, Penchant mauvais et volonté libre,
127–30; and Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 239–41. Noting the difficulty, Murphy
asserts that the Greek reading is “extremely dubious” (“ Yeßer in the Qumran
Literature,” 338). The solution to the difficulty (not recognized by Murphy) is his
distinction between (1) rm,jo rx,yE = creature of clay, and (2) rx,yE = nature, disposi-
tion, tendency (339–43). See further my textual note on Sir 37:3 above.

146 García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 327, 357. The supplicant uses the
phrase rm,jo rx,yE (“a creature of clay”) also in 1QH 11.23 (= 3.23); 12.29 (= 4.29); 19.3



Elsewhere in his work Ben Sira explicitly or implicitly alludes to Adam
(see 15:14, 17; 17:1–4; 24:28; 33:10–14; 40:1; 49:16), while in 25:24 he proba-
bly refers to Eve.147 In Sir 37:3 the sage seems to echo the story of the
creation and sin of the first human beings in Gen 1–3. According to the
Priestly tradition, God created humankind “good” (Gen 1:31) and gave
them his blessing (Gen 1:28); but according to the Yahwist, they became
evil through their sin, and God’s curse came upon the ground (Gen 3:17; cf.
Sir 37:3). Whereas God gave them the command: ≈r<a;h;Ata, Wal]miW Wbr“W WrP]
(“Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth,” Gen 1:28, P), the man and
the woman in Gen 3 (J) introduced treachery into the world by their
sin.148 Thus, by “filling the surface of the world149 with deceit” (Sir
37:3), the false friend copies the first human beings, who broke faith
with God.

For “deceit” Ben Sira employs the noun tymir“T', which Jeremiah uses
for the deceptive message of the false prophets (Jer 14:14); Jer 23:26 calls
them µB;li tmir“T' yaeybin“ (“prophets of the deceit of their hearts”). Whereas
honesty builds up a human relationship, deceit destroys it. Thus,
Theognis testifies how painful it is to be the victim of a friend’s deceit:
“If the mind of a friend be false within him unbeknown, and the heart in
his breast [be] deceitful, this hath God made most counterfeit for
mankind, this is most grievous hard of all things to discover” (Theognis
121–124).150 Similarly, in Eth. nic. 9.3.2 §1165b Aristotle asserts:
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(= 11.3); 20.26, 32 (= 12.26, 32); 23.12 (= 18.12); see K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den
Qumrantexten (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), 92–93. The phrase
seems to derive from Isa 29:16; 45:9; 64:7; Jer 18:6; cf. Ps 103:14. On the imagery of
the divine potter, see further Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 43–49.

147 For a survey of Ben Sira’s texts referring to Adam, see Levison, Portraits of
Adam in Early Judaism, 33–48. Trenchard (Ben Sira’s View of Women, 81) regards Sir
25:24 as a reference to Eve; contrast J. R. Levison, “Is Eve to Blame? A Contextual
Analysis of Sirach 25:24,” CBQ 47 (1985): 617–23.

148 Commenting on the behavior of their descendants, Gen 6:13 (P) uses similar
language: sm;j; ≈r<a;h; ha;l]m; (“the earth was filled with lawlessness”); cf. Sauer,
“Freundschaft nach Ben Sira 37,1–6,” 128.

149 A similar phrase, lbeteAynEp] Wal]m;W (“and they shall fill the surface of the
world”), occurs in Isa 14:21; 27:6.

150 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:243. While Theognis 122 describes the
friend’s disloyal heart as “deceitful” (dovlion), Ben Sira’s grandson uses the cog-
nate noun doliovth" (“deceit”) to render tymir“T' in Sir 37:3. Moreover, whereas
Theognis 123 states explicitly that “God made” (qeo;" . . . poivhse) the deceitful
heart, Sir 37:3 implies the divine creation of the deceitful friend by using the nip<al
form T;r“x'/n (“you were formed”). Theognis 851–852 also invokes the deity in the



When he has been deceived by his friend’s pretence, there is ground for
complaint against the deceiver: in fact he is a worse malefactor than
those who counterfeit the coinage, inasmuch as his offence touches
something more precious than money.151

ii. Stanza 2. Contrast between a Bad and a Good Friend (37:4–6). In its state-
ment concerning the evil friend, 37:4 both continues the thought of verse
3 and sets up a contrast with verse 5. The opening word of the stanza, the
noun [r"me (“an evildoer,” v. 4), provides the transition by echoing the
adjective [r" (“evil,” v. 3) and preparing for the antithesis, b/f bhe/a (“a
good friend,” v. 5).

The phrase in HB, ˆj;l]vu la, fyBim' (“who gazes at the table”), describes
someone who is ready to enjoy meals at a friend’s table but not to share
his troubles. Here Ben Sira seems to allude to the Greek custom of hold-
ing banquets (cf. 31:12–32:13). The symposium was a favored custom
among the Hellenistic upper classes, and in 31:12–32:13 the sage advises
his students on proper behavior while eating and drinking. O. Murray
explains the importance of the symposium in Greek culture:

The symposium or male drinking group . . . embodies essentially an aris-
tocratic form of culture still practised in the classical age, but no longer
dominant. Earlier much of Greek poetry, Greek music, and Greek pot-
tery had been created for such groups.152

Mention of the table in 37:4 recalls Ben Sira’s similar statement in
6:10: “There is a friend, a table associate, but he will not be found on a
day of adversity.” The thought of both 6:10 and 37:4 echoes the asser-
tion of Theognis: “Many, for sure, are cup-and-trencher friends
[eJtai'roi], but few a man’s comrades in a grave matter” (Theognis
115–116; cf. 643–644).153
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context of a friend’s deceitfulness: “Olympian Zeus destroy the man that is will-
ing to deceive his comrade with the babbling of soft words” (ibid., 1:331).

151 Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 529. Note that counterfeiters of money
were subject to the death penalty in Aristotle’s time (528).

152 O. Murray, “Life and Society in Classical Greece,” in The Oxford History of the
Classical World (ed. J. Boardman, J. Griffin, and O. Murray; Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1986), 204–33; the quotation is from p. 224. Both Plato and Xeno-
phon wrote works describing discussions at such symposia.

153 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:243. The duty to help a friend in need
is presumed in ancient Greek culture (cf. Euripides, Orest. 665–667, 802–803). On
the “table” as a symbol of friendship in 1 and 2 Samuel, see Sauer, “Freundschaft
nach Ben Sira 37,1–6,” 129–30. In particular, in 1 Sam 20:34 the table is the place



Sirach 37:4b notes the unreliability of the evil friend: “But at a time of
stress154 he will stand aloof.” In the comparable case of the self-centered
advisor Ben Sira warns of his aloofness when he is most needed: “He will
say to you, ‘How good your way is!’, but he will stand aloof to see your
poverty” (Sir 37:9, HB/D).155 As an illustration of Ben Sira’s teaching one
might think of Ahithophel, “David’s advisor” (dwID: ≈[e/y, 2 Sam 15:12),
who caused the king much sorrow by his disloyalty (2 Sam 15:30–31).

Sirach 37:4b also echoes the psalmist’s lament in Ps 38:12: “My
friends and companions stand aloof from my affliction, and my neigh-
bors stand far off.”156 Theognis 857–858 makes a similar complaint: “If
any friend of mine see me in evil plight, he turneth away his head and
will not so much as look at me.”

According to Sir 37:5, the “good friend” is a person who will join in
fighting one’s battles. Although the grandson’s translation of verse 5 does
not use the term, there seems to be a reference here to the Greek idea of
the suvmmaco" (“ally,” “comrade-in-arms,” “helper”). For instance,
Demosthenes 9.12 speaks of Philip of Macedon entering Thessaly (treach-
erously) as a “friend and ally” (fivlo" kai; suvmmaco"),157 while Xenophon
speaks of the need to reward “those who are willing to fight at your side”
(summacei'n; Mem. 2.6.27).
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where Jonathan’s friendship for David becomes apparent, even as it becomes evi-
dent that Saul has changed from a friend to an adversary.

154 The term hq;Wx (“stress”) occurs in Isa 30:6 and Prov 1:27 as a synonym for
hr:x; (“distress”). Whereas Sir 6:8 has hr:x; µ/yB] (“on a day of distress”) in 
a similar context, Sir 37:4 uses the parallel expression hq;Wx t[eB] (“at a time 
of stress”).

155 Reading: Úv]arE fyBih'l] dg<N<mi µq;w“ ÚK]r“D" b/Fm' Úl] rm'ayOw “.
156 MT: Wdm;[; qjor:me yb'/rq]W Wdmo[}y" y[ig“nI dg<N<mi y['rEw “ yb'h}ao. Sirach 37:4b also contains

an indirect allusion to Edom’s failure to help his brother Jacob: dg<N<mi Úd“m;[} µ/yB]
(“on the day that you stood aloof,” Obad 11) during an attack by “foreigners”
(Obad 11). In contrast, Sir 37:5a praises the good friend who fights against a “for-
eigner.” Note that the following Theognis quotation is from Edmonds, trans.,
Elegy and Iambus, 1:331.

157 J. H. Vince, trans., Demosthenes (LCL; New York: Putnam, 1930), 231.
Demosthenes explains that Philip “understood that they were suffering from
acute internal trouble, and it was the duty of true friends and allies to be at their
side on such occasions” (ibid.). Similar terminology occurs in 1 Macc 10:16, which
recounts King Alexander Balas’s wish to make the Maccabean leader Jonathan his
“friend and ally” (fivlon kai; suvmmacon); see 1 Macc 8:20, 31; 12:14; 14:40; 15:17 for
further examples. The following Xenophon quotation comes from Marchant,
trans., Xenophon, 139; for other instances of similar terminology in Xenophon, see
Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 83–86.



Although the exact referent of the term rz: (“a foreigner”)158 is unclear,
the most common meaning is a non-Israelite (as in Ezek 28:7, 10; 30:12;
31:12).159 Accordingly, Ben Sira may be referring to Israel’s nationalistic
hopes as expressed in the preceding prayer for his people (Sir 36:1–22):
“Raise your hand against an alien nation [rk;nE µ['], that they may see your
powerful deeds” (36:2 HB).160 However, Ben Sira does not show the fiercely
militaristic opposition to Israel’s Hellenistic overlords that Antiochus IV
Epiphanes (175–164 B.C.E) provoked among the Maccabees in the subse-
quent generation.161 It is more probable, therefore, that in 37:5a the sage
makes symbolic use of military terminology to refer to friendly support
against adversaries.

Parallel to rz: (“a foreigner,” collective) is the term µyrI[; (“foes,” an
Aramaism). The use of µyrI[; here (HBD) matches the phrase in Ben Sira’s
eulogy of David: “And he encamped against hostile Philistines” (47:7b
HB).162 In the MT the only occurrence of the Hebrew term r[; (“foe”)163 is in
the context of David’s rise and Saul’s downfall; in the episode of Saul and
the necromancer at Endor, Samuel says: “Yahweh has turned from you
and become your foe” (1 Sam 28:16).

The mention of hN:xi (a “buckler” or “shield”) provides another echo
of the story of David’s rise, since the account of David’s conflict with
Goliath twice mentions the giant’s “shield-bearer” (hN:Xih' acenO, 1 Sam 17:7,
41). In light of 1 Sam 17, the “foreigner” whom the good friend fights (Sir
37:5a) may possibly be an allusion to Goliath, whom David calls “this
uncircumcised Philistine” (1 Sam 17:36); indeed, Sir 37:5a uses the same
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158 rz: has this sense in both 37:5a and 10:22a; in both cases the grandson’s Greek
translation eliminates the word. Elsewhere Ben Sira uses this term for a “strang-
er” (8:18), “another person” (14:4; 40:29), or an “outsider” (45:13; plural 45:18). In
9:3 the sage employs the feminine form hr:z: for a “loose woman,” as in Proverbs
(e.g., Prov 2:16; 7:5).

159 However, in a Hellenistic context rz: may possibly denote “barbarian,” if the
word is equivalent to xevno" or bavrbaro".

160 Likewise, in 36:9 HB Ben Sira prays: “Subjugate the adversary and push
down the enemy,” possibly referring to the battles for control over Palestine
between the Ptolemies and the Seleucids around 200 B.C.E.

161 Alternatively, Sir 37:5a could refer to the activity of Jewish soldiers fighting
in the armies of the Ptolemies or the Seleucids. Hengel (Judaism and Hellenism,
1:15–17) gives examples of such mercenaries; for instance, in Elephantine there
were colonies of Jewish soldiers serving the Ptolemaic Empire. Hengel further
notes that “Ptolemy I took a large number of Jewish prisoners into his army”
(2:11 n. 85).

162 Reading µyrI[; µyTiv]lip]Bi ˆj'YIw"; so Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 524.
163 Here I leave aside the dubious case of Úyr<[; in Ps 139:20.



nip<al verb as in David’s plea to Saul: “Let your servant go and fight
[µj'l]nIw “ ËleyE] with this Philistine” (1 Sam 17:32). In addition, the whole of
Sir 37:5 reflects the opening of Ps 35 (a prayer attributed to David), where
the psalmist asks for Yahweh’s help in distress: “Contend, Yahweh, with
those who contend with me; fight with those who fight me [ym;j}løAta, µj'l]]!
Take hold of shield and buckler [hN:xiw “ ˆgEm; qzEj}h'], and arise to help me!”
(Ps 35:1–2).

After the Davidic allusions in 37:5, the expression br:q]B' (“in the bat-
tle”) in verse 6 may be a further echo of the story of David, since this exact
form occurs only once in the MT. In 2 Sam 17:11 Hushai164 (opposing the
advice given earlier by Ahithophel) counsels Absalom that he gather all
Israel and that “your presence go into the battle” (br:q]B' µykil]ho Úyn<P;).165

The verbal root (brq) also appears in the sense “draw near for battle” in
the Goliath narrative.166

Ben Sira’s advice in 37:6a, “Do not forget an associate in the battle,”167

resonates with David’s regard for Jonathan after the Philistine attack at
Mount Gilboa (1 Sam 31:1–13). Although David was absent from the bat-
tle, he did not forget his friend, and the news of Jonathan’s death caused
him to lament deeply (2 Sam 1:19–27).

Sirach 37:6b uses the root bz[ (“abandon”) in parallel with jkv (“for-
get”).168 The injunction to remain loyal to one’s friend echoes Prov 27:10
(Qere): bzO[}T'Ala' Úybia; ['rEw “ Ú[}rE (“Do not abandon your companion or
your father’s companion”). Trusting in the bond of friendship with God,
the psalmist offers the prayer: hw:hy“ ynIbez“['T'Ala' (“Do not abandon me,
Yahweh,” Ps 38:22).

The pericope’s military imagery concludes with mention of Úl]l;v]
(“your spoil”). Ben Sira urges the listener not only to help a friend in time
of conflict (37:6a) but also to share the fruits of victory with him (37:6b).
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164 Note that 2 Sam 15:37; 16:16 refer to Hushai as dwId: h[,rE (“the companion
of David”).

165 So MT, although the phrase is difficult. In 2 Sam 17:11, G read br:q]B' as br<q,B]
(“in the midst”) and hence rendered it by ejn mevsw/ aujtw'n. In Sir 37:6 the grandson
fell into a similar misunderstanding, translating brqb with ejn th'/ yuch'/ sou (“in
your soul”); cf. Di Lella, Hebrew Text of Sirach, 75–76.

166 In 1 Sam 17:41 the Philistine is described as “walking and drawing near”
(brEq;w “ Ëleho) to David; cf. also 1 Sam 17:48.

167 Sirach 37:6a provides a deliberate contrast with v. 4b. Whereas v. 4 refers to
the evil friend who lets one down “at a time of stress,” v. 6a speaks of remem-
bering a comrade in his greatest hour of need, namely, “in the battle” (v. 6a).

168 This parallel word-pair also occurs in Isa 49:14; 65:11; Job 9:27; Prov 2:17;
Lam 5:20; 4Q525 2 ii 5.



The joy of those dividing the spoil (ll;v;) after a military triumph was
proverbial (cf. Isa 9:2). It is noteworthy that the Davidic tradition
recalls his generosity in sharing the spoils of war; according to David’s
instructions, not only the actual combatants were to benefit from a vic-
tory, but also those who remained behind with the baggage and the
local elders (1 Sam 30:22–26; cf. 2 Sam 3:22). Thus, 1 Sam 30:26 declares
that on David’s arrival at Ziklag, “he sent some of the spoil [ll;v;] to his
comrades, the elders of Judah.” David’s mindfulness and generosity
accords with Sir 37:6, which expresses positively what Theognis asserts
negatively: “A bad man . . . would neither save thee from sore trouble
and ruin, nor wish to share with thee any good thing he had”
(Theognis 103–104).169

h. Summary
In 37:1–6 Ben Sira applies to the topic of friendship his call for wise

decision making. Sirach 37:1–6 forms an integral part of a larger pericope
(36:23–37:15), linked thematically and stylistically, on the subject of dis-
cernment in the choice of associates. The unit makes use of alliteration,
assonance, and antithesis. The basic contrast is between the “evil friend”
(37:1–4) and the “good friend” (37:5–6). Ben Sira points out that it is not
words (37:1) but actions (37:4–5) that indicate the difference between a
good friend and a bad one. The basic idea for the passage may show the
influence of Theognis (especially 87–90; 121–124; 857–860), but Ben Sira
develops the thought using allusions to biblical characters, particularly
Adam (37:3) and David (37:2, 4–6). As in 6:5–17, the sage is not afraid to
echo the ideas of pagan authors when he believes they have valid insights
into human nature. However, by also including a number of biblical allu-
sions, he has brought the material into the context of Israelite thinking.
Ben Sira thereby expands the traditional caution of Prov 20:6 into an
appropriate warning for his students about the need to discern between
true and false friends.

4. Conclusion

In 6:5–17 and 37:1–6 Ben Sira contrasts the disloyalty of the false
friend with the loyalty of the faithful friend. In both pericopes a longer
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169 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:241. Compare Socrates’ advice in
Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.27: “Those who are willing to fight at your side must be well
treated, that they may be willing to exert themselves” (Marchant, trans.,
Xenophon, 139).



passage warning of the false friend’s disloyalty (6:8–12; 37:1–4) precedes
a shorter sequence praising the loyalty of the good friend (6:14–17;
37:5–6). Ben Sira’s thought has points of resemblance to Greek and
Egyptian works. His caution regarding would-be friends is reminiscent
of an attitude found in the writings of the Greek poet Theognis, as well
as in the late Egyptian wisdom tradition represented by P. Insinger.
When Ben Sira praises the good friend, he echoes sentiments voiced by
Xenophon and Euripides (although such sayings may have entered the
general Hellenistic culture, or perhaps he may have known a few sayings
of these writers through chrestomathies). The whole development of his
thought, however, is permeated with biblical allusions, especially to the
story of David in 1 and 2 Samuel. Confronting a society in the process of
hellenization, when the special Greek esteem for friendship was becom-
ing influential in Judea, he attempts to show his students that the wisest
Greek teachings on friendship harmonize with the insights from Israel’s
Bible, because “all wisdom is from the Lord” (Sir 1:1).
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3

Sirach 9:10–16

1. Introduction

The third major unit of the Wisdom of Ben Sira, namely, 6:18–14:19,
offers the longest treatment of friendship in the book, since both 9:10–16
and 13:15–23 (as well as 7:12, 18; 12:8–9; 14:13) deal with the theme. This
chapter will consider 9:10–16. The pericope speaks positively of the old
friend (9:10), one who is wise and just (9:14–16), while warning against
friendship with the wicked and the proud (9:11–13). In 9:10–16 the pri-
mary text is HA, supplemented in its few lacunae by G and S.1

2. Delimitation

This section will first examine the indicators that 9:1–16 is a pericope
separate from 8:1–19 and 9:17–10:18, and then will delimit 9:10–16 as the
second half of 9:1–16, distinct from 9:1–9.

a. Delimitation of 9:1–16 from 8:1–19
Sirach 8:1–19, a poem on prudence in social relationships,2 is a series

of prohibitions; every bicolon contains either la' (“do not”) or an
explanatory yKi (“because”). The pericope does not mention women, who
form the whole subject of 9:1–9.

b. Delimitation of 9:1–16 from 9:17–10:18
The content of 9:17–10:18, which Prato considers to be a tract on gov-

ernment, distinguishes it as a separate pericope from 9:1–16. The first

1 For the text of 9:10–16 HA, see Adler, “Some Missing Chapters of Ben Sira,”
469. On Sir 9:1–18, see Botha, “Through the Figure of a Woman,” with discussion
of delimitation on p. 23.

2 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 209. Note that the final bicolon (8:19)
contains end-rhyme, which emphasizes the conclusion of 8:1–19.



subsection on rulers (9:17–10:5) is marked off as a distinct unit by a dou-
ble inclusio: µyId"y: (“hands,” 9:17a) matches Ady" (“hand,” 10:4a, 5a), and vyai
(“man”) occurs in both 9:18a and 10:4b.3

c. Delimitation of 9:1–16 As a Pericope
As regards the subject matter, 9:1–16 is a pericope concerning two

kinds of relationships: with women (vv. 1–9) and with male friends (vv.
10–16). Although 9:1–16 has some verbal links with the preceding and
following pericopes, its sharp focus on women (vv. 1–9) and on desirable
and undesirable male friends (vv. 10–16) marks it as a discrete pericope.

Stylistic features also indicate that 9:1–16 is a separate pericope. If the
text of HA is accepted, the passage is a nonalphabetic acrostic of twenty-
two bicola, although the pericope has twenty-one bicola in G (and
twenty-three in S). The passage displays rhyme in its opening bicola (vv.
1–3) and its last bicolon (v. 16).

d. Delimitation of 9:10–16 within 9:1–16
Sirach 9:10–16 forms the second half of a unit dealing with relation-

ships. Whereas in the first half (9:1–9) concerning relationships with
women, the noun hV;ai (“woman”) occurs five times (HA, vv. 1a, 2a, 3a, 8a,
8c),4 it never appears in 9:10–16. Similarly, whereas 9:10–16 thrice
employs vyai (“man, person”),5 twice in the singular (vv. 11a, 13a) and
once in the plural (v. 16a), the term never appears in 9:1–9. Moreover,
while 9:10–16 twice employs bhe/a (“friend,” vv. 10a, 10c), the root bha
occurs only once (v. 8d) in 9:1–9.6 The same sequence of women (9:1–9)
followed by friends (9:10–16) also occurs in 36:26–37:6, where 36:26–31
discusses women and 37:1–6 deals with friends.

Stylistic features also indicate that 9:1–16 is a pericope in two parts.
Both units begin with prohibitions; la' (“do not,” vv. 1a, 2a, 3a) opens
the first three bicola of 9:1–9 (according to HA), while three of the first
four bicola of 9:10–16 also begin with la' (HA, vv. 10a, 11a, 12a). Further-
more, just as 9:1–9 opens with rhyme in the first three bicola (HA, vv.
1ab, 2ab, 3ab), so 9:10–16 begins with rhyme between the first two
bicola (vv. 10b, 10d). Likewise, just as 9:1–9 includes a rhymed word-
play within the last bicolon (hF,T', “you will incline,” v. 9c; hF,Ti, “you

3 See further the discussion of 9:17–10:18 in Prato, Il problema della teodicea,
369–72; cf. Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 138–39.

4 As well as these five instances, G uses gunhv (“woman”) also in 9:9a.
5 G once utilizes a[nqrwpo" (“human being, man,” 9:13a) and once ajnhvr (“man,”

9:16a [plural]).
6 On the textual question in 9:8d HA, see table 2 in the appendix.
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will decline,” v. 9d), so 9:10–16 closes with rhyme (vv. 16a, 16b) in the
final bicolon.7

Moreover, each half of the pericope ends with a concluding theme
typical of Ben Sira. The last word of 9:1–9 is tj'v' (“the pit/grave,” v. 9d),8

just as other pericopes close with mention of “worms” (7:17b, concluding
7:1–17), “the end” (7:36a, concluding 7:18–36), “death” (11:28a, conclud-
ing 11:7–28; 28:6b, concluding 27:22–28:7), and “Sheol” (41:4d,
concluding 41:1–4). In like manner, 9:10–16 finishes with the mention of
the “fear of God” (9:16b),9 a theme that often concludes Ben Sira’s peri-
copes elsewhere (1:30e; 6:16b; 23:27c; 25:10–11; 38:34c S; 40:26–27; 50:29).10

3. Text of 9:10–16

I

.aWNw<v]yI aløa vd:j; yKi ˆv;y: bhe/a vFTi la' 10
.bWNyT,v]Ti rj'a' ˆv'y:w “ vd:j; bhe/a vd:j; ˆyIy"

II

./m/Y hm' [d"te alø yKi c[v;r: vyaiB]c aNEq'T] la' 11
.hq,N:yI alø tw<m; ft[e yKi rkoz“ ej'ylix]m' ˆ/dzEB]e daNEq'T] la' 12

III

.tw<m; ydEj}P' dj'p]Ti la'w“ gg/rh}l' fyLiv'g vyaime qj'r“ 13
.Út]m;v]nI ta, jQ'yI ˆP, µv'a]t, alø T;b]r"q; µaiw“

.ËLeh't]Ti ht/d/xm] l['w“ d['x]Ti µyjiP' ˆybe yKi [D"

IV

.dyYET's]hi µymik;j} µ[iw“ Ú[}rE hnE[} Új}koK] 14
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7 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 219, 220.
8 This word also concludes 3:25–4:10 in HA (4:10d), but the reading of G seems

preferable there.
9 Cf. Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 136 n. 30. For further discussion,

see my exegesis of 9:16b below.
10 The versions of Ben Sira often confuse the “fear” (ha;r“yI) and the “law” (hr:/T)

of God, given their interconnection for the sage; compare 6:37 G with HA and S;
also 9:15 G with SW.



.iˆ/yl][, tr"/tb]i Úd“/s lk;w“ Ún“/Bv]j, yhiy“ ˆ/bn: µ[i 15
.ÚT]r“a'p]Ti µyhiløa‘ ta'r“yIb]W Úm]j]l' yle[}B' qd<x, yven“a' 16

4. Text-Critical Notes

The text follows HA throughout, except where noted below.
Although generally reliable, HA has suffered damage in the case of a few
letters in verses 10–13, but the restoration from G and S is probable.

10a–a. The phrase WNw<v]yI alø (“will not equal him”)11 represents GBSCV oujk
e[stin e[fiso" aujtw'/ (“is not equal to him”) and the reading of S (“does not
equal him”). Although the final Hebrew letter is uncertain, the damaged
phrase in HA seems to read ˚__dy al, possibly Úl] hm,d“yI alø (“will not
resemble you”) or Ú[}d:y“ alø (“has not known you”). Peters suggests the
possible reading /l hm,d“yI alø (“will not resemble him”).12 However, besides
the evidence of G and S, poetic considerations also favor WNw<v]yI, which
rhymes with WNyT,v]Ti (v. 10d) and exhibits assonance with ˆv;y: (v. 10a).13

10b. In the word WNyT,v]Ti the v has to be supplied in a MS lacuna, while
the y is an example of plene spelling sometimes found in HA (compare the
unusual plene verbs in 7:17a and 10:6a). G adds the explanatory phrase
met∆ eujfrosuvnh" (“with joy”), absent in HA and S.

11c–c. Whereas HA (followed by S) has [v;r: vyaiB] (“a wicked person”),
G reads dovxan aJmartwlou' (“the glory of a sinner”).

12d. Where HA has a lacuna, I supply the verb aNEq'T] (“envy”) from S.14

G has eujdokhvsh/" (“be pleased”), possibly from hx,r“Ti (“delight”).
However, the verb aNEq'T] provides a wordplay with the final verb in verse
12b, hq,N:yI, and similar anaphoric repetitions of an opening phrase occur
elsewhere in the book (e.g. 4:29–31; 5:3–4; 16:8–9).

12e–e. The form ˆwdz is best vocalized ˆ/dzE (“arrogant”). Psalm 124:5
uses the word symbolically (spelled plene); here Ben Sira employs it as a
noun, “an arrogant person” (cf. Der. Er. Rab. 2).15 Where HA (followed by
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11 Cf. I. Lévi, “Notes sur les ch. VII.29–XII.1 de Ben Sira,” JQR 13 (1900–1901):
1–17; Lévi makes his suggestion on p. 9.

12 Peters, Der jüngst wiederaufgefundene hebräische Text, 12.
13 Also in connection with wine, GSC uses the word e[fiso" in Sir 31:27a: e[fison

zwh'" oi\no" ajnqrwvpoi" (“for human beings wine is something equal to life”). See
briefly C. Wagner, Die Septuaginta-Hapaxlegomena im Buch Jesus Sirach (BZAW 282;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), 216.

14 So Lévi, “Notes sur les ch. VII.29–XII.1 de Ben Sira,” 10.
15 Comparison with G suggests that the adjectival noun ˆ/dzE (“arrogant person”)

also be read in Sir 12:14 (G: aJmartwlw'/); 13:24 (G: ajsebou'"); 35:23 (G: uJbristw'n).



S) has j'ylix]m' ˆ/dzEB] (“a prosperous arrogant person”), GBA reads ejn eujdokiva/
ajsebw'n (“in the pleasure of impious persons,” = µydIzE ˆ/xr“Bi).

12f. For t[e (“time,” HA), G (e{w") and S presuppose d[' (“even till”);
but tw<m; t[e (“[at] the time of death”)16 in verse 12b provides a better par-
allel to /m/y (“his day”) in verse 11b.

13g–g. Damage to HA has obscured some letters in the phrase
g/rh}l' fyLiv' (“empowered to kill”), but the above restoration on the basis
of G and S is highly probable.

13h. For the noun tv,r< (“net”; cf. plural noun in S) in HA, G reads
ejpavlxewn povlew" (“the battlements of a city”). Thus, the original reading
may be t/d/xm] (or perhaps t/dWxm]), meaning either “nets” (S; cf. HA) or
“fortifications” (G);17 the word provides assonance with d['x]Ti (v. 13e),
and also occurs in 9:3b (“nets,” “snares”). Probably a scribe substituted
tv,r< by analogy with Job 18:8.18

15i–i.  Where HA has µt;/nybe (“among them,” or with initial î vowel
“their discernments”;19 in either case the plural suffix is difficult), G has ejn
novmw/ uJyivstou (“in the law of the Most High”), equivalent to ˆ/yl][, tr"/tb]
(cf. L: in praeceptis Altissimi); the Hebrew phrase occurs in 41:4 HB; 41:8
HM; 42:2 HBM; 49:4 HB. However, SW reads “in the fear of the Lord”
(equivalent to hw:hy“ ta'r“yIb]).20

5. Translation

I

10 Do not abandon an old friend,
for a new one will not equal him.
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16 For the lack of an initial preposition such as B] (“at”), compare the phrase /jWn t[e
(“[at] the time of his resting,” Sir 40:5 and 46:19); see also Ps 69:14: ˆ/xr: t[e (“[at]
a time of favor”).

17 For a similar ambiguity underlying Sir 26:22, see Skehan, “Tower of Death or
Deadly Snare?” 127.

18 For a similar scribal alteration, see how HB alters the second word of Sir 43:8a
HM on the basis of Num 28:14.

19 Botha (“Through the Figure of a Woman,” 23) translates “their under-
standing” (presumably an intensive plural, as in Isa 27:11). For the emendation
according to G, see Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 88.

20 Elsewhere S shows a tendency to avoid mentioning “the law of the Most
High” (e.g., 19:17b; 41:8b); cf. Winter, “The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac,” 498.
Note that SL reads “in the ways of the Lord” in 9:15b.



A new friend is new wine,
and when it has grown old, afterward you may drink it.

II

11 Do not envy a wicked person,
for you cannot know when his day will be.

12 Do not envy a prosperous arrogant person;
remember that at the time of death he will not be held guiltless.

III

13 Keep far from anyone empowered to kill,
and you will not be terrified of the terrors of death.

But if you have approached, commit no offense,
else he may take away your life-breath.

Know that you will be stepping among traps,
and upon nets you will be walking about.

IV

14 In accordance with your ability, respond to your companion,
and confide in wise persons.

15 Let your planning be with someone discerning,
and let all your confidence be in the law of the Most High.

16 Let righteous persons be your meal-partners,
and let your glory be in the fear of God.

6. Poetic Analysis

The poem consists of four stanzas (2 + 2 + 3 + 3 bicola).21 The first
stanza (9:10) compares old and new friends, using the adjectives vd:j;
(“new,” 3x) and ˆv;y: (“old,” 1x), as well as the verb ˆv'y: (“grow old,” 1x). The
second stanza (9:11–12) warns the student not to be envious of the wicked,
who are doomed to death; both bicola begin with the prohibition aNEq'T] la'
(“do not envy”). The third stanza (9:13), urging extreme care in dealing
with the ruling power, is bound together by the assonance between 
tw<m; ydEj}P' (“the terrors of death,” v. 13b) and µyjiP' (“traps,” v. 13e). Finally,
the fourth stanza (9:14–16) returns to an appreciation of wise friends and is
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21 Cf. Botha, “Through the Figure of a Woman,” 22–23.



held together by the related terms µymik;j} (“wise persons,” v. 14b), ˆ/bn:
(“someone discerning,” v. 15a), and qd<x, yven“a' (“righteous persons,” v. 16a).

The two middle stanzas are linked by the explicit mention of death
(tw<m;, 9:12b, 13b).22 Its antithesis, life, is implied in the first stanza by the
mention of “wine” (cf. Sir 31:27). In the fourth stanza life is also suggested
by the reference to its characteristic virtues of “righteousness” (9:16a; cf.
Deut 16:20; Ps 119:144) and “the fear of God” (9:16b; cf. Deut 4:10; 6:24;
31:13). Indeed, this antithesis between life and death gives the pericope
an a:b::b:a chiastic pattern.

Stanza 1: The Life-Giving Value of an Old Friend
Stanza 2: Avoiding Company Leading to Death
Stanza 3: Avoiding Company with One Empowered to Kill

Stanza 4: The Life-Giving Value of Wise Friends

The poem also exhibits inclusiones of meaning and sound.  A word-
pair (found in Prov 4:17 and 9:5, for instance) frames the whole pericope,
which begins with ˆyIy" (“wine,” 9:10c) and ends with Úm]j]l' (lit., “your
bread,” 9:16a). The whole passage is also bracketed by a rhyming inclu-
sio, since one rhyme occurs between verses 10b and 10d, and another
between verses 16a and 16b. In addition, below I will note a phonetic
inclusio for each stanza.23

a. Stanza 1. The Life-Giving Value of an Old Friend (9:10)
The first stanza exhibits a pattern of repetition, chiasm, and antithe-

sis. The couplet repeats bhe/a (“friend,” 2x), vd:j; (“new,” 3x), and the root
ˆvy (“old,” v. 10a; “grow old,” v. 10d). Indeed, repetition of “new” and
“old” forms an a:b::b:a chiastic pattern: ˆv'y:w “ : vd:j; (2x) :: vd:j; : ˆv;y: (“old :
new :: new [2x] : and when it has grown old”).24 In this way, Ben Sira uti-
lizes the antithesis between old and new to generate a chiastic structure
for the couplet. Moreover, there is an explicit contrast between ˆv;y: bhe/a
(“an old friend,” v. 10a) and vd:j; bhe/a (“a new friend,” v. 10c).

Sound patterns also contribute to the poetic effect of the stanza. If
WNw<v]yI (“will equal him”) is the correct retroversion for the verb in verse
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22 The middle stanzas also have an inclusio: [d"te alø (“you cannot know,” 9:11b)
in the first bicolon of the second stanza matches [D" (“know,” 9:13e) in the last
bicolon of the third stanza.

23 Another device serves to bracket the poem: its first word begins with ,alep
(9:10a), while its last word begins with taw (9:16b). The same device occurs in Ps
1, as well as Sir 5:1–6:4 HA and 7:18–36 HA.

24 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 69.



10b (cf. G), it offers a striking rhyme with WNyT,v]Ti (“you may drink it”) in
verse 10d.25 Ben Sira also creates a phonetic inclusio for the stanza, since
assonance exists between vFTi la' (v. 10a) and WNyT,v]Ti rj'a' (v. 10d).
Indeed, the letter s occurs twice in each of the four cola. There is further
alliteration with initial y (once in each colon). Finally, there is a clever
wordplay between ˆv;y: (“old”) and WNw<v]yI (“will equal him”).

b. Stanza 2. Avoiding Company Leading to Death (9:11–12)
The second stanza makes use of repetition, synonymy, and allitera-

tion. Both bicola have the words: alø . . . yKi . . . B] aNEq'T] la' (“do not envy
. . . for/that . . . not”).26 In addition, the term ˆwdzE (“arrogant person,” v.
12a) serves as a synonym for [v;r: vyai (“wicked person,” v. 11a), while
the phrase tw<m; t[e (“the time of death,” v. 12b) parallels /m/y (“his day,”
v. 11b). Sirach 9:12 exhibits an a:b::b:a' chiasm in its pattern of alliteration: 
l-q-n : z-m :: z-m : l-n-q27 (hq,N:yI alø : tw<m; . . . rkoz“ :: j'ylix]m' ˆ/dzE . . . : aNEq'T] la').

In addition, the series alø . . . yKi . . . la' (“do not . . .  for/that . . .  not,”
9:11–12) repeats the pattern of verse 10ab. Finally, as in stanza 1, a pho-
netic inclusio unites stanza 2, which begins with aNEq'T] la' (“do not envy,”
v. 11a) and ends with hq,N:yI alø (“he will not be held guiltless,” v. 12b).

c. Stanza 3. Avoiding Company with One Empowered to Kill (9:13)
The third stanza employs antithesis and assonance. Antitheses exist

between qj]r“ (“keep far,” v. 13a) and T;b]r"q; (“you have approached,” v.
13c), as well as between tw<m; (“death,” v. 13b) and Út]m;v]nI (“your life-
breath,” v. 13d). The second bicolon exhibits alliteration of q, t, s, and m,
with µv'a]t, . . . T;b]r"q; (v. 13c) followed by Út]m;v]nI . . . jQ'yI (v. 13d). Like the
other stanzas, the third stanza contains a phonetic inclusio, with ydEj}P' dj'p]Ti
(v. 13b) matching d['x]Ti µyjiP' (v. 13e). Assonance is also apparent in the
phrase ydEj}P' dj'p]Ti (v. 13b), as well as between d['x]Ti (v. 13e) and
t/d/xm] (v. 13f).

Moreover, the third stanza plays on the syntactic pattern of the previ-
ous two. Whereas the first two stanzas contain the sequence alø . . . yKi . . . la'
(“do not . . . for/that . . . not”), Ben Sira distributes this sequence throughout
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25 Ben Sira often begins a pericope with rhyming bicola; see, for instance, 6:18b,
19b, 19d; 9:1b, 2b, 3b; 51:1b, 2a, 2c. Cf. my discussion of rhyme under “Ben Sira’s
Poetry” in ch. 1 above.

26 Here we assume the reconstruction (cf. S) of aNEq'T] in the lacuna of HA (9:12a);
see textual note 12d above. For stylistic reasons G tends to avoid repeating the
same verb in consecutive bicola and prefers synonyms instead; e.g., yhiT] la'
(4:29a, 30a) corresponds to mh; givnou in 4:29a but to mh; i[sqi in 4:30a.

27 Note the reversal of q and n in the final verb.



the third stanza: la' (v. 13b), alø (v. 13c), and yKi (v. 13e). In addition, the
sage has linked the second and third stanzas by the common use of vyai
(“person, anyone,” vv. 11a, 13a), tw<m; (“death,” vv. 12b, 13a), and the root
[dy (“know,” vv. 11b, 13e).

d. Stanza 4. The Life-Giving Value of Wise Friends (9:14–16)
The fourth stanza uses alliteration and assonance. Verse 14a has k

four times (Ú[}rE hnE[} Új}koK]), while verse 14b employs m three times
(µymik;j} µ[i). In verse 15 Ben Sira continues the assonance between ˆ/bn:
(“someone discerning”) and Ún“/Bv]j, (“your planning”) as far as 
ˆ/yl][, (“the Most High”) at the conclusion of the verse.28 All of the last
four cola contain -ka once, always at the end of the colon except in verse
15b. Indeed, the final stanza has a phonetic inclusio formed by the suf-
fixed and plural endings: the threefold series µymik;j}/Ú[}rE/Új}koK] (v. 14)
matches the subsequent threefold sequence ÚT]r“a'p]Ti/µyhiløa‘/Úm]j]l' (v.
16). Furthermore, the stanza ends with rhyme between Úm]j]l' (“your meal,”
v. 16a) and ÚT]r“a'p]Ti (“your glory,” v. 16b).29

Stanza 4 also utilizes synonyms. The adjectives µk;j; (“wise”; plural in
9:14b) and ˆ/bn: (“discerning,” v. 15a) occur together in the MT.30 Likewise,
the MT often connects the concepts of “righteousness” (qd<x,, v. 16a) and
“the fear of God” (µyhiløa‘ ta'r“yI, v. 16b).31 Moreover, the noun Ú[}rE (“your
companion,” v. 14a) and the phrase Úm]j]l' yle[}B' (“your meal-partners,” v.
16a) are also virtually synonyms. Finally, the use of the noun Úd“/s (“your
confidence,” v. 15b) and the cognate verb dyYET's]hi (“confide,” v. 14a) con-
tributes to the unity of the stanza.

7. Context

a. Context of 9:1–16 within 6:18–14:19
Harvey sees the third part of Ben Sira’s book (6:18–14:19) as con-

cerned with “Applying Wisdom Socially.”32 He explains:
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28 Sirach 9:15 has an a:b::b:a chiastic rhyme: ˆ/yl][, : Úd“/s :: Ún“/Bv]j, : ˆ/bn:.
29 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 220.
30 E.g., Gen 41:33, 39; Deut 4:6; 1 Kgs 3:12. According to Prov 4:4–5, the way to

gain life is by acquiring hm;k]j; (“wisdom”) and hn:yBi (“discernment”).
31 For instance, Deut 6:24–25 equates “to fear [ha;r“yIl]] Yahweh our God” with

“righteousness” (hq;d:x]); cf. also Pss 15:2, 4; 112:1–3; 119:74–75; Prov 8:13, 18.
32 Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 55, whence comes the following

quotation.



The wisdom poem of 6:18–37 exhorts the student to submit to wisdom’s
discipline because of the many benefits she bestows. The teaching of the
body of the section applies that discipline to social and relational issues
raised when the wise person associates with others.

More specifically, Roth suggests that the key word of this section is
hw:a}G" (“pride” or “arrogance”: 7:17; 10:6–8; 13:20),33 a sin that spoils all
relationships.

In keeping with the emphasis on social relations in 6:18–14:19, several
of its pericopes discuss friendship. According to the outline given by
Skehan and Di Lella, this section comprises eleven pericopes.34

6:18–37: Encouragement to Strive for Wisdom
7:1–17: Conduct toward God and Neighbor
7:18–36: Maxims for Family Life, Religion, and Charity
8:1–19: Prudence in Dealing with Others
9:1–16: Advice concerning Women and the Choice of Friends
9:17–10:18: About Rulers and the Sin of Pride
10:19–11:6: True Glory
11:7–28: Providence and Trust in God
11:29–12:18: Care in Choosing Friends
13:1–14:2: The Rich and the Poor35

14:3–19: The Use of Wealth

Within this section of eleven pericopes, there are at least three non-
alphabetic acrostics: 6:18–37, the opening wisdom poem (twenty-two
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33 Roth, “On the Gnomic-Discursive Wisdom,” 74. Although the terms hw:a}G"
(“pride”) and ha,GE (“proud”) do not occur in 9:10–16, a synonym of the latter term,
ˆ/dzE (“arrogant”), appears in 9:12.

34 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, xiv. On 6:18–31, see Schrader, Leiden
und Gerechtigkeit, 164–77; on 10:19–11:6, see A. A. Di Lella, “Sirach 10:19–11:6:
Textual Criticism, Poetic Analysis, and Exegesis,” in The Word of the Lord Shall Go
Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman in Celebration of His Sixtieth Birthday
(ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O’Connor; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1982),
157–64; on 12:8–12, see L. Schrader, “Unzuverlässige Freundschaft und ver-
läßliche Feindschaft: Überlegungen zu Sir 12,8–12,” in Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft
bei Ben Sira, 19–59.

35 Although Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, xiv) regard the peri-
cope on “The Rich and the Poor” as comprising 13:1–14:2, it is better to limit
the unit to 13:1–23, since 13:24–14:19 is a twenty-three-line nonalphabetic
acrostic (ibid., 258–59). For lists of inclusiones and nonalphabetic acrostics, see
pp. 73–74.



bicola); 12:1–18 (also twenty-two bicola); and 13:24–14:19, the section’s
closing poem (twenty-three bicola). According to HA 9:1–16 is also a
twenty-two-line poem, although the text of G has only twenty-one bicola.
Two other pericopes in 6:18–14:19 are marked off by inclusiones:
10:19–11:6 with the adjectives dB;k]nI (“honored”: 10:19ab; 11:6b) and hl,q]nI
(“dishonored”: 10:19cd; 11:6c); and 13:1–23 by the root [gn (“touch,
reach”: 13:1a, 23b).

b. Links between 9:10–16 and the Wisdom Poem in 6:18–37
Ben Sira’s advice to associate with wise and understanding persons

who fear God (9:14–16) echoes his earlier exhortation to search for wis-
dom (6:18–37). The table below illustrates some connections between the
two pericopes.

9:13c HA: T;b]r"q; µai 6:19a HAC: h;yl,ae br"q]
“if you have approached” “approach her”

9:14b G: meta; sofw'n 6:34b G: tiv" sofov"
“with wise persons” “who is wise?”

9:15a HA: ˆ/bn: 6:35b HAC: hn:yBi
“someone discerning” “discernment”

9:15b G: novmw/ uJyivstou 6:37a G: toi'" prostavgmasin kurivou
“the law of the Most High” “the commands of the Lord”36

9:16b HA: ÚT]r“a'p]Ti 6:31b HA2Q: tr<a,p]Ti
“your glory” “glory”

These connections imply that for Ben Sira, one’s choice of friends should
contribute to one’s quest for wisdom.

c. Links between 9:10–16 and 8:1–19
Sirach 8:1–19, urging prudence in various social relationships, also

exhibits several links with 9:10–16. In both 8:18 and 9:11 Ben Sira empha-
sizes the limits of human knowledge, while the injunction to rkoz“
(“remember”) the fact of death occurs in both 8:7b and 9:12b. The advice
of 8:8a, µymik;j} tj'yci vFTi la' (“Do not abandon the conversation of wise
persons”), is, moreover, distributed in 9:10–16 between the opening
bicolon of stanza 1, ˆv;y: bhe/a vFTi la' (“Do not abandon an old friend,”
9:10a), and the opening bicolon of stanza 4, dyYET's]hi µymik;j} µ[i (“Confide
in wise persons,” 9:14b).
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36 However, Sir 6:37a HA reads ˆ/yl][, ta'r“yI (“the fear of the Most High”), which
parallels µyhiløa‘ ta'r“yI (“the fear of God”) in 9:16b HA.



d. Links between 9:10–16 and 9:1–9
In addition, there are connections in HA between 9:10–16 and 9:1–9,37

as the following table illustrates.

9:11a: aNEq'T] la' 9:1a: aNEq'T] la'
“Do not envy” “Do not be jealous”

9:13c: T;b]r"q; µai 9:3a: br"q]Ti la'38

“if you have approached” “Do not approach”
9:13f: t/d/xm] l['39 9:3b: h;yt,do/xm]Bi

“upon nets” “into her nets”
9:14b: dyYET's]hi 9:3c: dyYET's]Ti la'

“confide” “do not confide”

This series of similarities (in the same order) may indicate that 9:1–9 and
9:10–16 form two parallel panels of a diptych, although the textual con-
fusion in 9:1–9 makes it difficult to gain precision in the matter.40

Several motifs in 9:8–9 foreshadow themes in 9:10–16. The mention of
“strong drink, beer” (rk;ve)41 in 9:9b anticipates the imagery of “wine” (ˆyIy")
in 9:10c. Likewise, the root bha (“love”) in 9:8d HA anticipates the occur-
rence of bhe/a (“friend”) in 9:10a, 10c. Finally, the reference to tj'v' (“the
pit/grave”) in 9:9d foreshadows the allusion to tw<m; (“death”) in 9:12b,
13b. Such shared ideas knit 9:1–16 together as a pericope.

e. Links between 9:10–16 and 9:17–10:18
Just as 9:10–16 contrasts the “arrogant person” (ˆ/dzE, 9:12a) with

“someone discerning” (ˆ/bn:, 9:15a), so too 9:17–10:18 contrasts the “arro-
gance” (ˆ/dz:, 10:13a, 18a) of the proud with the well-ordered modesty of
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37 Cf. Botha, “Through the Figure of a Woman,” 30. The text of 9:1–9 is confused
in places; cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 216–18; Trenchard, Ben
Sira’s View of Women, 29–30, 87–88, 108–15, 118–21, 162–63.

38 G presupposes hr<Q;Ti la' (“do not encounter”).
39 HA reads tv,r< l[' (“upon a net”).
40 Botha (“Through the Figure of a Woman,” 30–31) summarizes the links

between 9:1–9 and 9:10–16: “Both sets [of directives] dwell on relations which can
be described as intimate (the wife; the close friend). Both sets warn against being
jealous. Both sets warn against people with questionable morality (prostitutes;
evil and arrogant men). Both sets compare certain relationships with stepping
between snares (a prostitute; a man with authority to kill). . . . Both sets contain
instructions on whom one should dine with (never with a married woman;
always with just and God-fearing men).”

41 Cf. G; HA mistakenly has r/Kvi (“drunkard”).
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“the government of a discerning person” (ˆybime tl,v,m]m,, 10:1b). Moreover, in
both pericopes Ben Sira warns against pride in view of the certain fact of
death. Just as 9:11–12 declares that the arrogant cannot escape “death” (tw<m;,
9:12b), so 10:9–11 notes that “at the death of a human being [µd:a; t/mB]] he
will inherit worms” (10:11a), even if he has been a king (10:10b).

8. Exegesis

a. Stanza 1: The Life-Giving Value of an Old Friend (9:10)
The first stanza is a rhymed couplet that urges the student not to

abandon an old friend. A comparable sentiment occurs in Prov 27:10a:
bzO[}T'Ala' Úybia; ['rEw “ Ú[}rE (“Do not abandon your companion or your
father’s companion”). Within the biblical tradition the classic illustration
of enduring loyalty in friendship is the story of David’s friendship with
Jonathan, which was sealed by a covenant (1 Sam 18:1–3). After
Jonathan’s death in battle (1 Sam 31:2), David showed covenant loyalty to
his friend’s crippled son Mephibosheth (2 Sam 9:1–13), acting “for the
sake of Jonathan” (2 Sam 9:1).

Theognis also offers advice similar to Sir 9:10a: “Never be thou per-
suaded by the words of men of the baser sort to leave the friend thou hast
and seek another” (Theognis 1151–1152 = 1238A–B).42 Similarly, Sopho-
cles knows the value of an old friend, for his tragic hero Philoctetes
describes Nestor as “my good old friend” (palaio;" kajgaqo;" fivlo" tVejmov",
Phil. 421). Likewise, Aristotle asserts that one should honor an old friend
even after a rupture in the friendship.43

Sirach 9:10 shows the sage’s esteem for an “old friend,”44 which
accords with the general “conservatism” of his outlook.45 Di Lella has

42 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:367; cf. Middendorp, Die Stellung Jesu
ben Siras, 16. The following Sophocles quotation comes from F. Storr, trans.,
Sophocles (LCL; 2 vols.; New York: Macmillan, 1913), 2:399.

43 See Eth. nic. 9.3.5 §1165b: “Are we then to behave toward a former friend in
exactly the same way as if he had never been our friend at all? . . . Some attention
should be paid, for the sake of old times, to those who were our friends in the
past” (Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 531–33).

44 As distinct from an “aged friend” (= ˆqez: bhe/a), the term ˆv;y: bhe/a denotes
principally a “long-standing friend,” one whose friendship has matured like old
wine. However, Ben Sira would also tend to favor an older person (cf. 8:9;
25:4–6); indeed, perhaps he was already advanced in years when he composed
the pericope.

45 For example, he urges: “Endure in your covenant and be engaged in it, and
in your work grow old” (11:20 G; HA has lacunae). Sirach 11:20b HA may be



contrasted Ben Sira’s “conservative” theology with the more “progressive”
theology of the Wisdom of Solomon, in relation to Hellenism, anthropol-
ogy, and retribution.46 With reference to Sir 2:10, Di Lella remarks that “as
a genuine conservative in the best sense of the word, Sirach urges his read-
ers to look to the past for answers to the present crisis.”47 Hence it is not
surprising to find the sage asserting the value of an old friendship.

Ben Sira plays on the contrast between ˆv;y: (“old,” 9:10a) and vd:j;
(“new,” 9:10bc), using an antithesis that also occurs in the MT (Lev 26:10;
Cant 7:14). Luke 5:38–39 draws an explicit contrast between new and old
wine: “New wine [oi\non nevon] is to be put into new skins. And no one
drinking the old [palaio;n] desires the new [nevon], for he says, ‘The old [oJ
palaio;"] is pleasant.’”48 However, whereas Sir 9:10 refers approvingly to
the pleasantness of vintage wine49 (symbolizing an old friendship), Luke
5:39 uses the same imagery to point out the comfortable inertia that can
prevent acceptance of anything new.

Greco-Roman literature often praises old wine. For example, from
the fifth century B.C.E. one of Pindar’s Olympian Odes (9.48–49) contrasts
the delight of old wine with the beauty of new songs: “While thou prais-
est the wine that is old [palaio;n oi\non], thou shalt also praise the flowers
of songs that are new [newtevrwn].”50

About a century and a quarter after Ben Sira compared an old friend
to old wine, Cicero made a similar comparison (Amic. 19 §§67–68):

Are new friends who are worthy of friendship, at any time to be pre-
ferred to old friends? . . . The doubt is unworthy of a human being, for
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completed to read ˆVey"t]hi ÚT]k]al'm]biW (“and in your work grow old”), using the
same root (ˆvy) as in 9:10.

46 Di Lella, “Conservative and Progressive Theology,” 139–54.
47 Ibid., 141. Di Lella also observes (142) that “in the section entitled ‘Praise of

the Fathers’ (44:1–50:24), Sirach pulls out all the stops to celebrate the glories of
Israel’s past.”

48 The latter saying (Luke 5:39), absent from Mark and Matthew but paralleled
in the Gospel of Thomas §47, is doubtless an ancient proverb; cf. J. A. Fitzmyer,
The Gospel According to Luke (2 vols.; AB 28, 28A; New York: Doubleday,
1981–1985), 1:601.

49 Ancient Israelites prized such vintage wine. More than a dozen of the eighth-
century B.C.E. Samaritan ostraca mention ˆvy.ˆy.lbn (“a jar [or skin] of old wine”);
cf. G. I. Davies, Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1991), 39–42.

50 J. E. Sandys, trans., The Odes of Pindar (2d ed.; LCL; New York: Putnam, 1930),
101. The Latin dramatist Plautus (a contemporary of Ben Sira) also writes appre-
ciatively of old wine (Cas. Prologue 5–6).



there should be no surfeit of friendships as there is of other things; and
as in the case of wines that improve with age, the oldest friendships
ought to be the most delightful.51

A comparison of aged persons to old wine occurs in m. ,Abot 4:20:

R. José b. Judah of Kefar ha-Babli said: He that learns from the young, to
what is he like? To one that eats unripe grapes and drinks wine from his
winepress. And he that learns from the aged, to what is he like? To one
that eats ripe grapes and drinks old wine [ˆv;y: ˆyIy"].52

R. José b. Judah expects that the aged will be able to teach mature wis-
dom, which is as pleasant as old wine, just as Ben Sira believes that an old
friend’s company is as agreeable as old wine.

Proverbs 9 employs the poetic imagery of wisdom’s banquet, where
wine is served. Proverbs 9:5 presents wisdom’s invitation to the simple:
yTik]s;m; ˆyIy"B] Wtv]W ymij}l'b] Wmj}l' Wkl] (“Come, eat of my bread, and drink of
the wine I have mixed”). This imagery may underlie Sir 9:10–16, which
also mentions the “wise” and the “righteous” (cf. Prov 9:9). Not only does
Sir 9:10 speak of an old friend as “old wine,” but verse 14 also advises,
“Confide in wise persons” (µymik;j}), while verse 16 counsels, “Let right-
eous persons be your meal-partners” (Úm]j]l' yle[}B').53

In the world of both Israelite and Greco-Roman literature, wine was
an integral part of festal meals. The Hebrew Bible mentions wine in con-
nection with various celebrations of friends, such as parties (Isa 5:12; cf.
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51 W. A. Falconer, trans., Cicero: De Senectute, De Amicitia, De Divinatione (LCL;
New York: Putnam, 1923), 177–79. On Cicero’s view of friendship, see Konstan,
Friendship in the Classical World, 122–36; Steinberger, Begriff und Wesen der
Freundschaft, esp. 62–79; B. Fiore, “The Theory and Practice of Friendship in
Cicero,” in Fitzgerald, ed., Greco-Roman Perspectives on Friendship, 59–76.

52 Viviano, Study As Worship, 101. A contrasting saying (ibid.) concludes m.
,Abot 4:20: “Rabbi [= R. Judah the Patriarch] said: Look not on the jar but on what
is in it; there may be a new jar that is full of old wine and an old one in which is
not even new wine.” The aphorism of R. Judah the Patriarch may be an allusion
to Elihu’s speech in Job 32. In Job 32:9b Elihu declares, “[It is not] the old who
understand judgment,” while in 32:19 he says, “Behold, my belly is like wine
which has no vent; like wineskins it will burst open.” The utterances of Elihu and
R. Judah the Patriarch in favor of youth contrast with the statements of Ben Sira
and R. José b. Judah on behalf of maturity.

53 Sirach 9:10 begins with the phrase vFTi la' (“Do not abandon”), which occurs
in Prov 1:8 and 6:20 in a sapiential context: “Do not abandon your mother’s
instruction.” Ben Sira uses the phrase in an explicitly sapiential statement in 8:8a
HA: “Do not abandon the conversation of wise persons” (µymik;j} tj'yci vFTi la').



Wis 2:7) and royal banquets (Esth 5:6; 7:2, 7, 8; Neh 2:1). In Greek cul-
ture the drinking of wine was the centerpiece of a symposium (Plato,
Leg. 665b–666c). Since in the Hellenistic world friends from the
wealthy classes (such as Ben Sira’s students) would gather to drink
wine at symposia,54 the sage’s comparison of an “old friend” with “old
wine” was appropriate.

Sirach 9:10 indicates the sage’s positive appreciation of wine, which
we see most clearly in 31:27cd HB: “What is life for one lacking wine,
which from the beginning was formed for joy?” Similarly, 32:5 G states:
“A seal of carnelian on an adornment of gold is a band of musicians at a
symposium of wine.”55 In 40:20a HB the sage also praises wine for its cheer-
ing effects: “Wine and beer make the heart rejoice.”56

Being also aware of the negative results of drinking alcohol (19:2;
31:25), Ben Sira understands the ambiguity of wine, which brings
delight when consumed moderately but pain when imbibed exces-
sively (31:28–29). Hence he sums up his view of wine in 31:27ab HBF:
/Tn“Kut]m'B] WNT,v]yI µai v/na‘l, µyYIj' ˆyIY"h' ymil] (“Wine is life for whom? For a
human being, if he drinks it in its measure”).57 Just as an appropriate
measure of wine is life-giving, so too mature and God-fearing friends
safeguard one’s life (Sir 6:16a) and enhance it (9:10).

b. Stanza 2: Avoiding Company Leading to Death (9:11–12)
Having spoken positively of an old friend in the first stanza, Ben

Sira now speaks negatively of the wicked and the arrogant, who consti-
tute unsuitable friends. The reason for the sage’s warning is that God
may at any time bring death upon such persons, and hence joining them
in friendship may be harmful. The whole sentiment seems to allude to
Prov 24:19–20:

54 Cf. Sir 31:25–31. For Ben Sira’s teaching on meals and symposia, see
Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buches Jesus Sirach, 106–13. On wine drinking at Greek
symposia, see Murray, “Life and Society in Classical Greece,” 224.

55 HB has two versions of this verse. The actual phrase “banquet of wine”
(ˆyIY"h' hTev]mi) occurs in HB here (bis) as well as in 31:31; 32:6; 49:1.

56 For rk;ve (“beer”) G reads ryvi (“song”).
57 Cf. Minissale, La versione greca del Siracide, 67–68. Note the contrast with Prov

23:29; see A. A. Wieder, “Ben Sira and the Praises of Wine,” JQR 61 (1970):
155–66. Here I vocalize v/na‘l, (“for a human being”; cf. G ajnqrwvpoi", “for human
beings”), where Wieder reads vWna;l; (“for the sick,” 162). Di Lella prefers to read
ymil] as /ml] (through orthographic confusion); cf. A. A. Di Lella, “The Newly Dis-
covered Sixth Manuscript of Ben Sira from the Cairo Geniza,” Bib 69 (1988):
226–38, esp. 231.
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.µy[iv;r“B; aNEq'T]Ala' µy[irEM]B' rj't]TiAla'
.Ë[;d“yI µy[iv;r“ rnE [r:l; tyrIj}a' hy<h]tiAalø yKi

Do not be vexed at the evildoers;
do not envy the wicked;

for there will be no future for the evil person;
the lamp of wicked persons will be extinguished.

Sirach 9:11 also echoes Prov 24:1:

.µT;ai t/yh]li wa;t]TiAla'w“ h[;r: yven“a'B] aNEq'T]Ala'

Do not envy persons of evil,
and do not desire to be with them.

Likewise, Prov 3:31a (also alluded to in Sir 10:23b HB) warns readers:
“Do not envy a person of lawlessness” (sm;j; vyaiB] aNEq'T]Ala'); this is
the first of several points of contact between Sir 9:10–16 and Prov
3:21–35. Similarly, just as Ben Sira urges his students not to envy the
wicked (Sir 9:11a), so 4QInstruction suggests keeping a distance from
evil and hostile persons: “Do not count a man of iniquity as a helper.
And moreover let there be no enemy [among thy acquaintances]”
(4Q417 2 i 7).58

Next, Ben Sira explains the motivation for the admonition of 9:11a:
/m/Y hm' [d"te alø (“you cannot know when his day will be,” v. 11b). The
term “his day” (/m/y) denotes “the day of his death,” as it also does in 
1 Sam 26:10: “His day will come and he will die” (tmew: a/by: /m/y).59 More-
over, Ps 37, which begins with the counsel hl;w“[' yce[oB] aNEq'T]Ala' (“Do not
envy those who do wrong,” cf. Sir 9:11a), says of the “wicked person”
([v;r:; cf. Sir 9:11a):

./m/y aboy:AyKi ha;r:AyKi /lAqj'c]yI yn:doa}

The Lord will laugh at him,
for he sees that his day will come (Ps 37:13).
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58 J. Strugnell et al., Sapiential Texts, Part 2: Qumran Cave 4.24 (DJD 34; Oxford:
Clarendon, 1999), 176; cf. Harrington, Wisdom Texts from Qumran, 49. The exact
reading of this text is uncertain.

59 Likewise, speaking of the “wicked” (µy[iv;r “, Job 18:5; cf. [v;r:, Sir 9:11a),
Job 18:20a says: “Westerners are appalled at his day” (/m/y), that is, the day of
his death.



According to Ben Sira, a terrible death may serve as punishment for an
evildoer (11:25–28). God knows the day when he will judge the wicked
by causing their death, even if human beings are ignorant of when that
day will be (9:11).

Human ignorance about the future is a common theme in the wis-
dom literature of Israel and Egypt. Thus, Prov 27:1 advises, “Do not
boast about tomorrow, for you cannot know what the day will bring
forth” (µ/y dl,YEAhm' [d"teAalø yKi). Similarly, Qoh 11:2 counsels giving a
portion to seven or eight different persons: “For you cannot know
what evil there will be on the earth” (≈r<a;h;Al[' h[;r: hy<h]YIAhm' [d"te alø yKi).
In addition, Qoh 11:5 affirms: “You cannot know the activity of God”
(µyhiløa‘h; hce[}m'Ata, [d"te alø).

Such human ignorance is also a theme in ancient Egyptian sapien-
tial texts; for example, Amenemope 19.13 declares: “Man ignores how
tomorrow will be,” while Amenemope 22.5 asserts: “Indeed you do not
know the plans of god.”60 Closer to Sir 9:11 is the Instruction of Any 5.2:
“You do not know your death.” Similarly, P. Insinger 4.8 offers the
counsel: “Do not be greedy for wealth in a lifetime which you cannot
know,” while P. Insinger 17.6 notes: “Death and the life of tomorrow,
we do not know their [nature].” A Greek parallel occurs in Theognis
159–160: “No man living knoweth what a night and a day have to
accomplish for us.”

Elsewhere in his book (e.g., 3:21–22; 11:4; 43:32), Ben Sira points out
the limits of human knowledge. Sirach 8:18 HA advises: “Before a stranger
do not do anything secret, for you cannot know what its end will bring
forth” (/pso dleYE hm' [d"te alø yKi). In addition, Sir 11:18–19 warns against
becoming like a selfish miser, who “cannot know what will be his portion
[/ql]j, hy<h]YI hm' [d"yE alø],61 and he will leave it to another and die” (11:19cd
HA). Sirach 9:11 implies that since the rich miser cannot be sure of enjoy-
ing his possessions, there is no need to envy the wicked, whose
appointed day has been decreed by God.

Sirach 9:12 emphatically reiterates the advice of verse 11, introducing
the term tw<m; (“death,” v. 12b). The first colon presents one way to avoid
death: j'ylix]m' ˆ/dzEB] aNEq'T] la' (“Do not envy a prosperous arrogant per-
son”). In the Deuteronomic law code the root dyz (“be arrogant”) refers
to a presumptuous sin deserving death; Deut 17:12 speaks of the ˆ/dz:
(“arrogance”) of someone who rejects the decision of the priest or judge,
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60 AEL 2:157, 159. The following quotations of Egyptian texts come from 2:138
(Instruction of Any) and 3:188, 198 (P. Insinger), while the Theognis quotation is
from Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:247.

61 I complete the lacuna of HA in light of Qoh 11:2.



while Deut 18:20 uses the cognate verb dyzIhe (“act arrogantly,” “be pre-
sumptuous”) to denote the action of a false prophet. However, whereas
in Deuteronomy the root dyz tends to denote a specific arrogant action,
in Ben Sira the presumptuousness that deserves death seems to refer
more to a general attitude.

The root dyz (“be arrogant”) belongs largely to Israel’s sapiential writ-
ings.62 Proverbs 11:2 contrasts arrogance (ˆ/dz:) with wisdom (hm;k]j;; cf.
Prov 13:10), just as Sir 9:10–16 contrasts the arrogant person (ˆ/dzE, v. 12a)
with wise persons (µymik;j}, v. 14b). Similarly, Sir 32:18d HBmgE asserts: “An
arrogant person [dzE] and a scoffer will not accept the commandment,”
while 15:7b HA declares of wisdom: “Arrogant persons [ˆ/dz: yven“a'] will
not behold her.” In sapiential texts the noun dzE (“arrogant person”)
occurs in parallel with ≈le (“scoffer”: Prov 21:24; Sir 32:18) and [r" (“evil
person”: Sir 12:4).

Where Sir 9:11–12 warns against associating with those whose power
derives from arrogance, 12:8–18 spells out the harmful effects of such 
associations. Thus, 12:14a warns that no one pities “one who associates
with an arrogant person,”63 and hence the sage cautions his students not
to envy a “prosperous arrogant person” (j'ylix]m' ˆ/dzE; 9:12a). Since such a
person is dangerous for “all who approach” (brEQ;h' lK;, 12:13b), in 9:13c
Ben Sira advises how to behave “if you have approached” (T;b]r"q; µai)
someone powerful.

In two particular passages Ben Sira speaks strongly against the arro-
gance of proud sinners. Sirach 10:12–18 addresses the topic of pride and
concludes: “Arrogance [ˆ/dz:] is not fitting for a human being, nor fierce-
ness of anger for one born of woman” (10:18 HA). Sirach 16:1–4 insists that
one God-fearing child is of greater value than a thousand sinners and
maintains: “Better is . . . dying childless . . . than a posterity of arrogance”
(ˆ/dz: tyrIj}a'; 16:3d HA).64 For Ben Sira, any worldly advantages of the “ar-
rogant person” are completely offset by the certainty that God will
punish him, whether in the course of his life or at the actual moment of
his death.

Sirach 9:12a warns against envying an arrogant person who is “pros-
perous” (or “successful,” h'ylix]m'). Ben Sira here echoes Ps 37:7bc:
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62 Just as Sir 9:11–12 uses the terms [v;r: (“wicked”) and ˆ/dzE (“arrogant”)
almost as synonyms in successive bicola, so Ps 154:15 (11QPsa 18.15) employs
µy[iv;r“ (“the wicked”) and µydIzE (“the arrogant”) as a parallel word-pair.

63 Read ˆ/dzE vyai la, rbe/j (cf. G), where HA has ˆ/dz: tv,ae la, rbe/j (lit., “one who
associates with a woman of arrogance”).

64 Cf. 16:3d G; the text of HA here contains doublets and expansions.



t/MzIm] hc,[o vyaiB] /Kr“D" j'ylix]m'B] rj't]TiAla'

Do not be vexed at someone who makes his way prosperous,
at a person who makes scheming plans.

The certainty of death (Sir 9:12b; cf. Ps 37:20) marks the sage’s answer to
the problem of the prosperity of the wicked, a perennial problem that
caused Israel’s prophets and sages so much trouble.65 Ben Sira elaborates
his answer in Sir 41:1–2, where he presents the ambiguity of death.66

Whereas death is bitter for “a person at peace and prosperous [j'ylix]m'] in
everything” (41:1c HBM), it is welcome for “a person stumbling and trip-
ping at everything” (41:2c HBmg). Thus, death will be a much more serious
blow for the arrogant person who prospers in his earthly life than for a
devout pauper.

The phrase “the time of death” (tw<m; t[e) corresponds to the phrase
hJmevra teleuth'" (“the day of death”) occurring elsewhere in Ben Sira (1:13;
11:26; 18:24; 40:2). Also found in HE is the expression tw<M;h' µ/yB] (“on the
day of death,” 33:24b), which G renders ejn kairw'/ teleuth'" (“at the
time of death”).

The phrase “remember that” (yKi rkoz“, 9:12b) also occurs in 7:11 HA

with reference to God’s judgment.

lyPiv]m'W µyrIme vyE yKi rkoz“ j'Wr rm'B] v/na‘l, zb,Ti la'

Do not despise a human being in the bitterness of his spirit;
remember that there is one who exalts and humbles.

In 8:7 HA Ben Sira uses the same imperative verb “remember” (rkoz“) to
remind his students of the certainty of death:

µypis;a‘n< WnL;Ku rkoz“ ['wEGO l[' lLeh't]Ti la'

Do not glorify yourself above a dying person;
remember, we are all being gathered in.
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65 Cf., e.g., Jer 12:1; Job 21:7; Ps 73:3. On Ben Sira’s theodicy, see Prato, Il prob-
lema della teodicea; and J. L. Crenshaw, “The Problem of Theodicy in Sirach: On
Human Bondage,” JBL 94 (1975): 47–64.

66 On Sir 41:1–4, see Reiterer, “Deutung und Wertung des Todes”; Schrader,
Leiden und Gerechtigkeit, 233–52. To compare the treatment of the topic in the
Wisdom of Solomon (where there is belief in the afterlife), see M. Kolarcik, The
Ambiguity of Death in the Book of Wisdom 1–6 (AnBib 127; Rome: Pontifical Biblical
Institute, 1991).



Thus, although the sage does not promise rewards in the afterlife for the
God-fearing pauper, he does insist that death will bring low the arro-
gance of the prosperous who turn away from God, and hence one should
not envy such persons.

Death plays a significant role in Ben Sira’s theology.67 For the sage a
happy death is extremely desirable, and according to 1:13 G the God-
fearing person “will be blessed on the day of his death.” Conversely, the
worst form of divine punishment is a painful death in disgrace; hence the
sage warns against delaying to fulfill one’s vows: “Remember [the
Lord’s] wrath in the days of death, and the time of [his] punishment at
the turning away of [his] face” (18:24 GBA). Similarly, among the suffer-
ings of life is the “thought of expectation” which is “the day of death”
(hJmevra teleuth'"; 40:2 G). But the most forceful of Ben Sira’s death-
inspired admonitions occurs in 11:25–28. In particular, 11:26–27a G
warns: “In the sight of the Lord it is easy on the day of death to repay a
human being according to his ways. The evil of an hour causes forget-
fulness of enjoyment.”68 Hence, since God can punish one’s misdeeds by
causing a painful and shameful death, one should take timely preventive
action. Thus, Ben Sira advises keeping away from the arrogant, who will
receive God’s punishment.69

Death also plays an important part in both 9:10–16 and 13:24–14:19.
Just as in 13:24–14:19 human mortality affects one’s outlook on wealth, so
in 9:10–16 death serves as a reason for behaving cautiously toward the
wicked. In 9:12 Ben Sira seeks to turn his students’ attention away from
the wealth currently enjoyed by the proud: “Do not envy a prosperous
arrogant person; remember that at the time of death he will not be held
guiltless” (hq,N:yI alø tw<m; t[e yKi rkoz“). In 14:12b, 13a the sage urges his pupil
to practice generosity and avoid avarice:
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67 In the extant Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira tw<m; (“death”) occurs twenty-two times,
while in G qavnato" (“death”) is found twenty-eight times, and teleuthv (“end,
death”) occurs nine times.

68 Cf. Di Lella, “Conservative and Progressive Wisdom,” 143–46; and
Crenshaw, “The Problem of Theodicy in Sirach,” 126.

69 Possibly in Sir 9:11–12 the sage alludes to the story of Eli’s family, punished
for the sins of the priest’s two wicked sons, Hophni and Phinehas (1 Sam 2:12).
The punishment prophesied against them was that “on one day both of them will
die” (1 Sam 2:34; cf. “his day” in Sir 9:11b). On the very day of their death together
in battle (1 Sam 4:11–12), their father Eli died of shock (1 Sam 4:17–18) and “the
time for her death” (Ht;Wm t[e; cf. tw<m; t[e, “the time of death,” Sir 9:12b) came upon
Phinehas’s wife as she gave birth (1 Sam 4:20). On the pride of Hophni and Phine-
has, see Josephus, Ant. 5.10.1 §339.



Hm'h]m't]yI tw<m; alø . . . yKi r/kz“
bhe/al] bfeyhe tWmT; µr<f,B]

Remember that . . . death will not linger.
Before you die, be good to a friend.

The phrase hq,N:yI alø (“will not be held guiltless”) is characteristic of
ancient Israel’s wisdom literature; the exact phrase occurs seven times
in Proverbs. In speaking of the punishment of the proud, Sir 9:12 fol-
lows Prov 16:5: “An abomination to Yahweh is everyone whose heart
is haughty; assuredly he will not be held guiltless” (hq,N:yI alø).
Elsewhere Ben Sira speaks of God’s punishment of those involved in
the unbridled pursuit of wealth. Echoing Prov 28:20, Sir 11:10b HAB de-
clares: hq,N:yI alø t/Br“h'l] ≈a; (“One hasty to gain increase will not be held
guiltless”). Moreover, Sir 31:5 HB asserts (cf. 26:29 G): hq,N:yI alø ≈Wrj; πdE/r
(“One who pursues gold will not be held guiltless”). Ben Sira recognizes
that the “prosperous arrogant person” (9:12) is often someone whose
relentless pursuit of wealth has blinded him to moral values and made
him liable to divine judgment (11:10; 31:5).70

By making multiple allusions to Israel’s earlier wisdom literature, Sir
9:12 reinforces the sage’s point that prosperity gained by ungodly means
is bound to end in punishment, even if such punishment occurs only at
the person’s death. Hence one should avoid befriending such people who
are on the road to disaster.

c. Stanza 3: Avoiding Company with One Empowered to Kill (9:13)
Ben Sira begins the third stanza by urging his students to keep their

distance from the authorities who hold the power of the sword.
Doubtless the sage is referring to the Hellenistic rulers of Palestine,
either the Ptolemies until the Battle of Panium (ca. 200 B.C.E.), or the
Seleucid authorities in the years thereafter. From the Hephzibah
inscription (ca. 195 B.C.E.) we know of a provincial governor
(strathvgo") named Ptolemaios son of Thraseas; having served the
Ptolemies as a general, he changed his allegiance and became Seleucid
governor of Syria and Phoenicia.71 Answerable to the provincial gover-
nor were the high priest (ajrciereuv") and the senate (or council of elders,
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70 Possibly the sage may be thinking of the Tobiads who administered the
heavy tax burden imposed on Jerusalem by the Ptolemies in the latter part of the
third century B.C.E. (cf. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:47–55).

71 Josephus, Ant. 12.3.3 §138; cf. R. S. Bagnall, “Palestine, Administration of
(Ptolemaic),” ABD 5:90–92.



gerousiva).72 Although the Hellenistic governor (strathvgo") and his staff
held the “power of the sword,” it is unclear whether the Jewish senate
(gerousiva) in Jerusalem was also “empowered to kill.”73 Accordingly,
Ben Sira doubtless urges his students to keep away from the circle of the
provincial governor.74 Instead of an attitude of familiarity with the
authorities, in 4:7b HA he urges submissiveness: varo πaek]h' ry[i ˆ/fl]vil]
(“To the ruler of a city75 bow the head”).

Ben Sira’s advice in 9:13a accords with his ethics of caution,76 which
matches the teaching of Egyptian wisdom literature. For example, P.
Insinger 3.14 warns, “Do not tie yourself to one who is [greater] than you,
for then your life will be ruined,” while P. Insinger 27.8 advises, “Do not
approach the strong man even when you have protection behind you.”77
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72 In Ant. 12.3.3 §142 Josephus mentions “the senate, the priests, the scribes of
the temple and the temple-singers” (Thackeray et al., trans., Josephus, 7:73).

73 Possibly the “power of the sword” was reserved to the Hellenistic governor
and not exercised by the Jerusalem senate, but historical evidence for the period
220–180 B.C.E. is scarce. On the same topic during the Roman occupation in the
first century C.E., see Brown, Death of the Messiah, 1:363–72.

74 Similar advice is given in m. ,Abot 1:10: “Seek not acquaintance with the ruling
power” (Viviano, Study As Worship, 18). On Ben Sira’s attitude to the Hellenistic
authorities, see N. Calduch-Benages, “Fear for the Powerful or Respect for
Authority?” in Egger-Wenzel and Krammer, eds., Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft
bei Ben Sira, 87–102. If Ben Sira belonged to the “scribes of the temple” (Josephus, Ant.
12.3.3 §142), as Hengel has tentatively suggested (Judaism and Hellenism, 1:133), he
might be urging his students to resist economic pressure to work for the provincial
governor. This interpretation appears to contradict 39:4: “In the midst of magnates
he [the scribe] will serve, and before rulers he will appear; he will pass through the
land of alien nations.” However, in light of 9:13a, 39:4 presumably has in view an
official of the high priest and gerousia (rather than an official of the Hellenistic rulers).
Thus, 2 Macc 4:11 speaks of John, father of Eupolemus, being sent to Antiochus III
on behalf of the high priest (= Simeon II, ca. 198 B.C.E.), while a generation later Judas
Maccabeus sent Eupolemus to Rome on a diplomatic mission (1 Macc 8:17, proba-
bly in 161 B.C.E.; cf. Josephus, Ant. 12.10.6 §415).

75 For d/[ (“still,” HA), read ry[i (“city”) with S; so Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom
of Ben Sira, 163.

76 See Sanders, “Ben Sira’s Ethics of Caution.” In 33:20–21 HE the sage com-
mends preserving control of oneself even from family members: “While you are
still living and there is breath [hm;v;n“] in you, do not let anyone human have power
[fl,v]T'] over you” (33:21). As in 9:13, the sage advises saving one’s life-breath by
keeping power over oneself.

77 AEL 3:188, 206; see also the Instruction of Any 5.7: “Keep away from a hos-
tile man; do not let him be your comrade” (ibid., 2:138). Cf. Fuß, “Tradition und
Komposition,” 80.



By his warning in 9:13a Ben Sira draws out the practical consequences of
biblical sayings like Prov 20:2: “The dread of a king is like the growling
of a young lion; one who makes him angry sins against his life.” Whereas
Qoh 7:19 declares that wisdom is stronger than ten “rulers” (µyfiyLiv') in a
city, Sir 9:13a indicates that wisdom entails keeping far from a ruler who
is “empowered to kill” (g/rh}l' fyLiv').

By repeating in 9:13b the word “death” (tw<m;, already used in v. 12b), Ben
Sira emphasizes the need to keep away from someone holding the power of
the sword. Here the sage develops the observation of Prov 16:14: “A king’s
wrath means messengers of death, and a wise person will pacify it.”

For Ben Sira wariness toward the ruling power is an example of wise
behavior that will eliminate a source of fear from one’s life. Here again
(as in 9:11a) the sage is probably alluding to the wisdom poem, Prov
3:21–35. Just as Sir 9:11a echoed Prov 3:31a, so Sir 9:13b contains echoes
of Prov 3:24–25.

If you lie down you will not be terrified [dj;p]tiAalø],
and you will lie down and your sleep will be pleasant;

you will not fear a sudden terror [µaot]Pi dj'P'],
or the devastation of the wicked when it comes.

Biblical phraseology (cf. Deut 28:67; Pss 14:5; 53:6; Job 3:25) is also appar-
ent in the sage’s cognate accusative, dj'P' dj'P; (“be terrified of a terror”).
Instead of suffering a terrible untimely death brought about by ambitious
friendships, Ben Sira wishes his students to live on until their natural
death, which is not to be feared.78

Both 9:13 and 13:9–10 use the antithesis between “near” (broq;) and
“far” (qjor:) to warn against too close an association with those bearing
political authority. Just as 9:13a advises, “Keep far [qj'r“] from anyone
empowered to kill,” so 13:9a counsels, “When a prince is near, keep far
away” (q/jr: hyEh‘ bydIn: brEq;, HA). In 13:10 Ben Sira continues the contrast:

anEC;Ti ˆP, qjer"t]Ti la'w“ qjer"t]Ti ˆP, brEq;t]Ti la'

Do not come near, lest you be kept far away, 
and do not keep far away, lest you be hated.

Similarly in 9:13, after urging the reader to “keep far” (qj'r“) from such a
powerful person (9:13a), the sage gives advice on how to behave if one
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78 In 41:3a HM the sage teaches: “Do not be terrified of death, the decree for you”
(Úq]j; tw<M;mi dj'p]Ti la').



has indeed come close to someone in authority: “If you have approached
[T;b]r"q; µai], commit no offense” (9:13c).

To underscore the seriousness of his admonition to avoid committing
an offense, Ben Sira warns that the ruler “may take away your life-
breath.” The verb µva (“commit an offense, become guilty”) occurs most
often in a priestly or cultic context (e.g., Lev 5:19; Num 5:7), although in
Prov 30:10 it appears in a wisdom setting. Whereas Gen 2:7 employs the
phrase µyYIj' tm'v]nI (“breath of life”), here Ben Sira contrasts Út]m;v]nI (“your
life-breath,” Sir 9:13d) with “death” (tw<m;, v. 13b).

In the MT the formulation that opens Sir 9:13e, yKi [D" (“know that”),
often introduces serious admonitions. In Gen 20:7, for instance, King
Abimelech of Gerar receives a warning to return Sarah to Abraham: “If
you do not return her, know that you shall surely die” (tWmT; t/mAyKi [D").
Similarly, David warns Jonathan about Saul: “If he is indeed angry, know
that [yKi [D"] evil has been determined by him” (1 Sam 20:7).

The warning of Sir 9:13ef alludes to Job 18:7–9, part of Bildad’s
speech concerning God’s punishment of the wicked.79

./tx;[} Whkeyliv]t'w “ /n/a ydE[}x' Wrx]yE
.ËL;h't]yI hk;b;c]Al['w“ wyl;g“r"B] tv,r<B] jL'vuAyKi

.µyMix' wyl;[; qzEj}y" jP; bqe[;B] zjeayO

His vigorous steps will be narrowed,
and his advice will cast him away,

for he has been dispatched into the net by his feet,
and upon netting he will be walking about.

A trap will seize his heel;
it will cause snares to prevail over him.

Sirach 9:13ef HA has four words in common with Job 18:7–9: jP' (“trap”),
d['x' (“step”), tv,r< (“net”), and ËLeh't]hi (“walk about”). However, in view
of G’s misunderstanding,80 I discount tv,r< (“net”) as a scribal alteration
(to harmonize with Job 18:8a). Nevertheless, the other three words in
common suggest that Ben Sira here alludes to Job 18:7–9. Just as Bildad
insists that the wicked person will be caught in his own traps, so Ben Sira
counsels that keeping away from the powerful will enable one to avoid
falling into their fatal snares.
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79 We have already seen that Sir 9:11ab alludes twice to Job 18 (v. 5: “wicked”;
v. 20: “his day”).

80 The word t/d/xm] (taken as original here) means either “nets” (cf. HA) or “bat-
tlements” (cf. G); see textual note 13h above.



The imagery of “traps” and “nets” (9:13ef), taken from the world of
hunting, occurs frequently in the MT.81 Indeed, just as Ps 124:5–7 combines
imagery of “the arrogant waters” (µynI/dyZEh' µyIM'h') and the hunter’s “trap”
(jP'), so Sir 9:12–13 speaks of the “arrogant person” (ˆ/dzE) and the ruler’s
“traps” (µyjiP'). Moreover, Qoh 9:12 offers a parallel to Ben Sira at this
point: “For a human being cannot even know his time [cf. Sir 9:11b], like
the fish that are caught in an evil net [hd:/xm], cf. Sir 9:13f], and like birds
caught in a trap [jP;, cf. Sir 9:13e].” Whereas Qoheleth speaks of death as
the fate that comes unbidden upon human beings, Ben Sira warns against
inducing death by rash association with the powerful.82

d. Stanza 4. The Life-Giving Value of Wise Friends (9:14–16)
After the warnings of stanzas 2 and 3, Ben Sira again dispenses positive

advice, as in the first stanza. As countless teachers before and after him have
urged, he advises his students to choose wise and God-fearing friends.

Since communication is such an important part of friendship, Ben Sira
begins the last stanza by appealing to his hearers to give generous and wise
answers to their companions. Sirach 9:14a has affinities to 5:12 HA:

ÚyPi l[' Úd“y: ˆyIa' µaiw“ Ú[}rE hnE[} ÚT]ai vyE µai

If you have something [to say] answer your companion,
and if not, [place]83 your hand over your mouth.

In 9:14a the sage counsels his students to respond to their companions
to the best of their ability, in other words, by sharing the wisdom they
have acquired.

Sirach 9:14b then recommends associating with wise people. This
age-old advice appears in Israelite sapiential tradition; for instance, Prov
13:20a (Qere) asserts: µK;j]y< µymik;j}Ata, Ëleho (“One who walks with wise
persons will become wise”).84 Similarly, Ben Sira often advises learning
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81 Ben Sira too has a fondness for hunting imagery (cf. 27:19–20); compare his use
of vqe/m (“snare”) in 31:30; 32:2; 51:3 (all HB). Note that the wordplay between dj'P'
(“terror,” 9:13b) and jP' (“trap,” 9:13e) also occurs in the MT (Isa 24:17; Jer 48:43).

82 In 9:3b HA Ben Sira uses the noun hd:/xm] (“net”) to describe the entrapping
enchantment of foreign (or “loose”) women: “Do not approach a strange woman,
lest you fall into her nets.” The sage’s warning is comparable to Qoh 7:26, which
speaks of a woman’s heart as “nets” (µydI/xm]).

83 HC adds the imperative verb µyci (“place”) here.
84 Compare the admonition of Tob 4:18 and the observations in Prov 13:14;

15:31. Similar advice occurs in m. ,Abot 1:4: “Let thy house be a meeting-house for
the sages” (µymik;j}; Viviano, Study As Worship, 9).



from the “wise” (µymik;j}), as in 8:8 HA. Moreover, in 27:12 G the sage coun-
sels: “In the midst of the senseless keep track of time, but in the midst of
the discerning stay continually.”85

Ben Sira’s advice to associate with the wise accords with the 
counsel of many sages from the ancient world.86 For example,
Ankhsheshonq 13.6 declares, “The friend of a fool is a fool; the friend of
a wise man is a wise man,” while P. Insinger 13.19 asserts that “he who
walks with a wise man shares his praise.” In addition, since Greek cul-
ture held wisdom in high esteem (cf. Aristotle, Eth. nic. 6.7.2 §1141a;
Plato, Apol. 20d), it is not surprising that its literature encourages asso-
ciation with the wise. Thus, one of the fragments of Menander (694K)
states: “If you go in for wisdom, do not make intimates of those who
lack wisdom.”

The hitpa<el verb dyYET's]hi (“confide [in]” or “associate [with]”)87 occurs
thrice elsewhere in Ben Sira (8:17a HA; 9:3c HA; 42:12b HB). In 42:12b the
sage gives advice concerning a daughter, “Let her not associate among
women,”88 and in 9:3c he says, “Do not associate with a prostitute.”89 The
message of 9:14b is the converse of 8:17, which declares:

.Úd“/s t/Sk'l] lk'Wy alø yKi dyYET's]Ti la' ht,/P µ[i

Do not confide in a simple person,
for he will not be able to conceal your confidence.
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85 Sirach 6:34 GBAC also makes this appeal (using the question idiom borrowed
from Hos 14:10; Ps 107:43): “Stand in the multitude of elders. And who is wise?
Attach yourself to him.”

86 For a brief discussion, see M. Lichtheim, Late Egyptian Wisdom Literature in the
International Context (OBO 52; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1983), 46–47.
For the following two quotations, see AEL 3:169, 196. For Menander’s aphorism,
see Allinson, trans., Menander, 523.

87 No verbal form of the root dws occurs in the MT, although the pa<el and
etpa<al forms occur in Syriac. Commenting textually on 9:3c, Skehan and Di
Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 217) assert: “There is the strongest of evidence that
hstyd as a verb stem based on the noun sôd, and meaning ‘make oneself the
familiar companion/associate of (another)’ was a real part of Ben Sira’s per-
sonal vocabulary.”

88 I read dYET's]Ti la' µyvin: ˆybeW (with Smend, Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 44;
cf. G).

89 I read dyYET's]Ti la' hn:/z µ[i (HA); on 9:3, see the text-critical note in Skehan and
Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 216–17.



As in 8:17, 9:14b–15b plays on the root dws (verb in 8:17a and 9:14b; noun
in 8:17b and 9:15b); while the noun d/s means “confidence, secret,” the
hitpa<el verb denotes either “to confide [in]” or “to associate [with].”90

Sirach 9:15a reiterates the thought of verse 14b. In the MT (e.g., Prov
1:5; 17:28; 18:15; Qoh 9:11) the adjective ˆ/bn: (“discerning”) occurs fre-
quently as a synonym of µk;j; (“wise”); for instance, Prov 16:21a
declares: “Someone wise of heart [bleAµk'j}] will be called discerning
[ˆ/bn:].” In the Hebrew text of Ben Sira as well, the roots ˆyb (“be discer-
ning”) and µkj (“be wise”) occur together.91 For example, 4:11 HA opens
a sapiential poem with the words: “Wisdom [t/mk]j;] teaches her chil-
dren, and testifies to all who discern [µynIybim]] her.”92

Ben Sira employs the adjective ˆ/bn: (“discerning”) to describe the
ideal wise and God-fearing person.93 Similar to 9:15 is the thought of
33:3a HB: “A discerning person [ˆ/bn: vyai] will understand the Word [=
the Torah, cf. 33:3b],”94 since in 9:15 the “discerning” person worth 
befriending is one who is occupied in the “law of the Most High.”

The term ˆ/Bv]j, (here rendered “planning”), from the root bvj
(“think,” “reckon,” “plan”), may refer to either financial or cognitional
reckoning. In Qoh 7:25, 27 the noun ˆ/Bv]j, means “reckoning,” “account,”
“sum total,” and Sir 42:3a HM presumes a similar sense: “[Do not be
ashamed] of keeping accounts [ˆ/Bv]j,] with a partner or a traveler.” In
Qoh 9:10 and Sir 27:5–6 (as in Sir 9:15b), the same word may simply mean
“plan, thought.”95
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90 Seemingly, the pi<el of the verb dws occurs in 7:14a HA: µyrIc; td"[}B' dWEs'T] la'
(“Do not give counsel in the assembly of elders”), but the versions diverge here.

91 The noun hn:yBi (“discernment”) does not occur in the extant MSS of Ben Sira,
unless the word µtwnyb at the end of 9:15 HA represents µt;/nyBi (“their discern-
ments”), which is awkward syntactically. However, the form hn:WbT]
(“discernment”) occurs in parallel with hm;k]j; (“wisdom”) in Sir 4:24; 14:20
(both HA).

92 The two roots also occur together in 3:29 HA; 6:37 HA; 11:15 HA (probably an
expansionary gloss); 32:16cd HBEF (probably a doublet); 42:21 HM.

93 Sirach 7:25b HC suggests that if you have a daughter, “bestow her upon a dis-
cerning man” (ˆ/bn: rb,G<), while 31:19a HB, urging moderation in eating, asks: “Is
not a little sufficient for a discerning human being?” (ˆ/bn: v/na‘).

94 Compare G’s reading of 33:3a: “A discerning person will believe in the law.”
95 Sir 27:5–6 HA is difficult. I would paraphrase the couplet: “Just as the pot-

ter’s plan of the pot he makes is tested when it is fired in the kiln, so a
person’s planning is tested in the heat of experience. On the basis of a tree’s
cultivation there will be fruit; equally on the basis of a person’s imagination
there will be planning.”



The term d/s (“confidence,” “secret,” “council”) is important in Ben
Sira’s thinking on friendship (cf. 6:6 HA; 8:17 HA; 37:10 HD; 42:1 HB).
Whereas elsewhere he warns against revealing confidences (cf.
27:16–21), in Sir 9:15b he urges his students to spend their time posi-
tively, not in secret intrigues with courtiers, but in meditation on the
“law of the Most High.”96

The phrase ˆ/yl][, tr"/T (“the law of the Most High,” absent here in HA

but supplied from G)97 occurs in 41:4 HB; 41:8 HM; 42:2 HBM; 49:4 HB.98 In
42:2a HBM Ben Sira places it at the head of his list of things that are no
cause for shame. By contrast, in 41:8 HM the sage condemns the wicked
who abandon it, and in 49:4 HB he laments over Judah’s rulers who
“abandoned the law of the Most High” (ˆ/yl][, tr"/T).99

The theme of the Torah is significant for Ben Sira, who often con-
nects it with wisdom and the fear of the Lord.100 Sirach 9:14–16 makes
these connections with successive mention of “wise persons” (µymik;j},
v. 14b), “the law of the Most High” (novmw/ uJyivstou, v. 15b), and “the fear
of God” (µyhiløa‘ ta'r“yI, v. 16b).101 Sirach 19:20 states the connections
more directly:
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96 In Ben Sira’s time the Torah may have served not only as religious legislation
but also as civil law for the Jewish community centered around Jerusalem; cf. the
decree of Antiochus III confirming the right of the Jews to live according to their
ancestral laws (Josephus, Ant. 12.3.3 §142).

97 The phrase novmo" uJyivstou (“law of the Most High”) is present eight times in
the Greek text (9:15; 19:17; 23:23; 38:34; 41:8; 42:2; 44:20; 49:4); see further my exe-
gesis of 19:17.

98 In 41:4b Ben Sira calls death ˆ/yl][, tr"/T (“the law of the Most High”), which
is equivalent to rc;B; lK; q/j (“the decree for all flesh,” 41:4a). In 41:4a I read q/j
(“decree,” cf. G) for HB’s ql,je (“portion”); instead of q/j HM has ≈qe (“end,” cf. S).

99 In addition, for 6:37a Smend suggests ˆ/yl][, tr"/T (“the law of the Most High”;
cf. G) where HA reads ˆ/yl][, ta'r“yI (“the fear of the Most High”); see Sirach,
hebräisch und deutsch, 6. The phrase ˆ/yl][, tr"/T (“the law of the Most High”)
occurs also in 11QPsa 18.14 (= Ps 154:14); 4Q525 2 ii 4.

100 Cf. Jolley, “The Function of Torah in Sirach,” 86–150; Schnabel, Law and
Wisdom from Ben Sira to Paul, 8–92; J. Marböck, “Gesetz und Weisheit: Zum
Verständnis des Gesetzes bei Jesus Ben Sira,” Gottes Weisheit Unter Uns, 52–72. In
37:12 HBD the sage urges his students: “[Take advice] with a person always rever-
ent, who you know keeps the commandment.”

101 A similar series, with parallels to Sir 9:14–16, occurs in Ps 154:10–14 (11QPsa

18.9–14): “The man who gives glory to the Most High is accepted. . . . Her [= wis-
dom’s] voice is heard in the gates of just men [µyqiyDIx'] . . . ; they speak about it
when they eat to bursting . . . ; their meditation is on the Law of the Most High
[ˆ/yl][, tr"/tB] µt;j;yci]” (García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 305).



pa'sa sofiva fovbo" kurivou, kai; ejn pavsh/ sofiva/ poivhsi" novmou.

The fear of the Lord is all wisdom,
and the doing of the law is in all wisdom.102

Similarly, 1:26–27a G links wisdom, commandments, and the fear of the
Lord: “If you desire wisdom, keep the commandments, and the Lord
will lavish her on you; for the fear of the Lord is wisdom and instruc-
tion.” Moreover, the central sapiential poem in Ben Sira’s book equates
the wisdom dwelling in Israel (24:8) with “the law that Moses com-
manded us” (24:23).103

In Sir 9:16a the sage advises his students to share meals with right-
eous persons, because their conversation and example will be beneficial.
This advice is the corollary of the saying of Menander (Thaïs, fragment
218) quoted in 1 Cor 15:33: “Bad company corrupts good habits.” Hence
the psalmist prays to be saved from the ill effects of bad company: “Do
not turn my heart to anything evil, to do wanton deeds in wickedness,
with those who are doers of iniquity, and let me not eat of their delica-
cies” (Ps 141:4).

Ben Sira employs the noun µj,l, (“bread,” “meal”) in both a literal
and a metaphorical sense. Using the term in the physical sense (Sir 31:12,
23, 24), 31:12–32:13 offers instructions on proper conduct at banquets.
Understood in a metaphorical sense, “bread” represents “insight” (Sir
15:3; cf. Prov 9:5). The connection between “bread” (Sir 9:16a) and “wine”
(Sir 9:10c) that frames this pericope recurs often in the MT.104

Ben Sira uses the noun qd<x, (“righteousness”)105 to describe both
divine and human activity; thus, in 35:22 HB he affirms of God that “as
judge of righteousness [= righteous judge] he will perform judgment,”
while in 49:9 HB the sage praises Job as “the one upholding all [the
ways of] righteousness.” In 9:16 Ben Sira’s concern is that his 
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102 Likewise, Sir 21:11 declares: “One who keeps the law controls his thoughts,
and complete fear of the Lord is wisdom.” Note that P. Insinger 23.23 also con-
nects wisdom and reverence: “It is the god who gives the heart to the wise man
for the sake of having respect” (AEL 3:204).

103 Cf. 23:27. Note, however, that 25:10 G declares: “How great is the one who
has found wisdom, but he is not superior to the one who fears the Lord.”

104 E.g., Gen 14:18; Deut 29:5; 1 Sam 10:3; 16:20; 25:18; Prov 4:17; 9:5; Qoh 9:7;
10:19; cf. C. Begg, “‘Bread, Wine and Strong Drink’ in Deut 29:5a,” Bijdr 41 (1980):
266–75, esp. 269–70.

105 Note that in Ben Sira hq;d:x] (e.g., 3:14, 30; 40:17) generally means “alms-
giving” rather than “righteousness.”



students will take their meals with upright persons, so as to learn their
righteousness.

Just as Ben Sira urges his hearers to associate and eat with righteous
persons, so too ancient Egyptian and Greek writers offer similar advice.
Thus, the Instruction of Any (5.7) teaches: “Befriend one who is straight
and true.”106 Similarly, Theognis 31–34 advises: “This then I would have
thee to know, nor [sic] to consort with the bad but ever to cleave unto the
good, and at their tables to eat and to drink, and with them to sit” (cf.
Theognis 563–566). Likewise, Xenophon (Mem. 1.2.20) asserts: “The soci-
ety of honest men is a training in virtue, but the society of the bad is
virtue’s undoing.”107

To conclude this pericope, Ben Sira brings the whole subject of friend-
ship into the context of the fear of God, just as he did in 6:16b (at the end
of 6:5–17). According to Haspecker, fear of God is the overall theme of Ben
Sira’s book.108 In fact, if we discount the sage’s foreword (1:1–10) and
appendix (ch. 51), the whole book is united by an inclusio: fovbo" kurivou
(“fear of the Lord,” 1:11a) and yyy ta'r“yI (“fear of Yahweh,” 50:29 HB).

Ben Sira likes to conclude his pericopes by mentioning the fear of
God.109 Indeed, this theme concludes the opening nonalphabetic acrostic
on the fear of God (1:11–30; cf. v. 30e); the first friendship pericope (6:5–17;
cf. v. 16b);110 the present poem on friendship (9:10–16; cf. v. 16b); the dou-
ble nonalphabetic acrostic on self-control (22:27–23:27; cf. 23:27b G); the
decalogue of macarisms (25:7–11; cf. vv. 10b–11); the nonalphabetic acros-
tic on the trades (38:24–34; cf. v. 34c S); the decalogue of good things
(40:18–27; cf. vv. 26b–27); and the postscript (50:27–29; cf. v. 29).111
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106 AEL 2:138. The following quotation comes from Edmonds, trans., Elegy and
Iambus, 1:233.

107 Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 21. Note also Aristotle’s dictum (Eth. nic. 9.9.5
§1170a) that “good men find pleasure in the actions of other good men who are
their friends” (Rackham, trans, Nicomachean Ethics, 561).

108 Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 87–105. The term “fear of God”
occurs more than fifty-five times in Ben Sira (p. 82); see the chart comparing G, S,
and H (pp. 48–50).

109 The sage probably borrows this feature from Prov 31:10–31 (the acrostic on
the “capable woman”), whose penultimate bicolon (31:30b) mentions “the fear of
Yahweh” (hw:hy“ ta'r“yI). Note also that in P. Insinger the didactic units close with a
religious refrain, as in 13.7: “The fate and the fortune that come, it is the god who
determines them” (AEL 3:195); cf. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 90.

110 Moreover, in HA “the fear of the Most High” occurs at the end of 6:18–37 (in
v. 37a); but it is better to read “the law of the Most High” (cf. G).

111 Fuß comments: “Sirach likes to top what was previously said in a unit by a
final religious declaration, which may point to the fear of God, the law, or prayer



The expression of 9:16b resembles that of 10:22b. Whereas 9:16b HA

urges: ÚT]r“a'p]Ti µyhiløa‘ ta'r“yIB] (“Let your glory be in the fear of God”),
10:22 HB asserts:

.yyy ta'r“yI µT;r“a'p]Ti vr:w: yrIk]n: rz: rGE

Immigrant, foreigner, alien and pauper,
their glory is the fear of Yahweh.

Ben Sira teaches that just as those who are helpless or inglorious by
human standards can find glory in fearing God, so too a person seeking
friendship should glory not in the wealth or rank of his friends but in
their fear of God.112

A related phrase also occurs in 25:6 G: “The crown of the aged is
great experience, and their glory (kauvchma, as in 9:16b; 10:22b) is the fear
of the Lord.” Just as the aged, who possess wisdom (25:5 G), can rightly
glory in the fear of God, so too Ben Sira’s students will be able to glory in
fearing God if they choose wise and upright friends. Similarly, the open-
ing nonalphabetic acrostic of the book (1:11a G) asserts: fovbo" kurivou dovxa
kai; kauvchma (“The fear of the Lord is glory and exultation”). Thus, at the
end of his second poem on friendship, Ben Sira has returned to the theme
of fear of God with which he began his book.

9. Conclusion

After discussing the dangers of liaisons with women in 9:1–9, Ben
Sira treats relations with male friends in 9:10–16. His basic advice is to
find God-fearing friends and stick with them, instead of being attracted
by the unscrupulous persons who wield power. In the context of its
sociopolitical setting, the sage’s message has a “conservative” tone,
implying that one should remain faithful to those who obey the Torah in
Jerusalem, instead of advancing one’s career by forging connections with
Hellenistic rulers. Ben Sira restates the traditional wisdom instruction to
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(e.g., 7:36; 28:6–7; 35:10; 37:15)” (“Tradition und Komposition,” 278–79; transla-
tion mine); cf. Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 136 n. 30.

112 Compare the prayer in Ps 119:63: “I am a comrade to all who fear you—to
those who keep your precepts.” Like Sir 9:16, Prov 31:30b links glory with the
fear of God: “A woman whose fear is Yahweh—she will be praised”; cf. T. P.
McCreesh, “Wisdom As Wife: Proverbs 31:10–31,” RB 92 (1985): 25–46, esp.
28–29 n. 11.



shun the arrogant and the wicked (doubtless the proud rulers of
9:17–10:18). He also follows earlier sapiential tradition in his advice to 
associate with wise, discerning, and righteous persons. Although this
pericope offers no new teaching, it spells out clearly and succinctly the
way to be avoided in one’s friendships (arrogance) and the way to be
taken (the fear of God).
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4

Sirach 13:15–23

1. Introduction

This chapter concerns the final unit (Sir 13:15–23) of a long segment
(11:29–13:23) devoted to social relationships. Much of the advice in this
segment is negative, reflecting an ethic of caution: warnings about friend-
ship (e.g., 12:8–9; 13:1–2) introduce descriptions of mistreatment at the
hands of false friends (e.g., 12:10–18; 13:3–7). Similarly, in 13:15–23 the gen-
eral statement that people associate with their own kind (13:15–16) leads
Ben Sira to explain why he considers friendship between rich and poor to
be impossible (13:17–23). In 13:15–23 the text of HA is mostly authentic, and
the sage’s literary skill is evident in his use of imagery (from the world of
animals) and poetic devices (such as alliteration and repetition).1

2. Delimitation

As a didactic poem on friendship, Sir 13:15–23 is marked off as a unit
by both its content and its form.2 Its unifying theme is the impossibility
of friendship between rich and poor, while an inclusio delimits the unit
poetically: lK; (“all,” 13:15a) opens the pericope, while the concluding
verse contains lKoh' (“everyone,” 13:23a).3 In regard to content, the unit
consists of two parts: an axiom with illustrations from animal life
(13:15–20);4 and an application to rich and poor (13:21–23).5

1 For the text of Sir 13:15–23 HA, see Schechter and Taylor, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 8.
2 Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 254) consider 13:15–23 as a separate

subunit within 13:1–14:2.
3 There is a second inclusio, with the accusative particle ta, occurring in

13:15b, 23b.
4 In the axiom (13:15–16) ˆymi (“kind”) occurs three times, while the illustrations

(13:17–19) mention three pairs of animals.
5 In 13:21–23 both ryvi[; (“rich”) and lD" (“poor”) occur three times.



The preceding unit (13:9–13), offering advice on approaching a noble-
man, is delimited by an inclusio: hyEj‘ (“be”) occurs in 13:9a, 13a. The
following unit (13:24–14:2), concerning one’s attitude to wealth, is also
marked off by an inclusio: yPi (“mouth,” “speech”) appears in 13:24b,
while WhyPi (“his mouth,” “his speech”) occurs in 14:1a.6

3. Text

I

.a/l hm,/Dh' ta,a µd:a; lk;w“ /nymi bh'a‘y< rc;B;h' lK; 15
.µd:a; drB'Wjy“ /nymi la,w“ c/lx]a, rc;B; lK; bˆymi 16

.fqyDIx'l] [v;r: eˆKe cb,K, la, baez“ rB'WjY“ hm' 17
.vr: la, ryvi[; µ/lv] hˆyIa'me bl,K, la, ['/bx; µ/lv] gvYE hm'g 18

.µyLiD" ryvi[; ty[ir“m' ˆKe rB;d“mi yaer“Pi yrIa} lk'a}m' 19
.ˆ/yb]a, ryvi[; tb'[}/tw“ hw:n:[} ihw:a}G" tb'[}/T 20

II

.m['rE la, ['rEmem hj,d“nI lf/mn: ld"w“ k['rEme Ëm;s]nIk jf/m ryvi[; 21
.oˆypi/m ˆyrI[;/km]o wyr:b;d“W µyBir" wyr:z“[ow“ nrBed"m] ryvi[; 22

.µ/qm; /l ˆyaew “ lyKic]m' rB,dIw “ qWac]yI [G" [G"q prBed"m] lD"
.W[yGIy" b[; d[' r/lk]ci ta,w“ WtK]s]nI lKoh' rbe/D ryvi[; 23

.sWhWpD“h]y< µhe µG" lq't]nI µaiw“ Wrm]ayO hz< ymi rbe/D lD"

4. Textual Notes

The text given above follows HA, except where indicated otherwise
below. HA mostly preserves a good text, although it contains some
Aramaisms.7

6 A careful study by P. C. Beentjes concludes, by contrast, that 13:24 (which he
calls 13:23) forms the last verse of the preceding pericope rather than the first
verse of what follows (“‘How Can a Jug Be Friends with a Kettle?’ A Note on the
Structure of Ben Sira Chapter 13,” BZ 36 [1992]: 87–93). In the section on context
below I explain in greater detail why I nevertheless consider that 13:24 opens a
new pericope (13:24–14:19).

7 HA reads am (“what”) in v. 18a, and the two participles ˆyr[wkm (“loath-
some”) and ˆypwm (“they call beautiful”) or ˆypwhm (“[are] called beautiful”) in
v. 22b have Aramaizing endings.
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15a–a: So HA and S. G and L paraphrase: “his neighbor.”
16b: So HA. S presupposes ˆmi (“from,””some of”), while G para-

phrases kata; gevno" (“according to kind”).
16c: So HA (cf. S). G and L presuppose lx;a‘n< (“is joined”).
16d: So HA and L. G and S presuppose qB'd“yI (“will stick”).
17e: I replace the Mishnaic form ËK; (“so”) in verse 17b (HA) with its

biblical synonym ˆKe (“so”) from verse 17c (HA).8

17f: After verse 17b HA has a gloss that is lacking in G, S, and L:
lx;a‘n< vyai la, ryvi[; ˆkew “ (“and so is a rich person joined to a man;”9 or “and
so is a rich person toward a withdrawn [= poor] man”).

18g–g: HA reads vyam (= vYEAam', “what is there?”), written as one word
under the influence of ˆyIa'me (“whence?”; “how?”) in verse 18b. Instead of
the Aramaizing spelling am (cf. Ezra 6:8) I read hm.10

18h: So HA.11 G repeats tiv" (“what?”) from verse 18a (cf. S).
20i: So HA; this abstract noun corresponds to the following abstract

noun, hw:n:[} (“humility”). G presupposes ha,GE (“a proud person”). S omits
verse 20, seemingly because the translator considered it uncomplimen-
tary toward the poor.12

21j: So HA; f/m is a qal infinitive absolute (cf. GKC §113gg) serving for
the participle fm; (“tottering”; cf. S: “falling”); cf. Qoh 4:2; Isa 59:4 for a
similar use of the infinitive. However, G presupposes f/mn: (“made to tot-
ter,” “shaken”).

21k–k: Cf. G (“is supported by friends”). HA reads ['rEme Ëm;s]Bi (“with
the support of a companion”), while S has “and is thrust away to evil.”

21l: So HA. Both G and S, rendering “falling,” presuppose fm; (“tot-
tering”).

21m–m: So HA. S presumes [r" la, [r"me (“from bad to worse”; cf. Jer 9:2),
while G repeats uJpo; fivlwn (“by friends”) from verse 21a.

22n: So HA and S. G reads sfalevnto" (“made to totter” = f/mn:).
22o–o: So HA (cf. S); the Aramaizing endings, found elsewhere in bib-

lical Hebrew poetry (GKC §87e), may here be due to dissimulation, so as
to avoid a succession of m sounds (as in Job 4:2b). Above the first two let-
ters of ˆypi/m (“they call beautiful”) in HA a scribe has added h, perhaps to
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8 So Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 126.
9 Possibly emend vyai (“man”) to vr: (“pauper”); cf. Skehan and Di Lella,

Wisdom of Ben Sira, 251.
10 So Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 127.
11 For ˆyIa'me (lit., “from where?”) meaning “how?” see 2 Kgs 6:27. Note that this

interrogative particle occurs in parallel with hm; (“what?”) in 2 Kgs 20:14; Isa 39:3;
Jonah 1:8.

12 Cf. Winter, “The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac,” 245–46.



indicate an unusual hop <al form ˆypiWhm] (“called beautiful”).13 G para-
phrases verse 22b: “He spoke unutterable things, and they justified him.”

22p: So S.14 G presupposes the reading of HA, f/mn: (“made to totter”),
borrowed from verse 21b.

22q–q: HA has the ambiguous phrase ac;w“ [G" [G", which might mean
“Strike [him], strike [him], and take [him] away”15 or “Come, come, and
speak up”;16 but these meanings do not fit the context well. For [G" [G" S
has a similar onomatopoeic form gû< (“Pooh!”) expressing contempt.17

Moreover, instead of acw (HA), it is better to read Wac]yI (“they will utter”);18

cf. S (“they say to him”). For the whole phrase G reads, “and they further
rebuked him,” either a paraphrase or perhaps reflecting Wac]yI hr:[;g“W (“and
they will utter a rebuke”).

23r: So HA. G presupposes /jyci (“his talk”), while S (“his benefactors”)
presumes wyl;yKic]m' (“those who cause him to prosper”).

23s: So HA and S. GBS presupposes WhWkp]h'y" (“they will overturn him”);
cf. Sir 12:12b G for the same confusion.

5. Translation

I

15 All flesh will love its own kind,
and every human being one resembling him.

16 All flesh has its kind close to it,
and with his own kind a human being will be associated.

17 How can a wolf be associated with a lamb?
So is a wicked person toward a righteous person.

18 What peace can a hyena have toward a dog?
How can a rich person have peace toward an impoverished person?
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13 Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 86. However, Peters (Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 118)
suggests that the word may also be hip<il (ˆypi/hm], “they call beautiful”).

14 Cf. Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 127–28.
15 Peters, Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 118; a common meaning of [gn is “strike” (Isa

53:4; Job 1:19; 19:21).
16 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 250. For [gn with the meaning

“come,” see Job 4:5; Jonah 3:6.
17 So Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 128.
18 Cf. Schechter and Taylor, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 47; for the verb acn in the sense

“lift up [one’s voice], utter” see Isa 3:7; 42:2, 11. Probably the initial y of Wac]yI was con-
fused with a w, while the final w was lost by haplography with the following word.



19 The wild asses of the desert are a lion’s food;
so paupers are the feeding-ground of the rich person.

20 Humility is an abomination to pride,
and a needy person is an abomination to a rich person.

II

21 A rich person tottering is supported by a companion,
but a pauper made to totter is thrust away from companion to
companion.

22 A rich person speaks and his helpers are many,
and they call his loathsome words beautiful.

A pauper speaks; “Pooh-pooh!” they will utter;
and he will speak giving insight but there is no place for him.

23 A rich person speaks; all have been silenced,
and they make his insight reach to the clouds.

A pauper speaks; “Who is this?” they will say,
and if he has stumbled they too will push him down.

6. Poetic Analysis

The whole poem (Sir 13:15–23) is united by inclusio and rhyme.
There is a double inclusio between the first and last couplets (vv. 15–16
and v. 23). Whereas verses 15–16 thrice employ lK; (“all,” “every”),
verse 23a uses lKoh' (“all”). Additionally, both verses 15b and 23b con-
tain the accusative particle ta,.19 There is also opening and closing
rhyme. The first three cola (vv. 15–16a) exhibit end-rhyme (/nymi, /l, and
/lx]a,), as do the last four cola in verse 23 (WtK]s]nI, W[yGIy", Wrm]ayO, and
WhWpD“h]y<).20 Thus, inclusio and rhyme serve to indicate the boundaries of
the poetic unit.
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19 Because the previous occurrence of the particle ta, is in 9:6 HA, while the
next appearance is in 15:11 HAB, the sage’s double use of the particle in 13:15–23
is stylistically significant. Note that the particle often occurs in the opening line
of a pericope (9:1 HA; 15:11 HAB; 44:1 HM) or in the closing line (39:35 HB; 43:33 HB;
51:12 HB). On the sage’s use of ta, see F. V. Reiterer, “Markierte und nicht
markierte direkte Objekte bei Ben Sira: Präliminaria zur Untersuchung der
Hebraizität Siras anhand der Verben mit ta-Verwendung,” in Text, Methode und
Grammatik: Wolfgang Richter zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. W. Gross et al.; St. Ottilien:
EOS, 1991), 359–78.

20 This fourfold rhyme in v. 23 also signals the end of the longer unit 13:1–23,
which began with a rhyming bicolon (13:1).



The division into two stanzas (vv. 15–20 and vv. 21–23) is also indi-
cated stylistically, namely, by means of further rhyme and patterns of
three. The last bicolon of stanza 1 is marked by internal rhyme (hw:n:[} hw:a}G",
v. 20a), and the opening bicolon of stanza 2 also exhibits rhyme (['rEme, v.
21a; ['rE, v. 21b). In addition, stanza 1 employs three words three times:
lK; (“all,” “every”: vv. 15ab, 16a); ˆymi (“kind”: vv. 15a, 16ab); and ryvi[;
(“rich”: vv. 18b, 19b, 20b). Stanza 2 also employs three words three times:
ryvi[; (“rich”: vv. 21a, 22a, 23a); lD" (“pauper”: vv. 21b, 22c, 23c); and ['rE
(“companion”: v. 21ab). The root rbd (“speak” or “word”: vv. 22abcd,
23ac) is present six times (= twice 3x).

a. Stanza 1: Creatures Associate with Their Own Kind (13:15–20)
We have already observed that the first stanza is united by a pattern

of threes (3x “all/every,” “kind,” and “rich”), as well as by opening end-
rhyme (vv. 15–16a) and closing internal rhyme (v. 20a). Other patterns
also indicate the unity of stanza 1. Both cola of the opening line begin
with lK; (“all,” “every,” v. 15ab), while both cola of the closing line begin
with Atb'[}/T (“abomination,” v. 20ab).

The stanza may be subdivided into three couplets. The first couplet
(vv. 15–16) features the parallelism between rc;B; (“flesh”: vv. 15a, 16a)
and µd:a; (“human being”: vv. 15b, 16b). Both lines of the central couplet
(vv. 17–18) begin with Ahm' (“what,” “how?”). The second bicolon of the
second couplet repeats Aµ/lv] (“peace”: v. 18ab), just as the second
bicolon of the third couplet repeats Atb'[}/T (“abomination”: v. 20ab).

The stanza makes use of three rhetorical questions (vv. 17a, 18a, 18b).
It also employs three animal comparisons (vv. 17a, 18a, 19a), which
develop the phrase “all flesh” in vv. 15a and 16a. In addition, the term
[v;r: (“wicked,” v. 17b) not only exhibits assonance with vr: (“impover-
ished,” v. 18b), but also reverses the root consonants of ryvi[; (“rich”),
which appears six times in verses 18–23.

A complex pattern of alliteration is apparent in the stanza, whereby
the consonants of rc;B; lK; ˆymi (lit., “the kind of all flesh”) generate most of
the sound patterns in the stanza. In the opening couplet, for instance, l
occurs six times, and both b and m occur four times. Each colon in verses
17–19 begins with either m or k. More striking are the two animal names,
cb,K, (“lamb,” v. 17a) and bl,K, (“dog,” v. 18a), whose consonants use the
letters of rc;B; lK; (“all flesh,” v. 16a) in the same order. Moreover, the
interrogative particle ˆyIa'me (“how?”: v. 18b) is reminiscent of ˆymi (“kind,”
v. 16a), while lk'a}m' (“food,” v. 19a) ends with the two consonants of lK;
(“all,” v. 16a). There is further assonance between rc;B; (“flesh,” v. 16a),
rB'Wjy“ (“will be associated,” vv. 16b, 17a) and rB;d“mi (“desert,” v. 19a).

Other instances of alliteration and assonance also abound. Verse 15b has
µd:a; and hm,/Dh', while /l in verse 15b is echoed in /lx]a, in verse 16a. Verse
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18b has sibilant and liquid alliteration with its series vr: la, ryvi[; µ/lv]. In
verse 19, too, there is alliteration in yaer“Pi yrIa}, plus the series lk'a}m', rB;d“mi,
and ty[ir“m'.21 Alliteration is also evident in verse 20 between hw:n:[}
(“humility”) and ryvi[; (“rich”), despite their contrasting meanings.

Finally, verses 17a, 18a, and 18b exhibit a similar structure with allit-
eration and assonance:

17a: cb,K, la, baez“ rB'WjY“ hm'
18a: bl,K, la, ['/bx; µ/lv] vYE hm'
18b: vr: la, ryvi[; µ/lv] ˆyIa'me

b. Stanza 2: Rich and Poor Receive Unequal Treatment (13:21–23)
We have already noted that the second stanza is united by the fre-

quent use of the pattern of three (3x “rich,” “pauper,” and “companion”;
6x rbd, “speak” or “word”). We also observed the presence of opening
rhyme (v. 21ab) and the extensive use of closing rhyme (v. 23abcd). The
unity of the stanza is further evident from the threefold contrast between
the “rich person” and the “pauper” (vv. 21, 22, 23), a pattern that pro-
vides the basic structure for verses 21–23.

In the second stanza, each of the three contrasting statements exhibits
an elaborate parallel structure, enhanced by repetition and assonance.
Thus, verse 21 repeats the word ['rE (“companion,” 3x) and the root fwm
(“totter,” 2x):

['rEme Ëm;s]nI f/m ryvi[;
['rE la, ['rEme hj,d“nI f/mn: ld"w“

Two antithetical word-pairs are present: ryvi[; (“rich person”) and ld"
(“pauper”); ˚ms (“support”) and hjd (“thrust away”). In an additional
contrast, ['rEme in verse 21a has a positive meaning (“by a companion”),22

whereas in verse 21b it has a negative connotation (“from a companion”).
In verse 21 three words begin with m and three with n; both these letters
belong to the key word ˆymi (“kind,” v. 16a) of the first stanza.

Verse 22 also exhibits a complex parallel structure with alliteration
and repetition:

ˆypi/m ˆyrI[;/km] wyr:b;d“W µyBir" wyr:z“[ow “ rBed"m] ryvi[;
µ/qm; /l ˆyaew “ lyKic]m' rB,dIw “ Wac]yI [G" [G" rBed"m] lD"
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21 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 66.
22 For ˆmi (“by”) with the agent of a passive verb, see Ps 37:23; Job 24:1; Qoh

12:11; cf. GKC §121f.



The first colon of each line employs rBed"m] (“speaks”), while each second
colon uses another form of the root rbd (“his words” in v. 22b; “he will
speak” in v. 22d). Antithesis is evident, not only between the two bicola
(“rich person” in v. 22a; “pauper” in v. 22c), but also within each bicolon.
The first bicolon of v. 22 implies the contrast between what is “loathsome”
(r[;/km]) and what is “beautiful” (hp,y:), while the second bicolon describes
the rejection of someone whose insight should be heeded. The first letter
of ryvi[; (“rich person,” v. 22a) recurs in the word wyr:z“[o (“his helpers,” 
v. 22a), while the opening letter of lD" (“pauper,” v. 22c) occurs four times
in verse 22 in the root rbd (“speak” or “word”). Many letters from the
key phrase rc;B; lK; ˆymi (lit., “the kind of all flesh,” v. 16a) recur in a
series in verse 22: rBedæm], µyBir", ˆypi/m ˆyrI[;/km] wyr:b;d“W, rBedæm], lyKic]m' rB,dIw“.
Moreover, in the first bicolon of verse 22 three words begin with m
(rBed"m], ˆyrI[;/km], and ˆypi/m), as also in the second bicolon of verse 22
(rBed"m], lyKic]m', and µ/qm;). Internal rhyme occurs as well: wyr:z“[ow “ and
wyr:b;d“W; ˆypi/m ˆyrI[;/km]; and [G" [G".

A further example of parallelism (with contrast, repetition, and allit-
eration) is present in the structure of the two bicola of verse 23:

.W[yGIy" b[; d[' /lk]ci ta,w“ WtK]s]nI lKoh' rbe/D ryvi[;
.WhWpD“h]y< µhe µG" lq't]nI µaiw“ Wrm]ayO hz< ymi rbe/D lD"

Verse 23 employs antithesis, not only between ryvi[; (“rich person”) and
lD" (“pauper”), but also between WtK]s]nI (“they have been silenced”) and
Wrm]ayO (“they will say”). The assonance of the phrase b[; d[' (“to the
clouds”) matches the alliteration of µhe µG" (“they too”). Three words in
verse 23 begin with [: ryvi[;, d[', and b[;; similarly, three words begin with
d: lD" and rbe/D (twice). Many letters from the key phrase rc;B; lK; ˆymi
(“the kind of all flesh,” v. 16a) occur in verse 23: lKoh' rbe/D, ymi rbe/D,
lq't]nI µaiw“ Wrm]ayO. In addition, two Hebrew roots connect verses 23ab and
22cd: rbd (“speak”) and lkc (“give insight”). Such poetic patterns con-
tribute to the artistic effect of the sage’s composition.

7. Context of Sirach 13:15–23

a. Context within Part 3 of Ben Sira’s Book (6:18–14:19)
Sirach 13:15–23 belongs to part 3 of Ben Sira’s book (6:18–14:19), con-

cerned with “Applying Wisdom Socially.”23 Sirach 13:1–23 itself comes
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23 Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 55. In my discussion in ch. 3 concern-
ing the context of Sir 9:10–16, I present the structure of 6:18–14:19.



toward the end of a long segment concerning the right attitude to wealth
and poverty (10:19–14:19).

10:19–11:6: True Glory
11:7–28: Providence and Trust in God
11:29–12:18: Care in Choosing Friends24

13:1–23: The Rich and the Poor25

13:24–14:19: The Use of Wealth26

Haspecker regards 11:9–14:19 as a unity because this segment deals
with problems arising from economic and social differences.27 He
observes that all the pericopes in 11:9–14:19 (apart from 11:29–12:6)
assume the viewpoint of the poor:

Admittedly no destitute persons are to be understood among them,
but rather a pious but economically weaker middle class that always
stands in danger, either of falling victim to the allurements of a speedy
but morally questionable economic rise (11:10–28), or else of allying
itself to unscrupulous rich and aristocratic persons and of being
exploited by these or morally contaminated (13:1–23; from the context
doubtless also 12:8–18).

In addition, Haspecker notes that Ben Sira often employs sociological and
moral terminology in tandem:

Throughout these texts an antithesis occurs between poor and rich,
small and mighty, good and evil, humble and proud, righteous and ini-
quitous (cf. especially 11:21–22; 13:17–20).
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24 On 12:1–6, see L. J. Prockter, “Alms and the Man: The Merits of Charity,”
JNSL 17 (1991): 69–80, esp. 75–77; on 12:8–12, see Schrader, “Unzuverlässige
Freundschaft und verläßliche Feindschaft,” in Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft bei Ben
Sira, 19–59.

25 On ch. 13 of Ben Sira, see Beentjes, “How Can a Jug Be Friends with a Kettle?”
Because Beentjes rightly regards 13:14 G as a gloss, he (like the NAB) numbers as
Sir 13:14–25 what I (following Ziegler and the NRSV) call 13:15–26. On 13:1–24, see
also Baldauf, “Arme und Armut im Buch Ben Sira,” 55–69.

26 Sirach 13:24–14:19 is a twenty-three-line nonalphabetic acrostic; cf. Skehan
and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 74. On 14:11–19, see Schrader, Leiden und
Gerechtigkeit, 264–78.

27 Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 187; the following two quotations (my
translation) come from pp. 187–88.



Sirach 13:15–23 shares certain characteristics with 10:19–11:6: the use
of rhetorical questions (10:19, 29; 13:17–18), the antithesis between rich
and poor (10:30; 13:19–23), and a sympathetic attitude toward the poor
(10:23; 11:2, 4; 13:18–23). Sirach 13:15–23 also shares some features with
11:7–28, particularly the contrast between popular opinion and true judg-
ment (11:11–13, 21; 13:22–23), the association of righteous and poor (11:17,
22; 13:17), and the antithesis between rich and poor (11:14, 21; 13:19–23).

b. Context of Sirach 13:15–23 within 11:29–13:23
Sirach 11:29–13:23 forms a poetic segment focused on the theme of

social relationships. Since HA leaves a space after 13:1 and begins a new
indented line with 13:2,28 some scholars assert that 13:1 concludes the
material in chapter 12 and that a fresh section begins with 13:2.29

However, several poetic factors indicate that it is 13:1 (not 13:2) that
opens a new section. While 12:1–18 is a twenty-two-line nonalphabetic
acrostic,30 the unity of 13:1–23 is evident from an inclusio with the root [gn
(“touch,” “reach”: 13:1a, 23b) and from the use of rhyme in its opening
and closing verses (13:1ab and 13:23abcd). Ben Sira generally uses analo-
gies from the natural world (such as “touching pitch” in 13:1a) to open
rather than close pericopes.31 Moreover, the word /dy: (“his hand”) in 13:1
forms a mot crochet with dy: (“hand”) in 12:18, thereby linking 13:1–23 with
11:29–12:18.32

When 13:1 is recognized as opening a new poem, the segment
11:29–13:23 falls into two equal portions: 11:29–12:18 (28 bicola)33 and
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28 Schechter and Taylor, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 7.
29 So Smend (Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 15), Peters (Der jüngst wiederaufgefun-

dene hebräische Text, 70; but see his revised opinion in Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 113),
Baldauf (“Arme und Armut im Buch Ben Sira,” 61–64), and Beentjes (“How Can
a Jug be Friends with a Kettle?” 88).

30 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 74.
31 There are many examples of analogies from nature at the start of the sage’s

poems: thus, Sir 3:25 opens 3:25–29; 3:30 begins 3:30–4:6; 5:9 opens 5:9–6:1; 9:10
begins 9:10–16; 13:15–19 opens 13:15–23; 22:19–20 begins 22:19–26.

32 Among those who regard 13:1 as the opening verse of a new pericope are
Segal (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 81), Peters (Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 113; a revision of his
earlier opinion), Fuß (“Tradition und Komposition,” 96), Haspecker (Gottesfurcht
bei Jesus Sirach, 188), Prato (Il problema della teodicea, 375), and Skehan and Di Lella
(Wisdom of Ben Sira, 252).

33 The numeration follows G, omitting 12:6c (lacking in GBSA and HA) and 12:7
(lacking in HA, a doublet of 12:4). HA contains many corruptions and expansions,
especially in 11:29–34; cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 244.



13:1–23 (28 bicola).34 The segment may be further divided into subunits,
as indicated below.

A 11:29–34: Wariness in Offering Hospitality to Strangers (6 bicola)35

B 12:1–6: Giving to the Good Person but Not to the Bad (7 bicola)
C 12:8–9: In Prosperity Enemies Pretend to be Friends (2 bicola)

A' 12:10–12: Caution toward Enemies (6 bicola)
B' 12:13–18: Mistreatment by the Arrogant (7 bicola)36

X 13:1–4: Friendship Impossible between Rich and Poor (5 bicola)
Y 13:5–8: Mistreatment of the Poor by the Rich (6 bicola)

Z 13:9–13: Caution before Princes (6 bicola)37

X' 13:15–20: Friendship Impossible between Rich and Poor (6 bicola)
Y' 13:21–23: Mistreatment of the Poor by Society (5 bicola)

In 11:29–12:18 the aphoristic couplet on friendship (12:8–9) stands at
the heart of the segment, being both preceded and followed by thirteen
bicola (11:29–12:6; 12:10–18). Similarly, in 13:1–23 the admonition to
maintain caution toward princes (13:9–13) stands at the center of a series
of warnings about the impossibility of friendship between rich and poor,
because of the mistreatment that the rich perpetrate (13:1–8 = 11 bicola;
13:15–23 = 11 bicola).

c. Relationship of 13:15–23 with 13:24–14:19
Sirach 13:24 begins a new pericope, concerned with the use and mis-

use of wealth.38 Although a number of scholars regard 13:24 as a
concluding verse (with v. 25 starting a new pericope),39 several stylistic
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34 The numeration again follows G, but disregarding 13:14 (a gloss lacking in
GBSA and HA). Note the inclusio between ['gE/n (“one who touches,” 13:1a) and W[yGIy"
(“they make [his insight] reach,” 13:23b).

35 Note the inclusio: oi\kovn (“house,” 11:29a); ejnoivkison (“lodge,” 11:34a).
36 Both 12:13–18 and 13:1–4 employ the word rbe/j (“snake charmer,” 12:13a; “one

who associates,” 13:1b) in the opening bicolon, while both 12:13–18 and 13:9–13
exhibit the word brEq; (“approaching”: 12:13b; 13:9a) in the opening bicolon.

37 Note the inclusio with hyEh‘ (“be”) in 13:9a, 13a. Both 13:5–8 and 13:9–13 end
with a warning introduced by rm,V;hi (“be on guard”: 13:8a, 13a).

38 Scholars who regard 13:24 as the opening verse of a new unit include Peters
(Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 118) and Haspecker (Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 188), as
well as Skehan and Di Lella, who note the use of end-rhyme in the bicolon
(Wisdom of Ben Sira, 255).

39 Those regarding 13:25 as the opening verse of the subsequent pericope include
Smend (Sirach, erklärt, 129); Segal (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 87); Fuß (“Tradition und



indications suggest rather that verse 24 opens the next pericope. Verse
24 says:

ˆ/dzE yPi l[' ynI/[h; [r"w“ ˆ/[; ˆyae µai rv,/[h; b/f

Riches are good if there is no iniquity,
but poverty is evil according to the speech of an arrogant person.

To indicate the opening of a new poem, the bicolon exhibits end-rhyme,
following the fourfold rhyme in 13:23 that closed the previous pericope.
Whereas 13:15–23 utilizes the word ryvi[; (“rich”) six times as a key word
(but not the noun rv,/[, “riches”), the adjective is absent in 13:24–14:19,
while the noun occurs twice (13:24a; 14:3).40 Thus, whereas 13:15–23 is
concerned with persons (the “rich”), 13:24–14:19 deals with material
things (“riches”); while 13:15–23 concerns the disparity of treatment
that the rich and the poor receive from society, 13:24–14:19 is about the
use and misuse of riches.41 In addition, whereas Sir 13:20 speaks of the
reluctance of the rich to have dealings with the poor (possibly out of
fear of having to share their wealth), 14:13a HA offers the admonition
that one should show generosity toward friends with one’s possessions:
bhe/al] bfeyhe tWmT; µr<f,B] (“before you die be good to a friend”).

8. Exegesis

a. Stanza 1: Creatures Associate with Their Own Kind (13:15–20)
Using analogies from the animal world, the first stanza teaches that

both rich and poor associate with their own kind. The Priestly creation
theology of Gen 1–11 underlies the sage’s initial statement that “all flesh
will love its own kind.” Sirach 13:15 HA parallels “all flesh” with “every
human being.” Although the anarthrous phrase rc;B; lK; (“all flesh”)
occurs frequently in the MT (12x in Gen 1–11 and 26x elsewhere), as well
as in the Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira,42 the arthrous phrase rc;B;h' lK; (lit., “all
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Komposition,” 100); Prato (Il problema della teodicea, 375); Baldauf (“Arme und Armut
im Buch Ben Sira,” 61–64); Beentjes (“How Can a Jug be Friends with a Kettle?” 90).

40 In fact, the root rv[ (“rich”) in 13:23–24 serves as a mot crochet linking 13:1–23
with 13:24–14:19.

41 Furthermore, the contrast between b/f (“good”) and [r" (“evil”), which
occurs nowhere in 13:1–23, appears repeatedly in 13:24–14:19 (13:24, 25; 14:5, 7).

42 Twice in HA (8:19; 13:16) and five times in HB (39:19; 41:4; 44:18; 48:12; 50:17).
The fragmentary form [rc]b lk (“all f[lesh]”) also occurs in 40:8 HBmg and 45:4 HB.
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the flesh”) occurs only twice in the MT (Gen 7:15; Isa 40:6) and twice also
in Ben Sira (13:15; 14:17). In Gen 7:15 the arthrous phrase denotes all the
species of animals (of which a representative pair entered the ark),
whereas in Isa 40:6 it refers primarily to all humanity (seen as mortal).
Ben Sira’s use of the arthrous term in 14:17 HA depends on Deutero-
Isaiah; the theme of mortality in 14:17 and the comparison to “a bud of a
leaf” (hl,[; jr"P,) in 14:18 reflect the thought of Isa 40:6, where rc;B;h'AlK;
(“all flesh”) is called ryxij; (“grass”). By contrast, in Sir 13:15 HA the
phrase reflects the usage in Gen 7:15, where it refers to all the kinds of
animals. The links to Gen 7:14–16 are evident; while Sir 13:15a employs
rc;B;h' lK; (“all flesh”) and ˆymi (“kind”), Gen 7:14 uses ˆymi four times, Gen
7:15 has rc;B;h'AlK;, and Gen 7:16 utilizes the anarthrous equivalent
rc;B;AlK;.43

The occurrence of ˆymi (“kind”) in Sir 13:15a reinforces the sage’s allu-
sion to Gen 7:13–16, which tells of the entry of the animals into Noah’s ark:

On that same day Noah, and Shem and Ham and Japheth, Noah’s sons,
and Noah’s wife, and his sons’ three wives with them, came into the ark,
they and every living thing according to its kind [Hn:ymil]] and every
beast according to its kind [Hn:ymil]] and every creeping thing that creeps
on the earth according to its kind [WhnEymil]] and every bird according to
its kind [WhnEymil]], every fowl, every winged thing. And they came to
Noah at the ark, two by two from every creature [rc;B;h'AlK;mi] in which
there was the breath of life. And those that came, male and female from
every creature [rc;B;AlK;mi], came as God had commanded him.44

The text of Gen 7:13–16 itself refers back to Gen 1:24:

And God said, “Let the earth bring forth living beings according to their
kinds, beasts and creeping things and living things of the earth accord-
ing to their kinds,” and it was so.

The close linguistic parallel between Sir 13:15a and Gen 7:14–16 (cf.
Gen 1:24) suggests that in the former ˆymi refers to a “kind” or “species” of

43 Ben Sira’s allusion here to the Priestly section of the Genesis flood narrative
supports Burton’s finding: “The formative influence of the primeval history in
Genesis 1–11 upon Sirach’s doctrine of creation cannot be outweighed by any
other OT document” (“Sirach and the Judaic Doctrine of Creation,” 8).

44 Burton (ibid., 22) notes that the sage’s characteristic teaching on paired oppo-
sites (33:15 HE; cf. 42:24 G) also derives from the Genesis flood story. The
expression µyIn"v] µyIn"v] (“two by two,” “in pairs”) in Sir 33:15 HE echoes the same
phrase in Gen 7:9, 15.



creature and that rc;B;h' lK; denotes every creature (such as beast or rep-
tile or bird, as in Gen 7:14).45 An analogous use of ˆymi (“kind”) occurs 
in the reference to sea creatures in Sir 43:25 HB, where the sage describes
yj' lK; ˆymi (“every living thing’s own kind”) as marvels of God’s making.46

In Ben Sira’s book the context determines whether the phrase “all
flesh” refers to every creature or to all humanity (or to both). In certain
other passages besides 13:15–16, the term rc;B; lK; (= pa'sa savrx = “all
flesh”) can denote every creature. In Sir 17:4, for example, the sage
declares that God placed the fear of human beings ejpi; pavsh" sarko;"
(“upon all flesh” = “upon every creature”), an allusion to Gen 9:2. In Sir
17:4 and perhaps in 13:15–16, “all flesh” refers to animals as distinct from
human beings.47 In other of the sage’s poems, however, “all flesh” has the
inclusive sense of “every creature, whether human or animal” (as in Num
18:15). For instance, in Sir 40:8 the sage speaks of various kinds of trouble
that remain meta; pavsh" sarko;" ajpo; ajnqrwvpou e{w" kthvnou" (“with all flesh,
from human being to beast”). Similarly, in a further reference to the story
of the Genesis flood, Sir 44:18 HB declares of Noah: “With an eternal sign
a covenant was made with him not to destroy all flesh” (rc;B; lK;), an allu-
sion to God’s promise in Gen 9:15.48

In observing that human beings love their own kind, Sir 13:15 may
contain an echo of Lev 19:18–19. In particular, the verb bh'a‘y< (“will
love,” Sir 13:15a) may be an allusion to the prescription in Lev 19:18:
Ú/mK; Ú[}rEl] T;b]h'a;w “ (“and you shall love your neighbor [or ‘companion’] as
yourself”). Furthermore, in prohibiting mixtures Lev 19:19 stipulates that
animals must breed only according to their kind: µyIa'l]Ki ['yBir“t'Aalø ÚT]m]h,B]
(“You shall not let your beasts lie with a different species”).49 Ben Sira
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45 A. Caquot observes that the MT reserves the term ˆymi (“kind”) for plants (Gen
1:11, 12 [bis]) and animals (Gen 1:21 [bis], 24 [bis], 25 [3x]; 6:20 [3x]; 7:14 [4x]; 9x
Leviticus; 4x Deuteronomy; 1x Ezekiel); hence, the term does not refer to
“humankind, the human species” (“Le Siracide a-t-il parlé d’une ‘espèce’ hu-
maine?” RHPR 62 [1982]: 225–30, esp. 225–26).

46 Prato (Il problema della teodicea, 196) notes that the phrase alludes to an expres-
sion in Gen 7:14, Hn:ymil] hY:j'h'AlK; (“every living thing according to its kind”). In
fact, Sir 43:25b is an example of the “inverted quotation” (of Gen 7:14), just as Sir
46:19 quotes 1 Sam 12:3 in reverse order; cf. P. C. Beentjes, “Inverted Quotations
in the Bible: A Neglected Stylistic Pattern,” Bib 63 (1982): 506–23. On ˆymi (“kind”),
see P. Beauchamp, Création et séparation (Paris: Aubier Montaigne, 1969), 240–47.

47 Cf. Caquot, “Le Siracide,” 227.
48 Elsewhere, to be sure, the phrase “all flesh” can denote “all humanity” or

“every person,” as in Sir 18:13 G; 45:4 HB; 50:17 HB.
49 Beauchamp (Création et séparation, 245 n. 24) observes the implicit connection

between Lev 19:19 and Gen 1.



connects these laws (juxtaposed in Lev 19) by recognizing that just as one
should not mix kinds of animals, so too one should befriend only one’s
own kind of human being.50

The phrase µd::a; lK; (“every human being,” Sir 13:15b)51 here serves
to balance rc;B;h' lK; (“all flesh,” v. 15a). Indeed, Sir 13:15 exhibits stair-
case parallelism: if every animal associates with its own kind, how much
more should human beings do so. Here Ben Sira modifies a traditional
contrasting word-pair (Ps 36:7; Qoh 3:19, 21), namely µd:a; (“humanity”)
and hm;heB] (“beasts”). In place of hm;heB], which usually refers to domesti-
cated livestock such as cattle, he employs rc;B; (“flesh”), so as to echo the
Priestly tradition in the primeval history of Genesis (cf. Gen 7:15).52

In speaking of every human being’s love for “one resembling him”
(/l hm,/Dh' ta,), Sir 13:15b contains a further echo of the Priestly
primeval history. Whereas Gen 1:26 recounts God’s creative words,
WnteWmd“Ki Wnmel]x'B] µd:a; hc,[}n" (“let us make humanity in our own image,
according to our likeness”), Sir 13:15b speaks of a “human being” (µd:a;)
“resembling” (hm,/D) another human being. A rather more pessimistic
view of humanity appears in Ps 144:4: hm;D: lb,h,l' µd:a; (“humanity
resembles a mere breath”), a view echoed in Sir 41:11a.

In its teaching that “every creature will love its own kind, and every
human being one resembling him,” Sir 13:15 mirrors a commonplace of
Greek thought. An ancient example occurs in Homer’s Odyssey
(17.217–218), where Melantheus mocks Odysseus (who is disguised as a
swineherd): “Lo, now, in very truth the vile leads the vile. As ever, the
god is bringing like and like together” (wJ" aijei; to;n oJmoi'on a[gei qeo;" wJ"
to;n oJmoi'on).53 Plato quotes comparable aphorisms in the Symposium and
in Gorgias. Thus, in Symp. 195b Agathon declares that similar persons
have a tendency to come together: “Like and like together strike” (wJ"
o{moion oJmoivw/ ajei; pelavzei; lit., “one always approaches together to a simi-
lar person”). Socrates expresses the same thought more amply when he
comments in Gorg. 510b: “The closest possible friendship between man
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50 Cf. P. Beauchamp, “ˆymi mîn,” TDOT 8:288–91, esp. 290; Söding, “Nächsten-
liebe bei Jesus Sirach,” 245.

51 The phrase is also present in Sir 16:14 HA; 31:31 HF; 33:30 HE; 46:19 HB. In
the MT µd:a;h;AlK; (“all humanity, every human being”) occurs in Qoh 3:13; 5:18;
7:2; 12:13.

52 Note that Job 34:15 also employs µd:a; (“humanity”) in parallel with rc;B;AlK;
(“every creature”).

53 A. T. Murray, trans., Homer: The Odyssey (LCL; 2 vols.; New York: Putnam,
1919), 2:167; Middendorp notes this parallel (Die Stellung Jesu ben Siras, 18). For
the following two quotations of Plato, see Lamb, trans., Plato, 153 and 477.



and man is that mentioned by the sages of old time as ‘like to like’” (oJ
o{moio" tw'/ oJmoivw/).

Some of the clearest formulations of this Greek proverbial tradition
occur in the works of Aristotle, especially in books 8–9 of Nicomachean
Ethics, the parts that treat friendship. Discussing the nature of friendship
in Eth. nic. 8.1.6 (§1155a), the philosopher says:

Some define it as a matter of similarity; they say that we love those who
are like ourselves [tou;" oJmoivou" fivlou"]: whence the proverbs “Like
finds his like [to;n o{moiovn . . . wJ" to;n o{moion],” “Birds of a feather flock
together,” and so on.54

Later in the same paragraph (8.1.6 §1155b) the philosopher quotes the
view of Empedocles: “Like seeks after like” (to; . . . o{moion tou' oJmoivou
ejfivesqai), while in 9.3.3 (§1165b) Aristotle asserts that “like is the friend
of like” (to; o{moion tw'/ oJmoivw/ fivlon).

Just as Ben Sira states that “all flesh will love its own kind, and every
human being one resembling him” (Sir 13:15), so Aristotle (Eth. nic. 8.1.3
§1155a) compares animal bonding and human friendship:

The affection of parent for offspring and of offspring for parent seems to
be a natural instinct, not only in man but also in birds and in most ani-
mals; as also is friendship between members of the same species; and
this is especially strong in the human race.55

A further discussion of similarity in friendship, also using animal refer-
ences, occurs in Aristotle’s ‘Art’ of Rhetoric, composed about a century and a
half before Ben Sira’s book. The philosopher states in Rhet. 1.11.25 (§1371b):

All things akin and like are for the most part pleasant to each other, as
man to man, horse to horse, youth to youth. This is the origin of the
proverbs: the old have charms for the old, the young for the young; like
to like [wJ" aijei; to;n oJmoi'on]; beast knows beast; birds of a feather flock
together; and all similar sayings.56

54 Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 453; the latter proverb is lit. “jackdaw to
jackdaw” (cf. Sir 27:9). The following two quotations come from pp. 455, 531.

55 Ibid., 451–53. Whereas Aristotle holds that a “natural affinity and friendship
exist between man and man universally” (ibid., 453), Ben Sira in practice divides
human beings into two broad groups, the righteous poor and the arrogant rich,
and affirms that each group should stick to its own kind.

56 J. H. Freese, trans., Aristotle: The ‘Art’ of Rhetoric (LCL; New York: Putnam,
1926), 127. Commenting on the pentateuchal prohibition of mixed crops (Lev
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It is noteworthy that both Aristotle and Ben Sira employ animal analogies
to illustrate their thoughts on human friendship.57

Whereas Ben Sira applies his general statements (13:15–16) to the
relations between rich and poor (13:17–19), other wisdom writings apply
the teaching on “like to like” to the case of the wise and the foolish. Thus,
Prov 13:20 (Qere) declares: “One who walks with wise persons will
become wise, but one who befriends fools will suffer harm” (cf. Sir 13:1).
Similarly, Ankhsheshonq 13.6 says: “The friend of a fool is a fool; the
friend of a wise man is a wise man.”58

Sirach 13:16 largely restates the thought of 13:15 for emphasis, while
the use of the root rbj (“associate”) in 13:16b paves the way for its use in
13:17a. By means of the pu <<al form rB'Wjy“ (“will be associated”), Ben Sira
may be echoing Qoh 9:4: “Whoever is associated [Qere, rB'juy“] with all the
living has hope, for it is better for a living dog [bl,K,] than a dead lion
[hyEr“a'].”59 In subsequent verses Ben Sira will contrast the “dog” (bl,K,,
13:18a) as a victim (of hyenas) with the “lion” (yrIa}, 13:19a) as a predator
(attacking wild asses).

Ben Sira employs the root rbj (“associate”) elsewhere in 11:29–13:23
HA. In 12:13–14 the sage plays on two meanings of rbe/j: “Who will pity60

a snake-charmer [rbe/j] who is bitten, or anyone approaching a predatory
animal? So is one who associates [rbe/j] with an arrogant person.”61

Sirach 13:1 declares: “One who touches pitch—his hand will stick, and
one who associates [rbe/j] with a scoffer will learn his way.” In both 12:14
and 13:1 the sage urges his students to avoid contact with those who
despise God’s law (the arrogant and the scoffers).

Sirach 13:2 employs the hitpa <el of rbj to apply the thought of 13:1 to
the relations between rich and poor. Thus, 13:2ab (cf. 13:18b) asks: “Why
will you lift what is too heavy for you, and why will you associate your-
self [rBej't]Ti] with someone richer than you?” Sirach 13:2cd continues:
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19:19; Deut 22:9) in Ant. 4.8.20 §228, Josephus states: “Nature delighteth not in the
conjunction of things dissimilar” (Thackeray et al., Josephus, 4:587).

57 A parallel Talmudic saying (b. B. Qam. 92b), comparing birds and human
friends, freely combines Sir 27:9a and 13:15b: /l hm,/Dl' µd:a; ˆb,W ˆ/Kv]yI /nymil] π/[ lK;
(“Every bird will dwell with its own kind, and a human being with one resem-
bling him”). Cf. Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 85.

58 AEL 3:169; cf. Sir 9:14–16.
59 We shall also see below that Sir 13:22–23 may echo Qoh 9:13–16.
60 Reading ˆ/jy: ymi with G and S, where the first hand of HA reads ˆj'WY hm' (“how

will be pitied?”).
61 Reading ˆ/dzE vyaii with G and S. The reference to “a predatory animal” in

12:13b anticipates the mention of wolf, hyena, and lion in 13:17–19.



“How can an earthen pot associate itself [rBej't]yI] with a caldron, against
which it knocks and is broken?”62 This image of the caldron smashing the
pot, like the descriptions of the activity of the predatory animals in
13:17–19, depicts how the rich crush the poor, and hence expresses the
impossibility of friendship between rich and poor.63

Sirach 13:17–19 makes plain the meaning of /nymi (“his own kind”) in
13:16b. Verse 17b offers a contrast between the “righteous person”
(qyDIx') and the “wicked person” ([v;r:), while verses 18b and 19b con-
trast the “impoverished person” (v. 18b: vr:) or “paupers” (v. 19b: µyLiD")
with the “rich person” (vv. 18b, 19b: ryvi[;). Hence, in verse 16b the sage
refers to two “kinds” of person, the righteous pauper and the wicked
rich person.64

Employing antitheses common in the book of Proverbs, Ben Sira sepa-
rates human beings into two opposing categories: “righteous”//“wicked”
(13:17b); “poor”//“rich” (13:18b, 19b); “good”//“evil” (12:2–5). In 33:14
he also uses antitheses to express his doctrine of opposites.65

Although Ben Sira alludes to the Genesis creation story in his use of
ˆymi (“kind,” 13:15–16), he makes subtle changes to the theology of the
Priestly tradition. Whereas Gen 1 employs ˆymi (“kind”) seven times of
animals (Gen 1:21–25) and three times of plants (Gen 1:11–12), it never
applies the term to human beings; there is thus an implied distinction
between the multiplicity of animal species and the unity of humankind.66

In Sir 13:15–16, however, the emphasis is on separating the human race
into two different kinds, as specified in 13:17 (righteous and wicked) and
13:18–19 (poor and rich). While Gen 1 stresses the difference between
human beings and animals, Sir 13:17–19 implies a similarity by using
animal imagery to refer to types of human beings.
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62 I take Sir 13:2e HA as a gloss, since it is absent in G.
63 When Ben Sira suggests the impossibility of friendship between rich and

poor, he sympathizes with the viewpoint of the victimized weaker party (13:2,
18–20). Aristotle also observes that such unequal friendship does not happen
but implies that the reason is the weaker party’s sense of inferiority (Eth. nic.
8.7.4 §1158b).

64 Compare Caquot’s interpretation of Sir 13:16b: “It is the just who seek the
just, and the wicked who seek the wicked” (“Le Siracide,” 230; translation mine).
According to Xenophon (Mem. 2.6.20), “Neither can rogues ever join in friendship
with honest men, for how can wrongdoers become friendly with those who hate
their conduct?”; see Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 137.

65 On Ben Sira’s doctrine of opposites, see Prato, Il problema della teodicea, 49–55;
Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age, 84–85.

66 Cf. Beauchamp, “ˆymi mîn,” 8:290.



After two bicola (13:15–16) consisting of general statements (based on
observation of the animal world) that “like belongs with like,” Sir 13:17a
begins a series of three specific animal comparisons (vv. 17–19): a lamb is
not attracted to a wolf, nor a dog to a hyena, nor a wild ass to a lion.

The imagery in 13:17a utilizes the proverbial contrast between the
lamb (as prey) and the wolf (as predator). This antithesis is a widespread
motif in ancient Near Eastern literature. For instance, the second-
millennium B.C.E. Sumerian myth of Enki and Ninsikila (Ninhursaga)
depicts the state of paradisal harmony by referring to the animal world:
“The lion slew not, the wolf was not carrying off lambs.”67 Isaiah 11:6a
employs similar imagery in prophesying a return to paradisal bliss: “And
the wolf shall dwell with the lamb” (cb,K,Aµ[i baez“ rg:w “; cf. Isa 65:25a).

Various ancient proverbs note that such a state of paradisal har-
mony no longer exists, but rather that the wolf is the enemy of the lamb.
Homer’s Iliad, for instance, speaks of the impossibility of friendship
between wolves and lambs.68 Closer to Sir 13:17a is Trygaeus’s question
in Aristophanes’ play The Peace (1076): kai; pw'", w\ katavrate, luvko" pot∆
a]n oi\n uJmenaioi'… (“How, you scoundrel accurst, can the wolf and the
lamb be united?”).

Similarly, the opposition between wolf and sheep underlies several
of Aesop’s fables. For instance, Fable 217 (according to E. Chambry’s
numbering) concerns “wolves [luvkoi] wishing to surprise a flock of sheep
[probavtwn]”; after persuading the sheep to part from their sheep-dogs,
the wolves devoured the flock.69 Similarly, Fable 218 begins: “Wolves
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67 T. Jacobsen, The Harps That Once. . . : Sumerian Poetry in Translation (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1987), 186. Similarly, another second-
millennium B.C.E. Sumerian myth, Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta, portrays a
primeval age without predators: “In those days. . . , there being no hyenas, there
being no lions, there being no wild dogs or wolves. . . , mankind had no oppo-
nents” (ibid., 289). Sirach 13:17–19 also lists wolf, hyena, and lion as predators.

68 Achilles says to Hector (Il. 22.261–265): “Hector, talk not to me, thou mad-
man, of covenants. As between lions [levousi] and men [ajndravsin] there are no
oaths of faith, nor do wolves [luvkoi] and lambs [aj[rne"] have hearts of concord but
are evil-minded continually one against the other, even so it is not possible for
thee and me to be friends [filhvmenai]”; translation from A. T. Murray, Homer: The
Iliad (LCL; 2 vols.; New York: Putnam, 1924–1925), 2:475. Middendorp (Die
Stellung Jesu ben Siras, 18) notes this parallel; cf. also Homer, Il. 16.352. The fol-
lowing quotation comes from B. B. Rogers, trans., Aristophanes (LCL; 3 vols.; New
York: Putnam, 1924), 2:99.

69 E. Chambry, Esope: Fables (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1927), 96; the translations
(here and below) are mine. The ensuing quotations come from p. 97 (Fable 218)
and p. 98 (Fable 221).



[luvkoi] sent ambassadors to the sheep [probavtoi"] to make a perpetual
peace [eijrhvnhn] with them”; only the warning of a wise old ram pre-
vented the foolish sheep from accepting this alleged offer of peace. Most
similar, perhaps, is Fable 221, which begins: “A wolf [luvko"], having seen
a lamb [a[rna] drinking from a certain river, wished with a certain fine-
sounding excuse to devour it”; when these pretexts failed, the wolf said
to the lamb: “If you are experienced in giving excuses, I will nonetheless
devour you.” The moral of the fable follows: “In the face of those whose
intention is to do wrong, no just defense prevails.” Thus, in referring to
the opposition between wolf and lamb, both Aesop and Ben Sira high-
light the defenselessness of the “lambs.”70

Animal imagery also features prominently in 1 En. 85–90 (the Animal
Apocalypse), which was probably written within a generation after Ben
Sira.71 In its retelling of early biblical history 1 En. 89 compares the
Israelite exodus from Egypt to the escape of sheep from wolves.72

The prophetic dimension of the metaphors in Sir 13:17a becomes evi-
dent in light of Ezekiel’s and Zephaniah’s use of animal imagery in their
social criticism. Thus, Ezek 22:27 depicts Judah’s ruling class as wolves:
“Its officials in its midst are like wolves [µybiaez“] tearing the prey, to shed
blood, to destroy lives, for the sake of gaining dishonest gain.” Speaking
of Jerusalem, Zeph 3:3 employs a similar image: “Its judges are wolves of
the evening” (br<[, ybeaez“).73 The echoes of Ezek 22:27 and Zeph 3:3 in Sir
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70 Cf. Kieweler, Ben Sira zwischen Judentum und Hellenismus, 123–24. The New
Testament, too, employs the contrast between wolves and sheep: Matt 7:15; 10:16;
Luke 10:3; John 10:12; Acts 20:29. According to 1 Sam 17:34–35, David used to res-
cue defenseless lambs from a marauding lion or bear.

71 According to P. A. Tiller, the Animal Apocalypse dates from between 165
and 160 B.C.E. (A Commentary on the Animal Apocalypse of 1 Enoch [SBLEJL 4; Atlan-
ta: Scholars Press, 1993], 78–79).

72 A fragmentary Qumran text of Aramaic Enoch (4Q206 4 ii 17–21; 4 iii 14–15)
recounts the exodus events: “[The wolves] began to harass the flock. . . . [The
flock groaned and shrieked horribly] until the Lo[rd of the flock] came down. . . .
[All the] wolves who went on chasing that flock [died sinking and drowning,
and] the water covered them” (García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 257);
the lacunae have been completed from Ethiopic Enoch. If the symbolism of 1 En.
89 is already operative in Sir 13:17a, Ben Sira’s implied message may be that
Israel (the lamb) should not be allied to Ptolemaic Egypt (the wolf). Note that
Hos 4:16 compares Israel ironically to a lamb, while Jer 5:6 speaks of Judah’s ene-
mies as a wolf.

73 On the textual crux (br<[,), see A. Berlin, Zephaniah (AB 25A; New York:
Doubleday, 1994), 128. We shall further see that yrIa} (“lion,” Ezek 22:25; Zeph 3:3)
also occurs in Sir 13:19a.



13:17a suggest that the sage may be engaged in a prophetic critique of the
mistreatment of the poor by the rich. This interpretation matches his
mention of how the rich disregard the poor (Sir 13:21–23), as well as his
scathing attack on those who defraud the needy (Sir 34:21–27).74

Thus, the image of the wolf in Sir 13:17a operates on several levels.
First, the antithesis between the predatory wolf and the preyed-upon
lamb is a common feature of proverbial wisdom, found in Mesopotamian,
Israelite, and Greek texts. Second, on the political level, in the Enoch tra-
dition the wolf represents Egypt and the lamb Israel. Third, in the
prophetic tradition and closest to Ben Sira’s own thought, the wolf sym-
bolizes the rich person who preys on the poor, represented by the lamb.

In Sir 13:17a, then, Ben Sira employs the metaphor of the “lamb”
(cb,K,) for the righteous pauper who is the victim of the wicked rich per-
son. In the MT the term cb,K, mostly denotes a sacrificial lamb.75 Indeed,
the Priestly laws of sacrifice frequently use phrases such as “an unblem-
ished lamb, a year old” (/tn:v]AˆB, µymiT; cb,K,; Lev 23:12). Since a righteous
person (qyDIx', Sir 13:17b) could also be called µymiT;, meaning morally
“unblemished” or “blameless,”76 the metaphor of the lamb alludes to the
innocence of the righteous pauper.

The concept of sacrifice associated with the lamb also suggests the
idea of the suffering (and even slaughter) of the righteous paupers at the
hands of the rich and powerful. In Jeremiah’s “Confessions” the prophet
depicts his suffering in sacrificial language (even though he was not actu-
ally killed): “And I like a gentle lamb [cb,K,] was led for slaughter, and I
did not know that against me they had devised plans: ‘Let us destroy the
tree with its fruit’” (Jer 11:19).77 Thus, the term “lamb” may hint at the
mistreatment (and even execution) of innocent members of the popula-
tion at the hands of the Tobiads.78
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74 Cf. Marböck, “Macht und Mächtige im Buch Jesus Sirach,” 188–91; Corley,
“Social Responsibility in Proverbs and Ben Sira,” 10.

75 Cf. C. Dohmen, “cb,K, ktl,” TDOT 7:43–52, esp. 7:48.
76 For instance, Gen 6:9 says of Noah: “He was a righteous [qyDIx'] man, blame-

less [µymiT;] in his generation.” Likewise, Job laments that as a “blameless righteous
person” (µymiT; qyDIx'), he must suffer mockery from his supposed friends (Job 12:4).

77 Isaiah 53:7 applies a comparable image to the suffering Servant of Yahweh:
“Like a sheep [hc,] that was led to the slaughter, and like a ewe that was dumb
before its shearers, he did not open his mouth.” Moreover, the pauper’s ewe lamb
in Nathan’s parable falls victim to the power of the rich man (2 Sam 12:1–4).

78 Josephus records examples of the cruelty of Joseph son of Tobias in the late
third century B.C.E.; for example, he executed civil leaders in Ashkelon and
Scythopolis for the nonpayment of taxes (Ant. 12.4.5 §§181–183).



A further political resonance for the term “lamb” is present in Sir
13:17. Like other ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean literature, the
MT often calls members of Israel’s ruling class “shepherds”79 and regards
their task as caring for the people, who are often depicted under the
image of “sheep.”80 Prophets such as Jeremiah and Ezekiel criticize 
Judah’s leaders for failing to look after the flock entrusted to them (cf. Jer
23:1–4; Ezek 34:2–10). Thus, the political nuance of cb,K, (“lamb”), 
deriving from the prophetic critique of Israel’s government, may also
underlie Sir 13:17a. Whereas Jerusalem’s ruling class should care for the
righteous poor, the supposed shepherds have turned into wild beasts,
crushing the poor like wolves devouring the flock. In view of this situa-
tion, Ben Sira may perhaps be warning his students of the danger of
associating with the Tobiads and their circle.

In contrasting the “righteous person” (qyDIx') and the “wicked per-
son” ([v;r:), Sir 13:17b utilizes a common antithesis of Israel’s sapiential
tradition (cf. Prov 10:16, 28; 11:8, 10, 31; Qoh 7:15; 8:14; 9:2). Thus, Prov
29:7 asserts: “The righteous person [qyDIx'] knows judgment for paupers
[µyLiD"]; a wicked person [[v;r:] will not understand knowledge.” Similar-
ly, in 12:2–3 HA Ben Sira contrasts the giving of good treatment to the
“righteous person” (qyDIx') with the avoidance of consoling the “wicked
person” ([v;r:). Sometime in the second century B.C.E., the biblical anti-
thesis between the righteous and the wicked (present in Ben Sira) became
sharpened into the Qumran community’s dualism; for instance, 1QS
3.20–21 contrasts the “sons of justice” (qd<x, ynEB]) with the “sons of deceit
(lw<[; ynEB]).”81

The word µ/lv; (“peace,” Sir 13:18ab) is closely connected with
friendship. In its political sense µ/lv; has in view an alliance that may be
described in the language of friendship.82 In its social sense the word
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79 For Israel see, e.g., 2 Sam 7:7; Jer 23:1–4; Ezek 34:2–10; Mic 5:4; Zech 11:16–17;
1 Chr 17:6. In Homer the ruler is named poimh;n law'n (“shepherd of subjects,” Il.
2.243), while Plato calls the rulers poimevne" povlew" (“shepherds of the city,” Resp.
4.15 §440d).

80 The MT frequently uses ˆaxo (“sheep,” “flock”) for Israel; see, e.g., 2 Sam 24:17;
Jer 23:1–3; Ezek 34:2–6; Zech 11:17; Ps 74:1; 1 Chr 21:17. Jeremiah 50:17 calls Israel
a “hunted sheep” (hr:Wzp] hc,).

81 García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 6.
82 Thus, 1 Kgs 5:15 employs friendship language in speaking of the alliance

between David and King Hiram of Tyre: “Hiram was always a friend [bheao] to
David.” This alliance continued in the covenant of “peace” (µløv;) between
Solomon and Hiram (1 Kgs 5:26). The phrase µ/lv; tyrIB] (“covenant of peace”)
occurs in Num 25:12; Isa 54:10; Ezek 34:25; 37:26.



refers to peace between members of society; thus, Sir 6:6 HA employs a
phrase from Jer 38:22 and Obad 7, Úm]/lv] yven“a' (“those at peace with
you”), as a periphrasis for “your friends.” Presupposing the human ten-
dency to mistreat the poor, Ben Sira asks: “How can a rich person have
peace [µ/lv;] toward an impoverished person [vr:]?” (13:18b). By con-
trast, Sir 4:8 HA insists that one should be attentive to the poor: “Turn
your ear to the poor person [ynI[;], and return to him a greeting [µ/lv;, lit.
peace) with humility [hw:n:[}].”

The saying in 13:18a reflects the hostility shown by the predatory
hyena (['/bx;) toward the less ferocious dog (bl,K,). In the MT the noun
['/bx; (“hyena”) occurs only in place names, such as µy[iboX]h' yGE (“Valley of
the Hyenas,” 1 Sam 13:18). Hyenas are mentioned in ancient Greek litera-
ture. In his History of Animals (7.5 [= 8.5] §594b), for instance, Aristotle
explains that the hyena catches dogs by making a retching noise: “It
hunts dogs by vomiting like men.”83

In contrast to the hyena, Ben Sira cites the dog (bl,K,) to symbolize
someone of low status (as in 1 Sam 17:43; Prov 26:11; cf. Job 30:1; Qoh
9:4). In Israel, as elsewhere in the ancient Near East, the term “dog” fre-
quently served as a term of self-abasement; in 2 Kgs 8:13, for instance,
the future Syrian king says to Elisha: “What is your servant, the dog
[bl,K,h' ÚD“b][' hm;], that he will do this great thing?”84 In Ben Sira’s day
also, the term would fittingly describe the humble status of the poor,
who lived like “servants.”

In Sir 13:18a the sage asserts that just as hyenas devour dogs, so the
rich destroy the poor. With prophetic verve he subverts the traditional
formula for humility: given society’s view of the poor as humble “dogs,”
Ben Sira declares that the rich are no better than “hyenas.”

With the use in 13:18b of the word-pair ryvi[; (“rich”) and vr:
(“impoverished”; cf. lD", “poor,” in vv. 19, 21–23), Ben Sira reaches the
heart of his message, which he will elaborate in 13:19–23. His basic point
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83 A. L. Peck and D. M. Balme, trans., Aristotle: History of Animals (LCL; 3 vols.;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965–1991), 3:113. Similarly, in his
Cynegetica (3.265) the later author Oppian (ca. 210 C.E.) describes the hyena as “the
foe of dogs and mighty hounds” (cf. A. W. Mair, trans., Oppian, Colluthus, Tryphio-
dorus [LCL; New York: Putnam, 1928], 137). For two of Aesop’s fables concerning
hyenas, see Chambry, Esope, 147–48.

84 Similar expressions appear in the Lachish letters (2.4; 5.4; 6.3); for instance,
2.4 asks: “Who is thy servant (but) a dog that my lord hath remembered his ser-
vant?” (ANET 322). The phrase “dead dog” also occurs as a term of
self-abasement in 1 Sam 24:15; 2 Sam 9:8; 16:9. See further D. W. Thomas, “Kelebh,
‘Dog’: Its Origins and Some Usages of It in the Old Testament,” VT 10 (1960):
410–27, esp. 414.



is that the poor are mistreated by the wealthy (vv. 18–20) and ignored by
society (vv. 21–23).85

Sirach 13:15–20 may suggest a critique of the misuse of power by the
Hellenistic overlords and Tobiad ruling class of the sage’s time. After not-
ing the rise of government officials, tax-collectors, and merchants in
Jerusalem around 200 B.C.E., V. Tcherikover states: “No wonder class enmity
between rich and poor became so acute in Jerusalem at the beginning of the
Seleucid rule.”86 Similarly, Hengel cites Sir 13:15, 17–20 as an illustration of
the “unbridgable opposition between poor and rich” in Ben Sira’s age.87

Aware of the danger of pride arising from an attachment to wealth
(e.g., 31:5), Ben Sira observes that “gold has made many reckless, and
wealth can make the heart of princes go astray” (8:2 HA; cf. 11:10). On the
basis of such experience, therefore, he regards friendship between rich
and poor as impossible.

Scholars have detected a prophetic tone to many of Ben Sira’s utterances
regarding the wealthy; indeed, Hengel describes the sage’s outlook thus:

He can value riches honestly gained. . . . Much stronger, however, is his
warning against the dangers of riches and his admonition to a merciful
social attitude which corresponds with the will of God.88
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85 On the poor in Ben Sira, see Baldauf, “Arme und Armut im Buch Ben Sira”
(she provides word studies of the Hebrew and Greek terms for “poor,” as well as
exegesis of 4:1–10; 11:10–28; 13:1–24); Morla Asensio, “Poverty and Wealth.” On
wealth and poverty in biblical wisdom literature, see R. N. Whybray, Wealth and
Poverty in the Book of Proverbs (JSOTSup 99; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990); J. D.
Pleins, “Poverty in the Social World of the Wise,” JSOT 37 (1987): 61–78; 
A. George, “Pauvre: Dans l’Ancien Testament,” DBSup 7: 387–95.

86 V. Tcherikover, “Social Conditions,” in The Hellenistic Age (ed. A. Schalit;
WHJP 6; New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1972), 87–114; citation
from pp. 112–13. Tcherikover goes on to quote Sir 13:15–16, 18–19 as demon-
strating class hostility between rich and poor. On the heavy taxation imposed on
Palestine by the Ptolemies (and retained in mitigated form by the Seleucids after
200 B.C.E.), see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:18–29.

87 Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1:137. Hengel comments: “Ben Sira gives an
impressive description of the power of the rich aristocracy, which makes
unscrupulous use of it” (1:136–37). Commenting elsewhere on the sage’s attack
on arrogance in 10:6–18, Hengel states: “One might feel that the Tobiads, who
represented the most powerful group in Jerusalem after the high-priestly family
of the Oniads, or the Ptolemaic or Seleucid rulers, were particular embodiments
of this ‘arrogance’” (1:151).

88 Ibid., 1:136. On Sir 34:24–27 Hengel states that “in his polemic against the
‘sacrifices of the lawless’ his accusations have an almost prophetic ring” (1:137);
cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 87–88.



By juxtaposing 13:18 with 13:17, Ben Sira suggests a connection
between his two antitheses of “wicked”//“righteous” and “rich”//“poor”;
indeed, he implies a large overlap between the rich and the wicked, as
also between the poor and the righteous.89 The sage here takes over an
idea from the psalms of lament; for instance, in Ps 140:13–14 the “righ-
teous” and the “upright” parallel the “poor person” and the “needy.”

V. Tcherikover analyzes the social gulf present in the sage’s society:

Ben Sira recognizes a threefold antagonism which existed in his time
in the Jewish community: the social antagonism between rich and
poor; the moral antagonism between sinners and righteous; and the
religious antagonism between unbelievers and the pious. These three
antagonisms naturally tended to combine into one all-inclusive antag-
onism; on one side the wealthy, morally transgressing in their
oppression of the poor, their perversion of justice and their dishonesty,
also rejecting the fundamentals of Judaism; opposed to them stands
the great mass of the poor and humble, who are morally “righteous”
and religiously “devout.”90

In view of this chasm between the “haves” and the “have-nots,” Ben Sira
questions how there can be peace between the two social groups.

After referring to the wolf (13:17a) and the hyena (v. 18a), Ben Sira’s
series reaches a climax in the third predator mentioned, the “lion” (yrIa},
v. 19a).91 Proverbs 30:30 calls the lion (vyIl') “the mightiest of beasts”
(hm;heB]B' r/BGI), analogous to a king among his people (Prov 30:31).92

Similarly, 1 Macc 3:4 says of the leader of the Jewish revolt against
Antiochus Epiphanes, Judas Maccabeus: “He was like a lion in his
deeds.” Proverbs 28:15, however, employs the image of a lion to stress the
cruelty of a bad ruler:
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89 To be sure, “rich” does not automatically mean “wicked,” as 13:24; 31:8–11
show. Likewise, “poor” is not entirely equivalent to “righteous,” since 18:32–19:1
acknowledges that some kinds of poverty may be self-inflicted.

90 V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1959), 150–51. Note that Jub. 23:19 also contrasts
“the poor with the rich, the lowly with the great”; see O. S. Wintermute, “Jubi-
lees,” OTP 2:35–142, esp. 2:101.

91 The danger that lions presented for the ancient Israelites is clear from 1 Kgs
13:24; 20:36; 2 Kgs 17:25; Amos 3:4, 12; Prov 22:13; 26:13.

92 Note also that Gen 49:9 calls Judah, the ancestor of King David and his
descendants, hyEr“a' rWG (“a lion’s whelp”). Moreover, the “young lion” (rypiK]) has
royal associations in Prov 19:12; 20:2.



lD:Aµ[' l[' [v;r: lvemo qqe/v bdow“ µhenOAyrIa}

A growling lion or a charging bear
is a wicked ruler over a poor people.93

In comparing Israel’s leaders to lions, the prophets also tend to
emphasize their cruelty. In particular, Zeph 3:3 says of Jerusalem, “Her
officers in her midst are roaring lions” (t/yr:a}), while Ezekiel condemns
those in power in the land of Israel, saying: “A band of its leaders94 is in
its midst, like a roaring lion [yrIa}] tearing the prey; they devour lives, they
take treasure and valuables, they multiply its widows in its midst” (Ezek
22:25).95 Moreover, Ezek 19:6 depicts the cruelty of one of Judah’s last
kings96 using leonine imagery: “He walked about in the midst of lions
[t/yr:a}]; he was a young lion [rypiK]], and he learned to tear prey; he
devoured human beings.”

In the Aramaic Ahiqar tradition the lion’s attitude to its prey sym-
bolizes “man’s inhumanity to man.” Saying 9 (lines 88–89a) declares:
“The lion [ayra] catches the scent of the stag in its hidden den, and he . . .
sheds its blood and eats its flesh. Just so [ˆk] is the meeting of [men].”97

Saying 10 (lines 89b–90) asserts that because of the lion, “the ass [rmj]
abandons his load and will not carry it,” while Saying 28 (line 110) refers
to an encounter between the lion (ayra) and the ass (armj).

Just as the mention of a “lion” (yrIa}) in 13:19a may suggest an allusion
to the Tobiad dynasty, so may its reference to the “desert” (rB;d“mi).
Reporting on the activities of the Tobiad leader Hyrcanus son of Joseph,
Josephus says that he “settled in the country across the Jordan. . . . And he
built a strong fortress . . . and had beasts of gigantic size carved on it”
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93 Using the image of a lion (hyEr“a'), Sir 4:30a HC depicts a householder who is
domineering toward his servants; on the textual problem here, see Skehan and Di
Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 177.

94 Reading h;ya,ycin“ (“its leaders,” cf. G) instead of h;ya,ybin“ (“its prophets,” MT).
95 Jeremiah 5:6 also speaks figuratively of Judah’s enemies as a “lion” (hyEr“a'). 

P. D. Miller (“Animal Names As Designations in Ugaritic and Hebrew,” UF 2
[1970]: 177–86) suggests that in some biblical Hebrew texts (e.g., Ezek 32:2; 38:13;
Nah 2:14b) “young lion” (rypiK]) functions as “a kind of designation or title for sol-
diers, leaders, dignitaries, or functionaries of some sort” (183).

96 It is unclear whether Ezek 19:6 refers to Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, or Zedekiah;
for discussion, see M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20 (AB 22; Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1983), 355–56.

97 Lindenberger, Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar, 60. The ensuing quotations come
from pp. 62, 96.



(Ant. 12.4.11 §§229–230).98 The walls of the Tobiad fortress of <Iraq el-Emir
(ten miles west of Amman) still display friezes of lions (as well as panthers
and eagles).99 In this context, the “wild asses of the desert” (rB;d“mi yaer“Pi)
may refer to the victims of the heavy Tobiad taxation, especially those
who lived in desert villages outside Jerusalem.100

One fable of Aesop (Chambry 207), linking “lion and wild ass” (levwn
kai; o[nagro"), concludes with the statement that it is good “neither to join
nor to associate [koinwnei'n] with those more powerful than oneself.”101

The fact that Ben Sira uses the same symbolic animals to make a similar
point may suggest that he knew some form of this folktale.

Ben Sira skillfully combines this folk wisdom with imagery from the
book of Job. Employing the metaphor of “wild asses in the desert,” Job
24:4–5b graphically depicts the plight of the poor at the hands of the
wicked:

They turn away needy persons [µynI/yb]a,] from the path,
the poor of the land [≈r<a;AyYE nI[}] are all hidden.

Behold, like wild asses in the desert [rB;d“MiB' µyair:P]] they go out
for their task seeking prey.102

Ben Sira takes up Job’s description of the plight of the impoverished
desert dwellers to portray the fate of the poor under Tobiad rule in
Palestine. Moreover, just as Jer 14:6 depicts the desperate state of the wild
asses in a time of drought, when there is no vegetation for them to eat, so
Sir 13:19 uses the wild asses as symbols of the poor who have no assured
means of support.

Jeremiah 25:36–38 pictures Israel as a pasture ground (ty[ir“m') threat-
ened by a lion (symbolizing God). While Jer 25:36 declares, “There is the
sound of the cry of the shepherds . . . for Yahweh despoils their pasture
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98 Thackeray et al., trans., Josephus, 7:117.
99 Cf. E. Will, “<Iraq el-Emir,” ABD 3:454–56; the author suggests that “the

eagles and the lions . . . could have a political significance: they are symbols of
royal power” (3:456).

100 Note that Josephus (Ant. 12.4.11 §229) reports an attack by the Tobiad leader
Hyrcanus on some desert Arabs. See also Gen 16:12, which calls Ishmael “a wild
ass of a man” (µd:a; ar<P,) because he inhabited the desert (Gen 25:18).

101 Chambry, Esope, 91–92 (translations mine). Cf. Middendorp, Die Stellung Jesu
ben Siras, 9; Kieweler, Ben Sira zwischen Judentum und Hellenismus, 124.

102 For the scansion of Job 24:5 as a tricolon, see M. H. Pope, Job (AB 15; Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965), 174. Job 39:5–8 also pictures the free roaming of the
wild asses in the desert.



ground” (µt;y[ir“m'),” Jer 25:38 announces that God “has left his lair like a
young lion” (rypiK]). Whereas Ben Sira uses the image of lions to refer to
the predatory ruling class of southern Palestine, Jeremiah boldly pictures
God himself as a lion.

To conclude the first stanza, Ben Sira summarizes his thought on
rich and poor with the assertion: “Humility is an abomination to pride,
and a needy person is an abomination to a rich person.”103 Here the sage
adapts Prov 29:27, which uses the antithesis “righteous”//”wicked” (cf.
Sir 13:17b):

Ër<D:Arv'y“ [v;r: tb'[}/tw“ lw<[; vyai µyqiyDIx' tb'[}/T

A wrongdoer is an abomination to the righteous,
and one whose way is upright is an abomination to a wicked 
person.104

Whereas the word hb;[e/T (“abomination”) in the MT generally denotes
actions abhorred on religious grounds,105 Sir 13:20b draws on Prov 24:9b;
29:27 in applying the noun to persons instead. Given the widespread
abhorrence shown by the wealthy toward the poor (Sir 13:20b), Sir 11:2b
HB exhorts: “Do not abominate [b[et'T] la'] a human being who is broken106

in his appearance.”
In 13:20a Ben Sira employs polar opposites, hw:a}G" (“pride”) and hw:n:[}

(“humility”). Here he adapts the biblical antithesis (cf. Ps 10:2; Prov
16:19; Sir 10:14) between ha,GE (“proud”) and ynI[; (“poor,” “afflicted”).
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103 The pattern of Sir 13:20, in which abstract nouns in the first colon introduce
persons in the second colon, copies Prov 24:9: “The devising of folly is sin, and a
scoffer is an abomination to humanity.”

104 1QS 4.17 preserves a saying based on Prov 29:27 and similar to Sir 13:20:
tm,a‘ yker“D" l/k hl;w“[' tb'[}/tw“ hl;w“[' t/lyli[} tm,a‘ tb'[}/T

Deeds of injustice are an abhorrence to truth, 
and all the paths of truth are an abhorrence to injustice.

For the Hebrew text, see E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran: hebräisch und deutsch (2d
ed.; Munich: Kösel, 1971), 14; for the translation, see García Martínez, Dead Sea
Scrolls Translated, 7.

105 E.g., idolatrous practices (Deut 13:15; 17:4; Ezek 16:51; 18:12) or unchaste
behavior (Lev 18:22; 20:13; Ezek 22:11; 33:26). Sirach 49:2 HB praises King Josiah’s
successful campaign to root out idolatry in Judah: “He destroyed vain abomina-
tions” (lb,h, t/b[}/T), while Sir 15:13 HA says emphatically: “Yahweh hates evil
and abomination” (hb;[eTo).

106 For the reading rB;v]m; (“broken”), see A. A. Di Lella, “The Recently Identified
Leaves of Sirach in Hebrew,” Bib 45 (1964): 153–67, esp. 156.



Many biblical texts play on the ironic reversal of a person’s situation
(from exaltation to humiliation, or vice versa); thus, Prov 29:23a asserts:
WNl,yPiv]T' µd:a; tw"a}G" (“A human being’s pride will bring him low”).107 Ben
Sira refers to God as one who brings down human pride (e.g., 7:11; 10:14;
11:4–6). Elsewhere he employs the noun hw:a}G" (“pride”) particularly in his
tract on government in 9:17–10:18; for instance, Sir 10:6b–7a HA teaches:
“Do not walk in the way of pride [hw:a}G"]; hated by the Lord and human
beings is pride.”

In line with his attacks on human pride, Ben Sira commends humil-
ity. According to HA Sir 3:17a advises: “My child, in your riches
[Úr“v][;B]]108 walk in humility [hw:n:[}B']”; in other words, wealth should not
lead to pride, as it did among the Tobiad ruling class in Palestine.
Hence, Sir 3:18a HC continues: “If you are wealthy, humble yourself all
the more.”109

The sage frequently speaks of the importance of humility. In his
opening chapter (1:27 G) he asserts: “Fear of the Lord is wisdom and dis-
cipline, and his delight is faithfulness and humility” (prau?th").110 Sirach
4:8 plays on the related terms ynI[; (“poor”) and hw:n:[} (“humility”): “Turn
your ear to the poor person, and return to him a greeting [lit., peace] with
humility.” The sure fact of death motivates Ben Sira’s call to a lowly atti-
tude in the rhymed saying of 7:17 HA: “Very much, very much humble
pride [hw:a}G"], for a mortal’s hope is worms [hM;rI].” Nevertheless, the
humility that the sage advocates is not a denial of God-given gifts
(10:28–29) but rather an unpretentious modesty (10:26–27).

Just as Ben Sira links “humility” (13:20a) with the “righteous person”
(v. 17b) and the “poor” (v. 19b), so Zeph 2:3 makes similar connections:
“Seek Yahweh, all the afflicted of the land [≈r<a;h; ywEn“['AlK;], who perform
his justice; seek righteousness [qd<x,], seek humility [hw:n:[}]” (cf. Amos 2:6;
5:12). Furthermore, humility also characterizes the outlook of the
Qumran community (1QS 2.24; 3.8; 4.3; 5.3). Whereas Lev 19:17 com-
mands that one offer reproof to a neighbor (cf. Sir 19:13–17), the
Community Rule stipulates how one is to do so: “Each should reproach his
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107 The humbling of human pride is a frequent theme of Isaiah (Isa 2:12–17;
13:11; 14:12–15). For other examples of this antithesis, see J. Krasovec, Antithetic
Structure in Biblical Hebrew Poetry (VTSup 35; Leiden: Brill, 1984), 130.

108 G presupposes Úyc,[}m'B] (“in your deeds”).
109 HA reads a different text here; cf. Di Lella, “Recently Identified Leaves,”

164–65.
110 Moses embodies both the qualities in Sir 1:27b; thus, in 45:4 HB Ben Sira

praises him not just for “his faithfulness” (cf. Num 12:7) but also for “his humil-
ity” (/tw:n“['; cf. Num 12:3).



fellow in truth, in meekness [hw:n:[}] and in compassionate love for the
man” (1QS 5.24–25).111

b. Stanza 2: Rich and Poor Receive Unequal Treatment (13:21–23)
The structure of the second stanza (13:21–23) hinges upon a triple

antithesis between the rich and the poor. Whereas the first comparison
contrasts the reaction of others when a person totters (13:21), the second
and third comparisons (13:22–23) contrast people’s reactions to some-
one’s speech. While the wealthy receive both support when they
stumble and praise for their words (however repugnant), people aban-
don the needy when they totter and ignore what they say (however wise
it may be).

In making his threefold antithesis between the rich person (ryvi[;)
and the pauper (lD"), Ben Sira uses a standard parallel word-pair of bib-
lical Hebrew poetry (cf. Exod 30:15; Prov 22:16; 28:11; Ruth 3:10). Thus,
Prov 10:15 teaches: “The wealth of the rich person [ryvi[;] is his strong city;
the ruin of paupers [µyLiD"] is their poverty.” Sirach 10:30 employs a sim-
ilar antithesis: “A pauper [lD"] is honored on account of his insight, and
a rich person [ryvi[;] is honored on account of his riches.”112 Sirach 13:3 HA

reworks Prov 18:23 to create a stark antithesis between society’s respect
for the rich and its mistreatment of the poor: “When a rich person [ryvi[;]
afflicts, he will be the one to preen himself; but when wrong is done
against a pauper [lD"], he will be the one to supplicate.” Having returned
to the same thought in 13:19, Ben Sira develops this antithesis at greater
length in 13:21–23.113

Although he believes in a just cosmic order (cf. Sir 18:1–15; 33:7–15;
39:16–35) in which God will punish human injustice to the poor (cf.
35:15–20), the sage (like the book of Proverbs) is also aware that the rich
and the poor are not treated equally in society.114 Thus, Prov 14:20 de-
clares: “Even by his companions115 an impoverished person is hated, but
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111 García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 9.
112 For textual criticism here, see Di Lella, “Sirach 10:19–11:6,” 158 (text), 161

(notes).
113 Note also that 30:14 HB creates an antithesis between a poor person (ˆKes]mi)

and a rich person (ryvi[;), while 31:3–4 HB contrasts the rich person (ryvi[;) with the
poor person (ynI[;); cf. also 25:2 G; 26:4 G.

114 Cf. Whybray, Wealth and Poverty, 32; Schrader, “Unzuverlässige Freund-
schaft und verläßliche Feindschaft,” in Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft bei Ben Sira,
32–33. A similar awareness pervades Nathan’s parable of the rich man (ryvi[;) and
the poor man (var:) in 2 Sam 12:1–4.

115 For Wh[erE as plural (cf. “friends” in the second colon), see GKC §91k.



the friends of a rich person are many” (µyBir" ryvi[; ybeh}ao). Similarly, Prov
19:4 asserts: “Wealth will add many companions, but a pauper will be
separated from his companions.” Moreover, Prov 19:7ab teaches: “All the
relatives of an impoverished person hate him; how much more do his
companions keep far from him!” In Greek poetry a comparable contrast
occurs in Theognis 621: “Every man honoureth a rich [plouvsion] man and
despiseth a poor [penicrovn].”116

In Sir 13:21a the verb ˚ms (“support”) denotes the activity of a friend
to help someone in difficulty. Just as 51:7 HB employs the participle Ëme/s
(“supporter”) in parallel with rzE/[ (“helper”), so 13:21a places the verb
˚ms (“support”) in parallel with rz[ (“help,” 13:22a); the same parallel
word-pair also appears in Isa 63:5 and Ps 54:6. Sirach 12:17 HA describes
the false friendship of an enemy who pretends to be a “supporter” (Ëme/s)
while at the same time placing obstacles before one. By contrast, Sir 22:23
advises: “Support [Ëmos]] your companion in his poverty [/tWLD"].”117

The verb fwm (“totter”), occurring in the qal in 13:21a and in the nip <al
in 13:21b HA, refers to the result of an attack on a person’s welfare and
stability. The underlying metaphor, common in biblical usage, is of some-
one “standing” (= having a secure status) or “walking” (= playing a role
in society). Thus, Ps 38:17 speaks of those who boast at “the tottering of
my foot” (ylig“r" f/m), that is, my insecure position in society. Sirach 3:31
HA says of the generous person, “At the time of his tottering [/fWm] he
will find support,” whereas 12:15 HA says of the insolent person: “If
you are made to totter [f/mn:], he will not restrain himself.”

Despite the difficulties involved for his belief in the Deuteronomic
scheme of retribution,118 Sir 13:21b acknowledges that in reality the pauper
may be made to totter (f/mn:) even if he is righteous (qyDIx', 13:17b), just as
Prov 25:26 envisages (albeit unhappily) “a righteous person tottering
before a wicked person” ([v;r:AynEp]li fm; qyDIx'). Ultimately the poor but righ-
teous person who faces threats to his stability and welfare can only trust in
God (Pss 37:3; 55:23; 94:17–18; 118:13; Sir 2:6–9). It is such a faith in God that
leads Israel’s aphoristic tradition to affirm: “The righteous person will not
be made to totter [f/MyIAlB'] forever” (Prov 10:30; cf. Ps 112:6).

The fate of the tottering pauper is to be “thrust away” (hj,d“nI) from
one companion to another (Sir 13:21b). Whereas Prov 14:32 employs the
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116 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:303.
117 See my retroversion of Sir 22:23 in ch. 6 below. According to Xenophon

(Mem. 2.4.6), true friendship means being foremost in helping one’s friend by
“raising him up when he falls” (see Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 125).

118 Ben Sira is, however, aware of probationary suffering (2:1–5); cf. Skehan and
Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 83–85.



same verb to describe the situation of the wicked (“For his evil a wicked
person will be thrust away” [hj,D:yI]), Ben Sira has to admit that the inno-
cent pauper often suffers such a fate in society.

Sirach 13:22ab asserts that when the wealthy person speaks, “his
helpers are many” (µyBir" wyr:z“[o),119 and they applaud his repugnant
words. The sage’s thought here echoes Prov 19:4a: “Wealth will add many
companions” (µyBir" µy[irE; cf. Prov 14:20b; 19:6b). A comparable senti-
ment appears in Theognis 929–930: “If thou be rich, thy friends are many
[polloi; fivloi], and if poor, they are few.”120

Wishing to please the rich person, the hearers “call his loathsome
words beautiful”;121 instead of speaking truly, they defer to the wealthy
person out of fear or a desire to win favor.122 The root r[k (“abhor”), of
which the pu<al participle (“abhorred,” “loathsome”) occurs in 13:22b, is
not attested in the MT. However, the same pu<al participle also occurs in
11:2b HBmgA: “Do not abominate a human being abhorrent [r[;/km]] in 
his appearance.”123

Whereas the wealthy person’s talk receives public acclaim, society
rejects the pauper’s words, however sensible they may be. Ben Sira uses
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119 Here the root rz[ has the nuance of “support” (as in Ezra 10:15).
120 Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:339; cf. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic

Wisdom, 30–31.
121 The word ˆypi/m (“they call [lit., make] beautiful”) is a hip<il participle of hpy

with an Aramaizing plural ending; in the MT the pi <el (“beautify”) occurs in Jer
10:4. Greco-Roman teachers (such as Aristotle and Isocrates) urged their students
to be wary of flatterers; see Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 98–103.

122 The sixth line of a medieval Hebrew poem from the Cairo Genizah reworks
the thought of Sir 13:22:

lL;Whm] lKo ypib]W lq;l]Wqm] ryvi[;
.ll;/hm] ar:q]nI aWhw“ wyd:[;x] sLep'm] lD"h'w “

A rich person is corrupt but is praised by the mouths of all;
the pauper makes his steps level but he is called mad.

The whole poem includes seven bicola (lines 4–10) contrasting the rich person
with the pauper; cf. S. Schechter, “A Further Fragment of Ben Sira,” JQR 12
(1899–1900): 456–65 (text on 459–60).

123 The MSS have lacunae: HBmg reads [r][wkm, while HA has r[[w]km; however,
HB reads a different participle, rB;v]m; (“broken”), which Di Lella accepts as origi-
nal (“Sirach 10:19–11:6,” 162). Ziegler (“Zwei Beiträge zu Sirach,” 282–83)
suggests that in 13:22b r[;/km] means “unclear” or “stupid” (rather than “loath-
some”), but since ajpovrrhto" often denotes “unfit to be spoken” or “abominable”
(cf. Plato, Leg. 854E), the reading of G in fact attests to the meaning “loathsome”
for r[;/km]. See further Wagner, Die Septuaginta-Hapaxlegomena im Buch Jesus
Sirach, 161–62.



an onomatopoeic phrase, [G" [G" (“Pooh-pooh!”), to express the contemp-
tuous response of the hearers.124

As a contrast with the rich person whose words are “loathsome,”
Ben Sira takes the case of a pauper who “will speak125 giving insight”
(lyKic]m' rB,DI). The word lyKic]m' is the hip<il masculine participle from
the root lkc (“have insight,” “be prosperous”); the cognate noun lk,ce
(“insight”) occurs in 13:23b. The exact syntactic function of lyKic]m' in
13:22d is uncertain. It could refer to what is spoken,126 since the form
occurs thirteen times in the MT as a title for various psalms, possibly in the
sense of “didactic poem” or “skillful composition.”127 However, the
uncertainty over the meaning of lyKic]m' as a psalm title makes this sug-
gestion suspect, and so it seems better to understand the word as
describing the action of a person “giving insight.” In the book of Proverbs
the participle lyKic]m' refers to “one giving insight” or “an insightful per-
son”; for example, Prov 10:19 teaches: “One who restrains his words is an
insightful person” (lyKic]m'; cf. Prov 15:24).

Ben Sira often utilizes phrases from Proverbs concerning persons
with insight. For instance, Sir 47:12 calls Solomon “an insightful son” 
(lyKic]m' ˆBe, cf. Prov 10:5), Sir 7:21 and 10:25 refer to “an insightful ser-
vant” (lyKic]m' db,[,, cf. Prov 14:35; 17:2), and three times (Sir 7:19; 25:8;
40:23) the sage employs the phrase “an insightful wife” (tl,K,c]m' hV;ai,
cf. Prov 19:14). In the phrase “an insightful pauper” (lyKic]m' lD", Sir 10:23),
however, the sage creates an expression not found in Proverbs. There he
voices his opposition to the natural human tendency (noted also in 13:22)
to attend to the mighty while ignoring the pauper’s speech: “One should
not despise an insightful pauper [lyKic]m' lD"], and one should not honor
any lawless person” (10:23 HB).

During the Maccabean revolt a generation after Ben Sira, the word
µyliyKic]m' became a technical term for “the Jewish leaders of the anti-
Hellenistic resistance, who are later called in Greek Hasidaioi.”128
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124 See the text-critical note 22q–q for alternative explanations of the phrase.
125 I understand rB,dIw “ (“and he will speak”) as a converted perfect, following

the imperfect verb Wac]yI (“they will utter”). Other examples of the converted per-
fect in Ben Sira include T;r“m'a;w “ (“nor shall you say,” 5:6a HAC) and ht;y“h;w “ (“and it
shall become,” 6:29a HA).

126 G reads suvnesin (“prudence”), while S paraphrases with “what is fine.”
127 Other interpretations include “successful song” and “antiphon”; for a sur-

vey, see K. Koenen, “lk'c; Îakal,” ThWAT 7:781–95, esp. 793–94. For a general
study of the term lyKic]m', see H. Kosmala, “MaÎkîl,” JANESCU 5 (1973): 235–41.

128 So L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel (AB 23; Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1978), 299.



Daniel 11:33 describes how these leaders raised the people’s awareness
of what was at stake in the struggle against Antiochus IV Epiphanes:
µyBir"l; Wnybiy: µ[; yleyKic]m' (“the insightful ones of the people gave under-
standing to the multitude”).129 In the Qumran community’s writings
the term lyKic]m' refers to “someone whose function it is to make others
wise, that is, an ‘Instructor’ or ‘Master.’”130

Sirach 13:22d ends with the sad statement about the wise pauper:
“there is no place for him” (µ/qm; /l ˆyae).131 In a similar vein, Sir 4:4–5
depicts a pauper whose only “opportunity” (µ/qm;) is to curse those who
refuse to help him.132

The thought of Sir 13:22–23 parallels Qoheleth’s exemplary story con-
cerning a besieged city (Qoh 9:15–16):

In it there was found a poor wise man, and he could have delivered the
city by his wisdom, but nobody took notice of that poor man. And I said,
“Although wisdom is better than strength, the poor man’s wisdom is
despised and his words [wyr:b;D“] are not heeded.”133

Sirach 13:23a declares that when the rich person speaks, “all have been
silenced” (WtK]s]nI lKoh').134 Here the sage uses a rare root tks (“be silent”),
occurring in MT as a hapax legomenon; in Deut 27:9 Moses and the Levitical
priests preface their instructions to the people with a call to attention:
laer:c]yI [m'v]W tKes]h' (“Be silent and hear, O Israel”). In Sir 13:23, however,
the people give their reverent attention, not to Moses’ teaching but to the
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129 Further references to the µyliyKic]m' occur in Dan 11:35; 12:3, 10.
130 So C. A. Newsom, “The Sage in the Literature of Qumran: The Functions of

the MaÎkîl,” in Gammie and Perdue, eds., The Sage in Israel, 373–82; the quotation
is from p. 374. She cites 1QS 3.13: “The maÎkîl shall instruct all the sons of light
and shall teach them” (ibid.). Whereas in Proverbs and Ben Sira the term has a
general sense of “insightful” or “giving insight,” in both Daniel and Qumran the
term acquires a technical meaning of “Instructor,” either of the people threatened
by hellenization (Daniel) or of the sectarian community (Qumran).

131 The word µ/qm; may mean either “place” or “opportunity [for him to be
heard]” (cf. 4:5; 38:12). Compare the use of tovpo" in 19:17b G; see my exegesis of
that verse in the next chapter.

132 Sirach 4:3–5 HA advises: “Do not withhold a gift from your pauper. . . , and
you will not give him an opportunity [µ/qm;] to curse you.”

133 For this interpretation of Qoh 9:15–16, cf. J. L. Crenshaw, Ecclesiastes (OTL;
Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987), 166–67. The parallel with Sir 13:22–23 is noted
by Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 255.

134 Although lKoh' (“all, everyone”) is grammatically singular, it here takes a
plural verb because of its collective sense; cf. GKC §145b–e.



utterances of an arrogant rich person. Whereas in Job 29:9 the formerly
wealthy patriarch had earned a respectful silence from people by his care
of the poor (Job 29:12–17), Ben Sira speaks of the awe commanded by the
rich person simply by virtue of his powerful economic position.

Next, Ben Sira avoids repetition of the pi <el participle rBed"m] (“speaks,”
v. 22ac) by shifting to the qal participle rbe/D (“speaks,” v. 23ac) for the
sake of variety, and perhaps also for its echoing of prophetic denuncia-
tions of the rich and powerful. Micah 7:3, for instance, states: “The
powerful person speaks [rbeDo] what he himself desires”; that is, he names
the amount of the bribe he will accept. Closer to Sir 13:17–23 is the
condemnation of the wealthy class recorded in Amos 5:10: “They hate the
reprover at the gate, and they abhor the one who speaks blamelessly”
(Wb[et;y“ µymiT; rbeDo). Besides censuring their trampling on the “pauper”
(lD:, Amos 5:11) and affirming, “Your transgressions are many” (µyBr",
Amos 5:12), the prophet declares that they “harass the righteous person
[qyDIx'], take a ransom, and turn aside the needy [µynI/yb]a,] at the gate.
Therefore the insightful person [lyKic]M'h'] at that time will be silent”
(Amos 5:12–13).135 Just as the animal analogies in 13:17–19 use prophetic
imagery, so too the comparison of rich and poor in 13:21–23 echoes the
prophetic denunciations of the callous behavior of the wealthy.

In 13:23b the sage refers to the “insight” (lk,ce) popularly (but hypo-
critically) attributed to the wealthy person. Though Sir 10:30a HB declares
that “a pauper [lD"] is honored on account of his insight [/lk]ci],”136 in
13:22–23 the pauper stands in the shadow of the rich person, who receives
all the glory because of “his [supposed] insight” (/lk]ci). Whereas in
10:19–11:6 the sage is outlining his ideal for the relation between rich and
poor, in 13:17–23 he depicts the sad reality of the situation.

Using poetic hyperbole (tinged with irony) Ben Sira describes the
popular admiration for the rich person: “They make his insight reach
to the clouds” (W[yGIy" b[; d[' /lk]ci ta,; 13:23b). Here the sage borrows
a phrase from Job 20:6–7, where Zophar says of the impious person:
“Even if his exaltation will mount to the skies, and his head will reach
to the clouds [['yGIy" b[;l; /varo], he will perish forever like his dung;
those who have seen him will say, ‘Where is he?’”137 Moreover, Sir
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135 Thus, Sir 13:17–23 shares seven words with Amos 5:10–13: qyDIx' (13:17), lD"
(13:19, 21, 22, 23), the root b[t (13:20), ˆ/yb]a, (13:20), µyBir" (13:22), lyKic]m' (13:22),
and rbe/D (13:23).

136 Similarly, Prov 12:8 states: “According to his insight [/lk]ci] a person will be
praised.”

137 The implication of Ben Sira’s allusion to Job 20:6–7 is that such high praise
(Sir 13:23) will also be brought down to earth.



35:21 HB employs a similar idiom in mentioning what truly deserves to
reach the heavens.138

j'Wnt; alø ['yGIT' d['w“ hp;l]j; µybi[; lD" t['w“v'

The cry of the pauper passes through the clouds,
and until it arrives it will not rest.

In Sir 13:23c the public reaction to the pauper’s words is full of con-
tempt: “Who is this?” A comparable contempt is evident in God’s first
address to Job: “Who is this [hz< ymi] obscuring counsel by words without
knowledge?” (Job 38:2).139

Sirach 13:23d depicts what will happen to the pauper “if he has stum-
bled” (lq't]nI µai). The verb lqt (“trip”), absent from the MT, occurs twice
elsewhere (in a metaphorical sense) in the Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira. Sirach
32:20 HB advises: “Do not walk on a road of snares, and do not stumble
[lqeT;Ti la'] on an obstacle twice,” while Sir 15:12 HA reports the sinner’s
accusation against God: “It was he who made me slip” (ynIl'yqit]hi aWh).140

When the pauper stumbles, the public “will push him down”
(WhWpD“h]y<), according to 13:23d.141 Here Ben Sira employs exactly the same
word as in Job 18:18, in which Bildad describes the fate of the wicked per-
son: “They will push him down [WhpuD“h]y<] from light into darkness.” The
root πdh (“push down”) occurs thrice elsewhere in the Hebrew MSS of
Ben Sira (12:12; 36:9; 47:5). Sirach 12:12 HA advises keeping a distance
from an enemy: “Do not let him stand beside you, lest he push you down
[Úp]D:h]y<] and stand in your place.” The nationalistic prayer of 36:9 HB

beseeches God: “Subjugate the adversary and push down the enemy”
(byE/a π/dh}). The sad irony of Sir 13:23d is that it is not the wicked person
(Job 18:18), a personal enemy (Sir 12:12), or a national foe (Sir 36:9) that is
pushed down, but the innocent pauper in trouble.
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138 I read hp;l]j; µybi[; with HBmg.
139 A similar rebuke occurs in Job 42:3. Elsewhere in the MT, too, questions with

ymi (“who?”) may express scorn, as in Judg 9:36; 1 Sam 17:26; 25:10.
140 Using a cognate noun, Sir 31:7 HB calls love of gold a “stumbling block”

(hl;Q;T'). According to Xenophon (Mem. 2.4.6) a good person will help a friend
who is stumbling.

141 Ben Sira’s use of µhe µG" (“they too [will push him down]”) in 13:23d may be
an echo of the same phrase in Ps 38:11, where it may perhaps refer elliptically to
yn"y[e, “my eyes” (cf. GKC §32n for such lapses in gender agreement). Note the sen-
timent of Ps 38:12a: “My friends and companions stand aloof from my affliction”
(cf. Sir 37:4b).



In Sir 13:21–23 the sage completes the lesson begun in 10:19–11:6.
Whereas 11:1–2 outlines what should happen (the wise pauper receiving
recognition), 13:21–23 portrays the grim reality that society often pushes
aside the poor and ignores them. Although this observation does not
make Ben Sira a radical revolutionary, it does indicate his sympathy for
the poor and his distaste for the arrogance of the rich. The behavior of the
rich shows that they are not following the social teachings of the Torah,
and hence Ben Sira advises the righteous to avoid making friends with
such persons. On the other hand, since the poor tend to be humble, the
sage teaches that one should befriend them.

9. Conclusion

In providing guidance for Ben Sira’s students regarding friendships,
Sir 13:15–23 presupposes a social gulf between the wealthy but wicked
members of the hellenized ruling class and the poor but righteous Jewish
population. The pericope opens with the general axiom that like associ-
ates with like; although this principle is akin to the Greek philosophy of
nature found in Aristotle, it is couched in vocabulary taken from the
Priestly tradition in Gen 1–11. Three animal comparisons follow (Sir
13:17–19), combining international sapiential traditions (e.g., Aesop) with
Israel’s prophetic heritage; by means of these the sage asserts the impos-
sibility of friendship between rich and poor, and perhaps obliquely
criticizes the abuse of power by the Tobiad rulers. The first stanza ends
with another axiomatic statement (13:20) noting the distaste felt by the
wealthy toward the poor. The second stanza (13:21–23) focuses on the
way society ignores the poor; this theme, mirroring the thought of Israel’s
wisdom tradition (Job and Qoheleth), may suggest further criticism of the
Tobiad rulers. Thus, Ben Sira implies a warning to his students against
making friends with members of the arrogant wealthy class.
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Sirach 19:13–17 and 27:16–21

1. Introduction

Chapters 5 and 6 discuss three pericopes from the central portion of
the book: Sir 19:13–17; 22:19–26; 27:16–21. Developing the sapiential
theme of the right and wrong uses of speech, all three passages warn of
dangers to friendship: failure to reprove a friend to his face (19:13–17);
slandering a friend behind his back (22:19–26); and revealing a friend’s
secrets (27:16–21). This chapter will consider the two shorter pericopes,
19:13–17 and 27:16–21.

Unfortunately, discoveries from the Cairo Genizah and the Dead Sea
area have failed to yield the Hebrew original for these three pericopes.1

However, I provide a reconstructed Hebrew text for them on the basis of
the ancient versions.2

2. Sirach 19:13–17

Sirach 19:13–17,3 a didactic poem of five bicola, inculcates the need to
reprove a friend for wrongdoing. This passage, therefore, concerns the
right use of the tongue, by contrast with the previous passage on misuse
of the tongue (19:4–12).

a. Delimitation
The clearest feature indicating the unity of Sir 19:13–17 is the fourfold

repetition of the key word jk'/h (= e[legxon, “reprove”) at the start of

1 In the case of Sir 22:19–26, however, a medieval Hebrew poem (MS Adler
3053), based on 22:22–23:9, exists among the Genizah texts; see further the intro-
duction to ch. 6.

2 For an explanation of my decision to employ retroversion, see the section on
method of study at the end of ch. 1.

3 On the pericope, see H. V. Kieweler, “Freundschaft und böse Nachrede,”
61–85, especially 76–81.



verses 13, 14, 15, 17. In addition, there is an alternating pattern with bhe/a
(= fivlon, “friend”) in verses 13a and 15a, and ['rE (= plhsivon, “compan-
ion,” “neighbor”) in verses 14a and 17a. Thus, the whole of 19:13–17
considers reproof of one’s friends.

While the preceding passage (19:4–12)4 concerns gossip (a misuse of
speech), the present text (19:13–17) is about reproof (a right use of
speech). Indeed, 19:4–12 uses the term “word” (lovgo") four times (vv. 7,
10, 11, 12), by contrast with only one occurrence (v. 15) in 19:13–17.

The following passage (19:20–24)5 discusses the relationship among
wisdom, the fear of God, and the law. The term “wisdom” (sofiva),
which last appeared in 18:28, occurs four times (19:20 [bis], 22, 23). A
double inclusio marks off the passage; just as 19:20 uses “fear” (fovbo")
and “the law” (novmou), so 19:24 employs “reverent” (e[mfobo") and “the
law” (novmon).

b. Retroverted Text of Sirach 19:13–17

I

.πysi/y ˆP, hc;[; µaiw“ bhc,[}y" alø rv,a}b abhe/a jk'/h 13
.hn<v]yI ˆP, rm'a; µaiw“ drm'ayO alø rc,a}d c['rE jk'/h 14

II

.fˆmea}T' la'f rb;D: lk;l]W ehB;DI µymi[;P]e yKi bhe/a jk'/h 15
.i/n/vl]bi af;j; alø ymiWi h/BLimi aløw“ glq;t]nI vyEg 16

.lˆ/yl][, tr"/tl] µ/qm; ˆtew “l kµ[oz“Ti µr<f,B]k j['rE jk'/h 17

c. Text-Critical Notes
This reconstruction is based mainly on G, while also taking into

account S and L. Note that GA lacks 19:13b–14a (homoioarchton).
13a: So G and L; S has “your friend” here and in 19:15a.
13b–b: Compare S: “so that he may not do anything evil.” G has “per-

haps he did not do [it].”6

14c: So GSC and L; S has “your neighbor,” while GB reads, “the friend.”

4 Cf. ibid., 64–76, on Sir 19:6–12. The context section (below) explains why I
regard 19:4 as the beginning of the unit.

5 Here I ignore 19:18–19 (a gloss found only in GII), on which see ibid., 81–83.
6 See Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 115; and J. L. Kugel, “On Hidden Hatred and

Open Reproach: Early Exegesis of Leviticus 19:17,” HTR 80 (1987): 43–61, esp. 48
n. 12.
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14d–d: Following S; G has “perhaps he did not say [it].”
15e–e: So G; S has “how many times empty slander happens.”
15f–f: So most MSS of G; S and G248 read, “Let not your heart believe.”
16g–g: So most MSS of G; G248 adds “with a word,” while L specifies

“with his tongue.” S, however, reads, “For there is one who sins.”
16h: So S; G and L read, “from the soul,” with a similar meaning (as

4:17 illustrates).
16i–i: So G; SALW reads, “and there is one who stumbles, but not with

his tongue.”
17j: So GSV and L; GBAC reads, “your neighbor.” S, however, has “a

wicked person,” from [r" (“evil,” “an evil person”).
17k–k: So G; SLM reads, “who has wronged many.”7

17l–l: So G; S has “and do not believe every word,” by analogy with
19:15b.8

After 19:17 GII has two further bicola:

18 Fear of the Lord is the origin of acceptability,
and wisdom procures love from him.

19 Knowledge of the Lord’s commands is an education in life,
and those who do what is pleasing to him will harvest fruit from
the tree of immortality.

Since these two bicola are absent from GI, S, and L, I regard them as a
later gloss and hence do not discuss them here.

d. Translation

I

13 Reprove a friend so that he may not do it,
and if he has done it, lest he do it again.
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7 For discussion of the Syriac translator’s advocacy of the poor against the pow-
erful, see Winter, “The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac,” 245–49. See also R. J. Owens,
“The Early Syriac Text of Ben Sira in the Demonstrations of Aphrahat,” JSS 34
(1989): 39–75; Owens disputes Winter’s claim that the Syriac text of Ben Sira
comes from Ebionite circles.

8 Winter (“The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac,” 498) observes that in eight verses
S removes or alters references to the “law” or “commandments” found in G
(9:15b, 17b, 20b; 28:6b; 29:11a; 34:8a; 38:34d; 39:8b). These changes are probably
due to a Christian translator or reviser.



14 Reprove a companion so that he may not say it,
and if he has said it, lest he repeat it.

II

15 Reprove a friend because often there is malicious talk,
but do not believe every word.

16 There is one who stumbles but not intentionally;
and who has not sinned with his tongue?

17 Reprove a companion before you become indignant,
and give place to the law of the Most High.

e. Poetic Analysis
The alternation between bhe/a (“friend,” 19:13a, 15a) and ['rE (“com-

panion,” 19:14a, 17a) indicates that the poem consists of two stanzas
(19:13–14 and 19:15–17). Both stanzas open with the phrase: “Reprove a
friend” (vv. 13a, 15a), while the closing bicolon of both stanzas begins
with the phrase: “Reprove a companion” (vv. 14a, 17a).9

The clearest feature uniting the first stanza (19:13–14) is the parallel
syntactic structure (. . . ˆP, . . . µaiw“ . . . alø . . . jk'/h). The parallelism also
involves two word-pairs, first bhe/a (“friend”) and ['rE (“companion”),10

and second πysi/h (“do again”) and hn:v; (“repeat”). In addition, there is
rhyme between the last word of the first colon, hc,[}y" (“he may do,” v.
13a), and the last word of the final colon, hn<v]yI (“he may repeat,” v. 14b).

The sound patterns of the second stanza (19:15–17) add to the poetic
effect. Verse 15 exhibits assonance between hB;DI (“malicious talk,” v. 15a)
and rb;D: (“word,” v. 15b). In verse 16 rhyme occurs between /BLimi (“from
his heart” = “intentionally”) at the end of verse 16a and /n/vl]Bi (“with his
tongue”) at the end of verse 16b. Verse 16 contains alliteration of l (5x),
while verse 17 exhibits alliteration of t (4x).

f. Context

i. Context of 19:13–17 within 14:20–23:27. Part 4 of the book, 14:20–23:27,
consists of two major segments: a theological section (14:20–18:14) 
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9 Note how the fourfold repetition of the imperative verb jk'/h (= e[legxon, 
“reprove”: 19:13a, 14a, 15a, 17a) unifies the poem. Moreover, “the law of the Most
High” (19:17b) indicates the end of the pericope, just as the same phrase in 9:15b
G draws attention to the approaching conclusion of 9:10–16, and mention of the
“commandments” (6:37b G; 28:7a G) marks the ending of 6:18–37 and 27:22–28:7.

10 This word-pair also occurs in Pss 38:12; 88:19; Prov 14:20; 18:24; Sir 31:2 HB (a
gloss); 33:20 HE.



concerning topics such as theodicy and free will, and an ethical section
(18:15–23:27) concerning speech and self-control. Whereas 14:20–18:14
deals mainly with theoretical wisdom, 18:15–23:27 has to do principally
with practical wisdom.11

ii. Context of 19:13–17 within 18:15–23:27. The section 18:15–23:27 consists
of several poems.

18:15–19:3: Prudential Warnings12

19:4–17: Misuse and Proper Use of Speech13

19:20–20:31: Wisdom and Folly in Word and Deed14

21:1–21: Sin Contrasted with Wisdom15

21:22–22:18: Sin and Folly of Various Kinds16
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11 On 14:20–15:10, see Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira, 73–98; and
Marböck, Weisheit im Wandel, 104–13. On 15:11–18:14, see Prato, Il problema della
teodicea, 209–99.

12 A twenty-two-line nonalphabetic acrostic in G; S adds two extra bicola in
18:21. The address tevknon (“child”) in 18:15 indicates the start of a new pericope,
as often (e.g., 2:1; 3:17; 6:18) but not always (cf. 3:12; 4:1). The end of the pericope
is apparent from the allusion to death (“rottenness and worms,” 19:3a; compare
“worms,” 7:17b), as well as from the use of a concluding refrain in 19:3b that is
the same as 6:4a.

13 I regard 19:4–17 as a unit, along with Haspecker (Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach,
159), Fuß (“Tradition und Komposition,” 125), and Segal (µlvh arysAˆb rps,
115). The end of the pericope recapitulates its opening motifs; thus, “believe”
(pivsteue, 19:15b) corresponds to “trusting” (ejmpisteuvwn, 19:4a), “from his heart”
(/BLimi, 19:16a; cf. S) parallels “in heart” (kardiva/, 19:4a), and “has . . . sinned”
(h{marten, 19:16b) matches “sinning” (aJmartavnwn, 19:4b).

14 Note the inclusio of sofiva (“wisdom,” 19:20a) and sofivan (“wisdom,” 20:31b).
On the poem, see P. C. Beentjes, “‘Full Wisdom Is Fear of the Lord’: Ben Sira
19,20–20,31: Context, Composition and Concept,” EstBib 47 (1989): 27–45. On Sir
19:20–30, see K. Weber, “Wisdom False and True (Sir 19,20–30),” Bib 77 (1996):
330–48; on Sir 20:1–3, 5–8, 13, 18–20, 27, see Krinetzki, “Die Sprüche über das
Reden und Schweigen.” On the structure of Sir 19:20–23:27, see Marböck,
“Structure and Redaction History of the Book of Ben Sira,” in Beentjes, ed., Book
of Ben Sira in Modern Research, 61–79, esp. 74–75.

15 A twenty-three-line nonalphabetic acrostic (Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of
Ben Sira, 74); whereas vv. 1–10 concern sin, vv. 11–21 are about wisdom. On
21:11–21, see A. J. Desecar, La sabiduría y la necedad en Sirac 21–22 (Rome: Edizioni
Francescane, 1970), 21–44.

16 On 21:22–22:18, see Desecar, La sabiduría y la necedad, 44–74. On 22:9–15, see 
A. A. Di Lella, “Sirach 22:9–15: ‘The Life of a Fool Is Worse Than Death,’” in



22:19–26: Preserving Friendship
22:27–23:27: Control of the Tongue and of Bodily Desires17

Much of 18:15–23:27 concerns wise speaking, which is contrasted with
the utterances of the fool (cf. 20:13).

iii. Relationship of 19:13–17 with 19:4–12. Sirach 19:4–12, concerning sins of
the tongue, is the antithesis of 19:13–17, which discusses a right use for
the tongue (reproving a friend).18 Not only does 19:15–16 return to the
motifs of 19:4 (belief/trust; heart; sin); 19:13–14 also develops the motifs
of 19:7–8 (“repeat” and “friend”).19

iv. Relationship of 19:13–17 with 19:20–24. Sirach 19:20–24 forms the open-
ing unit of the segment 19:20–20:31.20 Beentjes has observed a twofold
inclusio for the unit: e[mfobo" (“reverent,” 19:24a) balances fovbo" kurivou
(“fear of the Lord,” 19:20a), while parabaivnwn novmon (“transgressing the
law,” 19:24b) corresponds antithetically to poivhsi" novmou (“the doing of
the law,” 19:20b).21 Mention of the “law” in 19:17b forms a link-word with
19:20–24,22 while discussion of sinning with the tongue (19:16b) leads into
a concern about sinners in general (19:22b).
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Calduch-Benages and Vermeylen, eds., Treasures of Wisdom, 159–68. On 22:19–26,
see the next chapter of this study.

17 A nonalphabetic double acrostic of forty-four bicola. Ben Sira makes use of fur-
ther nonalphabetic double acrostics in 25:13–26:27 (46 bicola) and 42:15–43:26 (45
bicola), following the example of Pss 105 (45 bicola) and 107 (43 bicola); note also
the alphabetic double acrostics in Ps 37 (45 bicola) and Pss 9–10 (41 bicola, a dam-
aged acrostic). On Sir 22:27–23:27, see P. C. Beentjes, “Sirach 22:27–23:6 in zijn
context,” Bijdr 39 (1978): 144–51; Desecar, “La necedad en Sirac 23,12–15,” SBFLA
20 (1970): 264–72; I. Krammer, “Die Auswirkungen des Verhaltens zum
Mitmenschen auf die Beziehung zu Gott im Buch Ben Sira” (Th.D. diss., University
of Salzburg, 1997), 186–93 (on Sir 23:16–21).

18 Cf. Kieweler, “Freundschaft und böse Nachrede,” 62.
19 In S the verb “repeat” also occurs in 19:6, while seemingly G has misread hn</v

(“one who repeats”) as anE/c (“one who hates”); see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom
of Ben Sira, 289. Moreover, 19:6a in G248 contains glwvssh/ (“with the tongue”),
which matches the mention of the tongue in 19:16b.

20 Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 299; Beentjes, “Full Wisdom Is Fear
of the Lord,” 35–36; Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira, 99–101.

21 Beentjes, “Full Wisdom Is Fear of the Lord,” 35. In addition, the use of the
noun sofiva (“wisdom”) in 19:23b matches its double use in 19:20.

22 Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach, 52 n. 7.



v. Relationship of 19:13–17 with 22:27–23:27. Ben Sira often juxtaposes word
and deed (3:8a; 37:16a); thus, in 19:13–14 reproof for a friend’s faulty
action immediately precedes reproof for a companion’s sinful speech.
This juxtaposition occurs several times in Ben Sira.

Deed (sins of passion): 6:2–4; 18:30–19:3; 23:2–6; 23:16–27
Word (sins of the tongue): 5:9–6:1; 19:4–12; 22:27–23:1; 23:7–1523

Through such juxtapositions the sage wishes to stress that the wise per-
son will be self-controlled in both action and speech.

g. Exegesis

i. Stanza 1: The Benefit of Reproof (19:13–14). The first stanza opens emphat-
ically with the key word of the whole pericope, “reprove” (19:13a, 14a,
15a, 17a); the imperative verb e[legxon24 in G represents the Hebrew
jk'/h25 (cf. Sir 31:31a HF). The fundamental text underlying Sir 19:13–17 is
Lev 19:17, whence Ben Sira borrows the verb “reprove.”26

Leviticus 19:17, one of the prescriptions of the Holiness Code, legis-
lates for a matter that is hard to regulate by law:27
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23 On this juxtaposition in 22:27–23:27, see Beentjes, “Sirach 22:27–23:6 in zijn
context,” 149–50.

24 I. de la Potterie (La Vérité dans Saint Jean, I [AnBib 73; Rome: Pontifical Biblical
Institute, 1977], 399–404) distinguishes six meanings of the verb ejlevgcein: make
an inquiry; cross-examine; expose; refute; reprove; punish. Here the meaning
“reprove” fits best.

25 In his article “jky ktl” (TDOT 6:64–71), G. Mayer distinguishes between two
main senses of the Hebrew root, a forensic usage (65–68) and a pedagogical usage
(68–70). Thus, the verb j'yki/h has two basic meanings in the MT: in an educational
or social context it means “reprove,” “correct” (e.g., Lev 19:17; Prov 3:12; 24:25),
while in a judicial context it denotes “decide,” “adjudicate,” “judge,” “convict”
(e.g., Isa 2:4; 11:3, 4).

26 In addition, the words bhe/a(“one who loves” = “friend,” Sir 19:13a, 15a) and
['rE (“companion,” 19:14a, 17a) may reflect the language of Lev 19:18, which
reads: Ú/mK; Ú[}rEl] T;b]h'a;w “ (“and you shall love your neighbor as yourself”). On
Lev 19:18, see Mathys, Liebe deinen Nächsten wie dich selbst, passim. On the impor-
tance of Lev 19 for the Hellenistic-Jewish author Pseudo-Phocylides, see P. W. van
der Horst, The Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides (SVTP 4; Leiden: Brill, 1978), 66–67.

27 Cf. Kugel’s comment on Lev 19:15–18: “All of the things enjoined are very
difficult to enforce simply by legal fiat—they ultimately depend on the heart of
each individual and a desire to comply even when, sometimes, non-compliance
is undetectable” (“On Hidden Hatred,” 44).



Úb,b;l]Bi Úyjia;Ata, an:c]tiAalø
Út,ymi[}Ata, j'yki/T j'ke/h

.af]je wyl;[; aC;tiAaløw“

You shall not hate your brother in your heart;
you shall surely reprove your compatriot,
so that you will not incur guilt because of him.28

Leviticus 19:17 forms part of a section of apodictic laws concerning
interpersonal behavior (Lev 19:11–18).29

The link between reproof and love, spelled out in Lev 19:17–18 (“you
shall surely reprove. . . . you shall love”), is part of Israel’s wisdom tradi-
tion. Proverbs 3:12 sees God’s reproof as an expression of his parental love:
“Yahweh reproves the one whom he loves” (j'yki/y hw:hy“ bh'a‘y< rv,a} ta, ; cf.
Prov 13:24; Sir 18:13). Closer to Sir 19:13 are the aphorisms of Prov 27:5–6:

.tr<T;sum] hb;h}a'me hL;gUm] tj'k'/T hb;/f
.anE/c t/qyvin“ t/rT;[]n"w “ bhe/a y[ex]Pi µynIm;a‘n<

Better a revealed reproof
than a hidden love.

Faithful are the wounds of a friend,
but abundant are the kisses of an enemy.30

Furthermore, Prov 9:8 observes that “love” is the wise student’s reaction to
reproof (cf. Ps 141:5; Prov 15:12). Just as Israel’s wisdom tradition often sit-
uates reproof in the context of “loving” (bha), so too Ben Sira insists that
love of a “friend” (bhe/a) may entail reproving him. In Sir 19:13, therefore,
the sage has skillfully combined the teaching of Lev 19:17 with Prov 27:5–6,
thereby applying the Levitical prescription to the context of friendship.31
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28 This understanding of wyl;[; (“because of him”) is supported by the rendering
of Lev 19:17 G, di∆ aujto;n.

29 On Lev 19:17 in its context, see Mathys, Liebe deinen Nächsten wie dich selbst,
38–39, 63–67; and G. Barbiero, L’Asino del Nemico (AnBib 128; Rome: Pontifical
Biblical Institute, 1991), 268–77.

30 From Prov 27:5–6 Ben Sira derived two features of his teaching on friendship:
“reproof” (tj'k'/T; cf. Sir 19:13–17) and faithfulness (µynIm;a‘n< = “faithful”; cf. Sir
6:14–16).

31 Leviticus 19:17 is also applied to the context of friendship in 4 Macc 2:13, say-
ing that, with the help of reason, the law (oJ novmo") “is master over the intimacy of
friends, reproving [ejxelevgcwn] them because of wickedness.”



Elsewhere Ben Sira speaks of the value and necessity of reproof.
Sirach 20:2–3, for instance, declares: “How much finer to reprove
[ejlevgxai] than to be angry, and the one confessing will be prevented from
disgrace”32 (because he has heeded the reproof). By way of contrast,
using a phrase from Prov 12:1b (tj'k'/t anEc, “one who hates reproof”), Sir
21:6a warns: “One who hates reproof is in a sinner’s path.” Similarly, Sir
32:17 (HB/Bmg) observes that “a lawless person will turn aside reproofs”
(t/jk;/t hF,y" sm;j; vyai), refusing to listen to criticism.

Although Sir 19:13–17 interprets Leviticus’s idea of fraternal correc-
tion in a moral and educational sense, as befits wisdom literature,33 Lev
19:17b also came to be interpreted in a judicial sense during the Second
Temple period. Such a legal understanding clearly occurs in the
Damascus Document found in the Cairo Genizah and paralleled among
the Qumran finds.34 L. H. Schiffman speaks of a “law of reproof” in CD
9.2–8, a law that the community derived from Lev 19:17–18.35 Schiffman
further explains how the community combined the prohibition of
grudges (Lev 19:18) with the admonition to reprove (Lev 19:17):

Lev 19:18 has been interpreted here to mean that a member who sees an
offense must immediately perform the required “reproof.” If he does
not, but later makes an accusation, he violates Lev 19:18 by “bearing a
grudge” and “taking vengeance.”36
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32 20:3 G has ejlattwvsew" (“indigence”), presupposing rs,jo (“lack”), but rs,jo
can also mean “disgrace”; see N. M. Bronznick, “An Unrecognized Denotation of
the Verb HSR in Ben-Sira and Rabbinic Hebrew,” HAR 9 (1985): 91–105, esp. 100.

33 Kugel (“On Hidden Hatred,” 45) notes how the stipulation of reproof in Lev
19:17 reflects the world of Israelite wisdom.

34 For a translation of the Qumran fragments of the Damascus Document, see
García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 47–71. 4Q269 10.1–3 contains part of
CD 9.5–8; 4Q270 10 iii 17–20 has part of CD 9.2–6, while 5Q12 1.2 provides CD
9:7–8 (ibid., 61, 65, 70). For the Hebrew text, see J. M. Baumgarten et al., Qumran
Cave 4.13: The Damascus Document (4Q266–4Q273) (DJD 18; Oxford: Clarendon,
1996). On the use of Lev 19:17–18 in CD (and also in 1QS), see Mathys, Liebe deinen
Nächsten wie dich selbst, 120–23.

35 L. H. Schiffman, Sectarian Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls (BJS 33; Chico,
Calif.: Scholars Press, 1983), 89; note that CD 7.2 also alludes to the Levitical
“law of reproof.”

36 Ibid. The text of CD 9.2–4, 6–8, according to the translation of García
Martínez (Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 40) reads: “And what it says: [Lev 19:18]: ‘Do
not avenge yourself or bear resentment against the sons of your people’: every-
one of those who entered the covenant who brings an accusation against his
fellow, unless it is with reproach [j'ke/hB]] before witnesses, or who brings it when



A New Testament parallel to CD 9.2–8, Matt 18:15–17, also employs the
verb “reprove” (e[legxon [Matt 18:15], exactly as in Sir 19:13, 14, 15, 17 G),
in conjunction with the legal requirement of two or three witnesses (cf.
Deut 19:15).

The Qumran community took seriously the “law of reproof” in Lev
19:17. The Rule of the Community prescribes reproof as part of the way of
life for members (1QS 5.24–6.1):

Each should reproach [j'yki/hl]] his fellow in truth, in meekness and in com-
passionate love for the man. [Blank] No-one should speak to his brother in
anger or muttering, . . . and he should not detest him [Whaen:c]yI la'w“] [in the
stubbornness] of his heart, but instead reproach him [WNj,yki/y] that day so
as not to incur a sin for his fault. And in addition, no-one should raise a
matter against his fellow in front of the Many unless it is with reproof
[tj'k'/tb]] in the presence of witnesses.37

Also parallel to Sir 19:13–17 and dependent on Lev 19:17 is chap-
ter 6 of the Testament of Gad.38 In particular, Gad’s exhortatory words
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he is angry, or he tells it to his elders so that they despise him, he is ‘the one who
avenges himself and bears resentment’ . . . . If he kept silent about him from one
day to the other, or accused him of a capital offence, he has witnessed against
himself, for he did not fulfil the commandment of God which tells him: [Lev 19:17]
‘You shall reproach your fellow so as not to incur sin because of him.’”

37 Ibid., 9. One fragmentary Qumran text (4Q477) lists persons who had been
reproved at the community meeting according to the sect’s procedure for judicial
discipline. Thus, 4Q477 1 ii 3–5 records: “[They reproached] Johanan, son of
Mata[thias because he] . . . was quick for anger, . . . and has the evil eye, and also
has a boastful spirit. . . . And they reproached [Wjyki/h] Hananiah Notos” (ibid.,
90). In her article “4Q477: The Rebukes by the Overseer” (JJS 45 [1994]: 111–22),
E. Eshel notes: “Apparently, this text preserves remnants of a legal record, com-
piled by the sect’s Overseer (rqbm), of those members who were rebuked after
committing a sin” (111). Note that some of Eshel’s readings of the text differ from
those of García Martínez. See further E. Eshel, “4QRebukes Reported by the
Overseer,” in Qumran Cave 4.26: Cryptic Texts and Miscellanea, Part 1 (ed. S. J.
Pfann et al.; DJD 36; Oxford, Clarendon, 2000), 474–83, esp. 481.

38 Although the present form of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs shows
the influence of Christian redaction, its origins are Jewish, possibly from the
second century B.C.E.; J. H. Ulrichsen dates the basic text of the work to 200–175
B.C.E. (Die Grundschrift der Testamente der Zwölf Patriarchen [Uppsala: Almqvist
& Wiksell, 1995], 339). Nothing in ch. 6 of the Testament of Gad demands a
Christian source; indeed, the similarities to Ben Sira (especially to Sir 19:8–9,
13–17; 20:2–3; 28:1–2) support Ulrichsen’s suggested date for the original of
this passage.



concerning loving reproof (T. Gad 6.3) are in harmony with Ben Sira’s
sentiments:

Love one another from the heart, and if a man sins against you, speak to
him in peace, after having cast away the poison of hatred; and do not
hold guile in your soul. And if he confesses and repents, forgive him.39

In Greek culture also, candid reproof was viewed as a mark of true
friendship. Thus, the Greeks referred to the parrhsiva (“frankness” or
“boldness”) with which the genuine friend offered criticism, by contrast
with the fine words uttered by the flatterer who spoke only to please (cf.
Aristotle, Eth. nic. 10.3.11). Indeed, in his letter To Antipater 4, Isocrates
offers a commendation of his pupil Diodotus for his “frankness . . .
which would rightly be regarded as the surest indication of devotion to
his friends.”40

According to my reconstructed text of Sir 19:13a, which echoes the
wording of S (“so that he may not do anything evil”), the sage advocates
reproving a friend before he actually sins. However, G understands the
phrase differently, that is, as introducing an element of doubt whether
the friend actually did the wrong deed. A similar divergence between S
and G occurs in 19:14a (concerning speech).

In Sir 19:14a (and 19:17a) the sage urges: “Reprove your companion”
(e[legxon to;n plhsivon). While for the sake of variety Ben Sira may have
used the synonym ['rE (“companion”) instead of bhe/a (“friend”), this
reading also corresponds more exactly with the form of Lev 19:17b found
in other texts. Whereas the MT urges, “You shall surely reprove your com-
patriot” (Út,ymi[}), the quotation in CD 9.7–8 reads, “You shall surely
reprove your companion” (Úy[,rE).41 Similarly, Lev 19:17b G states: “With
a reproof42 you shall reprove your companion” (to;n plhsivon sou). Thus, it
is evident that the reading Úy[,rE (“your neighbor”) for Lev 19:17b repre-
sents an early tradition.
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39 H. W. Hollander and M. de Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs: A
Commentary (SVTP 8; Leiden: Brill, 1985), 331.

40 Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates, 3:415. On the contrast between flattery
and frankness, see the following essays in Fitzgerald, ed., Friendship, Flattery, and
Frankness of Speech: D. Konstan, “Friendship, Frankness, and Flattery,” 7–19; C. E.
Glad, “Frank Speech, Flattery, and Friendship in Philodemus,” 21–59; T. Engberg-
Pedersen, “Plutarch to Prince Philopappus on How to Tell a Flatterer from a
Friend,” 61–79; see also Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World, 93–95, 98–105.

41 Note the plene spelling of the singular noun, as in 2 Sam 12:11.
42 G uses this circumlocution to render the Hebrew infinitive absolute.



Elsewhere, out of a concern for shame, Ben Sira moderates the
demand of Lev 19:17b, by warning against choosing the wrong time to
reprove a companion. Thus, in 20:1a he advises: “There is a rebuke
[e[legco"] that is untimely” (NRSV). In particular, the middle of a banquet
is an inappropriate time (31:31–32a HF): “At a banquet of wine do not
reprove a companion [['rE jk'/T la'], and do not grieve him when he is
joyful. Do not say to him a disgraceful word.”

Human reproof of companions parallels God’s reproving of human-
ity, an aspect of the divine mercy: “A human being’s mercy is toward his
neighbor, but the Lord’s mercy is toward all humanity, reproving
[ejlevgcwn] and disciplining and teaching” (18:13 G). Thus, Ben Sira
teaches that mercy, whether human or divine, involves an element of dis-
cipline and reproof.43

The verb “say” (rma) in 19:14a corresponds to the verb “do” (hc[) in
19:13a. The same linkage occurs in Sir 3:8: “In speech and in deed
[hc,[}m'b]W rm;a}m'B]] honor your father.”44 Middendorp observes that the
connection between “word” and “deed” appears also in Xenophon’s
Memorabilia.45 However, the biblical tradition already attests to this con-
nection in the first chapter of Genesis.46

In Sir 19:14 the sage teaches that reproof will stop a companion
from saying unhelpful things in the first place, or else from repeating
them once they have been said. Already Prov 17:9 warned of the harm
done by continually repeating such negative words: “One who seeks
friendship [hb;h}a'] covers over transgression, but one who repeats a matter
[rb;d:b] hn<vo] alienates an associate.” Similarly, Sir 19:6–7 S teaches: “One
who repeats a matter is lacking in sense. Never repeat a matter, and no
one will disgrace you.” Moreover, 42:1 HBM urges: “[Be ashamed] of re-
peating a matter [rb;D: t/nV]mi] that you may have heard.”
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43 On the analogy between human friendship and God’s relationship to his ser-
vants, see Irwin, “Fear of God,” 557–58. 

44 Moreover, Sir 37:16a HD states: “The origin of every work [or deed] is speech”
(rm;a}m' hc,[}m' lK; varo), possibly an allusion to God’s creation of the world in Gen 1.

45 Middendorp (Die Stellung Jesu Ben Siras, 13) refers to Mem. 2.3.8, 15, 17;
2.10.6; 3.11.10. Memorabilia 3.11.10 declares: “That your friends [fivloi] give you
satisfaction, you convince them, I know, not by words but by deeds [ouj lovgw/ ajll∆
e[rgw/]” (Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 245). See also Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic
Wisdom, 43–44.

46 See, for example, Gen 1:6–7: “And God said [rm,aYOw"], ‘Let there be a dome in
the midst of the waters. . . . ’ And God made [c['Y"w"] the dome.” Note that the verbs
in Gen 1:6–7 G (ei\pen: “he said”; ejpoivhsen: “he made”) are identical with those at
the end of Sir 19:13a, 14a G.
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ii. Stanza 2: The Need for Reproof (19:15–17). “Malicious talk” (hB;DI, repre-
senting diabolhv in 51:2)47 is something against which wisdom teachers
warn. For example, Prov 10:18b declares, “The one who brings forth mali-
cious talk [hB;DI] is a fool,” while Prov 25:10b, warning against revealing
the confidence of another person, says, “The malicious talk about you
(Út]B;dI) will not cease.”

Living in a society with a strong culture of honor and shame, Ben Sira
is concerned that his students avoid any actions that might give rise to
such disgrace.48 According to 26:5c G “the malicious talk of a city” (dia-
bolh;n povlew") is worse than death, while in 42:11c HBM the sage urges his
students to be vigilant over a daughter lest her misconduct make them
“the malicious talk of the city” (ry[i tB'DI). Similarly, a person should fol-
low suitable mourning customs “on account of malicious talk” (cavrin
diabolh'", 38:17c G).49 According to 28:9b G, a sinner’s “enmity” (or “mali-
cious talk,” diabolhvn)50 disrupts friendship. Hence, in 19:15a Ben Sira
counsels his audience to warn a friend against any conduct that might
engender “malicious talk” from an enemy. The friend is to be reproved
so that he may avoid suffering from “malicious talk,” true but unwel-
come talk arising from his misbehavior.51

In 19:15b the sage warns against being gullible about reports of a
friend’s supposed misbehavior. Ben Sira’s thought here is comparable
to Qoh 7:21: “To all the words that people will say, do not give your

47 The Hebrew term hB;DI may refer to an “evil report,” talk that is true but 
unfavorable (Gen 37:2; Num 13:32; 14:36, 37; Sir 46:7 HB). The cognate Greek verb
diabavllw means “make a hostile accusation against [someone],” either with false
and slanderous charges (4 Macc 4:1) or on the basis of the truth (Dan 3:8).

48 Cf. Sir 41:14a; 41:16–42:8 (a twenty-three-line nonalphabetic acrostic); cf.
Sanders, “Ben Sira’s Ethics of Caution,” 83–85.

49 In 38:17, HB reads h[;m]DI (“tears”) for hB;DI (“malicious talk”).
50 Note that S and L read “enmity”; see the brief discussion of 28:9 in the

appendix. The cognate noun diavbolo" has the meaning “enemy” in LXX Esth 7:4;
8:1.

51 This interpretation agrees with the sense of hB;DI as “evil report” (Gen 37:2;
Num 13:32; 14:36, 37; Sir 46:7), where the report is true but negative. It also cor-
responds to the normal explanatory meaning of yKi (and ga;r) as “for,” “because.”
The more widely held interpretation of 19:15a sees diabolhv as a “slander” or
“false accusation,” which should therefore not be believed (19:15b); cf. Skehan
and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 293; Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 116. In this inter-
pretation the verse is understood as follows: “Reprove a friend, though often
there is slander, and [hence] do not believe every word.” For the meaning
“though” for yKi, see Jer 14:12; Zech 8:6; Ps 37:24; compare also Joüon, 2:641
(§171b).



attention.”52 In warning the student against being so gullible as to
believe everything said by others, Sir 19:15b seems also to draw on Prov
14:15a: “A simpleton will believe every word” (rb;D:Alk;l] ˆymia}y" ytiP,).53

This wariness about believing what others say fits in with Ben Sira’s
“ethics of caution.” The sage recommends this caution for a variety of
human relationships, not just toward an enemy, but also toward a hated
wife and toward a prince who holds long and testing conversations.54 In
19:15b Ben Sira’s warning against being gullible takes up the theme of
19:4a, the opening statement of 19:4–17: “One who quickly trusts is light-
headed” (oJ tacu; ejmpisteuvwn kou'fo" kardiva/).55

Instead of opening with the expected command “reprove,” Sir 19:16
digresses with a general statement that suggests two reasons for moder-
ation in one’s zeal to reprove a friend. Verse 16a is a reminder that some
offenses may be unintentional, while verse 16b recalls that no one is guilt-
less (not even the person reproving).

Sirach 19:16a begins with “there is” (vyE = e[stin), a formula used to
record an insight (often paradoxical or unexpected) from a general
observation of the world and human behavior (cf. Prov 10:24; 12:18;
14:12; 16:25; 20:15). For instance, Prov 13:7 declares: “There is [vyE] one
who pretends to be rich but has nothing, and [there is] one who pre-
tends to be poor but has great wealth.” A similar format occurs in Qoh
8:14: “There are [vyE] righteous people who get what the wicked
deserve for their action, and there are [vyE] wicked people who get what
the righteous deserve for their action.” Such a format also has parallels
in late Egyptian wisdom literature, such as P. Insinger 9.16–17: “There
is he who has not been taught, yet he knows how to instruct another.
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52 Note that the following verse in Ben Sira (Sir 19:16) has a parallel in the
thought of the preceding verse in Qoheleth (Qoh 7:20). Ben Sira may be aware of
Qoheleth, though this is denied by F. J. Backhaus, “Qohelet und Sirach,” BN 69
(1993): 32–55; and C. F. Whitley, Koheleth: His Language and Thought (BZAW 148;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 1979), 122–46. See further J. Marböck, “Kohelet und Sirach:
Eine vielschichtige Beziehung,” in Das Buch Kohelet: Studien zur Struktur,
Geschichte, Rezeption und Theologie (ed. L. Schwienhorst-Schönberger; BZAW 254;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 1997), 275–301.

53 Note also the advice of the prophet Micah:  ['rEb] Wnymia}T'Ala' (“Do not believe
a companion,” Mic 7:5).

54 Ben Sira advises caution toward an enemy in 12:10 HA (cf. Prov 26:24–26; 
P. Insinger 12.8), toward a hated wife in Sir 7:26b HA, and toward a prince in Sir
13:11b HA, which warns: /jyci brol] ˆmea}T' la' (“Do not believe his lengthy talk”); cf.
Sanders, “Ben Sira’s Ethics of Caution,” 76–86.

55 Behind this statement I suspect a Hebrew wordplay between lq' meaning
“quick” (hence tacuv, “quickly”) and lq' in the sense of “light” (kou'fo").



There is he who knows the instruction, yet he does not know how to
live by it.”56

Within Sir 19:20–20:31 there are twenty-four cola beginning e[stin (=
vyE, “there is”) or oujk e[stin (= ˆyae, “there is not”);57 for instance, 20:6 HC

teaches: “There is [vyE] one who is silent without an answer, and there is
[vyE] one who is silent because he has recognized the time.” The same for-
mat also occurs in some of Ben Sira’s friendship pericopes (6:8–10; 37:1).

The Hebrew verb “slip” (= “be tripped,” nip <al of lqt) denotes a
physical fall in Sir 13:23 HA and 32:20 HBEF.58 In 15:12, however, the
causative of the verb (hip <il of lqt) refers to a moral lapse: “Do not say,
‘My transgression is from God,’ . . . lest you say, ‘It was he who made me
slip’” (15:11a, 12a HAB). In the grandson’s translation, the verb ojlisqavnw
(“slip”) usually refers to a moral lapse (such as with the tongue, cf.
19:16b). For example, 14:1a G says, “Happy the man who did not slip [oujk
wjlivsqhsen] with his mouth,”59 while 28:26a G urges care with the tongue:
“Be careful, lest somehow you slip [ojlivsqh/"] with it.”

The phrase “not intentionally” means literally “from his heart”
(/BLimi) in Hebrew (following S), whereas G reads “from the soul” (ajpo;
yuch'"). The same Hebrew idiom occurs in Lam 3:33; although the
destruction of Jerusalem appears to be God’s punishment, “he has not
willingly [/BLimi] caused affliction.”

Just as Sir 19:16 connects the heart and the tongue, so too other sapi-
ential texts point out the need to control both the tongue and the heart.
Psalm 39 describes the psalmist’s effort to avoid sinning with his tongue
(39:1), an effort that caused his heart to grow hot within him (39:4). Ben
Sira’s prayer for self-control (Sir 22:27–23:6) takes up the thought of Ps
39 in praying for discipline of the tongue (22:27d) and of the heart
(23:2b). Most similar to 19:16b is the sage’s question in 22:27 G: “Who
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56 AEL 3:192. For other examples (usually in couplets), see P. Insinger 2.14–15;
5.3–4, 20–23; 7.13–14; 8.8–10; 11.13–14; 19.1–2; 21.3–4; 23.15–16; 32.22–24;
Ankhsheshonq 26.3–7. Moreover, Ankhsheshonq 21.1–12 has a series of sayings
beginning “There is no. . . . ”

57 Cf. Beentjes, “Full Wisdom Is Fear of the Lord,” 37. For other examples of
sayings with vyE (“there is”), see Sir 4:21; 10:30; 11:11–12, 18; 37:19–23.

58 On the root lqt (“to trip”), see my exegesis of Sir 13:23d in ch 4.
59 However, 14:1a HA reads: Whypi /bx;[} alø v/na‘ yrEv]a' (“Happy the human

being whose mouth has not caused him grief”). Compare also 4Q525 14 ii 26–27:
“Be very careful against a slip of the tongue . . . lest you be condemned by your
(own) lips” (García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, 397). Besides verbal
self-discipline, 4Q525 counsels a disciplined approach to eating and drinking,
and the fragmentary text of 4Q525 25.4 seems to quote Sir 18:33; see Puech,
Qumran Cave 4.18, 164–65.



[tiv"] will place a guard upon my mouth and an effective seal on my lips,
that I may not fall on account of them, and my tongue [glw'ssa] may not
destroy me?”

The concern about sin in Sir 19:16b already appears in the Levitical
command to reprove a neighbor; Lev 19:17c says that by means of reproof
“you will not incur guilt [or sin, af]je] because of him.” Sirach 19:16b
implies that because everyone sometimes sins with the tongue and needs
to be reproved, no one can claim moral superiority over a companion. In
a balanced friendship, each friend will both give and receive reproof;
indeed, this may be one aspect of the saying: “Iron sharpens iron, and one
person sharpens the wits of another” (Prov 27:17 NRSV).

Ancient Israelite sapiential teaching often (as in Sir 19:16b) makes use
of the rhetorical question ymi (“who?”), where the implied answer is “no
one.”60 Sometimes, however, the question “who?” implies a more specific
answer, “no one except God.”61

Ben Sira has much to say on the sins of the tongue (5:9–6:1; 19:4–12;
20:16–26; 22:27–23:15; 28:8–26). A survey of his sayings on the subject will
illustrate his outlook, which often connects the tongue with tripping and
falling (cf. 14:1; 21:7; 28:26). At the heart of the sage’s first discourse on
the tongue (5:9–6:1) stands the aphorism of 5:13:

./Tl]P'm' µd:a; ˆ/vl]W afe/B dy"B] ˆ/lq;w“ d/bK;

Glory and dishonor are in the power of a speaker,
and the tongue of a human being is his downfall.62

So too, Sir 20:18a declares, ojlivsqhma ajpo; ejdavfou" ma'llon h] ajpo; glwvssh"
(“A slip due to the pavement rather than due to the tongue”),63 while
Sir 28:18 asserts: “Many have fallen by the mouth of the sword, but not
like those having fallen on account of the tongue.” In a similar fashion,

60 E.g., Prov 30:4; Sir 10:29; 12:13; 14:5; 36:31; 42:25; 43:3; 46:3, 19.
61 E.g., Job 38:5–6, 25, 28, 36–37, 41; 39:5; Sir 16:17, 20–22 HA; 22:27 G; 23:2 G; cf.

Isa 40:12–14; 41:2, 26.
62 So HA, but correcting dwyb to dy"B] with HC; for afe/B as “speaker,” see S. A

comparable aphorism is present in the Egyptian Instruction of Any 7.9: “A man
may be ruined by his tongue” (AEL 2:140).

63 Compare Ankhsheshonq 10.7: “You may trip over your foot in the house of
a great man; you should not trip over your tongue” (ibid., 3:167). Middendorp
notes a parallel saying attributed to the third-century B.C.E. Stoic philosopher
Zeno of Citium in Diogenes Laertius’s Lives of the Ancient Philosophers 7.26: “Better
to slip with the foot than with the tongue” (Die Stellung Jesu ben Siras, 20).
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the macarism of 25:8 HC teaches: ˆ/vL;B' lp'n: aLøv, yrEv]a' (“Happy the one
who has not fallen by the tongue”). The sage affirms the preeminence
of the tongue succinctly in his list of the “four branches” (37:18a HD)
that grow up in the “heart” (or “mind”): “[They are] good and evil, and
life and death—and ruling over them completely is the tongue”
(37:18bc HB).

The idea that all human beings have sinned, presumed in Sir 19:16b,
is widespread in Israel’s wisdom literature.64 Thus, Qoh 7:20 declares:
“There is no righteous human being on earth who will do good and will
not sin” (af;j‘y< aløw “).65 Similarly, using the same device of the rhetorical
question as in Sir 19:16b, Prov 20:9 asks: “Who may say, ‘I have purified
my heart, I am clean from my sin’?”66 In the New Testament, too, the
Letter of James echoes these sapiential themes in its discussion of the
tongue: “For we all stumble in many ways. If someone does not stum-
ble in speech, he is a perfect man, able to restrain even his whole body”
(Jas 3:2).67

In Sir 19:17a the sage returns to the thought of Lev 19:17–18; instead
of bearing a grudge (Lev 19:18) and making angry threats (Lev 19:17), one
should reprove a companion. Sirach 19:17a also makes use of the vocab-
ulary of Prov 24:24–25:

One who says to a wicked person, “You are righteous”—peoples will
curse him, nations will be indignant at him [WhWm[;z“yI];

but for those who reprove [µyjiyki/Ml'] it will be pleasant, and upon
them will come the blessing of prosperity.

In 19:17a Ben Sira has skillfully combined the thought and vocabulary of
Lev 19:17–18 and Prov 24:24–25. While Lev 19:17–18 urges reproof
instead of anger, Prov 24:24–25 says that failure to reprove will cause a
reaction of indignation. Combining and adapting these ideas, Ben Sira
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64 For a brief summary of Ben Sira’s teaching on sin, see Skehan and 
Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 81–83; R. E. Murphy, “Sin, Repentance, and
Forgiveness in Sirach,” in Egger-Wenzel and Krammer, Der Einzelne und seine
Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira, 261–70, esp. 262–65; Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the
Hellenistic Age, 80–84.

65 For this idea cf. 1 Kgs 8:46; Pss 14:3; 53:4; 130:3; 143:2; Rom 3:23; 4 Ezra 6:35;
1QH 23.12; Aristotle, [Rhet. Alex.] 36 §1444a.

66 Cf. the similar question (expressing the rarity of virtue) in Sir 31:10cd HB: “Who
was able to turn aside but did not turn aside, or to do evil but was unwilling?”

67 On control of the tongue in the Letter of James, see W. R. Baker, Personal
Speech-Ethics in the Epistle of James (WUNT 2/68; Tübingen: Mohr, 1995).



recommends the fearless honesty of unsentimental friendship: “Reprove
a companion before you become indignant.”68

Sirach 19:17b concludes the pericope by urging the student to “give
place to the law of the Most High.” The idiom µ/qm; ˆt'n: (“give place”),
found in a literal sense in Judg 20:36 (“yield ground”), often has a derived
meaning in Ben Sira (“give an opportunity”). Thus, Sir 38:12a HB advises:
µ/qm; ˆ[Te ape]/rl] µg"w “ (“And also to the doc[tor gi]ve place”). Moreover,
when urging generosity to someone poor, Sir 4:5 HA explains: “You will not
give him an opportunity to curse you” (Úl]L,q'l] µ/qm; /l ˆT,ti alø).”69

The nuance of the “law of the Most High” (ˆ/yl][, tr"/T, equivalent to
novmo" uJyivstou) depends on the context in the sage’s work.70 In 23:23 G the
phrase denotes the commandment against adultery (Exod 20:14; Lev
20:10; Deut 5:18; 22:22), while in 44:20 G it refers to God’s commands to
Abraham, especially the law of circumcision (Gen 17:9–14). In 41:4b HB

the “law of the Most High” that all must die appears to be an allusion to
Gen 2:17. Hence it is reasonable to understand Sir 19:17b as a reference to
another pentateuchal command, the law of reproof in Lev 19:17–18.71

Indeed, a comparable allusion to Lev 19:17–18 seems to be present in Sir
28:7 G: “Remember the commandments, and do not be angry with your
neighbor, and the covenant of the Most High, and overlook wrong-
doing.” Thus, Ben Sira teaches that instead of burning with anger, one
should calmly reprove an erring friend in accordance with the provisions
of Lev 19.

h. Summary
Both the Wisdom of Ben Sira and certain Qumran texts take seriously

the injunction of Lev 19:17 to reprove a fellow Israelite for wrongdoing.
However, whereas the Qumran texts (CD 9:2–8; 1QS 5:24–6.1; 4Q477)72
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68 My retroversion of Sir 19:17a follows Isa 66:14 G, where ajpeilevw (“threaten”)
represents the verb µ[z; cf. Kugel, “On Hidden Hatred,” 48 n. 13.

69 The text of G is somewhat different here; see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of
Ben Sira, 163. On the idiom in Sir 13:22d see the previous chapter above.

70 On the phrase in Sir 9:15b G, see ch. 3 above. The same phrase in 38:34 G has
a sapiential nuance; compare 9:14–15; 19:20; 21:11, which all connect wisdom with
the law.

71 So Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 294; and Schnabel, Law and
Wisdom from Ben Sira to Paul, 46. However, Beentjes (“Full Wisdom Is Fear of the
Lord,” 33) understands the phrase as a reference to the whole law, in view of the
following verse (19:20).

72 CD 9.2–8 (from the Cairo Genizah) is almost completely preserved at
Qumran in composite form (4Q270; 4Q269; 5Q12).



speak of reproof in a judicial context culminating in a community “chap-
ter of faults,” Ben Sira inculcates a private reproof in the context of
friendship. The sage warns against excessive reproof, citing three rea-
sons for moderation in this matter: the need to avoid being too gullible,
the existence of unintentional offenses, and the fact that everyone com-
mits verbal sins at one time or another. Nevertheless, he suggests that
reproof according to the Torah prevents hidden resentments from harm-
ing one’s friendships.

3. Sirach 27:16–21

The fifth part of the Wisdom of Ben Sira (24:1–32:13)73 contains only
one poem dedicated to the theme of friendship, namely, 27:16–21.74

However, several other verses in 24:1–32:13 mention the topic briefly
(25:1, 9; 28:9; 29:10; 30:3, 6). The second half of the present chapter will
study 27:16–21, a didactic poem about the irrevocable harm done to
friendship by betraying secrets. Since no Hebrew MS of the pericope is
extant,75 I offer a reconstructed text based on G and S; the textual notes
will explain my retroversions.76

a. Delimitation
The concern of 27:16–21 with friendship distinguishes it from the sur-

rounding material. In 25:13–28:7 fivlo" (“friend”) occurs only in 27:16b,
17a, while filiva (“friendship”) is present only in 27:18b.

Stylistic features also indicate that 27:16–21 is a separate unit. A
prominent inclusio exists, whereby the first colon (27:16a) and the last
colon (27:21b) both begin with a saying about “one who reveals a con-
fidence.”77 A secondary inclusio is also present, since the loss of
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73 I consider that the sixth part of Ben Sira’s book begins with the sapiential
poem in 32:14–33:18; cf. Harvey, “Toward a Degree of Order,” 52–54.

74 On the pericope, see O. Kaiser, “Was ein Freund nicht tun darf,” 107–22.
75 Kaiser (ibid., 108–9) regards a gloss that follows 31:2ab HB as the Hebrew orig-

inal of 27:16. However, Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 315–16) point out
that the bicolon “is closer . . . to reflecting the content of 22:22 than that of 27:16.”
For the Hebrew text of the gloss, see my footnote on 41:18c in the appendix below.

76 For this reconstruction Segal’s text (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 167–68) has served as
a useful model, although in a number of places I opt for different readings.

77 In both cases G employs a participial expression: 27:16a opens with oJ
ajpokaluvptwn musthvria, while 27:21b starts with oJ de; ajpokaluvya" musthvria; cf.
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 73 (for the secondary inclusio, see 358).



“faith” (pivstin, 27:16a) is related to losing hope (verb ajfhvlpisen,
27:21b).

Besides inclusio, the presence of opening and closing rhyme in my
retroverted text also serves to delimit 27:16–21. There is opening rhyme
between the second colon (/vp]n"l], 27:16b) and the third (/M[i, 27:17a), as
well as internal rhyme within 27:16 (hn:Wma‘, v. 16a, and ax;m]yI, v. 16b).78

Closing internal rhyme exists within 27:21a (hv;ybij} and hb;yrIm]), and
there is a further rhyme with the final word of 27:21b (hw:q]Ti).

b. Retroverted Text of Sirach 27:16–21

I

.c/vp]n"l] bhe/a ax;m]yI aløw“ hn:Wma‘ bdBea'm] ad/S hL,g"m] 16
.WNp,D“r“Ti la' d/s et;yLigIw “ /M[i ˆmea;hew “ rbej; dhSen" 17

II

.['rE tb'h}a' T;d“B'ai ˆKe f/by“/a dBea'm] vyaiK] yKi 18
.WNd<Wxt] aløw“ g['rE T;b]z"[; ˆKeg T;j]L'vi Úd“Y:mi π/[k]W 19

III

.jP'mi jybix]Ki sn: iyKi hqjer"t]hi yKih WNp,D“r“Ti la' 20
.mhw:q]Ti dB'ai d/S hL,g"m]Wm lhb;yrIm]li yWXrIw“ khv;ybij} [x'p,l]k yKi 21

c. Text-Critical Notes
My reconstruction represents an eclectic text based on G, S, and L.
16a. Singular as S; understood as collective by G and L.
16b. Participle with S; G uses aorist.
16c. So G and L; S presumes /vp]n"K] (“like himself”; cf. Sir 7:21; 37:2).
17d. So HC;79 cf. S. However, most MSS of G have stevrxon (“love,” cf. L).80
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78 Both these rhymes occur in Segal’s reconstruction (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 167).
79 The last word on leaf VI (verso) of HC (= T–S 12.867) is hsn; see Beentjes, Book

of Ben Sira in Hebrew, 99; as well as Di Lella, “Recently Identified Leaves,” 166 (cf.
photograph in tab. V). Di Lella suggests the word is the “beginning of another v.,
perhaps 38,10; see Ms B margin” (167). Since the word follows 36:31 in the antho-
logical MS HC, and since the edition of Schechter and Taylor (Wisdom of Ben Sira,
17) gives the word in the margin of HB at the start of 38:10 (where their text has
s[wn], “flee”), the word could be understood as the emphatic imperative hs;nU
(“flee”), similar in form to hm;Wq (“arise,” Num 10:35, cf. GKC §48k). However,



17e. So G and L, with “if” understood in the Hebrew protasis (as
in Sir 6:7a HA; cf. 1:26 G). S has a third singular verb (SM: “he has
revealed”; SLW: “he reveals”).

18f. So most MSS of G (to;n ejcqro;n aujtou', “his enemy”). Instead of /by“/a
(“his enemy”), L presupposes /bh}/a (“his friend”). S has “his portion,”
from /bh;y“ (“his portion”).81 The reading of S, mnth (“his portion”), was
seemingly corrupted into myth (“his dead person”), presumably the ori-
gin of to;n nekro;n aujtou' (G157 and Ziegler’s text: “his dead person”) and
mortuum [suum] (LSX: “[his] dead person”).82

19g–g. S omits this phrase, found in G and L.
20h–h. S omits this phrase, which is present in G and L. The hitpa <el

verb (unattested in the MT) is found twice in Sir 13:10 HA.
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Smend (Sirach, erklärt, 340), Segal (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 243), and Skehan and Di
Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 440) read the word in the text of 38:10 as rWs (“depart”)
and the marginal word as rseh; (“remove,” cf. G and S). Furthermore, in his arti-
cle arysAˆb rps ˚wtm µypswn µypd (Tarbiz 29 [1959–1960]: 313–23, esp. 323), M. Z.
Segal proposes that hsn in HC belongs to 37:27a, where HB reads sn" (“test”), but this
proposal founders on the word’s position in the middle of 37:27a (not at the start of
the colon). After reviewing these two suggestions for the placement of the word
(37:27a and 38:10a), P. C. Beentjes (“Hermeneutics in the Book of Ben Sira,” EstBib
46 [1988]: 45–60, esp. 57) confesses perplexity in the matter. My suggestion is that
hSen" (“test”) in HC is the first word of 27:17a; for the form, see GKC (Paradigm P, 528)
and compare the vocalized pi<el imperative hNEv' (“change”) in Sir 36:6 HBmg (though
the qal form “renew” fits the context better there). This suggestion depends on two
considerations. First, the imperative in 27:17a corresponds precisely to the impera-
tive form at the start of 27:17a S. Second, it fits in with the anthological series of
verses in HC. Leaf VI of HC (Schirmann’s second leaf) would then consist of the fol-
lowing verses: 26:2b–3, 13, 15–17; 36:27–31; 27:17a. It is characteristic of HC to
disrupt the standard order of verses, as Beentjes’s table shows (“Hermeneutics,”
58). It is quite possible that HC would have quoted 27:17 (on friendship) as an
introduction to the friendship passage in 37:1–6 (which immediately follows
36:27–31), just as 41:16 serves to introduce passages on shame (4:21; 20:22–23;
4:22–23, 30–31) in leaves I and II of HC. A section on friendship would fit the antho-
logical theme of HC; cf. C. Camp, “Honor, Shame, and the Hermeneutics of Ben
Sira’s MS C,” in Barré, ed., Wisdom, You Are My Sister, 157–71, esp. 160–61.

80 The form hSen" (“test”) may have become orthographically corrupted at an
early stage to hSeK' (“cover,” “conceal”); hence the reading stevxon (“cover up,”
“keep secret”; cf. 8:17b), suggested by Smend (Sirach, hebräisch und deutsch, 246).
From stevxon may derive the reading of most MSS of G (stevrxon), as well as the
variant stevnaxon (“groan,” GL).

81 Hart, Ecclesiasticus, 169.
82 So Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 354. Alternatively, to;n nekro;n may

perhaps be an inner-Greek dictation error for to;n ejcqro;n.



20i. So S and L. G reads kai; (“and”).
20j. So G and S, but S adds “from a net, and like a bird” (an expansion

based on Prov 6:5).83

21k–k. So S. G has “it is possible to bind up a wound.”
21l. So S (cf. G); L has maledicti (“of a cursed person”).
21m–m. So G; note that the verb dba in the pi <el means “lose” in 27:21b

(cf. Sir 41:2d), but “destroy” in 27:16a. S reads, “but to reveal a secret is
despair”; L expands the reading of S.

d. Translation

I

16 One who reveals a confidence destroys faithfulness
and will not find a friend for himself.

17 Test a comrade—and remain faithful to him;
but if you have revealed a confidence, do not pursue him.

II

18 For like a person destroying his enemy,
so you have destroyed the friendship of a companion;

19 and as if you have released a bird from your hand,
so you have abandoned a companion and will not catch him.

III

20 Do not pursue him, for he has gone far away,
for he has escaped like a gazelle from a trap;

21 because for a wound there is binding-up, and for a quarrel there is
reconciliation,

but one who reveals a confidence has lost hope.

e. Poetic Analysis
The poem consists of three stanzas (2 + 2 + 2 bicola).84 The first

stanza opens with “one who reveals a confidence” and ends with “do
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83 Cf. Kaiser, “Was ein Freund nicht tun darf,” 115.
84 So Peters, Das Buch Jesus Sirach, 224. The pattern of three stanzas in 27:16–21

(already foreshadowed by the numerical proverb in 26:28) continues with the
threefold comparison in 27:18–20 and with the threefold phrase in 27:21. For the
pattern of three in 6:5–17, see the poetic analysis of the pericope in ch. 2.



not pursue him.” The second stanza consists of two parallel comparisons
(“like/as if . . . so . . . ”). The third stanza reverses the pattern of the first
by beginning with “do not pursue him” and concluding with a colon
starting “one who reveals a confidence.”

The clearest poetic feature of 27:16–21 is its chiasm.

A: hn:Wma‘ dBea'm] d/S hL,g"m] (v. 16a)
One who reveals a confidence destroys faithfulness.
B: WNp,D“r“Ti la' (v. 17b)

Do not pursue him.
C: ['rE . . . ˆKe . . . K] (v. 18)

Like . . . , so . . . a companion.
C: ['rE . . . ˆKe . . . K] (v. 19)

As if . . . , so . . . a companion.
B: WNp,D“r“Ti la' (v. 20a)

Do not pursue him.
A': hw:q]Ti dB'ai d/S hL,g"m] (v. 21b)

One who reveals a confidence has lost hope.

This chiastic pattern unifies the pericope and adds emphasis to its message.

i. Stanza 1: Warning against Revealing a Confidence (27:16–17). The opening
bicolon exhibits alliteration, assonance, and rhyme. Alliteration of m
exists in the series of words: ax;m]yI . . . hn:Wma‘ dBea'm] . . . hL,g"m]. Verse 16a
also has assonance between the two pi <el participles, hL,g"m] (“one who
reveals”) and dBea'm] (“destroys”). In addition, the first bicolon exhibits
internal rhyme between hn:Wma‘ (“faithfulness”) and ax;m]yI (“will find”).
Further rhyme is present between /vp]n"l] (“for himself,” v. 16b) and /M[i
(“to him,” v. 17a).

Repetition of two verbal roots and one noun also unites the two
bicola, according to a chiastic pattern.

hn:Wma‘ . . . d/S hL,g"m]
One who reveals a confidence . . . faithfulness.
d/s t;yLigIw “ . . . ˆmea;he
Remain faithful . . . but [if] you have revealed a confidence.85

Several words in the first stanza create the structure for the rest of the
poem. In accord with the poem’s chiastic pattern, the last colon (27:21b)
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85 For a slightly different chiastic pattern in 27:16–17 G, see Skehan and Di Lella,
Wisdom of Ben Sira, 71–72.



echoes the first colon (27:16a), while the concluding prohibition of the first
stanza (27:17b) is identical with the opening phrase of the last stanza (27:20a).
Furthermore, the pattern of verses 16–17 is taken up in verses 19–20.

WNp,D“r“Ti la' . . . ax;m]y I aløw“ (vv. 16b, 17b)
And he will not find. . . . Do not pursue him.
WNp,D“r“Ti la' .WNd<Wxt] aløw“ (vv. 19b, 20a)
And you will not catch him. Do not pursue him.

ii. Stanza 2: The Effect of Revealing a Confidence (27:18–19). The second stanza
exhibits alliteration, assonance, and rhyme. There is a sixfold alliteration
of k in 27:18–19: ˆKe . . . Úd“Y:mi π/[k]W . . . ˆKe . . . vyaiK] yKi. Moreover, Ben Sira
creates assonance in 27:18 with the roots dba (“destroy”), bya (“be 
an enemy”), and bha (“be a friend”): tb'h}a' T;d“B'ai . . . /by“/a dBea'm];
note also the antithesis between “enemy” and “friendship.” Further-
more, rhyme and assonance are present in the word series in 27:18b–19:
T;'b]z"[; . . . T;j]L'vi Úd“Y:mi . . . T;d“B'ai.

The second stanza also makes use of simile: the two comparisons in
27:18–19 lead into a third comparison in 27:20b. In verse 19 the sage
employs proverbial imagery from nature (“as if . . . a bird”), just as in
verse 20 he uses another such image (“like a gazelle”).

iii. Stanza 3: The Irreparable Damage Done by Revealing a Confidence
(27:20–21). Above we have seen how 27:20a begins with the very same
phrase that concluded 27:17b, while 27:21b echoes 27:16a. Rhyme con-
nects the second and third stanzas, since WNp,D“r“Ti la' (“do not pursue
him,” 27:20a) rhymes (and has assonance) with the final phrase of the
second stanza, WNd<Wxt] aløw“ (“and will not catch him,” 27:19b). Further
rhyme exists in the final bicolon with the series hv;ybij} (“binding-up”),
hb;yrIm]li (“for a quarrel”), and hw:q]Ti (“hope”); there is also vowel 
assonance between hv;ybij} and hb;yrIm]li. Moreover, alliteration with m is
present in 27:20b–21: hL,g"m]W hb;yrIm]li . . . jP'mi. Additional alliteration with
ß occurs in verses 20b–21: yWXrI . . . [x'P, . . . ybix]. Finally, as in the second
stanza there is alliteration with k in verses 20–21a (note also the vowel
assonance): yKi . . . ybix]Ki . . . yKi . . . yKi.

f. Context

i. Sirach 27:16–28:7 within 24:1–32:13. The fifth part of Ben Sira’s book,
24:1–32:13, consists of ten poems, including seven nonalphabetic acrostics.86
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86 This outline is adapted from Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, xv. I
consider that the wisdom poem on God’s providence, 32:14–33:18, does not end



24:1–34: Praise of Wisdom87

25:1–11: Gifts That Bring Happiness
25:13–26:27: Wicked and Virtuous Women88

26:28–27:15: Hazards to Integrity89

27:16–28:7: Avoiding Wrath90

28:8–26: Quarreling and Evils of the Tongue
29:1–20: Loans, Alms, and Surety91

29:21–30:13: Domestic Life92

30:14–31:11: A Happy Life
31:12–32:13: Food, Wine, and Banquets

All of part 5 is about applying wisdom to domestic life and avoiding
social relationships that would cause unhappiness.93

ii. Sirach 27:16–21 within 27:16–28:7. The friendship poem in 27:16–21
forms the opening portion of the twenty-three-line nonalphabetic acrostic
in 27:16–28:7. The whole nonalphabetic acrostic, about how to maintain
social relationships by avoiding wrath, seems to comprise four poems.94
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part 5 (so Skehan and Di Lella, ibid.) but rather begins part 6; see further my dis-
cussion of the context of 37:1–6 in ch. 2 above. A somewhat different outline of
26:28–28:26 occurs in Krammer, “Die Auswirkungen des Verhaltens,” 81–82.

87 Including a twenty-two-line nonalphabetic acrostic, 24:3–17, 19–22; cf.
Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 331.

88 A nonalphabetic double acrostic of forty-six bicola. For another nonalpha-
betic double acrostic (of 44 bicola) see 22:27–23:27.

89 On 26:28–28:26, see Krammer, “Die Auswirkungen des Verhaltens,” 77–110;
on 26:28–27:10, see P. C. Beentjes, “De getallenspreuk en zijn reikwijdte: Een plei-
dooi voor de literaire eenheid van Jesus Sirach 26:28–27:10,” Bijdr 43 (1982):
383–89; on 27:3–10, see E. Pax, “Dialog und Selbstgespräch bei Sirach 27,3–10,”
SBLFA 20 (1970): 247–63.

90 A twenty-three-line nonalphabetic acrostic; so also is 28:8–26. On 27:22–24
and 28:1–5, 22–23, see Krammer, “Die Auswirkungen des Verhaltens,” 98–110.

91 A further twenty-three-line nonalphabetic acrostic; cf. Skehan and Di Lella,
Wisdom of Ben Sira, 74. On 29:1–20 see M. Gilbert, “Prêt, aumône et caution,” in Egger-
Wenzel and Krammer, eds., Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira, 179–89.

92 A twenty-two-line nonalphabetic acrostic; cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of
Ben Sira, 74. On 30:1–13, see Schrader, Leiden und Gerechtigkeit, 137–41.

93 Compare W. Roth’s comment that 25:1–33:15 contains “a mini-sociology of
early Judaism”; see “Sirach: The First Graded Curriculum,” TBT 29 (1991):
298–302 (quotation from p. 301).

94 Cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 357, 362–63. On Sir 27:25–29, see
I. Krammer, “‘Wer anderen eine Grube gräbt, fällt selbst hinein’: Ben Sira als



27:16–21: Warning against Revealing Secrets
Inclusio: 27:16a, 21b (see poetic analysis above)

27:22–27: Warning against Mixing with Evildoers
Inclusio: 27:22b GL: oJ eijdwv" (“one who knows”)

27:27b G: ouj mh; ejpignw'/ (“he will not know”)
27:28–28:1: Warning against Vengefulness

Inclusio: 27:28b: hJ ejkdivkhsi" (“vengeance”)
28:1a: ejkdivkhsin (“vengeance”)

28:2–7: Warning against Unforgiveness
Inclusio: 28:2a: a[fe" ajdivkhma (“forgive wrongdoing”)

28:7b: pavride a[gnoian (“overlook ignorance”)

An inclusio serves as an envelope for the whole nonalphabetic acros-
tic: while 27:18b G speaks of “a neighbor’s friendship” (th;n filivan tou'
plhsivon), 28:7a G urges, “Do not be wrathful to a neighbor” (mh; mhnivsh/"
tw'/ plhsivon).95 Moreover, the end of the whole poem is marked by the
mention of death (28:6) and of the commandments (28:7).96

iii. Links between 27:16–21 and 27:8–15. According to G, verbal connections
exist between 27:16–21 and the preceding short poem on virtue and sin
(27:8–10), including use of the verb “pursue” (diwvkw: 27:8a, 20a; cf. kata-
diwvkw: 27:17b) and the noun “bird” (peteinovn: 27:9a, 19a). Thereafter, the
poem on speech (27:11–15) exhibits a connection with 27:16–21, with the
term loidoriva" (“of an insult,” 27:21a) echoing the word dialoidovrhsi"
(“abusiveness,” 27:15b).

iv. Links between 27:16–21 and 27:22–28:7. Links of vocabulary connect
27:16–21 with the subsequent material in the rest of the nonalphabetic
acrostic (27:22–28:7). Words in common in the text of G include “keep
away,” “be away” (ajfivsthmi: 27:20a, 22b), “wound” (trau'ma: 27:21a, 25b),
“trap” (pagiv": 27:20b, 26b, 29a), and “neighbor” (plhsivon: 27:18b, 19b;
28:2a, 7a).97
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Tradent eines bekannten Sprichwortes,” in Egger-Wenzel and Krammer, eds., Der
Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei Ben Sira, 239–60, esp. 239–42.

95 So the MSS of G; Ziegler substitutes an alternative form mhniavsh/".
96 Ben Sira’s poems ending with the mention of death (or the grave or worms)

include 9:1–9; 11:7–28; 13:24–14:19; 18:30–19:3; 27:22–28:7. Poems that conclude by
mentioning the commandments or the law include 6:18–37; 19:13–17; 27:22–28:7.

97 In addition, several features in 27:16–21 G echo themes from 22:19–26 G.
Besides the words “friend” (fivlo": 22:20, 21, 22 [bis], 25; 27:16, 17) and “friend-
ship” (filiva: 22:20; 27:18), terms that are in common include “secret” (musthvrion:



g. Exegesis

i. Stanza 1: Warning against Revealing a Confidence (27:16–17). Ben Sira’s
warning against disclosing confidences is a commonplace of sapiential
teaching, with relevance both to ordinary social relationships and to the
professional life of civil servants. Comparable sentiments are present in
the biblical book of Proverbs (e.g., 16:28; 20:19), in the Aramaic Wisdom
of Ahiqar, and elsewhere in Ben Sira. Prov 11:13 teaches:

.rb;d: hS,k'm] j'WrAˆm'a‘n<w “ d/SAhL,g"m] lykir: Ële/h

One who goes about as a talebearer reveals a confidence,
but one who is faithful in spirit conceals a matter.

In 27:16 Ben Sira has borrowed from Prov 11:13 both the phrase dwS hL,g"m]
(“one who reveals a confidence”)98 and the root ˆma (Prov 11:13: j'WrAˆm'a‘n<,
“faithful in spirit”; Sir 27:16: hn:Wma‘, “faithfulness”). Proverbs 25:9 also
cautions against revealing secrets:

.lg:T]Ala' rjea' d/sw“ Ú[,rEAta, byrI Úb]yrI

Argue your case with your companion,
but do not reveal another’s confidence.

In a similar fashion, Aramaic Ahiqar Saying 53 (line 141) advises: “Do not
reveal your [secr]ets before your [frien]ds [˚ym(jr) µdq ylgt la ˚y(rts)],
lest your reputation with them be ruined.” Likewise, Sir 22:22c declares:
“One who reveals a confidence is a disgraceful person,”99 while Sir 42:1
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22:22; 27:16, 21), “faithfulness” (pivsti": 22:23; 27:16), “bird” (peteinovn: 22:20;
27:19), “insult” (loidoriva: 22:24; 27:21), “reconciliation” diallaghv: 22:22; 27:21),
and “despair,” “lose hope” (ajfelpivzw: 22:21; 27:21).

98 Cf. Kaiser, “Was ein Freund nicht tun darf,” 119. The only occurrence of the
phrase d/S hL,g"m] (“one who reveals a confidence”) in the Hebrew MSS of Ben
Sira is in 15:20cd HAB; but the couplet, absent from G, is a gloss (so Di Lella,
Hebrew Text of Sirach, 133–34). The following Ahiqar quotation is from Lin-
denberger, Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar, 140.

99 On Sir 22:22, see my text-critical notes in the next chapter. For the Essenes,
too, keeping confidences was an important duty. In Ag. Ap. 2.207 Josephus asserts
that the law “allows us to conceal nothing from our friends, for there is no friend-
ship without absolute confidence; in the event of subsequent estrangement, it
forbids the disclosure of secrets” (Thackeray et al., trans., Josephus, 1:377); he
attributes this view to the Essenes in J.W. 2.141. A Qumran sapiential text also



HM lists “exposing any matter of advice” as something deserving
shame.100

The discretion that keeps confidences hidden accords with the silence
of the wise person. In 5:11 HA, for instance, Ben Sira declares: “Be quick
to listen, but with patience return an answer.” Similarly, in 20:7 HC he
teaches: “A wise person will be silent until the right time.” Ultimately,
this high valuation of silence echoes the outlook of earlier sapiential and
gnomic literature. Amenemope 6.7–8, for example, states: “The truly
silent, who keeps apart, he is like a tree grown in a meadow”; by contrast,
Theognis 295 asserts: “To a talkative man silence is a sore burden.”101

Ben Sira’s counsel to “test” a companion (Sir 27:17a HC, S) echoes his
teaching in 6:7a102 and also matches the advice in Egyptian sapiential
texts (cf. Ptahhotep 33; P. Insinger 12.15). Once one has tested a compan-
ion and found him worthy of friendship, however, one should “remain
faithful to him” (27:17a). Here the sage’s teaching accords with the advice
of Isocrates in Demon. 24: “Be slow to give your friendship, but when you
have given it, strive to make it lasting.”

Fidelity in friendship is an important virtue in Ben Sira’s eyes;
indeed, in 6:14–16 he thrice praises “a faithful friend” (hn:Wma‘ bhe/a). In
financial arrangements too, the sage insists on the need to keep faith with
one’s companion (29:3): sterevwson lovgon kai; pistwvqhti met∆ aujtou'
(“Confirm [your] word and keep faith with him”). The sage evidently
considers it right to maintain fidelity, both in the matter of a loan (29:3)
and within the context of friendship (27:17). By contrast, revealing a con-
fidence is an act of infidelity that disrupts friendship and causes a friend
to flee.
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seems to reflect a concern for the keeping of secrets (though the reading is uncer-
tain): “Into the hand of one who is stupid do not entrust a secret, for he will not
keep private your affairs” (4Q424 1.6); see S. J. Tanzer, “4Q424,” in Pfann et al.,
eds., Qumran Cave 4.26: Cryptic Texts and Miscellanea, Part 1, 333–46, quoting p.
337. In a similar fashion, Isocrates says in his oration Demon. 22: “Guard more
faithfully the secret which is confided to you than the money which is entrusted
to your care” (Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates, 1:17).

100 The verse in HB speaks of “exposing any confidence [d/s] of advice.” In
1:30c G, Ben Sira mentions the fear of having one’s secrets revealed. Compare
also P. Insinger 21.15: “He who reveals a secret matter, his house will burn”
(AEL 3:202).

101 Cf. AEL 2:151 (Amenemope); Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:263
(Theognis).

102 Already in 27:7 G the sage has advocated using discussion to test persons:
“Before a conversation do not praise a man, for this is the test of human beings.”
The following quotation comes from Norlin and van Hook, trans., Isocrates, 1:19.



The first stanza ends with a prohibition,  WNp,D“r“Ti la' (“Do not pursue
him,” 27:17b), for the damage brought about by a breach of confidence is
irreparable. The second stanza will use poetic imagery to elaborate on
this damage, before the third stanza returns to the same prohibition, “Do
not pursue him” (27:20a).

ii. Stanza 2: The Effect of Revealing a Confidence (27:18–19). According to Ben
Sira, destroying one’s friendship with someone by revealing a confidence
is a hostile action tantamount to killing an enemy. Here the sage uses a
strong antithesis (“enemy” and “friendship”) to highlight the negative
effect of betraying a confidence. In 12:16 HA Ben Sira uses the word byE/a
(“enemy”) of a personal adversary, while elsewhere he employs the term
for political foes (36:9 HB; 36:12 HBmg; 46:1, 16 HB). Its synonym, anE/c
(“enemy”), occurs in antithetical parallelism with bhe/a (“friend”) in the
book of Proverbs (Prov 12:1; 13:24; 14:20; 27:6), and Ben Sira himself also
plays on this contrast.103

In 27:19 the sage shifts from military imagery to an analogy from
the world of hunting.104 Verse 19 likens the former companion (whose
confidence has been revealed) to a bird released from one’s hand,
never to return. At the same time, the imagery of the bird also sug-
gests the swift movement of the secret that, once let out, can never 
be recaptured.

Ben Sira’s imagery in 27:19 alludes to Prov 6:1–5, which warns
against coming under the power of “your companion” (Ú[,rE, Prov 6:3) by
guaranteeing his loan. Proverbs 6:5 urges:

.vWqy: dY"mi r/Pxik]W dY:mi ybix]Ki lxeN:hi

Save yourself like a gazelle from [his] hand,105

and like a bird from the hand of the fowler.
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103 Sir 6:1, 9, 13 HA; 12:8 HA; 33:6 HEF. There is also a contrast between anE/c
(“enemy”) and ['rE (“companion”) in 12:9 HA and 20:23 HC.

104 For a comparison of hunting imagery in the Psalms and in ancient Near
Eastern art, see O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World: Ancient Near Eastern
Iconography and the Book of Psalms (New York: Seabury, 1978), 85–95.

105 Perhaps the original phrase, shortened by homoioteleuton, was dY:x' dY"mi
(“from the hand of the hunter”; cf. G and S). Aphorisms based on the behavior of
animals were an important part of Israel’s sapiential heritage (cf. Prov 6:6–8;
30:24–31; Job 12:7–9; Sir 13:17–19). Similarly, several animal proverbs occur in
Aramaic Ahiqar (e.g., Sayings 7–11, 28, 35–36).



Ben Sira takes up the image of the bird in 27:19a and of the gazelle in
27:20b.106 Whereas Proverbs urges the potential guarantor to escape from
entering a pledge agreement as swiftly as a bird flies away from a fowler,
Ben Sira states that a companion will be as quick as a bird in fleeing from
a former friend who has revealed confidences.107

Here Ben Sira may also echo the Mesopotamian proverbial tradition,
which compares spoken words to birds that fly away and can never be
recaptured. Thus, Aramaic Ahiqar Saying 15 (line 98) warns: “Above all
else, guard your mouth; and [as for] what you have h[eard], be discreet!
For a word is a bird [hlm yh rpnx], and he who releases it [hjlvmw] is a
f[ool].”108 Just as Ahiqar notes that a bird flies away when released and a
word (or saying) once spoken can never be recaptured, so too Ben Sira
asserts that a friend whose secret has been disclosed will disappear and
never return.109

Elsewhere, however, Ben Sira uses a bird as an image for a friend, as
in 22:20: “One who throws a stone at a bird will scare it away, and one
who disgraces a friend will make friendship vanish.” In both 27:19 and
22:20 Ben Sira compares a friend to a bird that is scared off, either by a
breach of confidentiality (27:19) or by insults (22:20).110 A similar image,
too, occurs in Theognis 1097–1100: “Now wing I my way like a bird [w{ste
peteinovn] from the flaxen net, escaping an evil man by breaking the tram-
mels; and as for thee, thou’st lost my friendship and wilt learn my
shrewdness too late.”

The saying of Sir 27:9a G also likens human beings to birds in their
social relationships: “Birds will lodge with those that are like them.” In
the sage’s thinking, betraying a confidence evidently means that one is
not “like” one’s friend and hence undeserving of his friendship.
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106 By inserting the “bird” alongside the “gazelle” in 27:20, S makes explicit the
allusion to Prov 6:5.

107 Just as Sir 27:19–20 alludes to Prov 6:5, so Sir 27:22–24 echoes Prov 6:12–19;
cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 362; Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic
Wisdom, 33–34.

108 Lindenberger, Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar, 75; cf. Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 170.
109 Likewise, Qoh 10:20cd associates birds with the bringing of secret news: “A

bird [π/[] of the sky may bring the message, and a winged creature may recount
the matter.” Such sayings involving birds form part of the traditional folk wis-
dom of many countries; compare the English expression: “A little bird told me.”

110 On the links between Sir 27:16–21 and 22:19–26, see the final note in the con-
text section on this pericope; on Sir 22:20, see my exegesis in the next chapter.
The following Theognis quotation comes from Edmonds, trans., Elegy and
Iambus, 1:361.



Because the friend whose confidence has been broken has flown
away like a bird, Ben Sira warns at the end of 27:19, “You will not catch
him” (WNd<Wxt] alø).111 The verb dwx (“hunt,” “catch”) refers to the catching
of birds in Lam 3:52.

The hunting of birds is often mentioned in ancient Near Eastern lit-
erature or depicted in wall paintings and on monuments.112 Biblical texts
also employ imagery from bird hunting (e.g., Qoh 9:12; Ps 91:3).113 Psalm
124:7 describes deliverance from mortal danger using the imagery of a
bird escaping from a trap: µyviq]/y jP'mi hf;l]m]nI r/PxiK] Wnvep]n" (“Our life like
a bird has escaped from the trap of fowlers”).

Closer to the sage’s text is Amos’s series of questions (Amos 3:3–8),
beginning with the mention of two friends walking together (Amos 3:3).
In particular, Amos 3:5 asks: “Will a bird [r/Pxi] fall into a trap [jP'] on the
earth unless there is a snare for it?” Moreover, the two persons mentioned
as meeting in 3:3 are seen to be God and the prophet: “The Lord Yahweh
will not do anything unless he has revealed his confidence [/d/s hl;G:] to
his servants the prophets” (Amos 3:7). Whereas Amos asserts that
Yahweh reveals his secret to his friends (the prophets) as inevitably as a
trap snares a bird (a positive image), Ben Sira declares that revealing the
confidence of a friend causes him to escape like a bird (a negative image).

iii. Stanza 3: The Irreparable Damage Done by Revealing a Confidence
(27:20–21). Having opened the third stanza with the prohibition that
concluded the first (“Do not pursue him”), Ben Sira then uses the image
of the gazelle to express the futility of trying to catch the betrayed
friend. The verb “pursue” (πdr) occurs in the context of hunting in 
1 Sam 26:20, where Saul’s quest for David is compared to the stalking
of a partridge. As in Sir 27:20, the verbal root swn (“flee”) often occurs in
the MT (e.g., Lev 26:36; 2 Sam 24:13; 1 Kgs 20:20; Prov 28:1) as the coun-
terpart of πdr (“pursue”).
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111 Sirach 27:19 G has ouj qhreuvsei" aujtovn (“you will not catch him”); cf.
Xenophon’s use of the phrase “to hunt friends” (fivlou" qhravsein) in Mem. 3.11.7
(Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 243).

112 In the Annals of Sennacherib, the Assyrian king says that he confined
Hezekiah in Jerusalem “like a bird in a cage” (ANET 288). For pictures of bird
hunting in ancient Egypt, see Keel, Symbolism of the Biblical World, 91–92.

113 Proverbs 7:23b also uses bird imagery in referring to the man captivated by
the wiles of the loose woman; his movement is “like the rushing of a bird into a
snare” (jP;Ala, r/Pxi rhem'K]). Sirach 11:30 compares the heart of a proud person to
a “captured bird in a cage” (so HA) or to a “hunting partridge in a basket” (so G);
on the textual problems here, see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 244.



In 27:20 Ben Sira notes that the betrayed friend has gone far away in
order to escape from the trap of a disloyal comrade.114 Whereas Sir 9:13a
urges the student, “Keep far [qj'r“] from anyone empowered to kill,” who
is full of “traps” (µyjiP', 9:13e), 27:20 says that the betrayed friend “has
gone far away” (qjer"t]hi) in order to flee from the “trap” (jP') of the one
who has revealed his secrets.

Just as 27:19a alludes to the bird image found in Prov 6:5b, so Sir
27:20b echoes the image of the gazelle in Prov 6:5a: “Save yourself like a
gazelle” (ybix]Ki). Although in ancient times the gazelle was hunted in
Israel (Deut 12:22; 14:5; 1 Kgs 5:3), its speed was proverbial (cf. 2 Sam
2:18; 1 Chr 12:9).115

The final bicolon (27:21) of the last stanza contrasts the forgivable
faults of wounding and disputing with the unforgivable offense of
revealing a confidence. This verse exhibits several similarities with Sir
22:22, as a comparison will illustrate:

Because for a wound there is binding-up, and for a quarrel there is
reconciliation [yWXrI],

but one who reveals a confidence [d/S hL,g"m]] has lost hope. (27:21)

If you open your mouth against a friend,
do not be terrified, for there is reconciliation [yWXrI].

One who reveals a confidence [d/S hL,g"m]] is a disgraceful person,
and a hidden blow will make friendship vanish. (22:22)116

Both texts agree that reconciliation is possible for a verbal dispute in
someone’s presence; 27:21a employs the term hb;yrIm] (“quarrel”), while
22:22a speaks of “opening one’s mouth” against a friend. Both texts also
agree that betraying secrets in someone’s absence brings an end to the
friendship; “one who reveals a confidence has lost hope” (27:21b) and is
“a disgraceful person” (22:22c).117 Whereas a verbal “wound” ([x'P, =
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114 In Mem. 3.11.8–10 Xenophon employs the comparable imagery of “nets”
(divktua) for catching friends; see Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 245.

115 Isaiah 13:14 speaks of the day of Yahweh against Babylon that will cause the
people to flee like gazelles: “And one shall be like a gazelle [ybix]Ki] driven out, . . .
and each one will flee [WsWny:] to his land.” An Egyptian text, P. Lansing 3.8, speaks
of “the desert antelope that lives by running” (AEL 2:169).

116 The above text of 22:22 partly follows S; see the text-critical notes in ch. 6.
117 For Ben Sira, what makes a dispute unforgivable is the betrayal of the per-

son behind his back (22:22cd; 27:21b), whereas a face-to-face disagreement can be
healed (27:21a). Thus, the parallelism in 22:22cd is synonymous, while in 27:21ab
it is antithetical.



trau'ma in 27:21a G) in a person’s presence can be bandaged and healed,118

a “hidden blow” (rt,se tK'm', equivalent to “treacherous blow,” plhvgh
doliva" in 22:22d G) in the person’s absence is unforgivable.119

Sirach 27:21a twice describes the same reality: the first time is figura-
tive, employing medical imagery (hv;ybij} [x'p,l]: “for a wound there is
binding-up”), while the second is realistic, explaining the previous
imagery (hb;yrIm]li yWXrI: “for a quarrel there is reconciliation”). In the MT

the verb vbj (“bind up”) sometimes denotes bandaging up a broken
limb (Isa 30:26; Ezek 30:21; 34:4, 16) or a brokenhearted person (Isa 61:1;
Ps 147:3), while at other times the sense is general, speaking of God’s
healing action (Hos 6:1; Job 5:18). In Isa 1:6 the pu <al verb is specifically
applied to a “wound” ([x'P,). Moreover, Sir 11:29b HA speaks of the
“wounds” caused by a person who betrays the confidences of others:
“How many are the wounds of the talebearer [lke/r y[ex]Pi]!”

Ben Sira believes that reconciliation is possible in the case of a quar-
rel, and hence he urges his students, “Forgive your neighbor’s
wrongdoing” (28:2a G). Although the term yWXrI (“reconciliation,”
“appeasement”) does not occur in the MT,120 the equivalent Greek noun
diallaghv (“reconciliation”) occurs here and in Sir 22:22. While the word
hb;yrIm] (“quarrel, dispute”) appears in Gen 13:8 and Num 27:14,121 a syn-
onym, byrI (“dispute”), often occurs in the MT (e.g., Hos 4:1; Mic 6:2; Prov
15:18) and in Ben Sira (e.g., 6:9; 11:9; 35:25).

The concluding statement in 27:21b underscores the serious conse-
quences of revealing a confidence: the betrayer has “lost [or destroyed]
hope” (hw:q]Ti dB'ai). The same idiom occurs in 41:2d, where it is connected
with the question of different attitudes toward death.122 Thus, 27:16–21 is
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118 Indeed, a faithful friend may sometimes need to inflict a “wound” ([x'P,) for
a good purpose (Prov 27:6).

119 In the MT [x'P, (“wound”) and hK;m' (“blow”) are virtually synonymous (see
Isa 1:6; Prov 20:30), while in the LXX the words trau'ma (“wound”) and plhghv
(“blow”) occur together in Isa 1:6.

120 However, the pi<el of hxr (“placate,” “appease”) occurs in Job 20:10 and the
hitpa<el (“reconcile oneself”) in 1 Sam 29:4. Note that nouns of a similar form to
yWXrI (“reconciliation”) occur in biblical Hebrew, such as yWQvi (“drink”: Prov 3:8)
and µWLvi (“payment,” “recompense”: Mic 7:3); see GKC §84bi. In Ben Sira the
noun yWSnI or yWSynI (“testing”) occurs in 33:1 HBEF; 44:20 HB.

121 In addition, Meribah (hb;yrIm]) designates the place where the Israelites dis-
puted with God and put him to the test (Exod 17:7; Num 20:13).

122 HB reads hw:q]Ti db'ao (lit., “perishing with respect to hope”), whereas HM has
hw:q]Ti dWba} (lit., “perished with respect to hope”). On 41:2d see Reiterer,
“Deutung und Wertung des Todes durch Ben Sira,” 220–21. For a similar idiom,
see Prov 11:7.



another of Ben Sira’s pericopes that end with some kind of reference to
death (27:21b).123

Many biblical writers speak generally of a “hope” of deliverance
from enemies (e.g., Zech 9:12; Ps 9:19; Lam 3:29) or “hope” (or lack of
hope) in the face of death (e.g., Job 7:6; 14:7; Prov 11:7; Sir 7:17; 38:21;
41:2). Ben Sira also uses “hope” (hw:q]Ti) to refer to an earthly expectation
(11:22; 16:22) or “outcome” (7:13; 12:1). Both the earthly and the mortal
aspects of “hope” underlie the use of the term in 27:21b. In the sage’s
view, revealing a secret has not only destroyed any earthly expectation of
good from the friendship, but also brought the betrayer closer to the
realm of death, where there is no hope.

h. Summary
Sirach 27:16–21 aims to inculcate the keeping of confidences by point-

ing out the damage done by revealing secrets: such breaches of
confidence drive friends away irrevocably. The sage emphasizes the del-
icate nature of friendship using animal imagery (birds and gazelles).
Even the wounds caused by quarrels can be healed, whereas revealing
secrets puts an end to all friendship.

4. Conclusion

Both pericopes treated in this chapter, drawn from the central seg-
ment of Ben Sira’s book, consider how to preserve friendship. The
teaching of 19:13–17 is positive: when faced with a friend’s misbehavior,
one needs to offer reproof, so that the friend may change. By way of con-
trast, the advice of 27:16–21 is negative: one should not betray the
confidence of a friend, or else the friendship may quickly vanish.

Whereas 19:13–17 concerns the right use of speech (for reproof),
27:16–21 is about the misuse of speech (in revealing secrets). In the cen-
tral portion of the book, several other discussions of the use of the tongue
occur (19:4–12; 20:5–8, 16–20, 24–31; 23:7–15; 28:12–26), as well as the
sage’s prayer for discipline in his speech (22:27–23:1).

While anger leads to breaches of God’s commandments, reproof
enables one to keep God’s law (19:17). Whereas betraying secrets
causes the loss of fidelity and hope in a friendship (27:16, 21), keeping
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123 Cf. 7:17 (ending 7:1–17); 7:36 (ending 7:18–36); 9:9 (ending 9:1–9); 11:28 (end-
ing 11:7–28); 14:19 (ending 13:24–14:19); 19:3 (ending 18:30–19:3); 28:6 (ending
27:22–28:7); 39:11 G (ending 39:1–11); 44:14 (ending 44:1–15). Compare also 4:10
in HA but not in G (ending 3:30–4:10).



confidences strengthens faithfulness and encourages hope. In these
two pericopes, then, Ben Sira shows how a wise person is able to main-
tain friendships through proper use of the tongue.
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6

Sirach 22:19–26

1. Introduction

This chapter discusses Ben Sira’s longest friendship pericope from
the central portion of his book (22:19–26).1 Sirach 22:19–26 is the most
problematic of the pericopes on friendship, not least because of its seri-
ous textual difficulties. G diverges widely from S; for example, S contains
two bicola (22:20cd, 26bd) absent from G. Conscious of the integrity of
these different textual traditions, I have based my reconstruction of the
Hebrew text of Sir 22:19–26 largely on G, while the text-critical notes will
indicate the divergent readings of S.

In addition to the ancient versions of the pericope, a Cairo Genizah MS

(H3053) preserves a medieval Hebrew rhymed poem based on Sir 22:22cd–
23:9b.2 This prosodic work exhibits some echoes of a Hebrew text of Sir
22:22cd, 24–26, though the date of its composition is unclear.3 Whereas
Ben Sira uses rhyme occasionally,4 the later author has introduced rhyme
into every line or couplet. Because the medieval poem extensively

1 See J. Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung: Kontexte zur Freundschafts-
perikope Sir 22,19–26,” in Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft bei Ben Sira, 87–106.

2 I use the notation H3053 to designate MS Adler 3053, one of the Genizah MSS

housed at the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New
York. For the text of H3053 see J. Marcus, “The Newly Discovered Original Hebrew
of Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus xxxii, 16–xxxiv, 1): The Fifth Manuscript and a Prosodic
Version of Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus xxii, 22–xxiii, 9),” JQR 21 (1930–1931): 223–40.
A transcription of the poem appears on p. 238, facing a photograph of the manu-
script. For comparison with the ancient versions of Ben Sira, Marcus added the
relevant text of S and contributed a retroversion from G with explanatory foot-
notes (238–40).

3 The MS dates from around the eleventh century C.E., although the poem could
be older. In its free rhythmic form and use of end-rhyme, the poem has affinities
to the silluk. See further B. Hrushovski, “Hebrew Prosody” (EncJud 13.1195–1239),
esp. the section on “The Classical Piyyut” (cols. 1203–11).

4 E.g., 6:11ab, 37cd; 7:17ab, 18ab; 9:16ab; 13:1ab, 23abcd, 24ab; 44:3abcd, 4abcd.



reworks the thought of Ben Sira, its testimony to the sage’s original text
is at best oblique.

For comparison, I give below the section of the poem based on Sir
22:22cd, 24–26, followed by a translation.5

.hl;l;q] aybi[T;] rt,se tK'm'W hl;/dg“ hP;r“j, d/s ta'x;/h 22cd
.ˆv'[]T, hr:x; µD: Ëp;v] ynEp]liw “ ˆv;[; t/rm}yTi vae ynEp]li 24
.v/Bk]yI /t[;r: hB;DI ˆymif]m'W v/byE alø /d/s ryTis]m' 25

.WhLeg"T] la' /d/s Ú[}rE Úl] hL;GI µ[ai]w“ 26ab
.Wh[em]/v ÚM]mi rheZ:yIw “ /ayxi/hB] lb;n:K] yhiT] ˆP, 26cd

22cd The disclosure of a confidence is a great disgrace,
and a hidden blow will bring a curse.

24 Columns of smoke precede fire,
and distress will smoke before the shedding of blood.

25 One who hides his confidence will not be ashamed,
and one who buries malicious talk will conquer his evil.

26ab And if your companion has revealed to you his confidence,
do not reveal it,

26cd Lest you become like a fool by disclosing it,
and one who hears it will be wary of you.

2. Delimitation

Sirach 22:19–26, a pericope united by literary features, is delim-
ited from its context by the subject of friendship. Between 21:1 and
26:27 the word fivlo" (“friend”) occurs only in 22:19–26 G (vv. 20, 21,
22 [bis], 25).

The surrounding material treats foolish and undisciplined behavior.
Preceding 22:19–26 is a long poem on folly (21:22–22:18), marked off by
the term mwrov" (“fool,” “foolish”) in the opening and closing bicola
(21:22a; 22:18c). Following 22:19–26 is a nonalphabetic double acrostic of
forty-four bicola (22:27–23:27), concerning control of the tongue and of
physical desires. Thus, external factors confirm the internal indications
that 22:19–26 is a distinct pericope.6

5 To facilitate comparison, I provide Tiberian (Masoretic) vocalization (except
for final pause), although this MS is vocalized according to the Babylonian system.
Note that H3053 lacks any equivalent to Sir 22:23.

6 Cf. Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 87–88.
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3. Retroverted Text of Sirach 22:19–26

I

.btb,X,[' ayxi/yb ble ahKem'W h[;m]DI dyrI/y ˆyI[' ahKem' 19
.dhb;h}a' rybi[}y" bhe/a cπrEj;m]W WNd<yrIj}y" π/[B] ˆb,a, Ëyliv]m' 20

.ehb;WvT] vyE yKi vaey:t]Ti la' br<j, πløv]Ti µai bhe/a l[' 21
.yWXrI vyE yKi dj'p]Ti la' hP, jT'p]Ti µai bhe/a l[' 22

.ihb;h}a' rybi[}T'i rt,se tK'm'W hd/S hL,g"m]h ghP;r“j, fˆB,
.hB;DI kµD: Ëp;v]k ynEp]liw “ jˆv;[; t/rm}yTi j vae ynEp]li 24

II

./tb;/fB] mD“j'Ti ˆ['m'l] /tWLd"B] Ú[}rE lËmos] 23
.n/tl;j}n"B] lj'n“Ti ˆ['m'l] /M[i ˆmea;he hr:x; t[eB]

.prteS;Ti la'p wyn:P;miW oWNv,ybiT] la' Úb]h'/a ËWmy: yKio 25
.rÚM]mi rheZ:yI ['me/Vh' lK;r qÚl]l;g“Bi h[;r: WNg<yCiT' µaiw“q 26

4. Text-Critical Notes

My reconstruction of the Hebrew original of Sir 22:19–26 draws
mainly on G, with some attention to S.7 Although 22:24 appears after
22:23 in G and S, I have placed it after 22:22 for the sake of the sense.8

19a. So most MSS of G; to vary the participle in verse 19a, GL (except
for G248) employs oJ ojruvsswn, “one who gives a dig to.” In both cola of
verse 19, S presupposes tK'm', “a blow.”

19b–b. So G with the present tense. S has “causes friendship to pass
away,” from verse 22d.

20c. So G. S reads “one who cheats.”
20d. After verse 20b S adds an extra bicolon: “Do not be fickle toward

your friend, but if you are fickle, do not suppose that you have friendship
with him.”

21e. So G, L. S reads “a way out.”
22f. So S: “son.” G reads plh;n, “except.”
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7 For text-critical notes on the ancient versions of 22:19–26, see Marböck,
“Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 89–90 (Greek), 98–100 (Syriac), and 100–102 (Latin).

8 Thus Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 315–16; cf. Smend, Sirach erklärt,
202; Box and Oesterley, “Sirach,” 392. Other examples exist where verses have
been switched in the course of textual transmission; for instance, in HA 12:1 pre-
cedes 11:34, while in HEF (but not HB) 32:24 comes before 33:1.



22g. After ojneidismou', “insult,” G adds kai; uJperhfaniva", “and pride,”
a gloss that is lacking in S and that overloads the colon; L adds a further
noun, convicio, “taunting.”9

22h–h. So S. G reads musthrivou ajpokaluvyew", “the revealing of a secret.”
22i–i. So S with a participle. G paraphrases: “in the case of these things

every friend will flee.”
24j–j. So H3053; compare Joel 3:3. S reads “smoke billows up” (cf. Joel 3:3

S), while G has “there is vapor of a furnace and smoke,” presupposing
ˆv;[;w“ ˆv;b]Ki t/rm}yTi.

24k–k. So SALW (cf. H3053); SM reads the participle: “one who sheds
blood” (= µD: Ëpevo). G has aiJmavtwn (= µymiD: , “blood”); the plural repre-
sents the Hebrew idiom for blood that has been shed.

23l. So S. G paraphrases: “acquire fidelity with.”
23m. Reading eujfranqh'/", “you may rejoice,” with most MSS of G. In-

stead of D“j'Ti, “you may rejoice,” S presupposes dj'Te, “you may be
united.” GB (= Ziegler) paraphrases: oJmou' plhsqh'/", “you may be filled
together.”

23n. After verse 23d the Lucianic witnesses add a gloss (absent in
GI, S, and L) based on 10:23 and 11:2: “For one should never despise
the appearance10 [of someone], nor is a rich person lacking sense
remarkable.”

25o–o. So S. G has, “To shelter a friend I shall not be ashamed” (cf. Sir
6:14a); note that Sir 22:25–26 G appears to be influenced by 6:12–14 G.

25p–p. So S. G reads, “I shall not be hidden” (= rteS;a, alø, as in Job
13:20); cf. Sir 6:12b.

26q–q. Cf. G: “And if evil happens to me on account of him.”11

However, S presupposes a different reading: “If your comrade reveals
to you a secret, do not disclose it”; possibly it misread Úl]l;g“bI, “on
account of you,” as ÚL]GI, “he has revealed to you,” and h[;r:, “evil,” as
Ú[}rE, “your companion.”
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9 In 22:22cd the textual problems affect the interpretation. The text of G here is
open to doubt because verse 22c is overloaded (Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 201),
whereas S presents a smoother text (Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 91).

10 Or “limited situation”; cf. Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 95 n. 16;
Wagner, Die Septuaginta-Hapaxlegomena im Buch Jesus Sirach, 343.

11 In 22:26 the sense demands a change of person from G; cf. Skehan and Di Lella,
Wisdom of Ben Sira, 315. The first-person reference in 22:25–26 G seems to have arisen
by analogy with the first-person prayer in 22:27–23:6; cf. Marböck, “Gefährdung und
Bewährung,” 88. However, the first-person references in 22:25–26 G are taken as
original by J. Liesen, “Strategical Self-References in Ben Sira,” in Calduch-Benages
and Vermeylen, eds., Treasures of Wisdom, 63–74, esp. 71–72.



26r–r. Cf. G: “Everyone who hears will guard himself from him.” S
has: “Lest everyone who hears you will be wary of you, and will consider
you as a wicked person” (cf. 19:9 S).

5. Translation

I

19 One who strikes the eye will make tears descend,
and one who strikes the heart will elicit pain.

20 One who throws a stone at a bird will scare it away,
and one who disgraces a friend will make friendship vanish.

21 If you draw a sword against a friend,
do not despair, for there is a way back.

22 If you open your mouth against a friend,
do not be terrified, for there is reconciliation.

One who reveals a confidence is a disgraceful person,
and a hidden blow will make friendship vanish.

24 Columns of smoke precede fire,
and malicious talk precedes the shedding of blood.

II

23 Support your companion in his poverty,
so that you may rejoice in his prosperity.

At a time of distress remain faithful to him,
so that you may be an heir in his inheritance.

25 If your friend becomes impoverished, do not put him to shame,
and do not hide yourself from his presence.

26 But if evil happens to him on account of you,
everyone who hears will be wary of you.

6. Poetic Analysis

Sirach 22:19–26 consists of two stanzas: the first stanza (three
couplets: vv. 19–20; 21–22b; 22cd, 24) discusses insensitive behavior
that destroys friendship, while the second (two couplets: vv. 23;
25–26) speaks of preserving friendship with an impoverished friend.
The first stanza is united by a triple inclusio between its first and last
couplets.
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22:19ab: hKem' (“one who strikes,” bis); 22:22d: tK'm' (“a blow”)
22:20b: πrEj;m] (“one who disgraces”); 22:22c: hP;r“j, (“disgrace”)
22:20b: hb;h}a' rybi[}y"; 22:22d: hb;h}a' rybi[}T' (“will make friendship vanish”)

In my reconstruction the second stanza is marked off by rhyme in all four
cola of its first couplet (22:23abcd) and the last two cola of its second cou-
plet (22:26ab).

a. Stanza 1: Destroying Friendship by Insensitive Behavior (22:19–22, 24)
The opening couplet of the first stanza (22:19–20) consists of two

aphoristic bicola; in each case the example in the first colon introduces a
lesson in the second. Poetic features also unify 22:19–20, since each colon
begins with a participle starting with m, and rhyme exists between the
first colon of 22:19 and the second colon of 22:20 (v. 19a: h[;m]DI, “tears”; v.
20b: hb;h}a', “friendship”). In my reconstruction the opening bicolon
(22:19) exhibits alliteration and assonance, which are evident when its
two cola are juxtaposed (“one who strikes” + [part of body] + [hip <il verb]
+ [feminine noun]):

h[;m]DI dyrI/y ˆyI[' hKem'
tb,X,[' ayxi/y ble hKem'W

The second bicolon (22:20) contains further alliteration (v. 20a: Ëyliv]m', “one
who throws”; v. 20b: πrEj;m], “one who disgraces”), as well as assonance (v.
20a: WNd<yrIj}y", “will scare it away”; v. 20b: πrEj;m], “one who disgraces”).

The second couplet (22:21–22ab) forms the center of the stanza, with
parallel prescriptions on how to behave after acting “against a friend”
(bhe/a l['). Verse 21 adds alliteration by repeating t and s in the word-
series: hb;WvT] vyE . . . vaey:t]Ti . . . πløv]Ti. Alliteration and assonance are also
evident between jT'p]]Ti µai (“if you open,” v. 22a) and dj'p]Ti la' (“do not
be terrified,” v. 22b).

The third couplet (22:22cd, 24) describes kinds of talk that ruin a
friendship. The phrase in 22:22d, hb;h}a' rybi[}T' (“will make friendship
vanish”), echoes the same idiom at the close of 22:20b. The proverb in
22:24 exhibits anaphoric repetition: both cola begin with ynEp]li (lit.,
“before”).12 In addition, 22:24a evidences alliteration of s (vae, “fire,” and
ˆv;[;, “smoke”), while 22:24b displays alliteration with d (µD:, “blood,”
and hB;DI, “malicious talk”). The last word of verse 24b (hB;DI, “malicious
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12 In Sir 32:10 HB the sage also juxtaposes two cola beginning with ynEp]li
(“before”): “Before hail lightning will shine out, and before a contrite person
favor will shine out.”



talk”) rhymes with the final word of the previous bicolon (hb;h}a'',
“friendship,” v. 22d).

As a whole, the first stanza exhibits chiastic features:

A (22:19ab): hKem'W . . . hKem'
B (22:20b): hb;h}a' rybi[}y"

C (22:21ab): . . .  vyE yKi . . . la' . . . µai bhe/a l['
C (22:22ab): . . .  vyE yKi . . . la' . . . µai bhe/a l['

B (22:22d): hb;h}a' rybi[}T'
A' (22:24ab): ynEp]liw “ . . . ynEp]li

b. Stanza 2: Supporting a Friend in his Poverty (22:23, 25–26)
The couplet (22:23) that opens the second stanza exhibits a fourfold

rhyme: /tWLd"B] (“in his poverty,” v. 23a); /tb;/fB] (“in his prosperity,” v.
23b); /M[i (“to him,” v. 23c); /tl;j}n"B] (“in his inheritance,” v. 23d); note also
that each colon in verse 23 has a word beginning with b. The antithesis
between “his poverty” and “his prosperity” (22:23ab) matches the con-
trast between “distress” and “his inheritance” (22:23cd). Indeed, verses
23b and 23d share a common structure.

. . . so that you may rejoice in his prosperity (22:23b)

. . . so that you may be an heir in his inheritance (22:23d)

By contrast, verses 23a and 23c form an a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern:

Support your companion : in his poverty ::
At a time of distress : remain faithful to him.

Verse 23cd also exhibits alliteration, with n occurring four times and other
letters three times (l, m, [, t).

The final couplet (22:25–26), warning against neglect of a needy
friend, also employs alliteration, assonance, and rhyme. There is 
alliteration and assonance between WNv,ybiT] la' (“do not put him to
shame,” v. 25a) and WNg<yCiT' µai (“if . . . happens to him,” v. 26a). The final
bicolon exhibits rhyme, which serves to mark the end of the pericope:
Úl]l;g“Bi (“on account of you,” v. 26a) and ÚM]mi (“of you,” v. 26b).

7. Context

a. Context of Sirach 22:19–26 within 14:20–23:27
Sirach 22:19–26 occurs near the end of Ben Sira’s fourth part

(14:20–23:27), which consists of a theological segment (14:20–18:14) and
an ethical segment (18:15–23:27). While discussing the context of Sir
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19:13–17 in the previous chapter, I already outlined the structure of
18:15–23:27. Just as throughout 18:15–23:27 the sage often contrasts wise
and foolish talk, so too the use of speech is a theme of 22:19–26, since its
first stanza mentions a verbal offense (22:22a), revealing confidences
(22:22c), and malicious talk (22:24b).

b. Relationship with 21:22–22:18
While the preceding pericope (21:22–22:18) discusses folly of various

kinds,13 22:19–26 describes foolish behavior that can put an end to friend-
ship, namely, negative speech (the first stanza) and a refusal to help a
friend (the second stanza). Whereas 22:13bc G admonishes, “Do not go to
a person lacking understanding; be on guard against him,” 22:26b warns
that others will be on guard against someone who has failed to help a
friend (“everyone who hears will be wary of you”).14 In a comparable
fashion, the theme of shame, occurring in 22:3–5, recurs in 22:19–26, which
speaks of disgrace (22:20b, 22c), calumnious talk (22:24b), and shame
(22:25a). Finally, the thrice-mentioned “heart” (or “mind”: kardiva) in
22:16–18 G serves as a mot crochet with “heart” (kardivan = ble) in 22:19b.15

c. Relationship with 22:27–23:27
Just as the first stanza of Sir 22:19–26 (= vv. 19–22, 24) concerns harm-

ful words, so 22:27–23:27 treats self-control in matters of speech
(22:27–23:1; 23:7–15).16 In particular, the sage’s warning against evil talk
(22:22, 24) anticipates his prayer that begins in 22:27: “Who will place a
guard over my mouth?”

8. Exegesis

a. Stanza 1: Destroying Friendship by Insensitive Behavior (22:19–22, 24)
In order to emphasize the delicate nature of human friendship, Ben

Sira opens the poem with two comparisons from the natural world (the
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13 Sirach 21:22–22:18 G employs the word mwrov" (“fool”) nine times. For a dis-
cussion of 21:22–22:18, see Desecar, La sabiduría y la necedad, 44–74; on 22:9–15, see
Di Lella, “Sirach 22:9–15: ‘The Life of a Fool Is Worse Than Death.’”

14 Both 22:13 G and 22:26 G use the verb fulavssomai (“be on guard”).
15 So Marböck (“Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 88), who also notes that dialuvw

(“dissolve”) occurs in 22:16b, 20b G.
16 The noun stovma (“mouth”) occurs in 22:22, 27 G. Other parallel motifs

include the “eye” (ojfqalmovn, 22:19; ojfqalmoiv, 23:19) and “insult” or “disgrace”
(ojneidivzwn, 22:20; o[neido", 23:26). On Sir 22:27–23:27, see Beentjes, “Sirach
22:27–23:6 in zijn context.”



eye [22:19] and a bird [22:20]). The first bicolon (22:19) compares the
sensitivity of the human eye to the delicacy of the heart in friendship.
Just as by its tears an eye indicates that it has been injured, so too a
human heart wounded in friendship displays its feelings of hurt (some-
times also with tears).17

Elsewhere in his book Ben Sira mentions the “tears” (h[;m]DI) caused
by injustice (35:18) or grief (38:16). Speaking of the plight of the poor
widow, the sage exclaims: “Do not tears [h[;m]DI, collective] descend upon
her cheek?” (35:18 HB). In his advice on mourning for the dead, he coun-
sels: “My child, over the dead make tears [h[;m]DI] flow” (38:16 HB).

According to 22:19a the cause of the tears is “one who strikes the eye”
(ˆyI[' hKem'). Here Ben Sira echoes an ordinance of the Exodus Covenant
Code. Exodus 21:26 specifies: “And if a person strikes the eye of his servant
[/Db][' ˆy[eAta, vyai hK,y"Aykiw“] or the eye of his maidservant and destroys it, he
shall let him go free in exchange for his eye.” The Covenant Code stipulates
that the destruction of the servant’s eye as a result of the slaveowner’s blow
puts an end to the master-slave relationship. Similarly, Ben Sira uses the
analogy of a blow to the eye (22:19a) when speaking of an emotional
wound that puts an end to the relationship of friendship (22:19b).

The phrase ble hKem' (“one who strikes the heart,” 22:19b) refers to a
person who hurts one’s feelings by an act of unkindness or betrayal.18 The
same idea appears in the misogynistic statement of 25:13 HC.

hV;ai t['r:k] aløw“ h[;r: lK; ble tK'm'k] aløw“ hK;m' lK;

Any blow but not like a blow to the heart;
any evil but not like the evil of a woman!19

In 25:13 the sage parallels a physical blow with an emotional blow (v.
13a) and physical suffering with the emotional suffering that can be
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17 Perhaps the saying derives from a traditional riddle: “What kind of blow
causes the most weeping?” (Answer: “a blow to the heart.”) In the book of Tobit
it is not so much the blinding of his eyes (Tob 2:10) as the emotional wound of his
wife’s mockery (2:14) that causes Tobit to weep (3:1) and to pray for death (3:6).
On the ancient Hebrew conception of weeping, see T. Collins, “The Physiology of
Tears in the Old Testament,” CBQ 33 (1971): 18–38, 185–97.

18 A different nuance appears in the cognate phrase in 1 Sam 24:6 and 2 Sam
24:10: /tao dwID:Able ËY"w " (“and David’s heart [= conscience] smote him”).

19 See Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 155, for the completion of the lacunae in HC.
The parallelism implies that hV;ai t['r: (“the evil of a woman”) should be under-
stood as “the distress caused by a wife.” On 25:13–14, see Trenchard, Ben Sira’s
View of Women, 67–71.



caused by a wife (v. 13b); similarly, in 22:19 he parallels a physical blow
(v. 19a) with an emotional wound (v. 19b).

A related saying in b. Sabb. 11a contains a kind of numerical proverb
(similar to the 3 + 1 pattern of Sir 26:5–6): “Any sickness, but not sickness
of the bowels; any pain, but not the pain of the heart [ble baeK]]; any ache,
but not the aching of the head; any evil, but not an evil woman.”20 A com-
parable statement occurs in 25:23ab G: “A downcast heart and a sullen
face and a blow to the heart [plhgh; kardiva"] [come from] a wicked wife.”
Whereas Sir 22:19 uses the pair “eye-heart,”21 Sir 25:23 employs the series
“heart-face-heart,” while the rabbinic aphorism utilizes the triad “bowels-
heart-head.”

In 22:19b Ben Sira’s grandson employs the noun ai[sqhsi" in the sense
“feeling” or “pain,” as in Jdt 16:17.22 Although the Greek noun can mean
“knowledge” or “discernment” as well as “pain,” the context here
demands the latter meaning.23 Sirach 36:25 HB connects the noun tb,X,['
(“pain”) with the “heart”: “A deceitful heart will cause pain” (tb,X,[').
Similarly, Prov 15:13 asserts that “by pain of heart [bleAtb'X]['B]] the spirit
is stricken.”

The second bicolon of the first stanza (Sir 22:20ab) uses the image of a
bird to express the fragility of friendship; a friend may be scared off as eas-
ily as a bird. Likewise, Sir 27:19–20 utilizes the imagery of a bird and a
gazelle (both creatures that are easily frightened away) to convey the vul-
nerability of friendship.24 In 22:20a, too, the bird flying away is an image of
broken friendship, whereas in 27:9a G the same creature serves to depict
friends gathering together: “Birds will lodge with those that are like them.”
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20 Cited in A. E. Cowley and A. Neubauer, The Original Hebrew of a Portion of
Ecclesiasticus (Oxford: Clarendon, 1897), xxiv.

21 For other instances of “eyes” and “heart” in parallel, see, e.g., Prov 4:21; 21:4;
23:33; Sir 14:3 HA; 43:18 HBM. For a full discussion of this parallel word-pair, see
W. G. E. Watson, Traditional Techniques in Classical Hebrew Verse (JSOTSup 170;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 284–92.

22 Cf. Marböck, “Gefährdung und Bewährung,” 92 n. 10. Judith 16:17 says that
the hostile nations shall forever weep “in pain” (ejn aijsqhvsei), while the same
Greek phrase also means “painfully” in 1 Esdr 1:22 (24).

23 Though LXX Proverbs nineteen times translates t['D" (“knowledge”) with
ai[sqhsi" (e.g., Prov 15:14; 18:15), Ben Sira’s grandson never uses this rendering of
t['D" but instead employs gnw'si" (“knowledge”: 3:25 GOL), suvnesi" (“perception”:
5:10; 37:22, 23), or ejpisthvmh (“understanding”: 38:3). According to G. B. Caird the
grandson was not acquainted with LXX Proverbs; see “Ben Sira and the Dating of
the Septuagint,” in Studia Evangelica 7 (ed. E. A. Livingstone; TU 126; Berlin: Aka-
demie Verlag, 1982), 95–100, esp. 100.

24 See my exegesis of 27:19–20 in the previous chapter.



The throwing of stones (Sir 22:20a) indicates hostility (cf. Prov 26:27;
2 Sam 16:6); indeed, David actually caused a fatal wound to Goliath by
slinging a stone (1 Sam 17:49–50). In this stanza Ben Sira draws a parallel
between throwing stones (Sir 22:20) and wounding someone (22:19). The
same parallel appears in Sir 27:25 G: “The one who throws a stone
upward throws it upon his own head, and a treacherous blow will open
up wounds.”

The first couplet concludes by making the lesson explicit: “One who
disgraces a friend will make friendship vanish” (Sir 22:20b). Similarly, in
41:22cd HM the sage warns his audience to be ashamed:

πrEj; tT;m' rj'a'meW ds,j, yrEb]DI l[' bheaome

Before a friend concerning reproachful words,
and of insulting after giving a gift.25

The second couplet of 22:19–26 is an encouragement to maintain
hope even if one has drawn a sword (22:21) or opened one’s mouth
(22:22ab) against a friend. Whereas “opening one’s mouth” (v. 22a)
appears anticlimactic after the hyperbolic act of “drawing a sword” (v.
21a), Ben Sira deliberately employs this juxtaposition for dramatic effect.
Verse 21 speaks of an occasion when the sage thinks friendship can be
mended, namely, a fit of temper that leads one to draw a sword.26 Where-
as 1 Sam 17:51 describes David drawing the sword to kill the hostile
Goliath,27 the tragedy of Sir 22:21 is that one draws the sword against a
friend. Contrary to what one might expect, Ben Sira asserts that such a
rash act (perhaps in response to a friend’s negative remarks or deeds) is
not irreparable.

In such circumstances the sage counsels: “Do not despair” (vaey:t]Ti la').
The same phrase occurs in m. ,Abot 1:7, where it refers to a despairing atti-
tude because of the evil in the world. The reason for Ben Sira’s
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25 An alternative vocalization of 41:22d HM yields the sense: “and before a
stranger of giving reproach”; cf. Harrington, Wisdom Texts from Qumran, 96.
However, HB preserves a text closer to G:

≈a'n“Ti la' tT;m' yrEj}a'meW hP;r“j, yrE[b]DI] l[' bhe/ame
Before a friend concerning insulting [wo]rds,

and after giving a gift do not be contemptuous.
26 Compare Aramaic Ahiqar Saying 31 (line 113): “A sword [brj] stirs up quiet

waters between good neighbors [ˆbf ˆy[r]” (Lindenberger, Aramaic Proverbs of
Ahiqar, 100).

27 Similarly, Sir 37:5 speaks of a good friend fighting against one’s foes.



encouragement to hope here is the possibility of a “way back” (22:21b).
Similarly, 17:24 G connects a “way back” with hope: “Yet to the repentant
he [= God] gave a way back [ejpavnodon], and he encouraged those aban-
doning endurance.” The “way back” (hb;WvT]) is presumably apologizing
to one’s friend for the misdeed; indeed, the noun hb;WvT] can also mean
“repentance” or “conversion” in postbiblical Hebrew.28

The whole of 22:21 serves as an ironic contrast to 22:22cd. Although
drawing a sword seems to be the worst possible thing one can do against
a friend, Ben Sira asserts that as an impulsive overt act against one’s
friend, it can be forgiven. The sage implies that such an extreme act is,
ironically, not as harmful as revealing a confidence (22:22c) or inflicting a
hidden blow (22:22d)—acts that are not impulsive but fully calculated,
and all the more deplorable since they destroy friendship.29

Sirach 22:22 discusses occasions when friendship can and cannot be
repaired. Whereas friendship can be healed after an offensive remark
(22:22ab), revealing a confidence and injuring someone behind his back
cause irreparable damage (22:22cd). While one can mend the harm cre-
ated by offenses committed in a private conversation with a friend
(22:22ab), the evil caused by publicly humiliating a friend in his absence
cannot be undone (22:22cd). Hence, within a social system based on
honor and shame, the dishonor done to a friend (22:22cd) makes the
friendship break down irretrievably.30

Whereas 22:21a speaks of a physical threat with a sword (br<j,), 22:22a
mentions an attack with the mouth (hP,). Ancient Israelite literature (espe-
cially the Psalter) often compares verbal attacks to an assault with swords
or spears or arrows.31 Ben Sira asserts that if one has made a verbal attack,
reconciliation is actually possible. Whereas the idiom “open one’s mouth”
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28 This derived meaning is not attested in the MT or the extant Hebrew MSS of
Ben Sira but appears in certain nonbiblical Hebrew texts (e.g., CD 19.16; 
m. ,Abot 4:13).

29 For this interpretation I am indebted to Professor Di Lella. Elsewhere Ben Sira
employs comparable ironic hyperbole, such as in 19:10–11 G:

You have heard a story—let it die with you;
take courage—it will not tear you apart.

On account of a story a fool will be in as much labor
as is a woman giving birth on account of her baby.

30 Compare Camp’s assertion: “The concepts of honor and shame constitute an
essential part of Ben Sira’s ideological matrix” (“Honor, Shame, and the Her-
meneutics of Ben Sira’s MS C,” in Barré, ed., Wisdom, You Are My Sister, 157).

31 See, e.g., Pss 57:5; 59:8; 64:4. Note that the second Servant Song in Deutero-
Isaiah says: “He made my mouth like a sharp sword” (Isa 49:2). Hebrew also
speaks idiomatically of “the mouth [= edge] of the sword” (br<j,AyPi, e.g., Job 1:15).
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(hP, jt'P;) can simply mean “speak,”32 here the context shows that the phrase
refers to negative speech, such as an angry retort or a hostile remark.

Sirach 22:22b opens with the injunction dj'p]Ti la' (“Do not be terri-
fied”), a phrase that Ben Sira uses twice elsewhere in the context of death.
Sirach 41:3a HM urges, “Do not be terrified of death, the decree for you,”
while Sir 9:13 HA promises that if you keep far from someone authorized
to kill, “you will not be terrified of the terrors of death.” In the case of a
hostile or angry word (22:22ab), the sage teaches that there is no need to
fear, because such talk does not necessarily mean the death of the friend-
ship; there is the possibility of reconciliation.33

The disgrace of revealing a confidence (22:22c) is a frequent theme of
Ben Sira (6:9; 27:16–21; 42:1).34 Just as 22:22c declares that “one who
reveals a confidence is a disgraceful person” (hP;r“j, ˆB,),” so 6:9 speaks of
the former friend who “will expose a dispute to your disgrace” (Út]P;r“j,).
Similarly, 5:14 HA states: “For the thief shame was created, and evil dis-
grace [= h[;r: hP;r“j,] for the two-faced person.”35

Sirach 22:22d speaks of the damage done to friendship by a “hidden
blow” (rt,se tK'm'). The parallelism of verse 22cd suggests that the reveal-
ing of the confidence in 22c is the “hidden blow” cited in 22d. Here Ben
Sira adapts an idiom from the list of curses in Deut 27:15–26. While Deut
27:24 outlaws a physical attack on a neighbor—rt,S;B' Wh[erE hKem' rWra;
(“Cursed is one who strikes his companion in secret”)—Sir 22:22d alludes
to an assault on a person’s character. A related saying occurs in Sir 27:25 G:
“A treacherous blow [plhgh; doliva] will open up wounds.”36

32 See, e.g., Isa 53:7; Ps 39:10; Prov 24:7; cf. Sir 24:2 G. An inceptive meaning
(“begin to speak”) is appropriate in Dan 10:16; Sir 51:25 HB, and perhaps also in
Sir 22:22.

33 On “reconciliation” (= yWXrI = diallaghv) see my exegesis of Sir 27:21a in the
previous chapter. Note the sage’s realistic and practical view of friendship,
wherein reconciliation is possible (22:22ab; 27:21a). Theognis 325–328 also asserts
that angry words, though harmful to friendship, are natural to human beings and
hence must be forgiven: “If a man grow always angry with a friend’s offence, they
will never be friends and at peace: for offences against men are natural to mor-
tals” (Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:267).

34 Aramaic Ahiqar Saying 53 also asserts that the betrayal of secrets causes dis-
honor; see further my exegesis of 27:16 in the previous chapter, as well as J. J.
Pilch, “Secrecy in the Mediterranean World: An Anthropological Perspective,”
BTB 24 (1994): 151–57.

35 Where HA reads wh[r hprj, I read h[;r: hP;r“j, (“evil disgrace”) with G and S.
36 Smend (Sirach, erklärt, 201) observes that plhgh; doliva (“a treacherous blow”)

is equivalent to rt,se tK'm' (“a hidden blow”) in Sir 22:22d.



The mention of “malicious talk” (hB;DI, 22:24b) develops the reference
to “a disgraceful person” (22:22c) who perpetrates a slanderous “hidden
blow” (22:22d).37 The comparison of 22:24 is like the English saying: “No
smoke without fire.” Just as smoke precedes the flames when one lights
a fire with green or damp wood,38 so “malicious talk” is often the prelude
to fighting and bloodshed. Hence, to prevent bloodshed one must avoid
speaking maliciously about one’s friend.

A proverb similar to Sir 22:24 appears in Ankhsheshonq 22.21–23:
“Do not insult a common man. When insult occurs beating occurs. When
beating occurs killing occurs.”39 The sayings of both Ankhsheshonq and
Ben Sira see bloodshed as the consequence of insults. Likewise, 27:15 G
cautions: “A quarrel of the arrogant means bloodshed, and their abu-
siveness is something distressing to hear.”

In Ben Sira’s poetry “fire” (vae) often has a negative connotation. In
3:30 HA “fire” (vae) represents “sin” (taF;j'), just as “water” corresponds
to “almsgiving.” The same kind of symbolism occurs also in 15:16, where
the two options are “fire and water” (µyIm'w: vae, HA), equivalent (in reverse)
to the choice between “life and death” (15:17). In 22:24 too, “fire”
symbolizes death caused by “the shedding of blood” (µD: Ëp;v]).

The imagery of 22:24 derives largely from Joel 3:3: “And I will place
portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of
smoke” (ˆv;[; t/rm}ytiw “ vaew: µD:).40 Whereas in Joel these signs indicate
God’s punishment of the wicked, in Sir 22:24 they are the result of the sin-
ful folly of human beings.

In his warning that the “shedding of blood” (µD: Ëp;v]) is the result of
“malicious talk” (hB;DI), Ben Sira may be echoing Ezek 22 and 1 Sam 25.
After condemning the ruling class of Jerusalem for causing bloodshed
(Ezek 22:6), Ezekiel links bloodshed with slander: “In you [Jerusalem] were
those who slander for the purpose of shedding blood” (µD:AËp;v] ̂ ['m'l]; Ezek
22:9). In the story of Nabal and Abigail (1 Sam 25),41 Nabal’s rudeness
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37 On hB;DI, see my exegesis of Sir 19:15a in the previous chapter. Fuß notes that
22:24b is connected semantically with 22:22c (“Tradition und Komposition,” 144).
In view of this link I have moved verse 24 before verse 23.

38 Compare the proverbial saying in Luke 23:31: “If people do these things with
the green wood, what is to happen with the dry?” The death of Jesus may be seen
as an example of how malicious talk can precede the shedding of blood.

39 AEL 3:176.
40 The verb ˚pv (“pour out,” “shed”) also occurs in Joel 3:2, while the phrase

ˆv;[; t/rm}yTi (“columns of smoke”) appears in Cant 3:6.
41 Note that in Sir 6:5–17 the sage alludes several times to 1 Sam 25; see ch.

2 above.



would have caused David’s troops to kill, unless Abigail had urged mod-
eration: “And this will not become for you a cause of stumbling or a
mental obstacle for my lord, to have shed blood [µD:AËP;v]li] needlessly”
(1 Sam 25:31). Seeing the warning signs of impending conflict, Abigail
wisely intervened to prevent bloodshed.

As a teacher of wise conduct, Ben Sira warns against various occa-
sions or persons that might cause bloodshed.42 Thus, the sage counsels
caution in dealings with an angry person, because “in his eyes bloodshed
[µymiD:] is something trifling” (8:16 HA).43 Moreover, the sage warns
against associating with an enemy; despite his friendly words, “if he has
found an occasion, he will not have enough of blood” (µD:; 12:16 HA).

As in 22:24, Ben Sira parallels fire and bloodshed when discussing
the backbiter in 11:32 HA: “From a spark he will multiply burning coals,
and a worthless person will lie in wait for blood.” Likewise, 28:11 G par-
allels fire and blood: “A hasty dispute kindles a fire [pu'r], and a hasty
quarrel sheds blood [ai|ma].”

In 22:24 the first stanza reaches its culmination. Hitherto, Ben Sira has
portrayed a series of violent attacks: striking the heart (22:19b), drawing
a sword (22:21a),44 and a hidden blow (22:22d). Now, with its mention of
“the shedding of blood,” 22:24 serves as a forceful climax for the stanza,
illustrating the worst result of malicious talk against a friend.

b. Stanza 2: Supporting a Friend in His Poverty (22:23, 25–26)
In the second stanza the sage leaves behind the violent imagery of

stanza 1 in order to speak of the value of fidelity in friendship. In 22:23
Ben Sira offers a utilitarian motivation for being faithful in friendship:
one will be able to share in the friend’s subsequent prosperity. This
advice accords with the sage’s eudaemonistic approach to life, where-
by he regards ethical action as leading to success and unethical activity
as leading to failure.45 Such a philosophy, though it may appear venal,
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42 By referring to the “sword” in 22:21a, Ben Sira has prepared the reader for
the mention of “bloodshed” in 22:24b.

43 Furthermore, in 9:9 HA he advises against dining with a married woman, lest
“you decline to the pit in bloodshed” (µymid:B]). The “bloodshed” here is the pun-
ishment meted out either by the jealous husband (Box and Oesterley, “Sirach,”
1:347) or by the legal authorities according to Lev 20:10 and Deut 22:22 (Skehan
and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 219).

44 In 22:21a Ben Sira makes his point ironically, by comparison with 22:22cd.
45 On the sage’s eudaemonism, see briefly Sanders, “Ben Sira’s Ethics of

Caution,” 79–80; Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age, 75–76; Hengel,
Judaism and Hellenism, 1:142–43. For instance, Sir 7:32 HA assumes that a divine



expresses the belief that God rewards good actions and repays evil.46 In
fact, Ben Sira derives his brand of eudaemonism largely from the
Deuteronomic scheme of retribution; those who obey God receive the
blessings of “prosperity” (hb;/f, Sir 22:23b; cf. Deut 28:11; 30:9), as well
as an “inheritance” (hl;j}n", Sir 22:23d; cf. Deut 15:4; 26:1).47

The verb Ëmos](“support”) may refer to financial assistance or emo-
tional support. In 51:7 HB the participial form Ëme/s (“supporter”) occurs
in parallel to rzE/[ (“helper”), while 13:21 HA employs the same verb
Ëms to describe the support that a stumbling rich person receives from
a companion.

Sirach 22:23ab creates an antithesis between “poverty” (tWLD") and
“prosperity” (hb;/f), just as 22:23cd contrasts a “time of distress” (hr:x; t[e)
with an “inheritance” (hl;j}n"). Similarly, speaking of his pious predeces-
sors in 44:11 HBM, Ben Sira places “their prosperity” (µb;Wf) in parallel
with “their inheritance” (µt;l;j}n"). The sage’s insistence on fidelity to one’s
friend (22:23) contrasts with his earlier depiction of the fickle friend who
is present “in your prosperity” (Út]b;/fB]: 6:11 HA) but who disappears “on
a day of distress” (hr:x; µ/yB]: 6:8 HA).

By means of the verb hdj (“rejoice”)48 and the noun hb;/f (“prosper-
ity,” “good”), 22:23b alludes to the story of Moses’ friendship with Jethro.
Whereas Jethro had formerly assisted Moses in his “time of distress”
when he had fled from Pharaoh (cf. Exod 2:15–22), after the exodus Jethro
was glad because through Moses the Israelites had been successfully
delivered from Egypt: “And Jethro rejoiced [D“j'YIw"] over all the good
[hb;/Fh'] that Yahweh had done to Israel” (Exod 18:9). Similarly, Sir

blessing comes to the generous person: “Also to a needy person extend your
hand, in order that your blessing be complete.” Like the author of Prov 1–4, Ben
Sira motivates his students by noting that right behavior can bring benefits, such
as wisdom (Sir 51:25 HB; cf. Prov 2:10) and a long life (Sir 1:12; cf. Prov 3:16a), as
well as financial reward (Sir 51:28; Prov 3:16b).

46 This belief in divine retribution is fundamental for Ben Sira; cf. Sir 1:12–13;
2:10; 7:1–3; 12:6; 15:13; 17:22–23; 35:13, 24; 41:8–9; 51:28. See further Di Lella,
“Conservative and Progressive Theology,” 143–46; and Dommershausen, “Zum
Vergeltungsdenken des Ben Sira.”

47 Wishing to soften the materialistic motivation of 22:23, the Lucianic text of G
adds a comment more favorable to poverty: “For one should never despise the
appearance [of someone], nor is a rich person lacking sense remarkable.”

48 Smend (Sirach, erklärt, 202) notes the possible ambiguity of the verbal form
djt (22:23b). I read D“j'Ti (“you may rejoice,” from the root hdj, “rejoice”) with
most MSS of G; likewise Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 134. However, the reading of S
(lit., “you may share”) understands the verb as dj'Te (“you may be united,” from
the root djy, “be united”).
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22:23ab advises: “Support your companion in his poverty, so that you
may rejoice [D“j'Ti] in his prosperity [/tb;/fB]].” Thus, Jethro’s friendship
with Moses serves as a paradigm for Ben Sira’s teaching; because Jethro
had supported Moses in his time of need, he was able to rejoice in his sub-
sequent success.

The sage’s advice in Sir 22:23ab agrees with the Egyptian proverb in
Ankhsheshonq 17.18: “If you have grown up with a man and are faring
well with him, do not abandon him when he fares badly.”49 However, the
worldly wise Theognis warns against hoping in the future kindness of an
afflicted friend: “Never make friends with a man in exile, Cyrnus, with
an eye to the future, for when he is come home he becometh quite
another man” (Theognis 333–334).

Sirach 22:23cd develops the sentiment of the previous bicolon.
Parallel to /tWLd"B] (“in his poverty”) stands hr:x; t[eB] (= ejn kairw'/ qlivyew"
= “at a time of distress”). Both 6:8 and 37:4 employ similar phrases to
describe times of difficulty when the false friend disappears.50 By con-
trast, 22:23c urges fidelity to one’s chosen friend precisely at such times.
Moreover, 40:24 G speaks of the assistance given by kinsfolk and helpers
in times of need: “Brothers and help are for a time of distress [eij" kairo;n
qlivyew"], but more than both almsgiving will rescue.”51

The command to remain faithful to one’s friend in his time of need
(22:23c) exemplifies the high value that Ben Sira places on fidelity within
friendship (cf. 6:14–16). A similar counsel regarding friendship occurs in
27:17a: “Test a comrade—and remain faithful to him.”52 A comparable
saying appears in Theognis 1083–1084, describing the fidelity of the good
person: “So true is it that the good man, though he change his disposi-
tion, must for evermore keep it steadfast to his friend.”
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49 AEL 3:172. According to Xenophon (Mem. 2.5.1), Socrates began one of his
teachings when he “noticed that one of his companions was neglecting a poverty-
stricken friend” (see Marchant, trans., Xenophon, 125). On the duty of reciprocal
financial help expected in Greek friendship, see Konstan, Friendship in the Classical
World, 78–82. The following Theognis quotation comes from Edmonds, trans.,
Elegy and Iambus, 1:269.

50 As equivalent of the phrase hq;Wx t[eB] (“at a time of stress,” 37:4 HBD), G uses
the exact phrase (ejn kairw'/ qlivyew" = “at a time of distress”) found in 22:23c G.
Sirach 6:8 HA employs a synonymous idiom, hr:x; µ/yB] (“on a day of distress”),
which G translates literally with ejn hJmevra/ qlivyew".

51 HB partially preserves this saying (a free combination of Prov 17:17 and Prov
11:4), including the word hr:x; (“distress”; cf. Prov 17:17). The point of Sir 40:24 is that
giving alms is even more beneficial for one’s destiny than having helpful relatives.

52 See further my discussion of Sir 27:17 in the previous chapter. The following
quotation comes from Edmonds, trans., Elegy and Iambus, 1:359.



The prescriptions of 22:23 may echo the Jubilee Year legislation in
Lev 25. Behind the verse may lie the thought of the impoverished
friend recovering his inherited property in the Jubilee Year (Lev
25:41).53 Moreover, the call to “remain faithful” (ˆmea;he) toward a needy
friend (Sir 22:23c) may allude to the command to offer charity to a
poor relative: “You shall hold him fast” (/B T;q]z"j‘h,w“, Lev 25:35; cf. Sir
29:1b). Sirach 29:1–3 G gives similar directions concerning care for an
indigent neighbor.

One who performs mercy lends to a companion,
and one who holds [him] steadfastly with his hand keeps the
commandments.

Lend to a companion at the time of his need,
and pay54 a companion back again at the time.

Confirm [your] word55 and keep faith with him,
and at all times you will find what you need.

The command to keep faith with the impoverished friend (29:3) parallels
22:23c, which counsels faithful support of such a person.

As the motivation for staying faithful toward the needy friend, Ben
Sira holds out the possibility “that you may be an heir in his inheritance”
(22:23d). Inheritance (22:23d) is of particular concern to Ben Sira because
of his respect for tradition and because his outlook has no place for an
afterlife. In 33:24 HE he advises: “On the day of death [i.e., not before-
hand] distribute [ljen“h'] an inheritance.” The inheritance of the priesthood
is different from that of the rest of society, for Sir 45:22 HB says of Aaron’s
offspring: “Among the people’s land he does not inherit, and in their
midst he does not divide an inheritance [hl;j}n"], because Yahweh is his
portion and his inheritance.”56 The prescription of 22:23 thus implies that
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53 A stronger echo of the Jubilee Year law occurs in Sir 22:25. Although around
198 B.C.E. Antiochus III permitted Jerusalem to be governed “according to the
ancestral laws” (Josephus, Ant. 12.3.3 §142), evidence is lacking that the Jubilee Year
was ever practiced in Ben Sira’s lifetime. For the sage, however, its stipulations may
have served as an analogy revealing the demands of social justice. It is also possi-
ble that the plea to regard a servant as a “brother” in Sir 33:31 may echo Lev 25:46.

54 In Lev 25:51–52 ajpodivdwmi renders byvihe (“pay back”). On Sir 29:1–7, see
Gilbert, “Prêt, aumône et caution,” esp. 179–81.

55 Compare the phrase rb;D:AlK; µYEq'l] (“to confirm every word”) concerning the
generous redemption given by Boaz to Ruth (Ruth 4:7). Note that the laeGO (“one
who redeems”) is also mentioned in Lev 25:25.

56 On the text here, see Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 508; cf. Segal,
µlvh arysAˆb rps, 312.



the sage’s students are not from priestly families and hence are able to
share in a friend’s inheritance.

In 22:25 Ben Sira avers that it is no shame to associate with a poor
friend. Indeed, the sage urges his students not to add to the disgrace of a
friend already experiencing the shameful condition of poverty. The open-
ing phrase of 22:25a (preserved in S) echoes the language of Lev 25 on the
Jubilee Year.57 In particular, Lev 25:25, 35, 39 all begin with the phrase
Úyjia; ËWmy: yKi (“if your relative becomes impoverished”). Leviticus 25:35–
36 urges one to support such a person.

If your relative becomes impoverished and his hand shakes before you,
you shall hold him fast; as an immigrant or a sojourner he shall live with
you. Do not take from him interest or usury, but you are to fear God,
while your relative lives with you.

The concern for an impoverished fellow Israelite found in Lev 25:35–36 is
also echoed in Sir 29:2a G, “Lend to a companion at the time of his need,”
and in 29:10a G, “Waste money for the sake of a brother or a friend.”
Similarly, 29:14 G declares: “A good man will be a guarantor for his com-
panion, but the one who has lost a sense of shame will abandon him.”

Our discussion of 22:20b, 22c has already noted the importance of the
polarity of honor and shame in Ben Sira’s worldview. In 22:25a the sage
urges his students not to add further humiliation to an impoverished
friend by turning away from him.58 Ben Sira’s respect for the poor
appears also in 10:22 HB: “Immigrant, foreigner, alien, and pauper—their
glory is the fear of Yahweh.”

As a sign of concern for an impoverished friend, Ben Sira advises:
“Do not hide yourself from his presence.” Hiding from a troubled friend
is a characteristic of false friendship, as noted in Sir 6:12: “When you are
humbled he will turn against you, and from your presence he will hide
himself” (rteS;yI Úyn<P;mi).
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57 Some of the Qumran documents exhibit interest in the Jubilee Year, either for
calendrical reasons (Jubilees) or from an ethical viewpoint (11QMelch, which
quotes Lev 25:9, 13 and Isa 61:1); cf. P. J. Kobelski, Melchizedek and Melchiresa<
(CBQMS 10; Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical Association of America, 1981),
49. A concern for social justice appears in 11QMelch 2.6–7, which describes
Melchizedek’s activity in the final age: “He will proclaim liberty for them, to free
them from [the debt] of all their iniquities. And this will [happen] in the first week
of the jubilee which follows the ni[ne] jubilees” (García Martínez, Dead Sea Scrolls
Translated, 139–40).

58 Similarly, Sir 8:6 HA counsels: “Do not put an elderly person to shame.” On Sir
22:25–26, see Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft,” 191–93.



Sirach 22:26 warns about the social consequences for one “if evil hap-
pens” to the impoverished friend because of one’s neglect of him. The
phrase h[;r: WNg<yCiT' µai (lit., “if evil overtakes him”) uses an idiom found
twice in MS HA of Ben Sira (6:12 [where G and S differ] and 12:5). Just as
Sir 7:1 HC offers the advice [r" Úg“yCiy" [la'w“] [r" c['T' la' (“Do no evil, and
evil will not happen to you”), so Sir 22:26 suggests that helping a friend
will enable one to avoid the ignominy of social disgrace.

The warning in 22:26 depends on public opinion for its effectiveness:
a person who has refused to help an impoverished friend will be
shunned in society. Elsewhere, Ben Sira invokes the same fear of public
disgrace to discourage gossip (19:7–9). Sirach 19:7 S warns: “Never repeat
a saying, and no one will reproach you.” Elaborating on this point
(derived from Prov 25:9–10), Sir 19:8–9 G says:

Against friend or enemy do not recount it,
and unless it is sin for you, do not reveal it;

for he has heard you and became on guard against you,
and in time he will hate you.

In the juxtaposition of the concepts of “hearing” (the verb [mv) and
“being wary” (the nip<al of rhz), Sir 22:26b (like 19:9) parallels Ezek
33:3–5. The divine message to Ezekiel employs the image of the sentinel:

If he sees the sword coming against the land, and he blows on the horn
and he warns [ryhiz“hiw “] the people, and the hearer hears [['meVoh' [m'v;w “] the
sound of the horn and does not become wary [rh;z“nI aløw“] and the sword
has come and taken him, his blood shall be upon his own head. . . . But
one who did become wary [rh;z“nI aWhw“] will have saved his life.

Just as Ben Sira encourages his students to learn with whom to associate
by observing their conduct, so too he assumes that others in society
watch the conduct of people and learn from what they see. Hence, he
warns his students to be vigilant in their behavior.

The advice to be wary occurs frequently in Ben Sira’s teaching (e.g.,
6:13; 8:18–19; 12:10–12; 13:8–13). In 13:13 HA, for instance, he counsels: “Be
careful and wary [ryhiz:], and do not walk about with lawless persons.” In
32:22, too, the second form of the saying in HB reads: “Be wary [rheZ:hi] in
your ways.”59 In 22:26b, however, the situation is somewhat different;
instead of advising his students to be wary (13:13; 32:22), in 22:26b (as in
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59 In the first form of the saying in 32:22 HB the verb is the synonym rm,V;hi (“be
careful”), while 32:22 HEF reads ryhiz: hyEj‘ (“be wary”).



19:9) he states that others will be wary of them if they become known for
refusing to help a needy friend.

9. Conclusion

Aside from its textual problems, Sir 22:19–26 is a thematically com-
plex pericope, since it combines several messages about friendship.
Whereas the first stanza focuses on sins of the tongue against a friend, the
second concentrates on practical help for the friend at a time of need. 

In the first stanza the opening couplet (22:19–20) employs imagery to
speak of the fragility of friendship. Thereafter, the second and third cou-
plets (22:21–22, 24) contrast offenses that may be pardoned (drawing a
sword or saying something hostile) with unforgivable offenses (betraying
a confidence and talking maliciously behind someone’s back). 

The second stanza (22:23, 25–26) urges support for a friend in his
adversity; one should not despise him when he is impoverished, since he
may later prosper. The final bicolon (22:26) asserts that one who refuses
to help a needy friend will be an object of public contempt.

Ben Sira emphasizes his message by the use of three didactic 
illustrations: wounds to eyes, throwing stones at birds, and smoke pre-
ceding fire (22:19–20, 24). He also seems to allude to the legislation for the
Jubilee Year (Lev 25) to inculcate an attitude of responsibility toward an
impoverished friend (22:23, 25).

In summary, Ben Sira teaches in 22:19–26 that what destroys a friend-
ship is emotional wounding (22:19b), abusive or malicious talk (22:20b,
24b), and also betraying confidences (22:22c). By way of contrast, what
builds up a friendship is the hope of reconciliation (22:21b, 22b) and faith-
ful support of a friend even in his poverty (22:23, 25).
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Conclusion

1. Introduction

The theme of friendship in Ben Sira, which has only recently received
any extended scholarly treatment, has formed the subject of this study.
After surveying introductory questions such as Ben Sira’s historical back-
ground, his book’s problematic textual situation, and selected theological
and ethical themes, I have examined the seven major friendship peric-
opes in detail. Besides providing exegesis of the passages, I have dealt
with their textual problems, poetic features, and context within Ben Sira’s
book, as well as noting parallels from Greek and Egyptian literature.

This study reveals Ben Sira’s use of themes found in other ancient
writings. Basing his work on the foundation of Israel’s Scriptures, Ben
Sira develops ideas also found in Greek texts (especially Theognis) and
Egyptian sapiential literature (particularly the prototype of P. Insinger).
Either he knows such works (directly or indirectly), or else he is familiar
at least with their thought-world. Such awareness of non-Israelite tradi-
tions, common elsewhere in Israel’s sapiential heritage, may, in Ben Sira’s
case, reflect the influence of his foreign travels (Sir 34:12).

Nevertheless, although the sage is steeped in the traditions of Israel
and the surrounding nations, he is not a slavish imitator. Rather, he
forges a new synthesis, updating the truths of Israel’s tradition for his
contemporary audience in an increasingly hellenized society. He is not
afraid to utilize insights found in foreign literature when these harmo-
nize with Israel’s faith. Since the book of Proverbs offers little specific
guidance on how to form and maintain good friendships, Ben Sira
expands traditional Israelite principles (such as caution and fidelity)
using ideas also found in Greek and Egyptian writings. His originality
lies not in the thoughts themselves but in his creative synthesis, whereby
he brings ideas from diverse sources into harmony with Israel’s faith,
expressed through the leitmotif of the fear of God.

I now summarize the most significant aspects of the sage’s teaching
on friendship under four headings: the goodness of friendship, caution in
friendship, faithfulness toward friends, and the fear of God as the most
important quality in friendship.



2. The Goodness of Friendship1

One of the things delightful to Ben Sira is “the friendship of neigh-
bors” (Sir 25:1c G); accordingly, he declares: “Happy is the one who finds
a true friend” (25:9a L). Moreover, the sage includes friends (40:23) in his
decalogue of good things (40:18–27), while Sir 6:15 declares that there is
no weighing the benefit of a faithful friend.

Ben Sira’s appreciation of friendship matches the Hellenistic esteem
for filiva, evident in Aristotle’s remark: “The happy man requires friends”
(Eth. nic. 9.9.3 §1169b).2 Nevertheless, by his use of language Ben Sira takes
care to root his friendship instructions within Israel’s creation theology.
Admittedly, the teaching that like is attracted to like is a commonplace of
Greek literature.3 In Sir 13:15, however, the sage formulates this idea
using terminology from the Priestly tradition of Israel’s primeval history:
“All flesh will love its own kind, and every human being one resembling
him.” The fact that the terms employed (particularly “all flesh” and
“kind”) are reminiscent of Gen 1–11 suggests that friendship belongs to
the natural order of God’s good creation.4 By contrast, a treacherous
friend thwarts the purpose of his creation, so that the sage exclaims:
“Alas, evil creature! Why were you formed, to fill the surface of the world
with deceit?” (37:3).

Thus, in speaking of the goodness of friendship, Ben Sira combines
Greek esteem for filiva with Israel’s theology of creation. This synthesis
forms the foundation of the sage’s teaching on friendship.

3. Caution in Friendship

The most prominent feature in Ben Sira’s friendship teaching is his
admonition to caution toward both potential and actual friends (6:7, 13).
For instance, to inculcate discernment in the choice of friends, the sage
observes: “Every friend says, ‘I am a friend,’ yet there is a ‘friend’ who is
a friend in name only” (37:1).

1 This concluding chapter echoes my earlier article “Friendship according to Ben
Sira,” in Egger-Wenzel and Krammer, eds., Der Einzelne und seine Gemeinschaft bei
Ben Sira, 65–71. For a brief discussion of Sir 25:1, 9; 40:23, see the appendix below.

2 Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 559.
3 E.g., Homer, Od. 17.217–218; Plato, Symp. 195b; Aristotle, Rhet. 1.11.25 §1371b;

Aristotle, Eth. nic. 8.1.6 §1155a.
4 The motif of the goodness of creation (cf. Gen 1:31) appears in Sir 39:16, 33;

42:22, 25.
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Sirach 6:8–10 specifies the reason for such wariness, namely, that
betrayal can easily occur: “There is a friend for a season. . . . There is a
friend, turned into an enemy. . . . There is a friend, a table associate, but
he will not be found on a day of adversity.” A fair-weather friend
remains close at a time of prosperity but disappears when adversity
strikes (6:11).

Since the poor cannot offer material benefits, they tend to lack
friends (Sir 13:21–23). In describing the unequal treatment of rich
and poor, Sir 13:21–23 mirrors the insight of Prov 19:4: “Wealth will
add many companions, but a pauper will be separated from his com-
panions.” Indeed, Ben Sira even asserts that friendship between rich
and poor is no more possible than peace between wolves and lambs
(13:17–19).

Ben Sira frequently cautions that friends may betray one in a time of
need. Thus, 37:4 warns: “An evildoer is a ‘friend’ who gazes at the table,
but at a time of stress he will stand aloof!” Similarly, the insight of 12:9
distills the wisdom of human experience: “In a person’s prosperity, even
an enemy is a companion, but in his adversity, even a companion will
separate himself.”5 Ben Sira’s warning that friends can disappear in a
time of adversity echoes the experiences of Job and Jeremiah (Job 19:19;
Jer 9:3; 20:10). Similar cautionary statements occur in Theognis 643–644;
697–698, as well as in P. Insinger 12.18.

Betrayal by a former friend can cause severe grief, as 37:2 acknowl-
edges: “Is it not a sorrow reaching to death: a companion like oneself,
turned into an adversary?” Such betrayal may inflict not only emotional
wounds but also harm to a person’s honorable name. Thus, Ben Sira
warns that a former friend may expose a dispute, thereby bringing
about one’s disgrace (6:9). In the sage’s outlook one should avoid dis-
grace, shame, and a bad name, just as one should seek to preserve one’s
name and honor. The embarrassing revelations of a quondam friend
(6:9; 22:22cd) can, however, cause as much shame as one’s own foolish
conduct (4:20–22; 20:22–26) or one’s undisciplined children (22:3–5;
41:5–7; 42:9–14).

To reduce the likelihood of a friend hurting or disgracing one, Ben
Sira advises testing potential friends. Sirach 6:7 counsels: “You have
acquired a friend—with testing acquire him, and do not hasten to rely on
him” (cf. 27:17a). Just as wisdom teachers speak of the need for discern-
ment when one confronts ambiguous human experiences (cf. Prov
14:12–13; 17:28; Sir 20:8–11; 36:23–24), so Ben Sira insists on the need for
testing in order to discern real friends.
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The motif of testing potential friends reflects a common theme in
Greek literature, as well as in Egyptian sapiential writing.6 Ben Sira, how-
ever, adds a theological dimension by noting that God tests those who
fear him (Sir 2:1; cf. 44:20) and that wisdom places tests in the path of
those who seek her (4:17).7

It is not only toward potential friends, however, but also toward
actual friends, that Ben Sira counsels a cautious attitude: “Be wary of
your friends” (6:13). This advice matches his general caution, whereby
one should not give control over one’s life to “son or wife, friend or com-
panion” (33:20). This wariness also accords with the outlook of Theognis
(697–698), who laments being let down so often by his friends.

Such caution is all the more necessary, in Ben Sira’s judgment,
toward those who hold political power: “Keep far from anyone empow-
ered to kill. . . . But if you have approached, commit no offense” (9:13; cf.
13:9–13). This cautious attitude toward the powerful is a regular feature
of sapiential literature (cf. Prov 20:2; Sir 8:1–2; P. Insinger 3.14; 27.8).

Ben Sira’s wariness leads him to suggest having only few friends:
“Let those at peace with you be many, but the possessor of your confi-
dence one in a thousand” (Sir 6:6). Such advice accords with sayings of
Theognis (73–75) and Xenophon (Mem. 2.6.27). The phrase “one in a thou-
sand” may be an echo of Qoh 7:28, which applies it to the rarity of a wise
man; if so, Ben Sira implies that the one wise person out of a thousand
should be chosen as a friend.

4. Faithfulness toward Friends

As an antidote to widespread faithlessness in friendship, Ben Sira
inculcates fidelity toward one’s friends. In a triple series Ben Sira describes
a faithful friend as a strong shelter, beyond price, and a “bundle of the liv-
ing” (6:14–16). Similarly, 9:10 compares an old friend to mature old wine,
while 37:5 notes that a good friend will campaign on one’s behalf.

Ben Sira often encourages his students to remain faithful to their
friends, as in 22:23a: “Support your companion in his poverty.” In addition,
37:6 counsels: “Do not forget an associate in the battle, and do not abandon
him among your spoil.” Sirach 7:18 states the corollary of such fidelity: “Do
not exchange a friend for a price.” Hence, 41:18c urges one to be ashamed
before a partner and a companion if one has committed treachery.
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6 Such Greek texts include Theognis 125–126; Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.1. Egyptian
texts include Ptahhotep 33; Ankhsheshonq 14.8; P. Insinger 11.23; 12.15.

7 Cf. Irwin, “Fear of God,” 557–59.



Ben Sira’s emphasis on fidelity reflects the teaching of the book of
Proverbs, which observes positively that “there is a friend sticking closer
than a brother” (Prov 18:24), as well as asking negatively, “A faithful per-
son who can find?” (Prov 20:6). Both Theognis and Xenophon speak
specifically of faithful friends or comrades; whereas in a negative vein,
Theognis notes the rarity of a faithful companion (Theognis 209;
415–416), Xenophon affirms positively the value of faithful friends in the
setting of a royal court (Cyr. 8.7.13). For Ben Sira, however, fidelity in
friendship has an additional theological dimension, since it reflects God’s
faithfulness (Deut 7:9; 32:4; cf. Sir 1:15; 37:15).

Faithfulness toward friends entails keeping confidences, a recurrent
motif in Ben Sira (8:17; 22:22; 27:16–21; 42:1). For example, Sir 27:16 states:
“One who reveals a confidence destroys faithfulness and will not find a
friend for himself.” This emphasis on the guarding of secrets echoes not
only the book of Proverbs (11:13; 20:19; 25:9) but also Aramaic Ahiqar
(Saying 53), as well as anticipating the Essene rule of life (Josephus, Ag. Ap.
2.207). Although one may need to reprove a friend for his faults (19:13–17)
in accordance with the Torah (Lev 19:17), one should do so privately,
instead of shamefully revealing the friend’s faults to others (22:20, 22cd).

5. Fear of God

The fear of God is a major theme of Ben Sira, which he connects with
friendship. Thus, the sage asserts that one who fears God will find a faith-
ful friend (6:16). Moreover, his decalogues of macarisms and good things
(25:7–11; 40:18–27), both of which list friendship among the blessings in
life (25:9; 40:23), reach their climax in the fear of God, which is the best
thing of all (25:10–11; 40:26–27).

Other motifs connected with the fear of God include the law and wis-
dom (cf. 19:20; 21:11). Hence, one’s friends should be not only God-fearing
(9:16) but also wise and observant of the law (9:14–15). A friendship
guided by the law will allow for reproof (Sir 19:17; cf. Lev 19:17).

Ben Sira’s emphasis on the fear of God echoes an earlier biblical
theme characteristic of Deuteronomy, the Psalms, and Proverbs. While
Theognis opens his poems with an invocation of the Greek gods
(Theognis 1–18) and each section of P. Insinger concludes with a state-
ment of fatalistic resignation to the deity,8 Ben Sira brings his teaching on
friendship into the sphere of his faith in Israel’s God.
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8 E.g., P. Insinger 13.7: “The fate and fortune that come, it is the god who deter-
mines them” (AEL 3:195).



Furthermore, Ben Sira’s whole view of friendship evidently has a the-
ological rationale. Fundamentally, the goodness of friendship is rooted in
the goodness of God’s creation (Sir 39:16, 33; cf. Gen 1:31). Next, the need
to test potential friends (Sir 6:7; 27:17) corresponds to the way God tests
those who wish to serve him (2:1) and the way wisdom tests those who
seek her (4:17). Again, Ben Sira’s emphasis on fidelity in friendship
(6:14–16; 27:17) is designed to enable human beings to mirror God’s faith-
fulness (Deut 7:9; 32:4), since God created humanity in his image (Gen
1:27; Sir 17:3). Finally, the sage’s insistence on the fear of God as the guid-
ing principle of friendship (6:16; 9:16) is not made at the expense of the
love of God, since (following Deut 10:12) he regards the two dispositions
as different aspects of the same relationship with God (Sir 2:15–16). Thus,
although the sage’s friendship pericopes do not often mention God, they
have a theological underpinning that relates his teachings on the topic to
Israel’s faith.

6. Conclusion

In an age when friendship was important, Ben Sira was not afraid to
use any insight, whether from Israel’s heritage or other traditions, to
assist his students in making and keeping wise friendships. In our age
friendship is no less important. While our modern circumstances differ
from the social conditions of Ben Sira’s time, much of his teaching has
timeless value. Still relevant today is his teaching that the fear of God is
the way to true happiness (1:12), an insight that applies in the realm of
friendship as much as in other areas of life.
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Appendix
Ben Sira’s Incidental References to Friendship

Out of the forty-eight1 instances of fivlo" (“friend”) in Ben Sira
according to GB, thirty appear in the seven pericopes examined in chap-
ters 2–6 above. To round off my coverage of the topic, this appendix deals
with the other eighteen occurrences of the word in the sage’s book.
Considerations of space allow only a brief discussion; it is beyond the
scope of this appendix to give a full treatment of text-critical questions,
poetic features, or the relation between each friendship reference and its
overall context.

1. Statistical Tables

The following table lists Ben Sira’s eighteen incidental references to
fivlo", with comparisons to H (where extant) and S.2

Table 1: Eighteen occurrences of fivlo"

Verse G H S3

6:1a fivlou bhe/a (HA) rgm,
7:12b fivlw/ rbej;w “ ['rE (HA) rgm, . . . gbr ,
7:18a fivlon bhe/a (HA) rgm,
12:8a oJ fivlo" bhe/a (HA) rgm,
12:9b oJ fivlo" ['yrE (HA) rgm,
14:13a fivlw/ bhe/al] (HA) lrgmk
19:8a fivlw/ ————— brgm,
20:16a fivlo" ————— *rgm,
20:23a fivlw/ wh[erE (HC) gbrh

1 In Ben Sira fivlo" occurs forty-six times in GA, which lacks the word in 19:14a
and 41:18c.

2 Note also that outside the seven major pericopes filiva (“friendship”) occurs
twice in G (9:8d; 25:1c).

3 Throughout the appendix I have placed an asterisk by the plural forms in S.



28:9a fivlou" ————— drgm4

29:10a ajdelfo;n ————— ,gwk
kai; fivlon . . . gbrk

30:3b fivlwn ————— *rgmwhy
30:6b toi'" fivloi" ————— *lrgmwhy (30:6a)
33:6a fivlo" bhe/a (HEF) *rgmwhy
33:20a ajdelfw'/ bheao (HE) ,g,5

kai; fivlw/ ['rEw: (HE) wrgm,
40:23a fivlo" ————— rgm,

kai; eJtai'ro" ————— wgbr,
41:18c koinwnou' πT;Wv (HBmgM)6 —————

kai; fivlou ['rEw: (HBM)
41:22c fivlwn bheao (HM[B]) —————

Apart from the seven major friendship pericopes and the above-
noted instances where G employs fivlo", there are ten other occurrences
of bhe/a in the Hebrew MSS of Ben Sira. Except for one gloss (31:2d HB,
absent from G and S), these occurrences are either textual errors (4x) or
verbal usages (5x).

Table 2: Textual Errors Involving bhe/a

Verse H G S Emendation
7:35a HA bhe/ame a[rrwston *mr < , bae/K7

9:8d HA h;yb,h}ao filiva rgmth Ht;b;h}a'8
33:6b HF bhe/a ejpikaqhmevnou mn drgm lh bke/r9

46:13a HB bhe/a hjgaphmevno" rgym AbWha}10

4 In 28:9a the reading of S (“who loves [contention]”) suggests that the transla-
tor understood a verbal use of the participle bhe/a.

5 G and S presuppose ja; (“brother”) here.
6 The fragmentary text of HB may point to rbe/j (“associate”) here. GA omits

41:18c, while S leaves out 41:13–18 and 41:21–42:6.
7 I emend 7:35a to read bae/K rQeb'l] aV,Ti la' (“do not forget to visit a sick per-

son”; cf. G and S); see Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 50. For bae/K (“sick”), compare
the cognate noun in Sir 30:17b HB. Alternative emendations include the rare syn-
onyms bdE/a (“grieving”; cf. 1 Sam 2:33) or bae/D (“languishing”; cf. Sir 4:1b HA).

8 I read 9:8d: fjel'T] vaeK] Ht;b;h}a' ˆkew “ (“and thus she will enkindle her love like a
fire”; cf. S and G). An alternative reading is h;yb,h’a; (“her amours”; cf. Prov 7:18).

9 This reading, presupposed by G, fits the context of 33:6b; cf. Minissale, La ver-
sione greca del Siracide, 167.

10 So Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 321.
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Table 3: Verbal Usages of bhe/a

Verse G H S
3:26b HA bhe/a oJ ajgapw'n mn drgm
4:12a HA h;yb,h}ao oJ ajgapw'n aujth;n *rgmyh
31:5b HB bhe/a oJ ajgapw'n (31:5a) drgm (31:5a)
47:8c HB bhe/a hjgavphsen (47:8d) rgm
47:22d HB dk,n< spevrma tou' zr < ,

wyb;[h}/a] ajgaphvsanto" aujto;n *drgmwhy (47:22c)11

In the case of some of the above verbal usages (e.g., 4:12a;
47:22d), it is not possible to distinguish absolutely between “those
who love her/him” and “her/his friends,” since the meaning is so
close. In the following survey, however, I leave aside all verbal
usages of bhe/a (“one who loves”), as well as its erroneous occur-
rences in the Hebrew MSS.

2. Survey

I will now survey Ben Sira’s eighteen incidental references to fivlo",
as listed in table 1 above. In 6:5–17; 9:10–16; and 37:1–6 three basic
themes characterize the sage’s outlook on friendship: caution toward
potential friends (6:5–13; 9:11–13; 37:1–4), faithfulness to one’s friends
(6:14–17; 9:10; 37:5–6), and the fear of God as the guiding principle of
friendship (6:16b; 9:14–16; cf. 37:12). Ben Sira’s incidental references to
friendship reflect one of these three themes or else the idea of the good-
ness of friendship.

a. The Goodness of Friendship (25:1; 25:9 L; 30:3; 40:23)
Ben Sira’s appreciation of friendship combines his traditional Jewish

theology of creation (cf. Sir 13:15–16) with the Hellenistic esteem for
friendship.12 Hence, the sage’s decalogue of good things (40:18–27)
includes friends (40:23 HB):13
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11 I reconstruct 47:22d: dymiv]y" alø wyb;h}/a dk,n<w “ (“and he will not destroy the prog-
eny of those who love him”; cf. S). Possibly, however, the original text read /bh}/a
(“the one loving him”; cf. G), referring to David (cf. Sir 47:8cd).

12 Compare Aristotle’s dictum in Eth. nic. 9.9.3 §1169b: “The happy man
requires friends” (Rackham, trans., Nicomachean Ethics, 559).

13 I refer to Segal (µlvh arysAˆb rps, 271) for the completion of the lacuna on
the basis of G.



tl,K,c]m' hV;ai µh,ynEV]miW Wgh}n“yI t[[el; rbej;w “ bhe/a]

[A friend and a comrade] will guide [for the ti]me,
but better than both of them is an insightful wife.14

Moreover, 25:1–11 offers a double appreciation of friendship.15 Sirach 25:1c
G explains that one of the three things delightful to him is “the friendship
of neighbors” (filiva tw'n plhsivon). The subsequent decalogue of macarisms
(25:7–11) has the saying: “Happy is the one who finds a true friend” (25:9a
L).16 Furthermore, according to 30:3 G a father will be able to share with
friends his joy over a disciplined son: “The one who teaches his son will
make his enemy jealous, and before friends will rejoice over him.”

b. Caution (12:8–9; 19:8; 20:16; 28:9; 33:6a, 20; 41:22)
In Sir 6:5–13; 9:11–13; and 37:1–4, the sage applies his ethics of cau-

tion to the realm of friendship. An observation encouraging caution
toward potential friends appears in 12:8–9 HA:17
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14 On Sir 40:23, see E. D. Reymond, “Sirach 40,18–27 As ‘tôb-Spruch,’” Bib 82
(2001): 84–92, esp. 87. Here I leave 40:20b out of consideration. Though S under-
stands the phrase µydI/D tb'h}a' (40:20b HB) to mean “the friendship of a friend” (cf.
NRSV), its probable meaning is rather “sexual love”; compare M. H. Pope’s com-
ment on µydI/D in Cant 5:1: “The plural of this word regularly means ‘love,’ as in
Ezek 16:8; 23:17; Prov 7:18; and elsewhere in the Canticle: 1:2, 4; 4:10; 6:1; 7:13”
(Song of Songs [AB 7C; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977], 508). G offers an alle-
gorizing interpretation, “the love of wisdom.”

15 See F. V. Reiterer, “Gelungene Freundschaft als tragende Säule einer Gesell-
schaft: Exegetische Untersuchung von Sir 25,1–11,” in Reiterer, ed., Freundschaft
bei Ben Sira, 133–69, esp. 144–45 on Sir 25:1.

16 The Latin verb invenit could also mean “has found.” Although 25:9a SALMW

has, “Happy is the person who has found mercy” (*ragme ,), Smend (Sirach, erk-
lärt, 227) suggests reading instead “a friend” (ragma,), which matches L better; cf.
Reiterer, “Gelungene Freundschaft,” 136. Sirach 25:9a G, however, reads, “Happy
is the one who has found sense” (frovnhsin), either confusing ['rE (“companion”)
with ['DE (“knowledge”) or introducing a sapiential interpretation. See also 
L. Schrader, Verwandtschaft der Peschitta mit der (alt)lateinischen Übersetzung im
Sirachbuch? (BN Beihefte 11; Munich: Institut für Biblische Exegese, 1998), 39.

17 On Sir 12:8–9, see Schrader, “Unzuverlässige Freundschaft und verläßliche
Feindschaft,” 23–39. In 12:9b I read ldEB;yI (“will separate himself”) with G and S,
whereas HA has ddE/B (“is isolated”). With the thought of Sir 12:8–9, compare
Theognis 299 and 697–698; see also Isocrates, Demon. 25: “As we try gold in the
fire, so we come to know our friends when we are in misfortune” (Norlin and van
Hook, trans., Isocrates, 1:19).



.anE/c h[;r:B] hS,Wky“ aløw“ bhe/a hb;/fB] [d"W:yI alø
.ldEB;yI ['yrE µG" /t[;r:b]W ['yrE anE/c µG" vyai tb'/fB]

A friend will not be recognized in prosperity,
but an enemy will not be concealed in adversity.

In a person’s prosperity, even an enemy is a companion,
but in his adversity, even a companion will separate himself.

A similar warning against unsuitable friends occurs in 28:9 GSA: “A sinful
man will unsettle friends and will introduce enmity in the midst of those
at peace.”18 Another warning against an undesirable friend appears in
33:6 HF:

lh'x]yI bke/r lK; tj'T' anE/c bhe/a ˆk;Wm sWsK]

Like a bridled horse is a hostile friend;
under every rider he will neigh.19

By contrast with the fruitful guidance obtainable from God’s law
(32:14–16), a hostile friend will refuse to accept guidance, symbolized by
the bridle.

Caution is also at the heart of the injunctions of 19:8 and 33:20.
Following the admonition against gossip in 19:7a G, “Never repeat a say-
ing,” 19:8a G teaches: “Against friend or enemy do not recount it”;20 here,
“friend or enemy” serves as a merism for “everybody.”21 Moreover, by
means of another merism22 Sir 33:20 HE emphasizes the need for caution
in order to preserve one’s independence:
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18 The noun diabolhv, usually meaning “slander” (or “malicious talk”), here
seems to denote “enmity”; cf. Smend, Sirach, erklärt, 251. Sirach 28:9 S preserves a
different form of this saying: “A wicked human being who loves contention sows
enmity among brothers” (cf. Prov 6:19; 16:28).

19 For the text of 33:6 HF see Di Lella, “The Newly Discovered Sixth Manuscript,”
237. In 33:6b I read bke/r (= ejpikaqhmevnou, “rider”), where HF repeats bh/a (as in
33:6a); cf. 30:8, where Ben Sira compares an unruly son to a restive colt. Both G and
S understand 33:6 differently from HF; cf. Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 210; Skehan
and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 396. On the horse, see Prov 21:31; Jer 5:8.

20 Sirach 19:8a S reads the verb: “do not act treacherously.” On Sir 19:8, see
Kieweler, “Freundschaft und böse Nachrede,” 70–71.

21 For examples of polar opposites serving as merisms in the MT, see Watson,
Classical Hebrew Poetry, 322–23.

22 ”Son or wife, friend or companion” is equivalent to “anyone at all.”



ÚyY<j'B] lyvim]T' la' ['rEw: bheao hV;aiw “ ˆBe

Son or wife, friend or companion—
do not give them control over your life.23

In addition, Ben Sira advises the use of caution when speaking, since
speech reveals whether the speaker is wise or foolish. For example, Sir
41:22c HM advocates a true shame over the kind of speech that harms
friendship: “[Be ashamed] before a friend concerning reproachful words”
(ds,j, yrEb]DI l[' bheaome).24 Moreover, the fool’s words indicate his self-pity,
which hampers him from giving friendship to others: “A fool will say, ‘I
have no friend,’ and there is no gratitude for my good deeds” (20:16 G).

c. Faithfulness (6:1; 7:12, 18; 14:13; 20:23; 29:10; 30:6; 41:18)
The sage’s emphasis on fidelity in friendship is evident in 7:18a HA,

where friendship has a higher value than money: “Do not exchange a
friend for a price” (ryjim]Bi bhe/a rymiT; la').25 In 7:18–19 HA the sage juxta-
poses “friend” (bhe/a) with “wife” (hV;ai), as in 33:20 HE.26

Since faithfulness is an essential aspect of friendship, breaking prom-
ises (even out of shame) disrupts friendly relationships (20:23 HC):

µN:ji anE/c WhnE/qw“ Wh[erE j'yfib]m'W µl;k]nI vyE

There is one who is ashamed and makes promises to his companion
and needlessly acquires him as an enemy.27
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23 Or “in your lifetime.” Both G and S presuppose ['rEw: ja; (“brother or com-
panion”), perhaps the original reading; see P. C. Beentjes, “The Concept of
‘Brother’ in the Book of Ben Sira,” in Calduch-Benages and Vermeylen, eds.,
Treasures of Wisdom, 75–89, esp. 84–85. For the phrase in HE, see Ps 88:19.

24 Sirach 41:22c HB reads hP;r“j, yrE[b]DI] (“insulting [wo]rds”) instead of ds,j, yrEb]DI
(“reproachful words”); cf. Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 479. On Sir
41:22c, see Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft,” 197–98.

25 Note the rhyme of rymiT; with ryjim]Bi, continued in the last word of 7:18b,
rypi/a. For the sentiment of Sir 7:18a, compare Socrates’ teaching as recorded by
Xenophon (Mem. 2.5.1–5). On Sir 7:18, see Beentjes, “The Concept of ‘Brother’ in
the Book of Ben Sira,” 81–82.

26 Similarly, in 36:26–37:6 the sage juxtaposes choice of a wife (36:26–31) with
selection of a friend (37:1–6); on the context of 37:1–6 see further the discussion in
ch. 2 above.

27 For the text of 20:23 HC see Di Lella, “The Recently Identified Leaves,” 164;
note the bicolon’s a:b::b:a internal rhyme. On 20:21–23, see Krammer, “Scham im
Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft,” 188–91.



In other words, with empty promises a person acquires not a friend (cf.
Sir 6:7) but an enemy instead.28

Fidelity also entails avoidance of unjust scheming against a friend
(7:12 HA; cf. S):

wD:j]y" rbej;w “ ['rE l[' ˆkew “ ja; l[' sm;j; v/rj}T' la'

Do not devise lawlessness against a brother,
or likewise against any companion or comrade.29

Similarly, 41:18c HM speaks of the shamefulness of unfaithful behavior
toward a friend: “[Be ashamed] before a partner and a companion con-
cerning treachery” (l['m' l[' ['rEw: πT;WVmi).30 Sirach 6:1a HA puts the point
simply: “Instead of a friend do not be an enemy.”31

In addition to these negative admonitions, the sage speaks positively
of the need to show kindness to friends. In view of the fact of death and
the sage’s lack of belief in an afterlife, he counsels his students: “Before
you die be good to a friend” (14:13a HA).32 Similarly, in the context of ad-
monitions to care for the poor, 29:10a G urges: “Waste money for the sake
of a brother or a friend.”
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28 Not only empty promises but also rash loans can turn a friendship into
enmity. Such a lender may lose not only his money but also his former friend; by
lending rashly, “he has needlessly acquired him as an enemy” (Sir 29:6d G).

29 Sirach 7:12 G understands the verbal root vrj in the sense “plow” and pre-
supposes vj'K' (“lying”) instead of sm;j; (“lawlessness”).

30 The damaged text of HB at 41:18c seems to presuppose rbe/jme (“before an
associate”) instead of πT;WVmi (“before a partner”); see further Krammer, “Scham
im Zusammenhang mit Freundschaft,” 195–97. A gloss after 31:2ab, lacking in G
and S but found in HB, speaks of the harm of divulging secrets:

vp,n<K] bhe/a d/s ryTis]m'W hP;r“j, dynIT; ˆm;a‘n< ['rE
Insult will drive out a faithful companion,

but a friend like oneself hides a confidence.
Skehan and Di Lella (Wisdom of Ben Sira, 316) regard the bicolon as intrusive:
“Most likely the line originated as a gloss on 22:22.” However, Kaiser (“Was ein
Freund nicht tun darf,” 108–9) considers it to be the Hebrew form of Sir 27:16,
although it differs somewhat from 27:16 G and S.

31 On Sir 5:14–6:1, see Krammer, “Scham im Zusammenhang mit Freund-
schaft,” 184–87. In its context, 6:1a is a warning against losing friends by being
two-faced (cf. 5:14).

32 Note the rhyme in the phrase bhe/al] bfeyhe (“be good to a friend”). For the sen-
timent, compare Ptahhotep 34–35: “Be generous as long as you live. . . . Don’t be
mean toward your friends” (AEL 1:72). 



In a poem offering advice on the training of sons, Sir 30:6 G
presupposes the filial duty of paying back a family friend’s generosity;
the father who has been a good disciplinarian will have confidence when
he leaves his son his inheritance, because “toward enemies he will have
left behind an avenger, and for friends one to repay kindness.” Ben Sira’s
view is in accord with Creon’s speech to his son in Sophocles’ play
Antigone 642–644:

For ‘tis the hope of parents they may rear
A brood of sons submissive, keen to avenge
Their father’s wrongs, and count his friends their own.33

For both authors, family loyalty involves friendship to one’s parents’
friends and hostility to one’s father’s foes.

d. The Fear of God
The fear of God, which features in some of the sage’s friendship peri-

copes (cf. 6:16; 9:16), provides the context for the mention of friendship in
40:18–27. We have already noted Ben Sira’s saying in 40:23 HB: “A friend
and a comrade will guide for the time, but better than both of them is an
insightful wife.” The climax of the sage’s decalogue of good things comes
in 40:26 HB: “Strength and vigor will make the heart rejoice, but better
than both of them is the fear of God.”34 Thereby Ben Sira subsumes the
goodness of friendship under the greatest good of all, which for him is
the fear of God (cf. 40:27a).

Sirach 25:7–11 also places friendship within the context of the fear of
God. While 25:9a L asserts, “Happy is the one who finds a true friend,”
the decalogue of macarisms concludes with the statement, “How great is
the one who has found wisdom, but he is not superior to the one who
fears the Lord” (25:10 G). Here too the goodness of friendship is ulti-
mately of less significance for human happiness than the fear of the
Lord. In the sage’s outlook, reverence for God will both enable a person
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33 Storr, trans., Sophocles, 1:365. The idea that it was right to repay friends with
friendship and enemies with hostility (mentioned in Sir 12:2–5 and Matt 5:43) was
widespread in the ancient world; cf. Homer, Od. 6.184–185; Theognis 869–872;
Xenophon, Cyr. 8.7.28; Solon 13.5; Isocrates, Demon. 26. See M. W. Blundell,
Helping Friends and Harming Enemies: A Study in Sophocles and Greek Ethics
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 26–59; cf. J. P. Brown, The Legacy
of Iranian Imperialism and the Individual, vol. 3 of Israel and Hellas (BZAW 299;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 2001), 8–10.

34 See Segal, µlvh arysAˆb rps, 271, for the above completion of the damaged
text of 40:26 HB.



to find friends (6:16b) and guarantee the truly moral nature of one’s
friendships (9:16).

3. Conclusion

Among Ben Sira’s incidental references to friendship scattered
throughout his book, one finds the three important themes of caution,
faithfulness, and the fear of God that occur in the major friendship peri-
copes (cf. 6:5–17; 9:10–16; 37:1–6). A further theme, however, is the
goodness of friendship, which appears particularly in the decalogue of
macarisms (25:7–11) and the decalogue of good things (40:18–27). Sig-
nificantly, both decalogues (like 6:5–17 and 9:10–16) conclude by
mentioning the fear of God, which they regard as the greatest blessing of
all. In this way Ben Sira brings us back to the thought of the first non-
alphabetic acrostic of his book (1:11–30), which begins with the
statement: “The fear of the Lord is glory and exultation, and joy and a
crown of rejoicing” (1:11).
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Tobiads 13, 13 n. 51, 15, 104 n. 70, 137,
138, 140, 140 n. 87, 142, 143, 143 n.
100, 145, 153

tongue. See speech.
Torah. See law of Moses.
travel 17, 53, 110, 213
treachery 76, 78, 187, 201, 203, 203 n.

36, 214, 216, 223 n. 20, 225
trust (between friends) 47, 48, 48 n.

42, 51 n. 54, 53, 70, 71, 159 n. 13, 168
trust (in God) 70, 71, 80, 92, 125, 147
urbanization 15
utility 10, 10 n. 38
virtue 10, 47 n. 36, 56 n. 73, 61, 89,

113, 171 n. 66, 179, 180, 182
war 14, 67, 68, 78, 79 n. 160, 80, 80 n.

167, 81, 87, 95, 103 n. 69, 104, 107 n.
80, 216

wealth. See rich.
weeping. See tears.
widow 142, 199
wine 86 n. 13, 88, 89, 94, 95 n. 44, 96,

96 nn. 49–50, 97, 97 n. 52, 98, 98 nn.
54–55 and 57, 112, 112 n. 104, 166,
179, 216

wisdom/wise 2 n. 6, 10 n. 38, 11, 16,
17, 18, 18 n. 68, 21, 23, 42, 43, 44, 45,
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33, 49, 52, 52 n. 57, 59, 59 n. 88, 64, 68
n. 123, 69, 69 n. 124, 70, 71, 76, 79 n.
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word-pairs 32 n. 124, 47, 80 n. 168, 89,
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